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INTRODUCTION

This publication consists of reports of projects carried out by
students in the Marine Resource Management Program in the School of
Oceanography at Oregon State University.

These studies, sponsored by

the OSU Sea Grant Program and the School of Oceanography, were carried
out during the period 1974 to 1980.

The projects were designed to

involve students in contemporary problems faced by coastal communities.

The recommendations and conclusions do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the School of Oceanography or OSU, but are based on a great
deal of work, discussion, and synthesis on the part of the students.

We

hope that the reports will be helpful to communities faced with problems
similar to those described here.
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INTRODUCTION

Port Orford, a small seaport located on Oregon's southern coast, is

presently confronted with a shoaling problem that is threatening the

viability of its commercial fishing operation and the integrity of the
port itself. Oregon State University's Marine Resource Management
class, at the invitation of the Port of Port Orford, has undertaken

an

evaluation of the problem and the alternatives available to the district.

The findings of this

study,

as reported here, represent the views

and opinions of the participating students and do not necessarily reflect
the view of Oregon State

University,

the School of Oceanography or the

Marine Resource Management Program.

Historical Review of Problem

Port Orford is a unique port in that it is a natural cove--not an
It is protected to the north and west by

estuary.

directly to the sea to the

south,

headlands,

but open

and is Oregon's only port with no bar

condition.
The headlands protect the harbor from summer winds, but provide

no

protection from those winter storms which have predominantly southerly
winds.

In

1935,

a combined breakwater-pier was constructed to afford

some protection for the pier from winter storm damage.

For a brief

period the breakwater seemed successful but was later washed away.

In 1961, the port commission requested assistance from the U.S.

Army Engineers in the construction of a 600 foot extension of the breakwater.
October,

A project was approved in 1965 and construction was completed in
1968.

However, shortly after the completion of the new break-

water, the cove began to shoal and by 1970, emergency dredging was

required to allow access to the pier.
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The shoaling has continued and by all indications has not yet
stabilized.

Dredging of a 100 foot turning basin, to within 50 feet of

the pier, was approved and construction was accomplished in the spring
of 1974.

The estimated cost of maintenance dredging exceeds $20,000 per

year.

The effect of this continued shoaling on local fishing interests
has worsened each year.
fish--weather permitting.

Before the shoaling, the fishermen were free to
The situation today is different because the

harbor is effectively closed after the first few winter storms as the
area adjacent to the pier becomes too shallow to launch, unload and
recover vessels.

Thus, the port becomes only marginally operable until

the next dredging period which may be as late as April or May.
The U.S. Army Engineers, in an effort to determine remedial action
required to stop the shoaling, constructed a physical model of the area.
On the basis of this model study, U.S. Army Engineers have proposed the
construction of a second breakwater (referred to as Plan 11F).
The Port Orford Port Commission has endorsed this plan and the
Portland District, U.S. Army Engineers has taken the first step in
filing a deficiency report by submitting a recommended course of action.
However, unless emergency action is taken it is unlikely that construction
could begin before mid-1976.

The purpose in reviewing this background data is to establish the
proper perspective for viewing and evaluating the alternatives for
solving the problem and promoting port development.

The following

sections of this report discuss the interdisciplinary nature of the
study, going beyond pure "physical" considerations of the shoaling
problem to include economic, aesthetic and intangible factors.

3
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GEOGRAPHY AND ECONOMICS
Port Orford is located within Curry County and is a relatively
isolated community in that it has no rail or air service.

Commercial

transport is restricted to motor freight, although an untapped potential
for commercial ocean transport through the port exists.

Port Orford population figures have fluctuated somewhat over time
(Table 1).

Trendwise, Port Orford could expect population to increase,

however, since 1960 the population figures have declined.

During this

same period state figures have continued to increase while the population
in Curry County has also increased except for 1970.

Port Orford's

declining population implies changing economic characteristics for the
immediate area.

As pointed out below, this is in fact the case.

Further verification of changing economic characteristics can be
found in the unemployment seasonal claims for Curry County (Table 2).

Seasonal claims have risen over the two year time period which indicates
weaknesses in the economic base of the region.

Port Orford is an impor-

tant part of the region and suffers directly from increases in the level
of unemployment.
The economic base of the region can be categorized as follows:
1.

Timber and forest products

2.

Recreation and tourism

3.

Commercial fisheries

Timber and Forest Products
Curry County is 94% forest lands.

Of this forest land, the National

Forest Service controls 60% with the remaining 40% composed of individual
or private holdings.
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Table 1.

Population, State of Oregon, Curry County
Orford, 1860-19731.

Year

State of Oregon

1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1973

52,465
90,923
174,768
317,704
413,536
672,765
783,389
953,786
1,089,684

1,521,341
1,768,687
2,091,385
2,224.,900

Curry County

and Town of Port

Port Orford

393
504

1,208
1,709
1,868
2,044
3,025
3,257
4,301
6,048
13,983
13,006
13,200

755
674

1,171
1,037
1,015*

*estimated 7/1/74
1Bureau of the

and State of
1974.

Census, State of Oregon, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1970,
Oregon, Portland State University, Population Records,
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Table

2.

New and Reopened Uyemployment Insurance Claims, Curry County,
by months, 1972-74

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

.

1972

1973

1974

195
118
131

323
191
151
162
134
123
149
100

89
68
58
132

59
66
120
184
220

106
117
226
370
257

1Labor Force Trends, State of Oregon Employment Division Research and
Statistics Section 1972-1974.
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Western States Plywood Co-operative located near Port Orford is the
major industry of the area.

During the course of this study the plant

was forced to close, displacing more than 200 employees most of whom
reside within the port district.

The closure of this industry will

undoubtedly force cutbacks or closures of other associated support
services compounding the economic effect on the community.

Recreation and Tourism
Recreation and tourism have been a vital part of coastal community
economics for the last several years.

This is an industry that fluctuates

with the economic condition of the populus.

Demand for recreation,

including hiking, camping and sports fishing, is one of the first expenditures to diminish when money is short.

Port Orford has not sought to

fully develop recreational facilities, but the area has a potential that
could serve as an integral part of a port or community development plan.
Commercial Fisheries
Port Orford's most viable industry today is commercial fishing.
The total poundage landed in 1973 exceeded 2.8 million pounds with
shrimp comprising more than 70% of the catch.
the catch:

Three buyers compete for

Cresecent City and California are buying companies which

ship the product to other locations for processing, while Blanco is a
local processor.

The potential for a significant increase in the size of the commercial fleet does not presently exist.

This results from a lack of perma-

nent moorage facilities and limited dock storage space.

The facilities

provided for sports fishing are limited and there is no local charter
service.
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Economic Summary

The income of the Port District is dependent mainly on the community
taxes and commercial fishing.

Both are in an unstable condition with no

immediate stablizing factors on the horizon.

The closure of Western

States Plywood Co-operative has resulted in significant unemployment and
combined with the general economic recession on the national scale
presents a rather bleak economic outlook.

For a community to realize the maximum economic benefit from its
activities there must be a recirculation of revenues within the community.
If major portions of the products produced and the monies earned are
transported out of the community little growth can be expected.

Thus,

businesses such as Blanco, that purchase and process their products
within the district, should be encouraged.

Further, there is a differ-

ential level of income generation in different classes of industries and
jobs.

A job at the lumber mill generates approximately twice as much

personal income as does a job associated with tourism (waitress, motel
maid, etc.).

It is to the community's overall benefit to encourage high

income generating industries into the community where possible.
Considering the economic aspect of port development, as it applies

to the present Port Orford situation, the following actions seem reasonable:
1.

Maximize the economic potential of commercial fishing and fish
processing,

2.

Develop the services necessary to entice fishermen from other
ports to land their catch at Port Orford thus bringing new
money into the community, and
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3.

Develop the recreational aspects of the port district.

In

particular encourage a commercial charter service and private
sports fishing fleet.

THE SHOALING PROBLEM
Port Orford has a history of pier damage from wave action.

Port

construction, until the present time, has been designed mainly to protect
the pier from this destruction.

The present breakwater was built for

this purpose, but its construction caused another problem.

At Port

Orford, wave energy was not only destructive to man-made structures, but
also scoured the bottom, preventing sand from accumulating in the vicinity
of the pier.

The present breakwater, while giving some protection to

the pier, has interrupted normal sediment transport and created the
present shoaling problem.

The accumulated sediment in a port area may be handled in three
basic ways:

(1) the material may be removed by dredging,

(2) structures

may be built to prevent shoaling, or (3) natural processes may be allowed
to remove the sediment.

Each of these techniques must be based on an

accurate idea of where the sediment is coming from and how it moves.
The U.S. Army Engineers, in their report, "Remedial Plans for Prevention of Harbor Shoaling, Port Orford, Oregon," contend that (pg. 2):
"Sands located in the impact cell terminated at its northern end by
the Port Orford headlands tend to move from south to north during
winter storms. Summer storms reverse the direction of the sediment
Construction of the [present] breakwater
movement toward the south.
at Port Orford sufficiently altered conditions so that prevailing
summer winds and currents are no longer able to move the accumulation
of sediments at the northern end of the impact cell back toward the
south, and the harbor area will continue to stabilize at approximately 3 to 15 feet below mllw unless permanent remedial action is
taken."
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This class studied nine sets of Port Orford harbor contours supplied
by the U.S. Army

Engineers.

When the 20 foot contours (Fig. 1) are

superimposed it appears that shoaling to the east of the pier has stabi-

lized, but that shoaling in the immediate vicinity of the pier, and
between the pier and the end of the breakwater has not (an area that

directly affects the launching

ramp).

It also appears that shoaling

adjacent to the breakwater is greatest during the summer months.

An

examination of two charts of the Port Orford area (USC & GS 5952 1981
and 1974 edition) indicated a removal of sediment from the west side of

Graveyard Point from 1970 to

explain the above

1974.

observations.

There are two hypotheses that can

The first is that during dredging the

sand has been pushed toward the jetty causing an apparent shoaling.

The

second hypothesis is that the summer set of waves pushes sediment around

Graveyard Point and into the harbor and the jetty prevents the winter
waves from moving the sediment

offshore.

In other words, it is possible

that sediment is coming in from the west side of Graveyard Point.

If there is a sediment source to the west, then construction of the
proposed breakwater probably will not relieve the shoaling problem at

all. It seems likely that sediment from the west is only part of the
problems and therefore it would be unwise to plan large remedial construction projects without knowing more about local sediment movement

patterns with greater certainty than presently exists.
This group also studied the possible risks and benfits that could
arise from each of three basic
present

breakwater;

options:

doing

nothing;

removing the

or building the new breakwater (Plan 11F).

x 927,000
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-J-y 417,000
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Figure 1.

Bottom Contours, Port Orford (1968-1974).
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Option I

The simplest option is to do nothing.

From the point of view of

the Port District this would be a poor solution.

It seems likely that

the shoaling has not stabilized in the vicinity of the pier.

The shoaling

could continue to the point where the harbor would be completely unusable.

If this option goes into effect, the port would become totally dependent
on dredging.

Should the U.S. Army Engineers at some later date decide

they can no longer maintain the channel, Port Orford will be in serious
trouble.

Even if the U.S. Army Engineers continue to dredge, the port

will most likely require a larger dredge than the Sandwick-one that
could move more sediment and start work at Port Orford earlier in the
season.

Option II
A second option would be to remove the present breakwater.

Port

Orford survived for many years without a breakwater and probably could
do so again.

Removing the breakwater would mean that the pier would be

unprotected and that boat owners could find working near the pier hazardous under some conditions.

A positive aspect is that it is probable

that the bottom contours would gradually return to their pre-breakwater
positions.

If this option is adopted, the construction of a more durable pier
would become very important.

There is the possibility that a pier

strong enough to be safe might in itself act as a breakwater by absorbing
wave energy.

This doesn't seem likely but would have to be considered

when designing the pier.
The U.S. Army Engineers, in its model study, did test to see if the

present breakwater could be modified so that enough wave energy could
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enter the pier region to move sand out but not so much as to endanger

the pier.

The conclusion was that this could not be done.

Option III
The third option (Plan

11F)

is to build a new breakwater designed

to intercept the sand before it reaches the pier

area.

If funds are

made available, this is apparently the plan that will be executed.

The

results of this plan are the most difficult to predict.
If the new breakwater performs as predicted then future shoaling

will

cease,

of the

pier.

but there will be no natural sand removal from the vicinity
The U.S. Army Engineers do not claim that the wave effects

at the pier will be significantly lessened but do state that the present
level of wave protection will be
probable that the new
wave energy,

breakwater,

maintained.

Nevertheless,

it seems

since it will intercept and dissipate

should increase wave protection at the pier for some condi-

tions. Even if the harbor is not more

protected,

an enclosed harbor

will be more attractive than an open one to casual users.

After the new breakwater is completed the harbor area will still be
shallow.

To remove the shoaled sand would be an extremely expensive

proposition.

If this is not done it will be difficult to utilize the

whole harbor area.

The new jetty would provide Port Orford with a

small, enclosed harbor.

Unfortunately,

experience internal resonance or surging

such enclosed harbors often
problems.

If the sediment is

coming from the south it is going to build up on the southeast side of
the new breakwater and eventually go around its end. One design feature

of the new breakwater is the overtopping of the outer leg to allow wave

energy to be transmitted into the harbor for the purpose of fostering
sediment transport out of the enclosed basin.

If enough sediment builds
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up seaward of the structure this overtopping potential may be impaired
as waves would break further offshore.

This harbor is presently the

only one on the Oregon coast that doesn't have a bar condition.

By

enclosing the harbor it is possible that a bar could form across the

harbor entrance, or that wind action on an ebbing flow (tidal or from
overtopping) could form a choppy bar condition at the harbor mouth.

Finally, the new breakwater would create new current patterns, modify
the existing littoral drift, build new beach areas and possibly erode
others.

The effects of such changes should be known prior to the adoption

of this plan.

If the source of shoaling sediment is not from the south but comes
from some other area (e.g. from the west side of Graveyard Point as
discussed previously), then sediment could continue to shoal the harbor.
In our opinion, if this option fails future construction alternatives
will be severly limited.
Physical Summary
It seems that Plan 11F if successful, as predicted by the U.S. Army

Engineers, would provide the most benefits to Port Orford, however the
associated risks are high and future remedial work would be both difficult
and costly.

Regardless of which option is chosen there will be a several

year period during which dredging will have to continue.

This period

could be used to test larger prop-wash type dredges, to collect data to

determine with greater certainty the sources of shoaling, and to explore
the potential for winter dredging.
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BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

When considering the alternatives for solving the shoaling problem
one must also examine the potential for alterations of the marine ecosystem.

The harbor bottom at Port Orford is primarily rock overlain by

a sand cover.

The beach area within the harbor is unprotected and

exposed to intense winter surf.

The "heads" area to the west is also

rocky but with a mixed mud-sand cover.
and littleneck clams.

The harbor is populated by razor

The heads area is potentially important recrea-

tionally, with good bottom fishing (sole, lingcod), crabbing (Dungeness)
and a limited harvesting of abalone (red, northern green).
In considering the impacts of the three options on the habitats,

life cycles, abundance and survival of these and other species, the
following considerations should be made:
Option I --

No change:

No significant impact other than the continued

shoaling of the harbor area.
Option II --

Removal of existing breakwater:
long-term impact.

No significant detrimental

However, if the area reverts to its

original condition the now available clam beds would
become unavailable due to deeper water.

Option III --

Construction Plan 11F:

The construction of the breakwater

would alter the physical environment and create an enclosed
basin with the potential for adverse effects.
The new breakwater, Option III, will create new current patterns,

modify the existing littoral drift, build new beach areas and possibly.
cause the erosion of others.

These changes will undoubtedly affect the

species composition, diversity and abundance of the marine life in the
area.

Some equilibrium condition eventually should be reached.

However,
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these changes would not necessarily be harmful.

A more serious problem

could occur within the harbor if flushing is inadequate.

The enclosed

basin, if not adequately flushed, could experience a build up of pollutants, particularly if port development results in an increased commercial
fleet and seasonal sports fishery.

Extremely inadequate flushing could

contribute to oxygen depletions and temperature fluctuations that could
adversely effect the inner harbor clams, crabs and other marine life.

For each of the cited options, dredging at Port Orford will probably
be required for at least the immediate future.

Both dredging and spoil

disposal result in environmental damage, however these can be minimized
through proper consideration of:
1.

dredging method

2.

disposal site

3.

dredging cycle

4.

fishing and spawning grounds

Current dredging practices utilizing a directed prop-wash to move
the sediment seem to be adequate and, for this area, the least damaging.

Biological Summary
The option with the greatest potential ecological disruption is the
construction of the new breakwater.

Without a thorough survey of the

area, as it now exists, and a better understanding of the physical
changes possible, no definitive predictions can be made.

However, the

potential problems should be kept in mind and considered through the
decision process.
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
There are three basic alternatives proposed for alleviating the
shoaling problem.

Each is an expensive venture which will cost somewhere

in the neighborhood of one million dollars.

It is clear that the existing

economic base of the port district is not sufficient to support and
finance these ventures.

The U.S. Army Engineers, who are proposing that

remedial action be taken, receive authority and funding only after
justifications of such expenditures are made.

The review of the economic base of the area revealed an untapped
recreational potential, the development of which may be a necessity if
economic feasibility is to be demonstrated.

Other actions more familiar

to the port commissioners such as the continued development of port
facilities will undoubtedly be required and are briefly examined here
under the heading of "Commercial Fishing."
In order to increase recreational income of Port Orford a number of
actions may be taken.

Such actions must be viewed as investments.

An

analysis should be made prior to commitment of funds to establish that
such investments will in fact yield a community-wide acceptable return.
The risk inherent in the recreational industry must be kept in mind
during such analysis.

There appears to be two essential areas of development at Port
Orford.

These are:

improvements to the small boat ramp and parking

facility, and development of camping (camping, trailer, tenting) areas
close to the port.

Once these have been completed other developmental

actions become viable options.
1.

Increased advertising:

These include:

Such advertising can be in the form of

subsidies to induce attendance at Port Orford (50 discount on first
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launch, for example); it can be in the form of favorable press coverage

of activities or festivities at Port Orford, or in the form of normal
newspaper and radio advertising in appropriate inland population centers.
Complementary activity development:

2.

As 35-40% of recreationists

in fishing areas are nonfishermen, development of nonfishing recreation
could enhance the stability of Port Orford's recreational income.
activities could include:

Such

development of nature trails and picnic areas

at the Heads; development of Garrison Lake for swimming, boating, water
skiing and sailing; and development of beach areas either north or south
of Port Orford.

Supplementary facilities development:

3.

Such activities could

include development of charter boat fishing out of Port Orford; development of a dory boat fishing fleet, or in general, development of other
fishing based activities which will supplement traditional private
sports fishing.

Long-term development:

4.

Such development will actually depend

on many short-term parameters, including desires of the community,
success of the Port Orford short-term recreational developmental program,
and social and economic trends over the short-term period.

Long-range

goals should be developed concurrently with short-term programs to
ensure that these short-term actions are consistent with future community
goals.

These recommendations are supported in the following sections.

Recreation
In general the recreation industry is a high risk and highly variable
service industry.

One of the first items dropped from a family's budget

in poor economic periods is recreation.

Recreation is also one of the

first items reinstated in improved periods.

Thus the industry as a
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whole is subject to large usage fluctuations.

Further, recreational

facilities more distant from major population centers are more susceptable
to these variations than similar facilities closer to those centers.

This should be kept in mind when deciding the extent of Port Orford's
commmitment to the recreational industry.

The data in this report is based on four recent OSU studies, and
represents a relatively small sample population.

However, any error or

bias in this data would be relatively small and the results presented
here are representative of actual recreational patterns.

Five groups of

recreationists are identified and will be traced through this study.
They are overnight and day fishermen, overnight and day nonfishermen,

and passers-by.

The overnight categories require that the recreationists

remain overnight in the area of study.

Passers-by are those persons driving along the coast on their way
to some recreational or nonrecreational activity in some other area.

Almost all of the purchases made by this group are at service stations.
Further, they are relatively evenly spread along the coast, and the
location of their purchases is not, in general, a function of the site
of those purchases.

Thus this group will not be considered further.

The distribution of the remaining four groups at various recreational
sites is shown in Table 3.

The sites for which data was collected were

divided into two classes based on the primary local recreational activity-either fishing or nonfishing.
1.

It will be noted from Table 3 that:

Almost 40% of the recreationists at any given site do not

utilize the primary recreational facility of that site.
2.

The ratio of overnight to day fishermen man-days remains

fairly constant no matter what type of site while that for nonfishermen

increases

substantially for nonfishing areas.
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Table 3.

1.

Use of Two Types of Recreational Areas by Recreator Groups
(excluding passers-by).

Fishing Area:
a.
b.

Fishermen (60%-65%

c.

Nonfishermen

Winchester Bay

Ratio of overnight/day man-day use for area
of rec. days)
-

2

Garibaldi,

ratio of overnight/day use ....................
(35%-40% of rec. days)
ratio of overnight/day use ...................

Nonfishing Area:

Ratio of overnight/day man-day use for area
Fishermen (35%-40% of rec. days)

c.

Nonfishermen (60%-65% of rec. days)
-

= 3/1
= 1/3

Tillamook, Cape Lookout)

a.
b.

-

..... = 1+/1

..... = 3/1

ratio of overnight/day use

.................... = 3/1

ratio of overnight/day use

.................... = 2.5/1
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The ratio of overnight to day man-days is substantially higher

3.

for nonfishing than for fishing areas.

Several other recreationist characteristics became apparent from
the various studies.

These include:

Day nonfishermen are the most mobile and tend to go to new

1.

places more than any other group.

Overnight fishermen are the least mobile (most loyal to estab-

2.

lished sites).
repeaters.

Over 97% of those overnighters polled at Garibaldi were

People with boats tend to go first where their boat is

moored, and second to where they know water and fishing conditions.

It

requires a positive effort to make these established fishermen try a new
site, such as Port Orford.
3.

Most recreationists tend to go to one site per recreational
Seventy-two percent of those surveyed in Tillamook had the Tilla-

trip.

mook area as a primary trip destination.

The corresponding percentages

for Cape Lookout and Garibaldi are 76% and 93%, respectively.
4.

Day fishermen seem to have a maximum time or distance they can

put into transportation.
around 3 hours driving.

For a one day trip this limit appears to be
Thus, Port Orford's location limits the number

of potential day fishermen.

A further breakdown of overnight recreationist's habits is beneficial.

Overnighters tend to spend more money than do day recreationists.

It is essential, then, to provide the overnight facilities desired by
the groups of recreationists who will tend to use those types of facilities.

A detail of overnight recreationists' lodging preference is shown

in Table 4.

By comparing the data in Tables 3 and 4 several tentative

conclusions can be reached:
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Table

4.

Lodging Preference by Various Recreators.

Tillamook
Trailer/Camper
Tent

Motel/Hotel
Private

Lookout

Garibaldi

Average

36
14
22
27

44
50

51

44

2

4
2

19
28

22
15

2.9 days

4 days

Average Length

of Stay

*Overnight recreators only

3.5 days

19

3.5 days

Paying
Average*
54.5
27.1
18.5

--
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1.

Overnighters in fishing areas (overnight fishermen) tend to

use campers and trailers more than nonfishermen.
2.

Nonfishermen can be divided into two groups.

The first (char-

acterized by overnight attendance at Cape Lookout State Park) tends to
go to the coast to enjoy the coast itself.

This group tends toward use

of tents and small trailers and tends to spend less than any other
overnight group.

The other group goes to the coast to use physical

recreational facilities at the coast.

This group tends more towards

motels and restaurants and is a much higher spending group.
3.

One out of every five overnight recreationists at the coast

does not pay for his lodging.

Of those who do pay, the vast majority

use trailers and campers.
4.

Only 15% of all overnight recreationists are willing to pay

for a room to sleep in while 66% are willing to pay for a place to put a
camper or tent they bring with them.

The importance of any of these recreational groups to a coastal
community is measured by the money they spend in that community.

Having

established some background data and trends of coastal recreationists,
their spending habits may now be discussed.

Table 5 shows the percentages

of total recreationists' spending at each of several sites for various
economic sectors.

Several important conclusions may be drawn from this

table:
1.

Except at Cape Lookout (where 50% of overnighters use tents)

slightly less than 1/5 of all recreation dollars go toward lodging.
2.

The "food" line is the sum of the "groceries" and "restaurant/

cafe" lines.

Again with the exception of Cape Lookout this figure is

very constant at 34%-38% of total recreation dollar.

Table 5.

Recreator Spending in Various Sectors (by %).

NON FISHING
Lookout
1.
2.
3.

Motel/Hotel
Trailer/Camper
Lodging (1+2)

4.

Groceries

5.
6.
7.

Restaurant/Cafe
Food (4+5)

8.

Marinas

9.

Recreation
Miscellaneous
Total Spending

10.
11.

Service Stations

*Includes

only overnight

10.7
35.9
18.3
54.2
15.2
6.9
8.9
4.1
$4.41

recreators

Tillamook

15.1
21.4
15.6
37.0
9.4
21.2
5.6
11.7
$9.91

FISHING
Yaquina

Winchester

Garibaldi

15.5
15.5
22.3
16.4
38.7
15.5
27.8

10.0
14.4
24.4
19.9
14.4
34.3
11.1
24.1

16.0
18.1
18.6
36.7
11.1
32.2

2.5
$6.51

6.1
$7.05

3.9
$15.40*
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3.

Marina expenditures include any expenditure directly associated

with boating or fishing and are naturally higher in predominantely
fishing areas.
4.

Total spending is the average of day and overnight fishermen

and nonfishermen,

except as specifically indicated.

Table 6 shows a division between various types of recreators at
Tillamook and Winchester where more detailed data was available.

Com-

bining all data presented to this point several trends emerge.
1.

night

As a whole, overnight fishermen tend to spend more than over-

nonfishermen,

and both groups tend to spend more than day recre-

ators.
2.

Tenters tend to spend the least of all overnight recreators.

3.

People who stay in motels tend also to use restaurants and

represent the highest spending recreator group.
4.

Nonfishermen spend in more diverse areas and thus affect a

larger portion of the local economy.
5.

Recreators in these areas do not tend to spend directly on

recreation but on

gas, camping facilities, groceries,

lodging, marinas

and restaurants.
These recreator trends and desires may now be compared to the

facilities presently available at Port

Orford.

Present conditions at

Port Orford are listed as either an asset (facility favoring recreational
development)
ment)

or as a liability (facility hindering recreational develop-

in Table 5.

The distance factor listed in Table 7 as a liability requires
further

classification.

Figure 2 schematically depicts the relative

location of Port Orford. From this figure several facts are apparent:
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Table 6.

Vistor Spending Distribution at Winchester and Tillamook.

Overnight

Motel/Hotel

Fishermen

Nonovernight
and Overnight

Overnight

Fishermen

Nonfishermen

Trailer/Camper

7.4
15.6

Lodging

23

Groceries
Restaurant/Cafe
Food

20.7
15.6
36.3

Service Station

10

Marinas

30.6

Recreation
Miscellaneous

-0.1

19.4
13.0
32.4
19.2
14.2
33.4
16.4
0
-17.8

Total Spending

$8.24

$4.57

and

Nonfishermen

15.5
24
16
40
11

16
6.9
10.6
$13.32

Day Fishermen
and

Nonfishermen

0

14
14.3

28.3
37
0

19.7
15

$5.40
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Table 7.

Port Orford Recreational Inventory

ASSETS

- no coastal bar condition
- direct, quick ocean access
- good and varied fishing areas
- solitude available
- beautiful local coastline
- adequate local restaurants, motels, service stations, and grocery

store
-

availability of potential for complementary recreational activities
to a primary fishing recreation including Humbug Mountain, Garrison
Lake, and the Heads area in Port Orford

LIABILITIES

-

inadequate parking near launch ramp
no camping areas available within Port Orford
no estuary (many people prefer boating/fishing on an estuary)
present shading around pier and launch ramp area
surge presence at the launch ramp and ramp location
no in-water recreational mooring facilities
distance from and relationship to population centers and other
coastal recreational facilities
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1.

Port Orford is farther away from inland population centers

than any other town on the southern Oregon coast.
2.

All inland recreators must bypass one or more coastal recrea-

tional facilities in order to get to Port Orford.
3.

Because of its distance from inland population centers, Port

Orford's day use fishermen potential is lower than that for most other
coastal areas.

What this means is that either Port Orford must be willing to
initially settle for the overflow from other areas, or be willing to
make a positive effort to provide recreators incentives to pass up these
other closer facilities and incur the additional costs of time and money
to come to Port Orford.

The future potential changes in this recreational inventory under
the three options described earlier, are:
I.

No change:

With no physical change to the harbor there should

be no change in the Port Orford recreational inventory assuming current
levels of maintenance dredging are maintained.
II.

Remove existing breakwater:

around the launch ramp.

This plan would reduce shoaling

However, it would expose the ramp to direct

wave action and increase roughness at the launch area.

The plan then,

would be detrimental to recreational development using the existing
ramp.

III. Corps Plan 11F:

This plan is harder to evaluate and is con-

cerned more with long-range changes.

Existence of a new breakwater

could facilitate long-term harbor recreational development and would
probably reduce wave effects at the launch ramp.

However, as previously

mentioned, there is no guarantee that this plan would reduce shoaling in
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the launch ramp area.

Further, pollution levels in the harbor could be

increased under this plan, especially with increased recreational boating.

Finally Plan 11F has the potential to develop bar conditions at the
harbor mouth.

Should this occur, one of Port Orford's most important

recreational assets (direct ocean access without having to cross a bar)
would be negated and Port Orford's recreational draw would be reduced.
Commercial Fisheries

This section will briefly consider means by which the commercial
fishing activity, and subsequent port income, can be increased at Port
Orford.

Port Orford is not now used for extended periods of time during

in-season layovers (2 days or more) by nonresident fishermen.

Nor does

it seem likely that this trend can be reversed without an extremely
large investment by Port Orford for additional facilities.

It would,

however, seem very possible to attract fishermen primarily interested in
unloading a catch, taking on needed fuel and supplies and returning to
the fishing grounds as quickly as possible.

It appears that three criteria are used to determine which port a
fisherman will use for a quick turn-around port stop.

These are:

distance to the port; price of fish at that port; and a convenience
factor including time delays inherent in port operation, safety of a
ship while in port, ready availability of normal dock side services, and
so forth.

A primary disadvantage of planned attraction of this group of

fishermen is that on such a quick turn-around stop, very little money is
spent in the local economy, especially when nonlocal buyers are involved.

As was done for the recreational inventory of Port Orford, Table 8
lists the primary Port Orford assets and liabilities from the commercial
fishing viewpoint.

If the existing breakwater is removed shoaling
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Table 8.

Port Orford Commercial Asset/Liability Inventory

ASSETS

- no coastal bar condition
- Port is on the coast (not several miles inland) thus reducing
travel time from launch to deep water

- normal dockside facilities are available
- harbor is a protected harbor in summer periods
- Port Orford is the northernmost port of the extended salmon
fishing grounds on the southern Oregon coast

LIABILITIES

- shoaling around pier

- limited repair facilities available
- limited moorage capability
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around the pier would be reduced or stopped.

However, this action would

expose the pier area to substantial wave action.

If Plan 11F is insti-

tuted the potential for bar condition development is a significant
disadvantage.

While Plan 11F would offer some increase in protection

for the pier area it would probably not affect the removal of presently
accumulated sediments.

Actions available to Port Orford to increase local revenue from the
commercial fishing industry include:
1.

Encourage the development of support industries that recirculate

the greatest amount of dollars through the community.

Such industries

could be favored by reduced lease rates or other standard inducements.
While the support industries would not necessarily increase port revenues,
they would be of substantial benefit to the community.
2.

A minimal tie-up charge (fee) could be charged at the Port

Orford pier.

A five dollar fee, or less, would be an insignificant part

of a fisherman's receipts from a catch sale.

However, such a fee would

probably be very unpopular with fishing groups.

Its' monetary benefits

must be weighed against potential social and political disadvantage.

If

instituted, however, it could increase port revenue.
3.

Purchase boat trailers to rent:

If the port of Port Orford

owned and maintained several boat trailers, it would be possible for
nonresident fishermen to haul their boats out of the water at Port
Orford for repair or inspection.

This would generate direct revenue

from hoist fees and trailer rental and indirect fees from increased
repair demands and increased nonresident fishermen use of local facilities.
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4.

Encourage increased repair services and 24 hour availability

of all dockside service during prime fishing seasons. Continual avail-

ability of these services will increase the convenience factor, and
hence the attractiveness of Port Orford to nonresident fishermen.
5.

Encourage the creation of new forms of commercial fishing.

This would include charter

operations,

dory fishing or other forms

compatible with the Port Orford coastline.
Recreational Launch Fees

Recreational launch rates vary from nothing up to $2.25 on the
Oregon/northern California coast.

However,

there appears to be little

or no correlation between launch rates and facilities usage.

It appears

that a launch fee is an insignificant sum when compared to total trans-

portation costs for a trip and to the value to the fisherman of the
recreational

experience.

Lowering the launch rate at Port Orford would

not, then, tend to increase the demand for launches there, nor would

raising the launch fee from $1.50 to $2.00 or $2.25 appear to significantly reduce demand for launches.
Mooring Fees

A comparison of port mooring fees for the Oregon and northern

California coast is shown in Table

9.

On an annual basis, Port Orford

is the most expensive port in the coastal

region.

However, studies are

underway for several of the ports shown which will recommend fee increases.

The relationship between mooring rates and fisherman's decisions

on where to moor has not been clearly

rate is only one of a number of

established.

factors,

Obviously the mooring

and one of the above mentioned

studies has tentatively indicated that it is not one of the most important
considerations.

Thus it is difficult to predict the effect of a change
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Table 9.

Port Orford Commercial Mooring Rate Comparison.

35-40 ft class

Daily
Port

Rate

Eureka
Cresent City

$2.00
($2.25)

Monthly
Rate

Annual
Rate

Port Orford2
Parity Size

Monthly

Annually

$210-$240
$252-$288

41-60 ft

60 ft
50 ft

$10.00

$120.00

($10.00)

($10.00) 3

$20.00
$18.00
$30.00
$18.00
$24.50
$21.00
$35.00

$ 95.00
$110.00
$360.00
$150.00
$185.00
$152.00
$197.00

($25.00)
($20.00)
-($18.00)

($12.75)

$19.25-$22.00
$40.00

($40.00)3

(inner)

Cresent City

(outer)
Brookings
Gold Beach
Port Orford
Bandon
Charleston
Florence
Newport

$2.00
$1.50
-$1.50
$2.25
($1.75)
($2.25)

46-50 ft
($25.00)

28-37 ft

($18.00)
-($12.50)
($26.50)
($21.00)
($26.67)

lDaily rates shown in parentheses are average daily rates for ports where
actual daily rate is a function of boat size.

2Parity size is that ship size which would be charged at the same rate that
any ship would be charged at Port Orford ($30.00 per month).
3Where no size of ship at a given port would be charged $30/month, the rate
closest to $30/month is shown (the minimum fee for port always charging
more than $30/month or the maximum fee for ports always charging less).
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in rate schedule on moorage demand.
demand, it may be possible to:

Without significantly affecting

1) raise the monthly rate; 2) create a

reduced annual rate; 3) both raise the monthly rate and create a reduced
annual rate; or 4) even lower the entire rate schedule.

It does appear

that the use of daily rates for short-term nonresident moorages would
produce additional port revenues, and that such rates should be instituted.

SUMMARY

In summarizing the data contained in this report, it is pertinent
to reiterate the fact that the views are those of the graduate students
who participated and are tendered in the form of suggestions.

As such

these may suggest a particular course of action or may suggest the need
for more information before binding decisions are made.

The consensus of this group is that the construction of the present
breakwater extension in 1968 is the cause of the present shoaling conditions.

Three alternative courses of action for remedying the situation

were considered and the following liabilities and assets were found to
be associated:
Option I
No change:

This situation would not be a remedy to the shoaling

problem and would make the community entirely dependent on the maintenance
dredging of the U.S. Army Engineers.

The shoaling would likely continue

for the immediate future and conditions would not improve.
The questions asked were:
A.

What is the likelihood that the U.S. Army Engineers will
continue to dredge, if faced with a reduction in the size of
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the fishing fleet (a possibility if winter'fishing is precluded
due to shoaling)?

If the U.S. Army Engineers are authorized to maintain a turning

B.

basis, is this a requirement only for the summer?
C.

What is the possibility of the U.S. Army Engineers using the
estimated 20 to 30 thousand dollars spent on maintenance
dredging to subsidize a local operation run by the port district?

The answers to these questions are not cut and dried but it is
fairly safe to assume that dredging will be continued only as long as
there is economic justification.

Winter dredging would likely fit into

this category but its effectiveness is not known since it has not been
tried.

Dredging by the Port (up to the pier) is a commitment that has

to be made at the local level and should be pursued since present arrangements provide dredging only to within 50 ft of the pier.
Option II
Removal of the existing breakwater:

This action has the potential

of allowing conditions to revert to pre-breakwater normal.
would not protect the pier from winter storm damage.

This however,

If this were done,

a new pier would have to be considered and the combined costs would
likely equal that of the third option, the construction of a second
breakwater.

In addition, there is no guarantee that the area would

return to its previous depths and some dreding could be required in the
immediate future.

Option III
Construction of a new breakwater:

In the opinion of the U.S. Army

Engineers and the port, such a system would provide the desired solution
to the problem and leave the Port in the best position for development
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of commercial and recreational

However, the construction of

activities.

this second breakwater has serious potential

problems.

What happens if

it doesn't work as planned and actually aggravates the shoaling?

The

port probably would cease to be a viable entity without additional funds
for increased dredging.
The construction of a major breakwater aimed at preventing or
altering the movement of sand should be predicated on a firm knowledge
of where the sand comes from and where it

goes.

This remains an unknown

and raises the question of whether the shoaling problem would exist
today if this had been studied in 1965 when plans were being made to
improve the harbor. Without that information the breakwater was extended

with results that have not been satisfactory.
Evaluations of other potential problem areas associated with the

construction of Plan 11F raised the following questions:
1.

Will the tidal flow be adequate to prevent the build up of

sediment in the inner harbor?
2.

Will the enclosed basin have characteristics that will preclude

the problems associated with internal resonance (i.e. harbor surge)?
3.

Will the design prevent the formation of a bar or bar condition

(a condition that could be as economically devastating as the shoaling)?
4.

Will the design preclude ecological alterations which would

prove damaging, both in an environmental and economic sense?
5.

Will the tidal flow be sufficient to "flush" the harbor?

The answers to the above, based on preliminary calculations are

potentially no.

detail.

Therefore we suggest that they be studied in more
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In addition, there are some doubts concerning the validity of

predicating the effects of the new breakwater on a physical model scaled
to the pre-shoaling conditions.

This may or may not be of major impor-

tance but should be considered.

Such a determination was beyond the

scope of this study.

Economically, the development of industries that would be of the
type that would impart and circulate money locally rather than simply
tap a resource should be encouraged.

The recreation potential is iden-

tified as a companion to port development.

A great deal of background

information on approaches to tapping this resource and the potential
pitfalls is included.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Our recommendations to the Port of Port Orford suggest first the
development of a port plan aimed at providing the economic justification
to the U.S. Army Engineers for appropriate remedial action.

It is our

belief that even if a project is approved it won't be completed for
several years and that there is a more immediate problem - namely maintaining the integrity of the current fishing fleet.

We therefore suggest

that the Port concentrate efforts on maintaining Port Orford as a year
round port - which means winter dredging until the new project is completed.

If this is not done and fishermen are forced to relocate there

will be little justification for any remedial action.
Second, every effort should be made to increase port use by local

sports fishermen and tourists and to this end we have made several
suggestions in appropriate sections of this document.
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opportunity of studying this problem.
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access to data and information necessary to our endeavor.

We hope that.

our efforts will be of some value to those most concerned with the
future of Port Orford.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

Oregon is the 11th fastest growing state in the Union. With a
growth rate of roughly 4%, that also puts Oregon ahead of the fastest

growing countries in the

world,

including India and Costa Rica.

What

does this mean to the people of Oregon and more particularly, to the
people that live and work in the Tillamook Bay area?

First to the people of Oregon in general.

Most Oregonians live in

the Willamette Valley and this is where nearly all the current growth is
being

absorbed.

Compared to the coast, the valley has a well diversified

economy, a good mix of

agriculture,

forest-related

industry,

light and

The valley is a corridor to traffic flowing to

heavy industry and more.

and from the north and south. How then can the coast, nestled on the

western fringe of the Coast Range, compete for some of the inevitable

growth which will continue to occur. Indeed we might ask the question,

should it

Many would say the coast is fine like it is!

compete?

Like it or not,
degree.

however,

the coast will continue to grow to some

How much it grows and in what manner will be partly up to the

people that are there now.

Large-scale planning efforts such as that

being undertaken by the Tillamook Bay Task Force are needed all along
the

coast.

Such planning will allow the citizenry to offer desired

types of growth a welcome which is coordinated and rational.
More specifically,

to boost a sagging

how can Tillamookc Bay attract growth to its area

economy.

While there are no miracles on the horizon,

we feel that an emphasis on diverse marine-related industry is the best
way to develop the economy while maintaining natural values as well.

Some of the options will be presented in a general way, particularly as

2
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they relate to the Miami Cove Area and the existing faciliities on the
Oregon-Washington Plywood property.

Some of them may merit more attention

in further stuides being planning - most are probably not new or novel,
but we do hope they will be of some value.

We appreciate the opportunity to look at and learn about coastal
communities and real-world problems.

It helps us who are here at the

University to keep a proper and realistic perspective of the coast, its

resources and its problems.
Our presentation will first cover a general overview of the study
area, from physical, biological and economic viewpoints.

We will then

discuss various options we have considered for development of the study

area.
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SECTION 2
PHYSICAL BACKGROUND OF THE TILLAMOOK BAY REGION

Geography

The Tillamook Bay area occupies the extreme western edge of the
Oregon Coast Range.

The varied topography of the greater area includes

rugged mountains, bold headlands, and coastal lowlands with marine
embayments.

Oregon Coast,

The Tillamook lowland

area,

second largest along the northern

consists of Tillamook Bay, tidal flats, Bayocean Peninsula,

and the terraced delta plain formed by the rivers emptying into the
region.

The lowland forms a northwest trending trough approximately 11

miles long and 3 to 5 miles wide covering an area approximately 40
square miles.

About 40% of this lowland area consists of bay and tidal

flats. The area east and northeast of the Tillamook lowland area is
characterized by rugged ridges and fairly young steep-sided canyons.

Rivers flowing into Tillamook Bay include the
Wilson, Kilchis and

to the bay also.

Miami.

Tillamook,

Trask,

There are several creeks which contribute

The Wilson and Trask Rivers originate east and southeast

of the Tillamook lowland area near the crest of the Coast Range.

They

are by far the largest rivers emptying into Tillamook Bay having a
combined average flow of near 2 million acre

feet.

The Tillamook River

drains the coastal hills south of Tillamook Bay and contributed about
300,000 acre feet of flow per year
Kilchis and Miami Rivers are much

(Klingeman,

smaller,

et al., 1969).

The

have smaller and relatively

low drainage areas and consequently have much lower average flow.
Climate

The presence of the Pacific Ocean is responsible for the moistmarine temperature climate of the

region.

Yearly average rainfall at

4
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Tillamook is about 90 inches with most of this distributed through the
months of October to March.

Average July temperature is about 59°F and

average January temperature is about 41.6°F as measured at Tillamook.

During the winter months from October to March the winds are domi-

nantly from the south and

southwest.

These winds carry large amounts of

moisture off the ocean and onto the land.

During the summer months the

winds reverse and come from the north and northwest due to the prevailing

high pressure area just off the coast of the Pacific Northwest.

These

north winds give rise to upwelling just off the Oregon Coast which

results in cool, nutrient-rich deep ocean water being brought to the
surface.

This upwelled water is responsible for the high ocean produc-

tivity of the region as well as much of the summer fog that occurs along
the coast during the summer.

Geology

Structural Geology
The rock layers of the Northern Coast Range have been warped upward

during the last several million years forming what geologists call a
geanticline.

The axis or long direction of this gigantic upfold trends

north-south while the flanks or limbs slope down to the east and west.
COAST RANGE

Fig. 2-1. Geanticline
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Erosion has exposed the underlying older rocks of the geanticline in its
central portion (Fig. 2-2).

Younger rocks found in the flanks of the

geanticline are found along the coastal region.

Rock layers throughout

the region have been broken by faulting action.

The presence of uplifted

marine terraces indicates that some uplifting is still occurring although
this action is a very slow process.

COAST RANGE

West

East

MARINE TERRACE
OCEAN

Fig. 2-2. Cross-section across the eroded Coast Range
Rock Units (Formations)

The rock units of the Tillamook area determine what mineral. resources

are available for possible use.

These rock units are marked in patterns

on the accompanying Geologic Time Chart and Geologic Map (Fig. 2-3).

Their age can be determined from the chart also.

Description of rock units - oldest to youngest:
Eocene Volcanic Rocks (Teuv)

The oldest rock unit found in the area is late Eocene in age and

volcanic in nature. This unit consists of several thousand feet of
basalt some of which erupted under the ocean with the remainder erupting
on land.

The Miami River flows through this unit and it is exposed

extensively throughout the western part of the Coast Range.
Oligocene--Miocene Sedimentary Rocks (Toms)

Exposures of this unit are common around Tillamook Bay and throughout
much of the Northern Coast Range.

Field work and well logs from the
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area indicate that this rock unit consists of

claystone,

shale and sandstone and is over 5000 feet thick.
hilly

siltstone,

This unit makes up the

region north of the bay and west of the Miami River as well as

much of the lowland and foothills area adjacent to the Coast Range.
Astoria Formation (Tma)

The Astoria Formation is composed of about 2000 feet of medium-

grained sandstone and interbedded siltstone.

It is present along the

entire southwest part of the bay and at one small outcrop area just
south of Hobsonville Point. An excellent fossil locality is found near
Memaloose Point in this rock unit.

Intrusive Rock (Ti)

Middle to Late Miocene basaltic rock found intruding other rock in
the Coast Range is quite common.

Intrusive basaltic rock differs from

lava in that it simply squeezes under pressure into weak zones in the
surrounding rock forming tabular sheets of volcanic rock when it cools.
These intrusive basalts may have been the feeders supplying the Miocene

lava flows described below.
quarried,

Two small outcrops, one of which has been

are located just north of Garibaldi.

Miocene Volcanic Rocks (Tmv)

Cape Meares and Cape Lookout are composed of resistant basaltic

lava.

Its strength and resistance to breakdown from wave action allow

it to remain and form capes and headlands while the softer sedimentary

rocks are rapidly eroded.
Marine Terraces (Qmt)

The marine terraces are composed of materials that were deposited

by the ocean when it was at a lower level during the ice age.

These

terraces have since been uplifted to their present position above sea
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level (up to 100 feet above sea level).

As mentioned before, this

uplifting of terraces indicates that the forces which made the Coast

Range are still

operating.

Terrace materials consist of soft rock

composed of clay, silt and sand.

The southern parts of Garibaldi are

built on this rock unit.
Terrace Alluvium (Tsc, Tgr)

When uplift of land occurs the streams draining that land area have
gained a steeper gradient.

This causes faster river flow with the

result that the rivers are able to erode their flood plain deposits.

As

increased river erosion due to uplift produces a new lower flood plain,

remains of the old flood plain are seen as terraces along the side of
the

valley.

Remains of the terrace alluvium deposits are common on the

east and south portions of Tillamook Bay.

Sands, Floodplain Alluvium and Peat (tf, pt, cl,

sc,

sl, ss, gr, bs, sd)

Beach sands on the Bayocean Peninsula and a small area of dune sand

just north of the bay entrance are the important locations of sand
(bs,

sd)

in the Tillamook Bay area.

Flood plain

alluvium,

consisting of tidal flat deposits (tf), clays

(cl), silty clays (sc), silt (sl), sandy silt (ss), and gravel (gr) are
present all around and within Tillamook Bay. Gravels tend to be deposited
along streams with steep gradients which drain areas of igneous rock
(Teuv).

The Kilchis and Miami Rivers have a great deal of gravel along

their stream courses.

Peat forms in lowlands and tidal flats where the water table remains

at or close to the surface over most of the year. A small exposure of
peat (pt) is exposed along the Tillamook River just south of the bay.
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Economic Mineral Resources

Mineral resources

Bay area are:

present in the Tillamook

Sand

Gravel
Crushed rock
Ground water
Oil and Gas?
Clay
Coal
Peat

Sand and gravel are present in stream channels and bars, in the
deposits of stream valleys, and on some

beaches.

These materials are

important to a growing community as the ingredients of concrete for

buildings and for road

construction.

Zoning should protect these deposits

for future development.
Crushed rock is more expensive to produce than stream gravel.

Its

advantages are that it makes superior base material under paved roads

and it is better suited to aggregate and oiled roads. An important use
of crushed rock in Tillamook County is as riprap for river bank protec-

tion.
Ground water supplies are affected by the

permeability of the water containing rock

thickness,

(aquifer).

porosity and

The Tillamook

lowlands area has been a good producer of ground water.

Oil and gas prospects in the Tillamook area do not appear to be
very

exciting.

before

1910.

At least two exploratory wells have been drilled, both
Only traces of gas were reported.

Deposits of clay have been used in the Tillamook area to make brick

and tile. With the variety of sediments present in the area it might be
worthwhile to look into the potential for making adobe bricks (see

pamphlets at the end of this report).

11
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Coal is present north of the Tillamook Bay region in a section of
the Astoria Formation.

Its location, north and east of Neahkannie

Mountain, is called the Lower Nehalem Coal Field.
coal beds ranging from 9 to 24 inches in thickness.
tuminous and has a high sulfur content.

Present area several
The coal is subbi-

Its thin-bedded nature and

steeply inclined layers render it noneconomical.

A small amount of peat is present on the surface just south of the
bay along the Tillamook River.
as a horticultural commodity.

Peat is used as a soil conditioner and
This industry is still in its infancy in

Oregon.

Geologic Hazards

The two most destructive geologic hazards in the Tillamook Bay area
are flooding and landsliding.

Other hazards are seismic sea waves

(tsunami), high ground water table and earthquake.

As governmental planning bodies approve developments they become
responsible for any adverse effects of these developments.

Soils inves-

tigations and geologic reports have already been completed and should be
in the possession of the planning body.

Information regarding hazards,

soils, slope stability, flooding and the nature of geologic units are
available from the Oregon State Highway Commission, U.S. Soil Conservation
Service, and the State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries.
Also, university personnel are usually available for consultation.

The

important point is that it is not necessary to make important decisions
blindfolded.
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Physical Estuary Information
Origin and History of Tillamook Estuary
The origin of the estuary dates back to the Pleistocene (ice age).

During the ice age a great deal of water was removed from the oceans and
placed on land in the form of glaciers.

This resulted in the lowering

of sea level about 450 feet from its present height.

The rivers and

creeks of the Tillamook area were eroding their beds downward because
the present Tillamook area was of course about 450 feet above sea level.

As the ice age concluded and the glaciers melted, sea level began to
rise.

Probably around 9,000 years ago the sea level rise caused an

embayment to develop in the Tillamook lowland area.

The original embay-

ment may have been nearly the size of the present Tillamook lowland
area.

The rivers and creeks which used to drain through the region now

ended at the site of the embayment.
sediments.

There they deposited their load of

Sand materials from the rivers, continental shelf, and

eroding headlands began to build the Bayocean Peninsula.

Only the tide,

with its ebb and flood currents, has been able to keep the channel open
Without the tidal currents sweeping out through

to the Pacific Ocean.

the channel, bar development probably would have caused the Bayocean
Peninsula to build completely across the west side of the estuary closing
off the estuary from the ocean.

The Tillamook Estuary began to fill in

with river sediments, sediments brought in from the ocean during flood
current, and probably wind blown sand from the peninsula area.
filling process has continued to the present.

This

In addition, man's inter-

ference into the natural sand transport by waves along the beach due to
jetty construction resulted in the breaching of the Bayocean Peninsula
by storm waves in 1952.

This increased the influx of sediment into the
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bay for a period of time.

Also, the Tillamook Burn fires of 1933, 1939,

and 1945 helped to increase the rate at which sediment has been transported into the estuary by the rivers that drain that area.

Present Estuary
Today the estuary is still in the process of filling with sediments.

This is obvious as the channels in the estuary are in continual need of
dredging.

Numerous. plans have been suggested to reduce the sedimentation

rate in the channels.

The estuary has been classified on the basis of salinity differences.

A point in the estuary is found where the average of the top and bottom
salinities is 17%.

Using this method, Burt and McAllister found that

the estuary is a two-layer system (having significantly different top
and bottom salinity due to high river runoff) in January.

The estuary

appeared to be well-mixed (having nearly uniform top and bottom salinity)
during the months of April and October.
Tides

Tidal effects are felt throughout Tillamook Bay and these effects
extend up the rivers and streams flowing into the bay.

Tidal effects

are felt 1.3 miles up the Kilchis River, 0.4 miles up the Miami River, 7
miles up the Tillamook River, 4.2 miles up the Trask River, and 2.4
miles up the Wilson River (Klingeman, et al., 1969).
The type of tide that occurs along the Oregon-Washington coast is
called a mixed semi-diurnal tide.

This means that there are usually two

high waters of nonequal height and two low waters of nonequal height

every 25 hours. The mean tide range is 5.7 feet and the extreme tide
range has been up to 13.5 feet.

14
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A definite response to low pressure and high rainfall can be seen
with resultant tidal heights higher than those predicted.
Currents

As mentioned previously tides are responsible for creating tidal
currents.

As the oceans

rise in response

to the effects of the moon and

sun, ocean water floods into the estuary. If the range from low tide to
high tide is great the flood currents are strong.

Likewise, if when

high tide changes to low tide the change is great, then the ebb currents
will be strong.

The greater the tidal range the stronger the currents.

The smaller the tidal range the weaker the currents.

The relationship between tide and current velocity and direction

are shown on the accompanying graph (Fig. 2-5).

It can be seen from

this graph that the time of maximum flood current comes 2 to 3 hours
before high tide.
before low tide.

Also, the time of maximum ebb current comes well
When the flood and ebb currents are out of phase with

the time of high and low tide, the tide is said to behave like a standing
wave in the estuary.
In addition,

we can see from this same graph that lower low water

follows higher high water.

This means that the greatest tidal range

occurs between these two phases of the tide.

A brief look at the ebb

current velocity shows that it is quite high as we might expect.

This

gives the estuary a greater ability to flush sediments out to sea.

Studies using bottom drifting devices show this to be true as many of
the drifting devices released in the estuary have been recovered along
this coast.

However, the fact that the estuary is nearly filled with

sediment and periodic dredging is necessary would seem to indicate that
this rather healthy ebb current cannot keep pace with the rate at which

sediments are brought into the estuary.
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Figure 2-5.

Tidal heights, current direction and magnitude in vicinity
of Garibaldi boat basin, April 12-14, 1974. (From Slotta,

L. S., et al., 1974.)
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In general, the pattern of maximum current follows the channeled
areas.

Recent study of the current patterns in the area around Miami

Cove (Slotta, et al., 1974) show an odd eddy current between the boat
basin and Hobsonville Point.

This pattern is probably responsible for

the shoaling that has occurred there (see Fig. 2-6).

An estuarine circulation system is a water mixing system.

The

general tendency is for less saline surface water to move seaward while
saltier suburface seawater flows in along the bottom of the estuary.

The energy provided by the invading seawater causes some of this water
to be entrained into and mixed with the surface water.
mixture then flows seaward on the ebb flow.

The brackish

The flow into the estuary

along the bottom replaces the amount of salt water carried to the sea by
the upper layer.

ESTUARY SYSTEM

-!-- f--- Salty water ---.-

OCEAN

Salty water

.E

E

--

i

Brackish water

Fresh

water

River

If the river runoff is high then there will be a greater salinity
difference between the top and bottom layers of water.
case then the estuary is said to be stratified.

If this is the

If river runoff is low

and tidal range is large then much tidal energy is available for mixing
and the stratification breaks down and the estuary is said to be well
mixed.

Another "current" needs to be mentioned as it has played an important
role in the development of Tillamook Estuary.

It is referred to as

littoral current and is responsible for the transport of sand material

OCEAN
Miami River

TIDAL DATA
1345 December 7, 1973
low
high

Figure 2-6.

Time
1706

0948

Circulation patterns interpreted from dye release photos and computer output.

Bay, December 1973.

(From Slotta, L. S. et al., 1974.)

Height

-0.68
8.87

Tillamook
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along the beach.

When waves strike the beach at some angle instead of

straight on the water swashes up onto the beach at an angle.

backwash comes back down the beach at an angle.

Also, the

The net result of many

such swashes and backwashes is called littoral current.

This current

carries sand materials along the beach and is responsible in part for
the development of Bayocean Peninsula.

When the jetty was built it

interfered with this natural sand transport system and resulted in the
destruction of Bayocean and the breaching of Bayocean Peninsula as
mentioned earlier.

The net littoral drift along Bayocean Peninsula is

to the north.

DEVELOPMENT OF LITTORAL

CURRENT

Sediments

An estimated 135,000 tons of sediment is being deposited in the estuary
every year (Klingeman, 1969).

It is also estimated that the estuary is

now only about 40% of original size (James, 1970).

Early studies of sediment

type near the entrance of the estuary show an average grain size of fine
sand.

Later studies (associated with the Sandwick dredging operation)

of sediment size and distribution (Slotta, 1974) in the north end of the
estuary reveal that the sediments can be classified as fine sand.

Also,

the sediment tends to become more coarse and uniform towards the mouth

and less coarse upstream.

A more complete analysis of sediment type and
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location is found in Vaolio (1973).

His map showing the distribution of

sediment type is included (Fig. 2-7).

The U.S.D.A. and U.S.G.S. are presently beginning a study of sedimentation in the bay.
It may be possible to make adobe bricks from sediments.

If so,

there is a plentiful supply (see enclosed pamphlets regarding adobe

brick making).
Physical Background of Miami Cove
In general, Miami Cover has many of the same general characteristics
as Tillamook Bay.

Perhaps the most noteworthy item regarding the area

is the presence of a small clockwise circulating current gyre just
outside the cove.

This has the effect of increasing sedimentation just

outside the cove and. in the cove proper.

With respect to mineral resources, the Miami River has abundant
gravel deposits along its course.

Also, just above Garibaldi, there is

an outcrop of intrusive basaltic rock of the type that has elsewhere
been quarried for crushed rock and riprap.
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SECTION 3

BIOLOGICAL/SEDIMENT SURVEY

No literature is available concerning the biological productivity
of Miami Cove mudflats.

Speculation indicated that the cove area might

be essentially "dead" due to the high organic load of bark chip, wood
fibers and other logging debris discarded from the Oregon-Washington
Plywood Company during its years of operation.

Such material generally

leads to oxygen-poor sediments and overlying waters which in turn create
stressful conditions for living organisms.

To reduce the speculative nature of the information, a brief biological survey of one area of the cove was conducted (see Fig. 3-1)

primarily to look at macrofauna (the relatively large animals such as
clams, mudshrimp, etc.), the extent of eel grass beds, and to determine
the depth of the "reducing layer" (the depth to which oxygen penetrates).
This is often an indicator of the relative "health" of the sediments,

that is, how much excess organic material is present which cannot be
broken down because of a lack of oxygen; oxygenated sediments are generally more productive.

In addition, sediments were looked at to see what

types of materials were in the cove.
Results of Survey:

Site A

Sediment - near Miami River channel, coarse gravel
mixed with sand
Macrofauna none detected
Eelgrass - none (some algae growth on gravel, diatoms
present)
Reducing layer undetectable

Site B

Sediment - sand and silt over a fine gravel at about

1 foot depth
Macrofauna - polychaete worms, small shrimp
Eelgrass none
Reducing layer shallow, 1-3 inches, variable
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Site C

Sediment

-

fine sand and silt, lightly interspersed
with woodchips, layers of wood fiber and
larger branches.

Macrofauna - many juvenile Eastern softshell clams,

a few adults (M

arenaria), some

polychaete worms, ribbon worms, mudshrimp
(Upogebia)

Eelgrass - large patches (roughly 30% coverage)
Reducing layer -

Site D

Sediment

-

1-4 inches, variable

very fine
woodchips,

silt, lightly

interspersed with

layered wood fiber, some

larger debris.

Macrofauna - large numbers of clams (Mya arenaria),

one unidentified juvenile

clam, poly-

chaete worms, ribbon worms.

Eelgrass - relatively extensive (40-50% coverage of
area)

Reducing layer - 1-4

inches,

variable

The survey was superficial but gave the impression that while Miami
Cove is not as productive as many Oregon estuary
means "dead."

it is by no

The large numbers of juvenile Eastern softshell clams

(which like a low salinity
recovery.

tideflats,

environment)

may be indicative of a progressive

These clams are popular in many estuaries

for recreational

clamming and the area has easy access during minus tides via the southeast
shore.

The eelgrass

beds which cover a fair portion of the cove (Fig.

3-1 gives a very rough estimation) are beneficial to the tideflat envi-

ronment providing needed oxygen to the tideflat animals and
the

sediments.

Another positive influence in rejuvenating

stabilizing

the area is

the oxygenenated waters which flow in and out on each tidal cycle.
Dredge Spoil Sites
During the site visit,

U.S. 101 at the upper
potential

it was stated

reaches of

dump site for dredge

land and could be

that the area'east of Highway

Miami Cove

spoils.

was to be considered as a

This

site is marginal

"improved" by locating spoils on

such a decision is made, several considerations

it.

pasture

However, before

should be taken into
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account.

The site described is also the location of a Miami River

tributary fed by Hobson Creek and Struby Creek.

Much of the spoils

dumped there would end up back in the cove, clogging the river channel
with suspended sediments.

Diking the area (with resulting embayment of

creek waters) may result in flooding during periods of high surface
runoff.

In addition, the existing area of pasture and brush may be

valuable habitat for small animals and birds.
should be investigated.

Other more suitable sites
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Major Dredging Effects on Biota
Eel grass beds

Adverse effect. Eel grass grows only in restricted
depth zones. Eel grass acts as a trap for organic
particles (nutrients) and as substrate for animals
to live in and spawn on. Dredged areas would deepen
the bay and much primary productivity would be lost.

Herrings

The effect on herring spawning is difficult to
estimate. Herring usually spawn on eel grass but
are known to spawn on rocks. It is likely that a
significant amount of dredging would cause a decrease
in herring spawned in the bay.

Oysters

The siltation and turbidity caused by dredging could
have adverse effects on the oyster culture as it is
now in Tillamook Bay.
The suspended sediment causes
clogging of the gills of the oyster; they close
their valves and cease to feed. Dredging would
increase the salinity in the upper reaches of the
bay and the encroachment of predators such as oyster
drills, starfish and boring sponges.
It is possible that the culture could go to hanging
methods and avoid some of the consequences of dredging
and predation, but at significant cost to the operator. Also, unless a significant amount of dredging
occurred, hanging methods would not be possible
because of the shallow depths.

Crabs

Adverse effects due to loss of primary productivity
through destruction of the benthic detrital food
chain.

Flat Fishes

Spawn on the bottom of the bay. Dredging would
significantly decrease the number of young surviving
by physical damage.

Salmon

Little to no effect. A remote change of a positive

effect in that the channels would be deeper and flow

faster.
Clams

Decrease in the number of clams as the beds would be
destroyed by dredging. Siltation problems similar
to those of the oyster. A long-range effect of
dredging would be a shift in the species composition
up the bay as the salinity increased.
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SECTION 4

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW AND PERSPECTIVE
The national economy is characterized by recession with approximately
8.9% of the total labor force out of work during April 1975.

However,

the economy of Tillamook County is even more depressed with 15.7% of the
total labor force out of work during the same period.
What are some of the causes of the relatively highly depressed
economy of Tillamook County as compared to the nation as a whole?

In

attempting to answer this question, attention is invariably focused on
the wood products industry.

In 1973, lumber and wood manufacturing was approximately 29% of the
total nonagricultural wage and salary employment; and over 80% of total
manufacturing wage and salary employment in Tillamook County.

By 1974

these percentages had declined to approximately 24 and 77% of total
nonagricultural and manufacturing wage and salary employment, respectively
(see Table 4-1).

However, this relative decline in the share of lumber

and wood manufacturing as a percentage of total nonagricultural and

Table 4-1.

Lumber and wood manufacturing as a percentage of total nonagricultural and total manufacturing wage and salary
employment in Tillamook County.

Year

Total
Nonagricultural

Total
Manufacturing

1973

28.69

81.61

1974

23.73

76.61

Oregon State Department of Human Resources, Employment Division,
"Labor Force and Employment in Oregon by County," April 1975.

Source:
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manufacturing wage and salary employment, was not due to an increase in
the nonlumber products sector but because of a decline in the wood
products industry.

Thus it appears that one of the major reasons for

the relatively highly depressed condition of Tillamook County is due to
the decline in the demand for wood products produced in the county.

What, then, are some possible solutions to the unemployment problems
facing Tillamook County?

The answer to this question depends, in large

part, upon the expectations of the future changes in domestic and world
demand for certain types of products.

One outlook might be that the

wood products industry will return to "normal" with an improvement in
the domestic or world economies.

Under this assumption the maintenance

or acquisition of adequate facilities to process lumber of the same
types and quantities as before, if sufficient quantities of low-cost raw
materials can be obtained, appears reasonable.

Hence the purchase and

maintenance of the Oregon-Washington Plywood Company (O.W.) facility
could be one aspect of this program; also assuming that other nearby
facilities would be unable to handle the expected increased demand.

A second expectation of future demand might be that while the
demand for lumber will return to prior levels, new technology and new
tastes might result in demand changes so that the most profitable product
mix would be different.

There is some indication that this may be true

in the plywood industry, where plastic laminated plywood may be gaining
a dominant position over the older types of wood laminates.

Under these

assumptions the aquisition of new types of machinery or plants may be
the most rational decision again assuming the availability of adequate
amounts of relatively cheap raw materials.
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Finally, one might expect that because the world's population is
rapidly expanding and becoming increasingly more affluent, the demand
for high quality animal protein and manufactured products, other than
wood, may increase relative to the demand for wood products from Tillamook
County.

With this set of assumptions, industry diversification seems to

be a rational course of economic development.

Diversification could

take place in both manufactured products and in high quality animal
protein.

An additional benefit of diversification, of course, is

protection against uncertain future markets.

The old adage cautioning

against placing all of ones eggs in one basket would apply here.
Diversification:

An Example

Employment at the O.W. Plywood Company reached a total of 283 in

1966. When the plant closed on September 1, 1974, 217 employees were
forced out of work.

The projected annual wages for these 217 employees

would have been approximately $2,429,010 from projected total sales of
approximately $9,526,000, the bulk of which was sales outside the county.
We can contrast the operation of this firm when it closed with the
hypothetical operation of 15 smaller firms.

One industry that may be feasible for Tillamook Bay is an intensive
salmon rearing plant similar to the pioneer operation at Newport, Oregon.
Through interviews with its owner, several economic implications of this
type of operation in Tillamook Bay can be estimated.

For example, such

an operation could generate a sales volume of $700,000, of which $697,000
would be from sales outside of the county.

Total payroll for 12-15

employees would amount to approximately $120,000 and total money spent
within the county, including wages, would be approximately $300,600.
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If 15 different kinds of firms, with sales and employment patterns
similar to the hypothetical figures estimated in Table 4-2 where to
locate in the Tillamook Bay area, their combined sales would be $10,500,000,
of which $9,750,000 would be export sales. Total expenditures in the
county would be
$1,800,000.

$4,509,000;

If in

addition,

total employment 225; and total wages

the entrepreneurs resided in the area,

total payments (wages and profits) would be $2,550,000 (see Table

4-2).

Thus we see that 15 relatively small firms can generate the same
kinds of revenues as the O.W. Plywood Company when it closed.

In addi-

tion, we have indicated earlier that these firms would afford some
degree of protection against uncertain future markets.
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A comparison of wages, sales and employment between the
Oregon-Washington Plywood Company and fifteen hypothetical
diversified firms.

O.W. Plywood Company

15 Small Firms

$9,526,000

$10,500,000

Total Export Sales

9,475,000

9,750,000

Total Wages

2,429,010

1,800,000*
2,550,000**

Total Sales

Total Employment

* Owners residing
**Owners residing
Source:

217

225

outside of the county
within the county

Personal Interview, Oregon-Washington Plywood Company, Garibaldi,
Oregon, and Oregon Aquafood, Newport, Oregon.
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SECTION 5A
SOME OPTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT
Aqua culture

Aquaculture in the United States is becoming increasingly attractive
as economically sound technology--aquacultural engineering--is developed.

Although the risks are often high for some aquacultural species, the

potential for profit is excellent.
In some cases (e.g. mussels in the bay of Galicia, Spain, and
sewage-stream-fattened carp in Indonesia), man has been able to surpass
the efficiency obtained with chicken, producing more than 100,000 pounds
of fish per man per year.

In other cases, though not as efficient as

chicken production, aquaculturists earn substantial profits (e.g. shrimp
in Japan, trout in Denmark and the Snake River valley of the U.S., and
milkfish and Chinese carp in Southeast Asia).1
Oyster production has been a profitable enterprise in the United
States.

Tillamook Bay is the main producing area for oysters in Oregon.

However, most of the suitable oyster growing areas are yet untapped.

A

thorough analysis and description of how this potential might be exploited
is presented below.

Oyster Aquaculture in Tillamook Bay
This alternative involves two different operations, one for oyster
seed hatchery and the other for oyster firm.

Traditionally, most of the oyster seed was imported from Japan with
very high cost and, furthermore, the survival rate of this seed is
extremely low.

As a result of the 3-week period in transit from Japan,

1Bardach, J. E., et al., Aquaculture: The Farming and Husbandry of
Freshwater and Marine Organism, Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1972.
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more than 90% of this seed may die during the first week after planting.
Meanwhile, the survival rate of local

seed is

about 40% on an average.

The average harvesting period from seed planting is about 3 to 4
years on the West Coast.

But in Tillamook Bay it takes only about 2-1/2

years and also yield per acre is higher than other areas.

This alternative applying to an oyster seed hatchery and an oyster
firm in the Tillamook Bay area has the following advantages:
1.

lower production costs per unit of product than other areas,

2.

utilization of free nutrient resources in Tillamook Bay, and

3.

absorption of about 60 employees.

Importance of the oyster industry may be seen readily if one considers that the relative value of the United States' oyster landings is
the seventh largest (next to shrimp, salmon, tuna, crab, menhaden and
lobster) among all seafood species at present.

As shown in Table 5A-1 and Figure 5A-1, oyster imports have increased
significantly, while domestic landings have decreased significantly
during the last two decades primarily due to high domestic production
costs, industrial pollution of oyster beds and foreign competition.
The quantity of domestic landings has decreased by 23.7, 30.4, 31.8
and 38.2% in 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1973, respectively, when 5-year average
(1950 to 1954) is equal to 100%.

Conversely, the quantity of oyster

imports has increased tremendously by 821.1, 1,031.6, 1,873.7 and 2,531.6%.
Nevertheless, in the same years the total supply of oysters for U.S.
consumption has decreased by 15.6, 20.3, 13.6 and 13.6%.
oyster consumption, in pounds consumed per capita was .51,
.33 in 1950, 1960, 1970 and 1973, respectively.
cannot keep up with population growth.

National
.37, .34 and

National oyster supply

Table 5A-2 shows the U.S. popu-

lation, oyster landings and oyster consumption per capita.
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Table 5A-l. U.S. Oyster

Supply, 1950-1973.

U.S. Landings

Total Supply

Imports

Year

Quantity

Value

1950

76.4

29.6

.4

1951

73.0

29.1

1952

82.2

1953

Quantity

Value

Quantity

Value

.3

76.8

29.9

1.0

.5

74.0

29.6

32.3

.6

.4

82.8

32.7

79.7

29.1

.7

.4

80.4

29.5

1954

81.9

32.8

1.1

.6

83.0

33.4

1955

77.5

30.5

1.5

.7

79.0

31.2

1956

75.1

30.9

1.9

.8

77.0

31.7

1957

71.7

29.4

2.7

1.0

74.4

30.4

1958

66.4

30.4

5.4

1.6

71.8

32.0

1959

64.7

29.5

6.0

2.0

70.7

31.5

1960

20.0

29.2

7.0

2.3

67.0

31.5

1961

62.3

33.2

7.7

2.4

70.0

35.6

1962

56.0

29.1

7.8

2.8

63.8

31.9

1963

58.4

27.1

8.5

3.1

66.9

30.2

1964

60.5

27.9

8.0

2.9

68.5

30.8

1965

54.7

27.9

8.6

3.2

63.3

31.1

1966

51.2

27.4

12.0

4.5

63.2

31.9

1967

60.0

32.2

16.1

5.8

76.1

38.0

1968

61.9

32.0

14.5

5.6

76.4

37.6

1969

52.2

27.5

16.7

6.4

68.9

33.9

1970

53.6

29.5

15.0

8.1

68.6

37.6

1971

54.6

30.4

9.5

6.5

64.1

36.9

1972

52.5

33.8

20.8

13.8

73.3

47.6

1973

48.6

35.2

20.0

11.6

68.6

46.8

Quantity: millions of pounds
Value:
millions of dollars
Source:

Fishery Statistics of the U.S., U.S. Department of Commerce,
1950-1973.
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Table 5A-2.

U.S. Population, Oyster Supply and Oyster Consumption per
capita, 1950-1973.

Population

Oyster Supply

Oyster Consumption
per capita

Million Pounds
Year

Million Persons

1950

151.9

76.8

.51

1951

154.0

74.0

.48

1952

156.5

82.8

.53

1953

159.0

80.4

.51

1954

161.9

83.0

.51

1955

165.1

79.0

.48

1956

168.1

77.0

.46

1957

171.1

74.4

.43

1958

174.1

71.8

.41

1959

177.1

70.7

.40

1960

180.0

67.0

.37

1961

183.1

70.0

.38

1962

185.9

63.8

.34

1963

188.7

66.9

.35

1964

181.4

68.5

.36

1965

193.5

63.3

.33

1966

195.9

63.2

.32

1967

197.4

76.1

.39

1968

199.3

76.4

.38

1969

201.3

68.9

.34

1970

203.8

68.6

.34

1971

206.2

64.1

.31

1972

208.2

73.3

.35

1973

209.9

68.6

.33

Source:

(meat weight)

Pounds

Compiled from statisitcal Abstract of the U.S. and Fishery
Statistics of the U.S., U.S.D.C., 1950-1973.
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Estimation of costs for a designated oyster seed hatchery

1.

This plant has an output capacity of 320 cases of oyster seed per
week and operates 9 months per year.
a.

Investment costs

The size of building for this plant is 11,000 square feet and
requires $448,138 for building and equipment.

Total estimated building

cost is $241,600 based on $20.00 per square foot plus 8% of design fee.

This cost covers 4,000 square feet of parking space which is estimated
as $1.00 per square foot and no design fee.

Total estimated cost for

equipment is $206,538.
b.

Labor costs

Nine employees are needed for this plant, one manager, one
supervisor and seven operators.

It is estimated that the wage rate of

the manager and supervisor is respectively $5.00 and $4.49 per hour plus
Social Security of 5.85% of payroll, and operators get $3.78 per hour
plus Social Security of 5.85% of payroll, and it is also estimated that
50% of supervisor's labor is devoted to supervision and the other 50%
accounts for operating labor.
c.

Total costs and profit

Table 5A-3 shows that total costs per year are $190,707 (9
months basis) and total costs per case are $15.46, of which $6.73 for
average annual costs and $8.73 for average operating costs.

The average market price per case of seed is $24.00 and the
net profit

per case is

$8.54.

This plant would have $2,732,80 (320

case/week x $8.54/case) of net profit per week and $105,404.10

(38.57

week/year x $2,732.80/week) of net profit per year (9 months operation).
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Table 5A-3.

Total costs and costs per case for a designed oyster seed
hatchery.

Item

Cost

Investment Costs
1.

Equipment costs

$206,538

2.

Building costsa

241,600

Total

448,138

Annual and Operating Costs
Annual Costs
1.

Depreciationb

28,627

2.

Interest on Investmentc

23,923

3.

Insuranced

4,481

4.

Repair and Maintenancee

6,722

5.

Taxesd

4,481

6.

Supervision

14,675

Total Annual Costs

82,909

Operating Costs
1.

Labor

46,880

2.

Utilities and Supplies

55,785

3.

Other Operating Costsf

5,133

Total Operating Costs
Total Annual and Operating Costs

107,798
190,707

Costs per case
1.

Annual costs per case

6.73

2.

Operating costs per case

8.73

Total costs per case

15.46

a) $20,00 per square foot plus 8% of design fee.
Included electrical
wiring and piping.
b) 10% for equipment and 3.3% for building (useful years for equipment
and building are 10 and 30 years, respectively).
c) Calculated at 5.5% in equipment and 5.2% in building (approximately
10% of undepreciated balance) according to the following formula:
average interest =

i (n+l)
n

Where i = the interest rate which was estimated as 10% for this study, and
n = the number of useful years which
was calculated at 10 years for
equipment and 30 years for building.
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Table 5A-3.

cont.

d) Calculated at 1% of total investment costs.
e) Calculated at 1.5% of total investment costs.
f) Included interest on operating capital and other miscellaneous
expenses.
It is calculated at 5% of the total costs of labor,
utilities and supplies.

Source:

Im, Kwang H. and Don R. Langmo, Economic Feasibility of
Producing Pacific Oyster Seed in the United States, Unpublished
Research Report, Department of Agricultural and Resource
Economics, Oregon State University, 1975.
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Cost changes within the designed plant with respect to
output per week.

Item

Plant

Planned capacity
Total costs per week
Average costs

Output per week

$4,944.44
$15.46
320 (cases)

10% decrease in output
Total costs per week
Average costs

Output per week

$4,799.81

$16.68

288 (cases)

20% decrease in output

Total costs per week
Average costs
Output per week

Source:

$4,655.17
$18.18

256 (cases)

Im, Kwang H. and Don R. Langmo, Economic Feasibility of
Producing Pacific Oyster Seed in the United States, Unpublished
Research Report, Department of Agricultural and Resource
Economics, Oregon State University, 1975.
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d.

Effect of plant sizes and costs

This section will cover the cost of production for the designed
oyster seed hatchery both at full capacity and below capacity.

Table

5A-4 shows the cost changes within plant with respect to output per
week.

Under the planned capacity (full capacity), average costs were
$15.46 per case.

Two additional points were estimated for this plant by

reducing output by 10% and 20% from the planned capacity.

Such a

reduction of output does not affect the annual costs, and labor costs
may or may not change depending on the plant situation.

Managers may

use the idle labor forces for more intensive maintenance work instead of
laying them off during the period of temporary reduction of output.

Other variable operating costs like utilities and supplies vary with
output.

It is assumed

that labor

costs would not vary with output and

costs of utilities and supplies would vary in direct proportion to the
output

reduction.

The figures presented in Table 5A-4 were estimated

under these assumptions.

Operating at below capacity increases average costs signifi-

cantly. For example, operating at 80% and 90% of capacity increases
average costs by $2.72 and $1.22 per

case, respectively.

No attempt was

made to estimate costs for operation in excess of the full capacity.
The following production cost functions were estimated by
using three

observations.

These functions show expected costs for this

plant at full and below capacity with a given condition and technology.
TPC = $3,498.1
APC =

$3,498.1

+

$1.8079 V ---------- (1)

+ $1.8079

---------- (2)
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Where TPC =

total production costs per week,

APC = average production costs per bushel, and
V = output of oyster seed in bushels per week.
Break-even analysis

e.

Theoretically the break-even point occurs when sales revenue

is exactly equal to the total costs.

It is assumed that the unit price

will remain constant over the entire period

$9.60 per bushel or

studied,

$24.00 per case.

The general form of the sales revenue line is determined by
the equation:

R = (P) (V) --------------- (3)
Where R

sales revenue,

P = unit price, and

V = number of volume (or units).

The break-even chart graphically presents the relationship
between the volume of production and sales and the amount of income and
expenditure.

The break-even point occurs when PTC = R, or from equations

(1) and (3), TPC = (P)(V).

Finally,

the break-even volume can be deter-

mined by solving the equation:
V

BE

$3,498.1
P-$1.8079

(4)

Where VBE = break-even volume.

Since the unit sales price is $9.60 per bushel (or $24.00 per case),
VBE = 448.929 bushels

180 cases.

The break-even chart that appears in

Figure 5A-2 was drawn from equations (2) and (4).
2.

Oyster firm in Tillamook Bay
a.

Utilization of Tillamook Bay

Tillamook Bay is currently the main producing area for oysters

in

Oregon.

It is also the most suitable for increased oyster production.
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Break-even chart for a designed oyster seed hatchery.

K. H. and D. R. Langmo, Economic Feasibility of Producing
Unpublished Research
Pacific Oyster Seed in the United States.
Report, Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics,
Oregon State University, 1975.
Im,
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There are about 3,300 acres for possible oyster growing in Tillamook
Bay, of which about 1,500 acres can be used for oyster beds.

In general, 20-25 cases of oyster seed can be planted per
acre.

Since the designed oyster seed hatchery produces 320 cases of

seed per week, they can be planted in 12.8 acres per week.

About 500

acres (493.7 acres) are planted per year and, therefore, at the end of
the third year, the whole 1,500 acres of possible oyster growing area is
planted.

At the beginning of the fourth year, the oysters can be har-

vested from the first 500 acres which are then reseeded in the same
area, and on the fifth year, the oysters can be harvested from the
second 500 acres and then reseeded in the same area, and so on in rotation.
b.

Yield and revenue

One case of oyster seed contains 1,000-1,500 pieces of oyster
shell with a minimum spat count of 15,000 per case.
of local seed is about 40%.

The survival rate

Therefore, after three years a minimum of

6,000 oysters (40% of 15,000 spat) can be produced per case of seed.

One gallon contains about 100 oysters and so a minimum of
1,500 gallons of oysters (60 gallons/case x 25 case/acre) can be produced
per acre.

After three years from seed planting, a minimum of 750,000

gallons of oysters per year (500 acres/year x 1,500 gallons/acre) can be
produced.

To operate this size of firm, about 50 employees are needed.
The wholesale price of oysters per gallon is about $12.00.

Therefore,

the minimum total revenue per year is $9,000,000 (750,000 gallons/year x
$12.00/gallon).
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Other Aquaculature Opportunities
What other opportunities are there for aquaculture in and around
Tillamook Bay?

The answer to this question in depth would require a

thorough review of current Pacific Northwest aquaculture operations, a
market analysis for determining demand of various seafoods, and review
of new and different types of aquaculture that might be suitable for
introduction.

Salmon and trout aquaculture are already well established

in the Northwest and a market exists for these products.

Other varieties,

such as shrimp, are more economically cultured in subtropical and tropical
areas.

Some like carp, catfish and bay mussels might have difficulty

entering the market successfully.

Even if a market does exist, can

Tillamook Bay successfully support other than oyster aquaculture?

To

determine this, the requirements of each potential aquaculture operation
should be ascertained, and a site inventory of areas around the bay
conducted to see if resources are available to support them.

For those

types of culture where potential exists, appropriate land and/or water
areas should be set aside, necessary services identified and planned
for, and attempts made to attract the necessary people to make it happen.
Such planning should be an integral component of the overall development
program.

Salmonid Culture
Two salmon culture operations in Oregon indicate that salmon culture
may be a viable industry in the state.

Salmon is a popular, relatively

easily marketed fish in the Pacific Northwest and the culture technology
is well developed.

Potential sites around Tillamook Bay should be

identified if indeed they exist.

Some important requirements for salmon

culture are 1) a supply of high quality, inexpensive fresh water for
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hatchery

operation;

2) a supply of saline water (8-30°/

rearing to marketable size;
extremes,

and

4)

3)

salinity) for

water that is not subject to temperature

particularly excessively warm water which can cause mortality;

an inexpensive source of feed.

In the Miami Cove area and specifically the O.W. Plywood mill site,
these factors seem to be

quality fresh water is
rearing ponds is

critical.

An estuarine source of water for

doubtful.

available,

First, a year-round supply of high

but what are the summer temperature extremes--

does the bottom water remain cool?

One favorable aspect of this site,

however, is its close proximity to a source of fish feed. The fish
processors at Garibaldi would likely be happy to provide a cheap source
of scrap which can be converted to fish meal for growing salmon.

Another interesting possibility for Tillamook Bay would be

culture in existing bay areas.

matically for the

entrepreneur.

pen

Pen culture reduces capital costs draHowever, in Oregon, DEQ regulations

have effectively prohibited pen culture because of waste handling difficulties.

The problem of waste disposal might be solved by using naturally

semienclosed areas, such as Larson Pond, north of Bay City, in which

water ingress/egress could be controlled by tidegates at the existing
culvert entrance. A feasibility study would be

necessary,

particularly

with regard to just how many diverse types of permits would be needed to

start such an operation.

While most other aquaculture operations seem to hold little potential

at this time for the Pacific Northwest in

general,

new technologies and

markets may at some time in the future present a change in the situation.
A more thorough review of aquaculture potentials and contact with those
knowledgable in Pacific Northwest aquaculture should be made.
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SECTION 5B

Boat Building
The Oregon State Marine Board reports that 105,340 boats were

registered in the State of Oregon at the end of 1974.

Of this number,

35,178 were in excess of 16 feet in length.

The Marine Board further reports that in 1975 registrations for the
State are increasing at the rate of about 5,000 new boats per year.

Most of the 5,000 new registrations are for boats in excess of 16 feet

in length.
A quick survey of boat building firms on the west coast revealed a
steady demand for commercial and recreational boats (even in light of
the present

fuel continuing to

level or

It appears, however, that with the price of

recession).

decline,

escalate,

that future demand for power boats may

but demand for sailboats may

increase.

Sailboaters

report a waiting list for the purchase of new sailboats.

It is suggested that part of the O.W. plant site be utilized for
construction of 24'-36'

sailboats,

thereby taking advantage of the fuel

crisis and additionally starting at the outset of a new boom in sailboating in the Northwest.
Boat Repair

The large boat repair yards in Oregon are constrained by lack of

flat real

estate.

They therefore have chosen the marine railway for

hauling out larger boats and the use of a small crane to haul out smaller
boats.

Because of these constraints they cannot work too many boats at

a given

time.

Waiting lists to get into the better yards are common.

Part of the flat land on which O.W. is situated could be used as a
boat repair

facility,

and instead of hauling out boats on marine railways,
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it is suggested that 100-ton capacity, rubber-tired mobile cranes be

used (a modification of a type of crane now commonly used in "container"

facilities would suffice). Using mobile cranes, all of the land space
could be utilized to overhaul many boats at a time, instead of pretty
much one at a time as is the case
permit

"do-it-yourself"

now.

The boat yard ideally could

overhauls as well as a "piece work" overhaul or

total overhaul by the repair firm.
Boat Storage

An additional section of the O.W. site could be set aside for dry
boat

storage.

Storing boats in tiers three high is becoming common in

many ports of the

U.S.

If the storage price were

right,

it would appear

that many people now trailering their boats to the Portland metropolitan
area may opt to leave the boat in dry storage.

Figure 5B-1 gives some

detail on this type-of operation.
In

addition,

the building that presently houses

O.W.

could be

utilized for dry storage or dry work area for many boats calling Tillamook
home port now as well as attracting boats from other ports on the coast.

National

Fisherman, June 1975
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SECTION 5C
Recreation

This section will examine the total value of recreation at Tillamook
Bay and more particularly the value of this recreation industry in
Garibaldi.

On the positive side recreation brings a substantial number

of new dollars into the community from the daily flow of recreators and
from annual moorage fees, and internally generates community income
through industry employment and through "spin-off" or multiplier effects.

On the negative side an increase in the number of recreators would have
a number of costs--monetary and nonmonetary, real and potential--which
would be felt by both members of the local community and by the recreators
themselves.

Each of these positive and negative impacts of expanded

recreation on Tillamook Bay will now be examined in more detail.

Positive Impacts of Increased Recreation
The major benefit of increased recreational use of Tillamook is the
money imported by recreators.

To further identify the magnitude of this

impact recreators must be identified as to recreational attendance and
spending habits which may then be integrated over large numbers of
recreators.

The vast majority of the data contained in this section

comes from original studies by this class in previous terms and from
other unpublished data gathered by other departments at Oregon State
University.

The results of an analysis on the purpose and distribution of
recreational attendance patterns is shown in Table 5C-1.

Note here that

less than 2/3 of the recreators interviewed at the Garibaldi pier came
to fish.

This indicates a greater diversity in spending habits than

might have been presumed.

It also suggests a relationship between
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Table 5C-1.

1.

2

Use of Two Types of Recreational Areas by Recreator Groups
(excluding passers-by).

Fishing Area:

Garibaldi, Winchester Bay

a.
b.

Ratio of overnight/day man-day use for area ..... = 1+/1

c.

Nonfishermen (35%-40% of rec. days)

Fishermen (60%-65% of rec. days)

- ratio of overnight/day use
- ratio of overnight/day use

Nonfishing Area:

.................... = 3/1
.................... = 1/3

Tillamook, Cape Lookout)

Ratio of overnight/day man-day use for area
of rec. days)

a.
b.

Fishermen (35%-40%

c.

Nonfishermen (60%-65% of rec. days)

Source:

..... = 3/1

- ratio of overnight/day use

.................... = 3/1

- ratio of overnight/day use

.................... = 2.5/1

Unpublished data, OSU.
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fishing and nonfishing recreation.

Thus expansion of the nonfishing

recreational facilities may be tied to successful expansions of the
recreational fishery.

Also notice that 3/4 of all fishermen and 1/4 of

nonfishermen recreating at Garibaldi (or a total of slightly over 1/2 of
all recreation days spent by recreators) spend the night in the local
areas.

Whether or not people remain overnight and where they spend the

night have been shown to be excellent indicators of overall spending.

Previous work by this class has suggested a heirarchy of spending groups.
Overnight fishermen using motels top the spending list.

To date insuf-

ficient data has been gathered to definitely identify mean spending
habits of each of these groups.

However, a gross indication has been

gathered from several on-site surveys.

First, looking at the lodging

preferences of that portion of all recreators who do stay overnight,

Table 5C-2 shows their preferences including data samples taken on the
pier at Garibaldi.

Note that less than 20% of all overnight recreators

(many of these presumably nonfishermen) will pay for a room while over
50% will pay for a place to put a tent or camper.

Such data as this,

when verified and expanded could be used to create actual group recreational demand curves at Tillamook.

From this point actual spending habits of recreators at various
sites are presented.

The data shown in Table 5C-3 was gathered inde-

pendently of this class's efforts and shows only a gross aggregate
spending without divisions into spending groups.

It must be noted that

this total spending. figure for Garibaldi includes only overnight recreators.

If all spending was included in that figure it would be reduced

much closer to the Tillamook level.

patterns emerge from

this table.

Several rather constant spending

First, approximately 1/5 of all recre-
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Table 5C-2.

Lodging Preference by Various Recreators.

Ti.llamook

Trailer/Camper
Tent
Motel/Hotel
Private
Average Length
of Stay

Lookout

Garibaldi

Average

Paying
Average*

44
22
15
19

54.5
27.1
18.5
--

36
14
22
27

44
50

51

4

19
28

2.9 days

4 days

2

*Overnight recreators only
Source:

[100]

Unpublished data, OSU.

2

3.5 days

3.5 days

Table 5C-3.

Recreator Spending in Various Sectors (by %).

NON FISHING
Lookout
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Motel/Hotel
Trailer/Camper
Lodging (1+2)
Groceries
Restaurant/Cafe
Food (4+5)
Service Stations
Marinas
Recreation
Miscellaneous
Total Spending

10.7
35.9
18.3
54.2
15.2
6.9
8.9
4.1
$4.41

*Includes only overnight recreators
Source:

Unpublished data, OSU.

Tillamook

15.1
21.4
15.6
37.0
9.4
21.2
5.6
11.7
$9.91

FISHING
Yaquina

Winchester

15.5
15.5
22.3
16.4
38.7
15.5
27.8

10.0
14.4
24.4
19.9
14.4
34.3
11.1
24.1

2.5
$6.51

6.1
$7.05

Garibaldi

16.0
18.1
18.6
36.7
11.1
32.2
3.9
$15.40*
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ational dollars go to lodging.

Second (and with the sole exception of

Cape Lookout), almost exactly 35% of all dollars go for food (the sum of
groceries and restaurants).

Third, in predominantly fishing areas only

25% to 30% of all dollars are spent directly in support of fishing (this
includes launch, daily moorage, gear, bait, etc.).

In general it does

not include annual moorage fees unless the individual recreator included
it as a "daily

expense."

Here then is one of the major elements on the "benefit" side of

increased

recreation,

and, based on the spending categories shown, the

direct recipients of these imported dollars are marinas, service stations,
restaurants, grocery stores, motels, camp grounds, etc.

This data,

however, excludes anyone who either did not visit the Garibaldi pier
during the sampling period or who would not fill out a questionnaire,
and included only a limited number of samples.

A gross estimate of the total recreator dollar impact can be made
from a combination of this with fishermen attendance data taken by the
Fish Commission in 1971.

Based on these figures and a number of simpli-

fying assumptions, recreators spent just under one half million dollars
in 1971 in the Tillamook Bay area.

Positive spin-offs are the business

generated within the local economy as a result of the business conducted
directly with recreators.

Thus if restaurants increase sales to recre-

ators they will have to increase purchases from local wholesalers.
Negative Impacts of Increased Recreation
Having identified some of the benefits from an expanded recreation
industry,

an estimate of some of the monetary and nonmonetary costs may

now be addressed.

Before actual costs are considered one additional

comment on wage benefits is in

order.

The recreational industry hires
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few people per dollar of business relative to other industries and tends
to hire nonskilled or low skilled positions (waitress, chamber maid,
attendant, etc.).

As a result these jobs rarely pay half the salary of

industrial jobs, such as those in the lumber industry.

Thus the community

impact of these jobs is lower than would be indicated by their number.

The first "cost" to be examined is the impact on the Tillamook Bay
fishery itself from increased recreational usage.

Data for this section

is taken from the Oregon Fish Commission 1971 Resource Usage Studies.
Unfortunately, this data covers only one year, so no long-term trends
can be postiviely identified.
into three groups:

The fish commission divided fisheries

boat fishing, shore fishing and tideland fishing.

At Tillamook Bay that year the boat fishery yielded 91% crab and 6%
salmon; the shore fishery 60% perch, 20% greenlings and 10% rock fish;

and the tideland fishery yielded 4.5% mud shrimp, 39% cockel clam, 39%
littleneck clam, 10% butter clams, and 7% gaper clams.

One measure of the percent of utilization or overutilization of a
fishery for any one given season is the fishing success of that fishery.

Specifically this parameter gives an index on the relative number of
available legal-sized fish in the fishery.

Numerically, fishing success

is equal to the number of total catches divided by total number of hours
of fishing effort.

Figures 5C-l, 5C-2, 5C-3 show the month-by-month

fishing success in various estuaries for the boat, shore and tideland
fisheries, respectively.

Of these three the boat fishery is most easily

managed and is the one primarily affected by increased marina or launching
facilities.

Therefore, Figure 5C-1 is of particular importance.

Note

the steady decline of success at Tillamook throughout the last half of
that season and the relatively low position of Tillamook by seasons-end
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for both the boat. and shore fishery.

This success decline at Tillamook

is especially significant as it is accompanied by an absolute decline in
catch levels.

or October

This means that if you go fishing at Tillamook in September
the.probability of catching a fish is low.

This might indicate

that most of the legal fish stock in Tillamook is fished out each year;

increased fishing effort may serve to deplete the legal stock earlier
each year.

While this does not necessarily show overfishing of these

resources, it is a possible indicator of it.
In order to be definitive about long-term overfishing trends the
following must be established:

1) a long-term decline in the number of

catches, 2) a long-term decline in the average size of catches, or 3) a
long-term decrease in success.
years.

"Long-term" can be taken to mean 5

In order to look at such trends the 1971 study would have to be

repeated preferably on two consecutive years.
In contrast to the shore and boat fisheries, Tillamook's tideland
fishery shows no late season success reduction.

However, that period,

lacking good minus tides, showed a drastic reduction in effort.

As

noted earlier in this report, Miami Cove currently shows development
potential for a tideland fishery.

The inclusion of this area would

allow planned expansion of that fishery without threat of significant
overfishing.

If, in 1971, Tillamook boat and shore fisheries were pushed near
capacity, a threat of future overfishing, if the recreational load is
expanded now, would seem to be very real.

If the fisheries of Tillamook

Bay were depleted, the impact on the community would be very real and
negative.
expansion.

This must then be included as a potential cost of recreational
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A second cost can be identified in terms of the potential degradation
of the recreational experience itself.
tional experience is catching fish.

Part of the value of a recrea-

The September/October Tillamook

success rates mean that many people will not receive that value.

In

turn, this should reduce their willingness to pay for that experience,

or reduce the value of coming to Tillamook relative to other recreational
areas.

However, based on available data, success is not necessarily

correlated with usage.

A higher correlation is found between the location

of inland population (e.g. Portland) and coastal recreational use sites.
While the value of the recreational experience may decrease, it may not
decrease the flow of tourist dollars.

The total amount of fishing

effort also has an impact on value to the individual of the recreational
experience.

Figure 5C-4 shows that boat fishing effort by month on

various estuaries in 1971.

The high level of fishing effort shown in

September and October at Tillamook can be driectly translated into
overcrowding, delays, inconveniences, etc.

A further increase in recre-

ational activity would continue to increase these nonmonetary costs.
These costs affect local fishermen equally with nonlocals.

That these

nonmonetary costs are real is reflected by increased complaints from
local fishermen.

They may still go fishing, but the value of that

experience to them has been reduced.

Finally, there will be spill-over costs as a result of increased
fishing.

Similar to spin-off benefits, these costs are costs in other

industries which result from increased recreation.

The first of these

costs would be associated with commercial fishing.

On quick turn-around

stops to unload their catch and take on fuel and supplies, commercial
fishermen tend to be quite sensitive to overcrowding, time delays, ease
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of access to needed facilities and services, threat of collision, and so
forth.

An increase in recreation may therefore result in some reduction

of the commercial fish tonnage crossing the Garibaldi pier.

more general spill-over area is "other bay users."

The second,

This includes con-

servation, commercial oyster production, and so forth.

Use of the bay

for recreation may not be compatible with these alternate activities.

Consideration of recreational expansion at Garibaldi must now be
placed in a 1975 context.
or 1972.

Most of the data used thus far is from 1971

To these levels a natural annual load increase and the impact

of the Bay City marina must now be added.

Collectively these represent

at least a 15% increase in recreational effort over 1971 levels.

Expan-

sion at Garibaldi would increase effort and nonmonetary costs from that
level, not the 1971 levels presented here.

Just as we have identified those who benefit from the expanded
recreation industry, we can identify those who indirectly pay for that
expansion.

This group includes:

local recreational fishermen, those

who depend on the existence and stability of the bay fishery; commercial
fishermen and those who provide their services; and other bay users,
such as oyster producers.

Table 5C-4 shows a summary of the costs and benefits mentioned in
this section associated with recreational expansion.

To place recreation

opportunities in proper perspective, it should be noted that the Willamette
Valley is one of the fastest growing areas in the country and that the
demand for recreation is increasing nationally as well.

Thus it is

unlikely that Tillamook Bay will be faced with a decrease of recreational
demand.

Not expanding recreation now does not mean foregoing the option

to successfully expand later.

In fact, with an assured future demand,
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Table 5C-4.

1.

Tillamook Recreational Fisheries Expansion Summary.

Benefits:

- recreator daily on site spending

- annual moorage fees
- additional industry jobs
- spin-off (multiplier) effects
2.

Costs:

- reduction of the quality of the recreational experience
- potential degradation of fishing stocks
- increased pollution
- recreation jobs are low skill/low pay jobs
- forego future recreational expansion options
- expanded recreation opportunity cost:

commercial fishing
other bay uses
other uses of public investment monies
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delaying development until a complete marine development plan has been
implemented to meet community goals has increased merit.

There are many

tools with which to direct and channel recreational development within a
community.

It is felt that all of these should be explored before this

industry is further developed.

New Recreational Facilities
This section will describe typical marina and other boat storage
facilities, their cost, land and area requirements.

Such facilities may

be suitable for the Garibaldi/Miami Cove area.
Standard equations for design of the size of moorage rows are:
Width = 4L + 16'

Length = N(B + 7')
Where L = length of design boats for that row,
B = breadth of design boats for that row,
N = number of boats designed for that row.

These formulas allow for 6 ft walkways over the length of each row
and 6 ft lateral walkways, one for every two boats.

A typical design

for such a facility includes a 2:1:1 split of 25 ft; 30 ft and 40 ft
boats (typical for many recreational marinas) and a basic rectangular
shape.

Such a marina at Garibaldi for 130 recreational berths with

launch ramp and standard service and temporary mooring areas would
require 6.8 acres (excluding parking and service facility areas).

The

cost of such a facility including pilings, walkways, ramp, miscellaneous
immediate support facilities, electrical wiring, water, sewer and plumbing
facilities, dredging, and outer retaining walls is roughly $275,000 to
$300,000 or roughly $2,500 per slip.

To this cost must be added land

cost, parking development and access costs.
investment will be moorage and launch fees.

The major returns from this
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At this time an additional economic concept should be introduced.

This concept is that of "opportunity costs" and is mentioned in Table
5C-4.

Opportunity cost is the value of an opportunity foregone in order

to direct a given resource into a particular project.

The opportunity

cost of a commercial fisherman's labor could be measured by the value of

the highest salary he could earn were he to enter another job (salesman,
clerk, etc.).

The opportunity cost of capital is the benefit (such as

interest) it could produce if directed toward some alternate project.

Thus, to justify the use of public monies to expand the recreational
fishing facilities at Garibaldi, the benefit from this project to the
community must be greater than the opportunity cost, or more beneficial
than any other use of public monies.

In order to complete this assessment

those other investment options must be evaluated, several of which are
discussed elsewhere in this report.

In an effort to improve the cost-benefit ratio of a marine project
several areas of potential cost reduction should be considered.

These

include:
1.

Location:

It has been proposed that any facility constructed

should be located in Miami Cove.

With existing cove and bay current and

sedimentation patterns, this site would require extensive initial dredging
as the entire.cove and channel access routes are now tideland.

It would

also require extensive annual or biannual maintenance dredging, have
potentially high dredging rates depending on the density of sunken logs
and pilings, maximize congestion around the entrance of the existing
marina, have relatively poor flushing, and be associated with a high
opportunity cost.
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By contrast, either the Hobsonville point area or the area between
the Coast Guard pier and the existing marina has increased tidal currents
and thus.better flushing as well as a lower sedimentation rate (resulting
in lower maintenance dredging costs).

These locations would also require

less initial dredging since they are directly adjacent to a stabilized
channel.

In addition, either would alleviate local congestion at the

present facility site.

As a result either of these sites appears to

have significant advantage over the Miami Cove site.
Dry Storage:

2.

An alternative to a "wet" marina would involve

construction of land-storage facilities.

Commercial, erector-set-like,

multi-deck dry storage facilities are now available and are in wide use
in California and, more recently, in the Seattle area.

Such storage

facilities consist of covered framework compartments combined with
movable hoist or other boat lift facilities and cost approximately $700
per slip.

This type of facility requires only channel maintenance

dredging, resulting in lower capital investment, and less total land
area.

Such a dry storage unit appears to suit the resources of the

Garibaldi area and is more compatible than wet storage with the other
development options which will be presented in subsequent sections.
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SECTION 5D

Solid Waste Disposal in Tillamook County, Oregon
With the advent of environmental concern and resultant pollution
control laws to ensure a quality environment, the process of solid waste

disposal has been forced to undergo dramatic change in a fairly short
period of time.

Tillamook County, not unlike many other counties across

the country, has been forced to reevaluate its objectives and plans for
disposal of the solid waste generated within the county.

With the

population of Tillamook County projected to increase to about 21,000
permanent residents by the turn of the century, a good long-term solution
is in order.

Although many counties within the United States now bemoan

their solid waste problem, which increases with population at an average
rate of 3.3 lbs/individual/day, Tillamook County must also contend with
the waste of nearly 1,000,000 tourists which flock to the area during
summer months!

In past years Tillamook County has met the challenge of solid waste

disposal in a manner which has been common in the United States--open
burning dump sites.

With the gradual phase-out of each of the four dump

sites that the county presently owns, the County of Tillamook is facing
a difficult disposal problem.

Although it is not the purpose of this project to indulge in philosophy, it is worth noting the County of Tillamook stands "at the crossroads" in regard to the solid waste disposal problem along with the rest
of our country.

In past years resources were bountiful and the "under-

utilization" of the resources was rational from an economic standpoint.

Today, however, resources are increasingly being viewed as finite, and
economics (as well as environmental laws) has provided the incentive for
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the efficient utilization of all resources--even the resource we currently
call waste.

The solution to the current refuse problems of the county

depends upon the choice of the most appropriate manner of utilization
rather than disposal as such.

Solutions to the Solid Waste Problem by Others
It is sometimes instructive to consider the manner in which others
have confronted similar problems.
ing in solving those problems.

The ingenuity displayed may be inspir-

For instance, Du Page County in Illinois

was faced with the problem of solid waste similar to many other counties
(including Tillamook)--disposal and utilization.

After many months of

indecision the county commissioners decided to build a "mountain" out of
the trash which would serve the purpose of not only disposing of the
waste, but also would be utilized during the winter months as a recreational site for skiing and tobogganing.

Coastal counties in various parts of the country have solved part
of the problem of disposal and utilization in a different manner - the
creation of artificial "reefs."

The reefs are composed of demolition

debris, tires, car bodies, etc. which not only disposes of the "waste,"
but also enhances the productivity of the region by providing "habitats"
for organisms of the region with which to elude predators, etc.

Within the State of Oregon, Lincoln County has taken strong initiative in dealing with the solid waste problem in regard to the anticipated
influx of population within the county.

A refuse separational unit is

slated to be constructed by the county for the purpose of preparing
solid waste materials of the county for combustion in the boilers of a
local industrial plant.

The benefits of this arrangement are numerous,

with the most outstanding being solution of the county's solid waste
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problem which not only utilizes it, but is also cheaper in the long run
than current landfill operations!

Solid Waste Disposal Options for Tillamook County
The options which Tillamook County may exercise in regard to solid
waste disposal will be limited by environmental protection laws, community
acceptance, and the economies inherent to the operation.

Since open

dump site burning is no longer tenable and the Tillamook County Planning
Commission has rejected sanitary landfill as a possible alternative,

other options which fulfill the above qualifications will have to be
considered.

One option which might be considered is "exporting" the refuse to
Lincoln City, Oregon.
qualities.

Superficially, this alternative has many redeeming

The greatest of these appears to be of simply getting. the

waste out of the county - shifting the problem of disposal to "someone
else."

Upon closer inspection, this option does have flaws which warrant

consideration.

From the standpoint of economics, the estimated cost of

$100,000 per annum for the shippage of the waste from Tillamook County
to Lincoln City is far from being a "free lunch."

As the price of

petroleum increases through time, so also will the $100,000 estimate for
the disposal service.

Another drawback would be that the system is

subject to "externalities" such as nonavailability of fuel, worker
strikes, and a possibility that through time Lincoln City may change its
mind about the arrangement.

Each of the aforementioned would have

potential for creating a solid waste "crisis" for the county.

Lastly,

the system does not treat solid waste as an asset (resource) but rather
a liability - a mistake which would be costly in future times of inevitable scarcity.
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Another option which warrants consideration is that of composting.
The process of composting relies upon the biological degredation of
organic refuse into a stable humuslike substance.

The net cost of

composting is offset by income generated through the sale of the end
product of the process as fertilizer.

One "fly-in-the-ointment" for

Tillamook County would be that only 60-70% of the solid waste generated
by the county can be converted in this manner.

Of the remaining 30-40%,

a portion may be recycled at current economics, the remaining portion of
nondecomposables will require landfill disposal SOMEWHERE - a problem
for the county when it is lacking approved sanitary landfill sites.

One option which in past years has not been available to the County
of Tillamook but which presently may be utilized with planning and
investment is the combustion of the county's solid waste and the purposeful utilization of the generated heat.

The Oregon-Washington Plywood

Company which is currently shut down and for sale by the owners has a
boiler facility located upon its premises.

The boilers have been used

in recent years by the company for the combustion of primarily wood
waste, and the utilization of the resultant steam in the drying and
assemblage of plywood which was the product of the mill.

In a similar

manner, the boiler facility, with appropriate modifications, could
utilize the combustible solid waste of Tillamook County.

Since there

are neither turbines nor generators presently on the premises of the
Oregon-Washington mill site, the energy forthcoming from the boilers
would be in the form of steam which could be sold to present or future
companies located in the vicinity (such as the rendering or aquaculture
facilities discussed elsewhere).

A portion of the noncombustible mater-

ials may also be recycled (sold as scrap) bringing in additional revenue
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for the

county.

Here again,

however, a percentage of the county's

refuse is not combustible nor recyclable at current prices and will

require a sanitary landfill disposal which is not permissible in Tillamook
County.

Without going into elaborate descriptions of the mechanisms needed

for the conversion of the present O.W. boiler facility, it should be

pointed out that a preparation facility would be required to facilitate
the burning of solid

waste.

Although some solid waste combustion plants

do not utilize such a facility (product termed unprepared solid waste)

it has been found that such plants are considerably less efficient
energy converters.

This is not surprising since combustibles and non-

combustibles are both present in the

boiler.

Also, unprepared solid

waste results in a significant increase in the amount of material which

must be placed in a sanitary landfill since there is little or no market
for noncombustible materials which have been exposed to the high temper-

ature of a

boiler.

Some of the fuel preparation process could be done

physically by the citizens of the

county,

reward the segregation of combustible

with economic incentives to

trash.

This has not been done

elsewhere in the state and would require a significant amount of education
and cooperation to be successful.

Lastly,

a boiler which is designed to

fire processed refuse can readily be adapted to use hogged fuel, oil,

gas or coal in the event of a sag in the flow of solid waste (Fig. 5D1).

The air emissions of solid waste disposal has been found to be

similar to hogged fuel and therefore presents no technological barrier

to air pollution control.
The prepared solid waste system, for the aforementioned reasons,

therefore appears to be the system which is the most flexible and there-
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fore the most advisable to employ.

The system consists of four principle

components:
1)

Fuel processing plant

2)

Recycling system

3)

Sanitary landfill facility

4)

Boiler facility

The fuel preparation component consists of a set of shredders to reduce
the incoming materials to required size, a magnetic separator to take

out recyclable metallic materials, and an air classifier to assist
screening devices in removing heavy fractions such as glass, sand and
dirt (see Fig. 5D-2).

The metallic materials could be sold as scrap

(see Table 5D-1) while the other noncombustibles of little economic
value would be transported to a nearby sanitary landfill.

The combustible

materials would be transported to the boiler plant for firing.

The

heating value of the processed fuel fraction is estimated to be about
7,000 BTU/lb including residual moisture.

A boiler of average capacity

could generate as much as 100,000 pounds per hour of process steam at
150 psi, which would have a temperature of approximately 705°F.

It

should be noted that in 1973 steam sold at approximately $1.00/thsd lbs
(see Table 5D-2) and would result in a revenue from the fired solid
waste.

The question naturally arises, "Would it be economically feasible
for Tillamook County to engage in such an activity?"

The answer seems

at this time to be, "It depends."

The capital cost for the equipment which would be necessary for
this type of solid waste utilization system would initially amount to
approximately three million dollars.

Since operation and maintenance
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Table 5D-1.
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Ferrous metals sale prices.

Year

Net Sale Price - $/T

1977
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

28.00
29.71
32.80
32.80
32.80
32.80
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Table 5D-2.

Calculated steam sale prices.

Dec. 1973
1977
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

Low Estimate
$/thousand lbl

High Estimate
$/thousand lb3

0.7652
0.965
1.054
1.221
1.415
1.640
1.901

1.49
1.56
1.68
1.83
2.00
2.20

The low estimate is based on the assumption that needs can be
met within the capabilities of existing boiler capacity. The
solid waste plant's steaming capacity then provides reliability
of service.
2As indicated by Menasha.. Prices are inflated to 1977 at 6%/year
and at 3%/year thereafter.
3The high estimate is based on the assumption that industry's
needs exceed their present boiler capacity, requiring new
capacity to be added. The solid waste plant then is an
alternative to industry building and operating a new boiler.
4Prices are based on a $2 million wood-fired boiler plant cost
amortized at 12%-10 years, 95% load factor, 8-man crew, $.15
per thousand pounds maintenance, supplies, power, repairs, etc.

(Adapted from CH2M Hill - Energy Recovery from Solid Wastes for the
Oregon south coast region)
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costs are not included in the figure (see Table 5D-3) which has been
extrapolated from a similar solid waste utilization study for the south
coast region of Oregon, an unwavering commitment to this type of system
if it is ultimately chosen would be appropriate.

Since the final decision

in this matter will undoubtedly amount to great sums of money, the

options noted in this report deserve a more penetrating analysis than
can be done in the time limitations imposed by this study.

As we see

it, however, the utilization of solid waste by combustion seems promising
enough to warrant further investigation.
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Table

1.
2.
3.

Solid waste preparation and utilization plant cost
estimates at 1975 prices.

5D-3.

Site and preparation

(in $1,000)
-

Drainage and paving
Landscaping and fencing

4.
5.

Fire protection

6.

Processing facility:

5 acres

Receiving truck scales, platform
automatic recording
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Shredder - 40 T/H
Hoppers and conveyor

g.
h.

Front-end loader
Magnetic separators

f.

i.
j.
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Motors, starters and controls
Dust collection
Freight on machireny delivery
Building-processing area
Air separator

85
117
18
15
80

361
122
126
57
28

120
15
144
785

Hopper scales loader and
conveyors

Subtotal
Engineering contingency and
owners costs at 30%
Estimated Total
Round to

130

2,203

660.9

2,863.9

$2.9 Million

(Adapted from CH2M Hill - Energy Recovery from Solid Wastes for the
Oregon south coast region)
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SECTION 5E
Rendering

The term rendering as it will be used in this report simply means
the processes involved in extracting useful ingredients from the leftover
"waste" of large domestic animal or seafood packaging plants.

These

ingredients are either important or essential to the manufacture of a
wide variety of common consumable and nonconsumable products, a few of
which are:

animal feeds, fertilizers, plastics, lipstick and other

cosmetics, tallow, ink, glue, paint, synthetic lubricants, and even
tires.

There are many patented rendering processes.

Most of them use a

varying amount of heat as a common denominator, and this is the chief
reason the O.W. site is considered favorable for locating a rendering
facility.

If a satisfactory solid waste burning process can fire the

existing boiler on the O.W. property to generate steam at a low cost,

the resulting lowered utility costs would substantially lower the overall
production costs of a rendering facility.

To put some of these costs into perspective, Tables 5E-1 and 5E-2
show the operating costs of three protein rendering plants of 25, 150
and 275 tons per day capacity using two different types of drying techniques.
BTU's.

Heating costs in this 1966 example are for 70 per one million
The annual heating costs are 11, 25 and 27% of the total direct

operating costs for drum drying for plant capacities 25, 150 and 275
tons/day, respectively and 6, 17 and 19% of the total processing costs
for the same sized plants.

Since the data was published in 1966, un-

doubtedly the costs are low and even the individual categories might
have undergone a change in relation to the other categories due to a
recent disproportionate rise in the cost of energy.
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Total Operating roosts for various plant ralmeifits usitig a 511, free protein

felil and prertmeentration with either 1lru4r.liyiug or sprac.Iryiilg.

Urnn1drpie
a))nII cost

annual rust

Plant ('apnrily (ton/day)
('05t rntr:nry
..t

l)irret I'rnreasinx rust
Knxyme ($44.10/lb y 0.5 lbiton r

Labor (8 men at sGoOo/yr)
Supervision (2 men at $900(1/yr)
Staintenaner. 6%. of lined capital
Plant supplies, 15'1 of maintenanrr

-

Total OpnralingCuts, d,dlars

NprnydryinL

2.5

1541

275

127.54)4)

11.61,1,

4w.760

I 2 7.5 )11

45,11(111

.15.411)11

35,4)4)4)

15,04)4)

15,)41(1

15.04#11

15,)4))

65.700
9,90()

111.300
16.740

_5.200

53.9410

15.0)1)
15.)11)
95,704)

5,190

11,.14141

6,044)
5:1,200

11.1)0

Loon

6.(14)41

11.1110

11141, 54)44

5::.511)

25

ISO

275

11.61111

49.7041
45,004)

45.4)114
15.0011

241.300
;,91114

lot. list rapneity (?..n/d.1yI

' a.:NNI

1'tilitirs

Cater (454011./ton
X 25 rents/ 10114 y:1,))

Electricity ($4.015/KKh)
Heat (70or tier 1,000,6410 fit,)
Total direct proces6ing co"

1,)4411

15,6(14)

94,000

171,0011

16.51.1)
14.2110

$5.2))

145...1441
155.41110

1.1),4110

364,500

604,000

l33,s00

:13'5,700

575.044

7.2(10

7.200

7,2110
3.5441

'16.111141

Indirect Prnrrssinx cost

Payroll overhead, 15'5, of labor
Laboratory. 10' 4. of labor
Plant overhead. 54114 of labor

I)rprrrintion ( tO',4 of fixed capital)
Taxis 42x;. of fixed capital)
Insurance (I r/% of lined capital)

Total indirect promising rust
Total recessing cost

7:200
4.800
21.000

7,200

7.2041

4.$411
21.4)1,1,
33.5041

4.944)

4.6011

24.044

21,04H)

4.500
2 1.1 0)

2 1./1,/11

14)9,5(14)

155.5114)

:17.01141

59,5440

1:1:1,51111

5,500
4.400

111.900
11,004)

::7.1110
16,6410

7.100

15.000
9.004

3t.9-111

3.7041

9:1,9)0

17$,400

277,200

SI.1/14)

152,501)

2 Ia, 1410

2:13.41)4)

542.900

41411,600

21A.11041

195,54)11

515.300

16,004

Table 5E-2l'stiiiattil total operalingr mists for various plant rapnrititw, ftiil eotnp4sitions and drying tuctijo(im.*
KslinutIed lulnl o1unlting rla.I
($/II.a of trial )

pnsr'in f.a.l

5'ir frow pn$444n (4-141

-l'rerr,nrcuPlant
Capacity

1;._...

(tan/day)

.. d__

151)

275

I'rrrouren-

Iration

Sprays

t rat inn

1,4126

drying

pills
spray drying

drum
drying

`1 III

19 s4#

12.111
111.70

114)4#

alone
.:a.-111
1:1.5(1

I I.5)

!1.!144

__^

:u .r.

II.:,,

111:(

Based on fungal- prot4aw' as lb.- enzyme. Costs would Iw rtilurr.i by $1.22 1S': tw.0 or
$1.96 (41% feed) if brnm,4in wen, u,a.l.
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The foregoing comments have been about the rendering of large
domestic animal wastes such as cattle, sheep and swine.

The table of

costs shown in Table 5E-1 indicates that a minimum of 25 tons per day of
raw material would be necessary to profitably operate this type of
rendering facility.

A market analysis would probably be necessary to

tell for sure, but it is our opinion that it would be difficult to
acquire enough material in the vicinity of Tillamook to make this option
attractive.

However, rendering in the seafood packaging industry and

that of packaging plant effluents in particular might be much more
attractive.

New EPA standards on the quality of effluents go into

effect on July 1, 1977.

If these new standards are not met, the proces-

sors face stiff fines at a minimum.

A new plant at Seattle Rendering Works chemically breaks down the
shells of crabs, shrimp and other crustacea into chitin, protein, calcium
carbonate and water.

The protein can be sold for food additives, the

calcium carbonate.is a widely used industrial chemical, and chitin has
been known for years to have uses, although it has never been commercially
developed.

There was not enough supply of the chitin and isolating it

from the rest of the shell material was not worth the cost.

Now, however,

there is an interest in finding markets for chitin and its derivatives.
The process has reached the semi-commercial pilot plant scale.

The

"chitosan process" used to extract chitin consists primarily of caustic

treament to remove the proteins from the shell, followed by a hydrochloric
acid extraction to produce a calcium chloride brine from the calcium
salts normally found in the shell.

The remaining material, commonly

called chitin, is the structural material that holds the shell together.
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Below 2,500 T/yr it is not economical for a complete processing
plant. Waste must be hauled to a central facility.

** Based on full production for 3 to 4 months per year.

Figure 5E-3.

Approximate plant investment for extracting basic chemicals
from shellfish waste (Peniston, 1973).
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A wide interest in chitin and chitosan has developed which is
stimulating the commercial demand for the material in many areas.

In

addition, a good market exists for calcium chloride and the protein

derived from the shell.
On the near horizon are package units that can be put into a large

or small seafood plant for the purpose of pretreating shell and then

sending the partially extracted product to a centrally located rendering

plant for final extraction and finishing.

Selling all three of the

products produced from shell may prove a profitable venture for both the

packer and the owner of the central rendering plant. Although the data
are preliminary, Figure 5E-3 indicates the estimated costs of producing

chitin in various size

plants.

EPA document about effluent

The data is from a revised draft of an

limitations,

guidelines and standards of

performance for the canned and preserved fish and seafoods processing
industry,

July

1973,

p. VII-33.

It has been the purpose of this section on rendering only to introduce the subject and to outline some of the developments that might be

of interest to a prospective renderer.
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SECTION 5F

Brick/Adobe/Building Materials
If we assume that national and world demand for wood products will
remain constant (or increase), and if we couple that assumption to an
essentially steady resource (supply), then we can expect the price of
wood products to continue to escalate.

At some point in the rise in

price of wood, it will become more economical to once again build houses
with brick, adobe, cement blocks or other nonwood resources.
Tillamook Bay is filled with many different types of soils, clays
and sands which can be utilized as a resource for building materials and
additionally as a means of transporting (barging) the materials to the
population centers in California and Washington.

Enclosure (1) lists

some of the methods used to make brick and adobe now, and it appears
reasonable that if asphalt is mixed with clay/sand for building, that
clay/sand bricks mixed with a polymer may be "the" building material for
future Americans, damp Oregonians included.

At any rate utilizing Tillamook Bay not only as a source for the
building materials but also as a means of transportation appears to be
worth looking into further.
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CONCLUSIONS

This group would like to emphasize to the citizens of Tillamook
County what they know but may not enjoy talking about - namely that the
bay is aging (read filling) at a rapid rate, more rapid perhaps than
other estuaries in Oregon.

The life expectancy of the Bay as we know it

now could possibly be as short as 10 or perhaps 25 years, but-the point
should not be missed that Tillamook Bay may soon take on the appearance
of a Siletz or Netarts.

We think the collective citizenry of Tillamook

County should "bite the bullet" and face the above facts.

Once these

facts have been faced, then the citizenry, with one collective voice,
must make some hard decisions:
A.

Shall the Bay be allowed to continue to fill?

B.

Shall the Bay be "restored"?

C.

If the Bay is allowed to fill, what part, if any, shall be

If so, to what previous time?

saved?
D.

Can engineers and scientists help restore the Bay to its
former splendor?

Based upon the answers to the previous questions other basic questions are:
1)

Should Tillamook County orient its future toward marine oriented
industries and recreation?/or

2)

Should land oriented uses be given more emphasis?

The decision in the final analysis is the county's, but it must be
a concensus decision, agreed upon and desired by most, if not all,
residents.

After the above decisions are made, other questions for the collective citizenry to answer are:
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Are increased recreational uses compatible with oyster aquaculture?

2)

How much more small boat traffic is wanted on the Bay?

We suggest that favored development is that which tends to keep
open the options the county may want to exercise in the future.

We

would likewise suggest that resources are not commited in an irrevocable
manner.

[135]
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WaterResistonce Tests. The bricks on the left are of plain soil, those in the middle are half sand,
those on the right contain 10 per cent emulsified asphalt. The top bricks in each slack have no
surface coating, the second (black) bricks were pointed with asphalt, the third (white) bricks were
painted with white house paint, the bottom bricks with a potent masonry paint. Note that the
stack on the right held up well although it had been tested in water for 1,000 hours.

least possible amount that will provide
the waterproofing.
Treated bricks, when set in water, will
usually suffer no damage for many days,
while plain adobe bricks may be entirely
ruined within one Lour. This is illustrated
in the photo above. You may buy emulsi-

fied asphalt from several of the wellknown oil companies.

the present time they are used very little.

High Pressure Bricks. There is a
real advantage in making adobe bricks
(or soil-cement bricks) tinder high pressure. This can be done by hand or machine methods. One simple pressure
device, called the "Cinva-Rant" is shown
in the photo page 12. It can be operated
by one or two men, using high-pressure

leverage, making bricks ofy increased
strength. The bricks are uniform, attrachave been used as stabilizers to a limited tive, and easy to handle, but the process
extent. Among thent are resin emulsions, is not rapid.
lime, pozzolan, stcarates, soaps, water
The graph on page 12 showy the gain
glass, and other silicates. Each con- in strength due to casting bricks under
tributes certain valuable features-such high pressure with the Cinva-Nam. In a
Other Stabilizers. Other materials

as waterproofing, strength, transparency,

or light color-hut are uneconomical.
In the past, straw or manure has often
been used as a stabilizer or strengthener,

Int recent teas revealed that in most
cases these: materials often hinder rather

than help the hardening of adobe. At

typical case, using 8 per cent of cement,
the strength is doubled. This machine can

be purchased from the IBEC Housing
Corporation, Cinva-Rant Block Press
Divn., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
New York 10020; or similar devices can
be made independently.

L. W. NEUI3AUER
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ADOBE BRICK MAKING
Manual labor is, of course, the historical method of brick making. It is

You can construct walls from earth
either by pouring or molding the entire
mass of soil into a single unit (mono.

still used in adapted forms, often with the

lithic methods) or by forming bricks

help of small tools or light machines to

from which to build the walls.
In both types you have to handle damp

puddle the soil completely.

Make rectangular forms of wood or
metal. Lay them on the ground, on a

or wet soil to puddle it. In the puddled
state the soil grains are brought close smooth area, and place mud in the forms
together, so that there is a mechanical by shovel or bucket. Spade the adobe
binding; or. locking between the soil par
ticks, and so that the surfaces in contact

carefully and tamp it into all corners of
the forms, to insure well-shape-d bricks,

can be cemented by the clay in the soil.

Strike the top off level, then lift the

Thus the material often becomes much

forms, leaving the bricks in place.

harder and stronger than you would

Do not make the mixture too Wet, or

Several monolithic methods are dis-

the mud will slump or run alter you remove the forms, or it may -brink and

cussed on pages 21-27. In recent years

crack excessively upon drying. A slight

especially in the Southwest) the use
of adobe bricks has become more pope.

slump or settlement may be all right, as
many people prefer the somewhat irregular and rustic appearance.
Cover the bricks with paper to slow
down the initial drying, which prevents

expect.

lar.

What are adobe bricks?

mixers are u.lt -uitallle for this purpose.
If you use loden forms for the brick
making, line mini with thin sheet metal,
to provide Smoother surfaces and make
cleaning easier. Some people prefer all-

lime (see photo page 9) or for a group of
bricks. Metal forms will yield a fine type
of brick.

Not all soil, can be used for brick
making. Many will not form bricks of
adequate strength. A very sandy soil is

weak, and so is a loamy or organic soil.
Most suitable -oils contain some clay or
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position, stack the bricks in loose piles
for a few weeks, to complete their drying

2. Labor requirements are extremely
flexible. One man or several men may
be put to work with a minimum of equip-

1-r

and curing. They will often dry down
to a 3 per cent moisture content during

ment. One person, working alone, may
accomplish a great deal, over a period
of time. A three- to five-man crew will

a05
VERY.

s ND

21
CLAY
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Yon may want to make your bricks

ers (see photo, page 6, second from top).

by hand or with simple equipment, or

These mixers can he placed near the drying yard and building location. Concrete

you can buy them commercially.
7

CLAY

LOAMS

fY
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Small-scale mechanical method

How to make bricks

SILT

SANOT

CLAY

ti_

of brick making involves home-made
mixers (see photo, page 6, top), or other
types of pug-mills, dough, or plaster mix-

SCREEN SIZES IN MESH PER
RELATED TO DIAMETER OF

rr
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a hot, dry summer.

usually work most efficiently.

ing and cracking. As a rule of thumb,
the soil should contain less than 45 per
cent of material passing a number 200

A

and help prevent warping and cracking.
After a few more days of dry ing in this

the wall.

silt, but too much of it will cause too
much shrinkage and will result in warp.

SOIL PARTICLES IN MILLIMETERS
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long as the unit remains intact. That the air may circulate freer- on both
means you can use heavier soils than sides. This will promote uniform drying
with monolithic methods. All shrinkage
takes place before the bricks are laid in

in some regions.

THE SOIL TO USE

After lifting the form, wash excess

bricks, shaped in forms, dried in the sun, mud off its inner fares with water, and
and then laid up in courses in the wall repeat the molding process.
with mud or cement mortar. This method Allow the bricks to lie flat for one to
has two advantages:
three clays, until they are sufficiently
1. The exact amount of shrinkage in strong to hold their shapes when turned.
the brick is relatively unimportant as At that time, set the bricks on edge, so

adobe bricks, but don't mind the labow$
and limited amount of dirt involved itv
laying the bricks, you may buy adobe
bricks, already dried and cured. They
are being manufactured on a large scale

metal forms. either for one brick at a

severe cracking. (See photos It-ft.)

Adobe bricks are rectangular mud

Commercial or large-scale brick

making. If you dislike the dust, dirt.
and mud that goes with making tlm
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Recent experinunls with a;t,irullnra
soils have shown no correlation bctcceet

soil type and strength of bricks. Ilocw
ever, good agricultural soil generally i

not desirable for adobe bricks. A mix
tune stronger in clay and sand, which r
frequently poor for crop production, is
usually more satisfactory.

t

'k, ,

ALL-METAL FORM for shaping adobe bricks,
strong and smooth, and very convenient for
small operations.

screen. The diagram on page 8 shows
these relations, indicating which conibinations will provide best results.

Looking at the soil-even a careful
examination-will not tell you enough
to predict its value for brick making.
Preliminary tests can be made by handmolding. Alake small bricks to check
cracking and strength for handling. If
you are in doubt, seekexpert advice.
You will find a list of adobe-testing laboratories on page 34.

Insulating value of

adobe

all(

rammed earth is intermediate; it

it

poorer than wood but much better that,

concrete. The "k'' value for heat eons
ductivity varies from about 2.5 to 5.0.
averaging nearly 3.5 Iltu/sq ft'hour/inch
of thickness per °h difference between
inner and outer surfaces. as compared to
concrete "k" at 8 to 12 iltu. The low heat
flow values, for best insulation, are for dry
and light-weight adobe, while the higher
values are for dense and wet adobe. A

thin wall is seldom advised, but a thick
wall, providing good total insulation and
high heat capacity, will give good ternperature control and excellent comfort.

partings. shell as clay and silt, may icgiure a con-01ruble proportion of cc.
Hunt for an vi lueeiable gain in strength.
A Mix of ].O I., 20 per cent is sometimes

to various soils. See graph oil this page.

u-ed, althou,0; a 5 or 6 per cent mix
will often provide enough increase in

more elastic and durable. Some 5 per
cent of asphalt may be sufficient to pro.
tide waterproofing. Test your bricks by

stren_th--esl,r tally in sandy foams,
composed of 1, =--fine material. In order
to get satisfactory results with cement
admixtures, ki ep the bricks damp for

only weaken brick strength and increase
cost. The amount of asphalt that will provide waterproofing and strength at economical cost can usually be determined
only by experiment. Alake several small
test bricks containing various amounts
of asphalt. You can get an approximate

impossible to predict how much cement
is needed to raise the soil strength to a

required level. Only by making a few
test canlples or large blocks can you determine how t'w structural features have
been improved.
In some, ca-i- you may want to add
cement not to increase strength but
purely to provide resistance to moisture-so that earth walls subjected to
rains and especially damp conditions will
not soften or decompose, but will retain
their normal shape and strength. Some
soils are badly weakened by small

suited in a weaker brick in every in-

greatly compre:-ion strength is weakened
when small amounts of stabilizers are.

tain amount of sand or clay. Coarse sand,
or even some types of gravel. may often
be added to good advantage. Generally,
clay in the soil adds strength, while sand

a much more suitable brick.

for strength and water resistance.

Stabilizers
Portland Cement. Portland cement
increases the strength of soil that by it-

proofing agents. especially emulsified

and gravel aid in reducing shrinkage.
Example: In one soil test we found
that the natural soil had sufficient

strength (over 500 pounds per square
inch in compression) but linear shrinkage was excessive (over 8 per cent). To
reduce shrinkage and cracking, we added
sand in various proportions. This re-

self would lie too weak for building, and

makes it water resistant. It reduces the
absorption of water (seldom stopping it
completely) and prevents softening or
weakening of bricks exposed to water,
thus avoiding serious harm.
Earth composed chiefly of finn.nrn;i-l

idea of brick strength by rough handling or by dropping the test bricks on
a hard surface. How much asphalt you
depends primarily upon the
amount of fine silt and clay contained
need,

in your soil. These waterproofing agents,
however, often cause sonic weakening of
the adobe, so you should aim to use the
0

600

added to the soil. and how steeply strength
401

increases with more additions of cement.

To determine the most satisfactory and
economical combination, test. your bricks

z
301

Emulsified Asphalt. Oily water-

asphalt, are being widely and success.
full- used as stabilizers. A fractional
volume of a water emulsion of asphalt,
added to the earth-and-water mix, provides an internal waterproofing that
permanently protects the adobe bricks.
Such mixes may require 5 to 15 per cent
of emulsion to ,,,ive adequate protection

H
to

of cement but become very

You often can improve soils that are
unsatisfactory for brick-making by mix.
in- them with other soils and materials.
Two or three different soils may be coinbiped in various proportions, or any one
soil may gain by the addition of a cer-

decreased warping and cracking, made

amount that is satisfactory for water-

proofing, adding further asphalt will

STABILIZATION AND WATERPROOFING

reduced shrinkage to half, and, having

standing them up in shallow water. Once
you have established the minimum

Large proportions of Portland cement
will, of tour-e. increase costs considerably, Which limits its use for stabilizing.
Each soil has it peculiarities, and it is

strong as more is added.
The graph on this page indicates how

60 per cent of sand. This mix, however,

used. lint it may make the brick tougher,

several days %% bile the cement hardens.

amounts

stance, although the strength remained
satisfactory for admixtures mp to 0 and

Emulsified asphalt often weakens the
brick iii direct proportion to the amount

1001

20

2$

PER CENT STABILIZER ADDED BY VOLUME

This graph explains what happens if you add
various amounts of emulsified asphalt stabilizer
or cement to the soil.

E;(cci'Pr

Don't, make earth blocks during
freezing or rainy weather.
Protect uncured blocks from
frost-they will disintegrate if they
are frozen before they are cured.
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BUILDING WITH ADOBE AND STABILIZED-EARTH BLOCKS

Adobe and stabilized-earth blocks

are inexpensive building materials
for the southwestern United States.
The accompanying map shows the

block.

cement.

areas where they are generally used.

Adobe blocks are made of clayey
loam, straw, and water. Stabilized-

The secret is to keep making
mixture that is right for your soil.

loam, Portland cement, and water,
or of sandy clay loam, a bituminous
emulsion and water.

Earth-lock buildings-that

Mixing the Soil

is,

buildings built of either adobe

blocks or stabilized-earth blocks-

o Most of the buildinmaterial

able, fire resistant.

The massive walls maintain a
comfortable temperature.
The disadvantages of earth-block
buildings are:
They deteriorate with long exposure to water. The climate should

wet, throw a layer of chopped straw

on top and mix the straw into the
mud. The layer of straw should be

construction.

mud.

Be careful not to add too much

tage or a disadvantage is the cost of
labor. Unskilled labor can be em-

straw. It will weaken the blocks.
Add water to the mud-straw mix-

ployed, but a lot of man-hours are

ture until the mixture is plastic

required to make and lay the blocks.

enough to mold yet stiff enough to
pick up with a six-tined fork. It
should be stiff enough to hold the
shape of a block when the form is
removed.
Stabilized Blocks.-Portland ce-

Make a sample block fromn the
soil you have selected, and let it dry.

it warps or cracks when it dries,
Select the soil for your earth If
there is too much clay in the soil

ment and emulsified asphalt are the
most common stabilizing additives.

it to make a satisfactory building

If you stabilize your blocks with
asphalt, follow the directions of

blocks by the trial method. Start,
with a sandy clay loam, a' soil that
is neither high in. clay content nor

high in sand content. It should also
be reasonably 'nee of weeds, roots,

and other organic matter.

and you will have to mix sand with
block.

If the sample block crumbles,

there is too much sand in the soil.

second, the press-made blocks are
usually stronger-as much as twice 0
as strong. But the presses make

add 1 part straw to every 5 parts

MAKING THE 3LOCKS

Selecting the Soil

The blocks made on

them have two advantages over cast
blocks. First, the press-made blocks
are more uniform in size and s1iape;

If you mix the adobe in a machine,

A factor that may be an advanearth blocks have been used in building

Several earth-block presses are on

the market.

3/4 to 1 inch thick and the individual
straws should be 2 to 6 inches long.

site must be well drained.
Because the walls are massive,
larger foundations are necessary.

Figure i.-The shaded areas are those in which

There are two ways to mold earth
blocks-with a machine press or by
casting the mud in forms by hand.

with a hoe. When it is uniformly

be arid or semiarid; the building

cement to 12 parts soil.

the day before to soften the lumps.
hoe-type plaster mixer, a pug mill,
a dough mixer.
Adobe Blocks.-Pile the soil in a
3- to 4-inch layer. Puddle it into a
mucky mud, and mix it thoroughly

It

the asphalt-emulsion manufacturer.
You can make blocks stabilized with
Portland cement as follows:

ro

Sixty-five to seventy blocks, 4 by m
6 by 12 inches each, can be made
from one bag of portland cement
mixed with soil at a ratio of 1 part

Molding the Blocks

You can mix the mud by hand
with a hoe, or with a machine--a

is available at low, or no,-cost.
The buildings are strong, dur-

will reduce the strength of the

Prepare only as much soil at one
time as you will need for one day's

work. If the soil is cloddy, wet it

have these advantages:

Add water so that the mixture G
will form a block that can be han- n

died, but will be at the same time N
as dry as possible. Too much water t

sample blocks until you lit upon the

earth blocks are made of sandy clay

More cement may make a stronger c0i
block; less cement, a weaker one.

You will have to add clay, or a

stabilizer, to make a satisfactory
Prepared by Agricultural Engineering Research Division,
Agricultural Research Service

Mix soil and cement at, a ratio

of 1 part cement to 12 parts soil.

N 52230

Figure 2.-Making stabilized-earth blocks with
a block press.

ii,-

A
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Figure 3-Forms used for molding earth blocks:
A, Single form; 8, double form.

only one block at a. time, and production is slower than by casting.

Follow the press manufacturer's instructions; they will vary slightly
with the press you buy.
Forms for holding cast. blocks
are shown in figure 3. Build them
of lightweight, surfaced wood or of
metal. Make the inside dimensions
the same as the block size you want.
If you line the inside of the wooden
forms with metal, the mud will not
stick to them.
The size of poured blocks most
commonly made, and their approximate weights, are:
4 by 8 by 16 inches, 28 pounds
4 by 10 by 16 inches, 35 pounds
4 by 9 by 18 inches, 36 pounds
4 by 12 by 18 inches, 48 pounds
5 by 12 by 16 inches, 53 pounds
5 by 10 by 20 inches, 55 pounds
5 by 12 by 18 inches, 59 pounds

The number of blocks required to
build 100 square feet of wall depends on the size of the exposed side
of the block. For instance, when
4- by 10- by 16-inch blocks are laid
in 1/2-inch mortar joints, 305 are
needed for 100 square feet of wall
16 inches thick, but only 195 blocks

are needed for 100 square feet of
wall 10 inches thick.
A crew of 3 men should be able
to lay between 300 and 350 blocks
in a wall in 8 hours.

Press it into the forms with a
tamper or with your hands. Take
care to fill the corners of the forms.
Smooth the top of the mud with
a stick or trowel.

Lift the forms up and away

and clean off the mud that sticks to
them.
Repeat the process.
Two to four men working together can mix and mold eight to
ten 4- by 12- by 18-inch blocks per
man-hour.

Curing the Blocks

After the blocks have dried for
Select a smooth, level area of
ground for a molding site. If the a few days, stand them on edge so
ground does not. have a good sod, that both sides will have fairly
exposure to the sun and wind.
scatter straw over it, or lay down equal
Let
them
dry this way for a week.
heavy butcher paper or tar paper.
When
they
are dry enough to
This prevents the blocks from stickingg to the ground.

Mold the blocks in the following

steps :

Fork or shovel the prepared

mud into the forms.

handle, rub the loose dirt and straw
from them. Stack them in a place
where they will be protected from
rain. When they have dried for 2

or 3 weeks in these stacks, they

should be ready to build with.
LAYING THE BLOCKS

Building Walls
lime and 3 parts sand) or cement
Earth block are laid in a wall in mortar (1 part portland cement and
much the same manner as ordinary 21/2 parts sand) is frequently used
burnt brick. Generally, mud with- in permanent buildings. Lime or
out straw is used for mortar and the

blocks are laid in

to 1-inch
mortar joints. Lime mortar (1 part
4

1/2-

cement mortar costs more than mud,
but it sets up faster and adds to

the strength of the wall.

When the blacks are made of sta-

rafters, and the second-floor joists.
Make the lintels the same size and
of the same material as you would
for a burnt brick wall. Let them
extend 9 to 12 inches beyond the
jamb on each side of the opening.
Set them 1/2 to 1 inch higher than
the window or door frame to allow
story walls of two-story adobe for wall shrinking and settling.
buildings must be at least 12 inches
For a permanent earth-blockoro
thick. They should not be taller building, provide
a continuous con- tD
than 10 times their thickness. For crete beam (4 to 6 inches
and
example, a wall 12 inches thick as wide as the wall) underthick
the floor
should be no higher than 10 feet..
and roof plates as shown in figure 4.
The lower wall of a two-story
adobe building should be not less
If you build your fireplace out of
than 18 inches thick.
Stabilized-earth walls should not earth block, be sure you line it with
be taller than 12 times their thick- fire-clay brick.

bilized earth, stabilized earth is
often used for mortar.
About 1 cubic foot of mud or
mortar is required to lay 15 to 17
blocks, 4 by 10 by 16 inches each,
in 1/z-inch mortar joints.
The bearing walls of one-story
adobe buildings and the second-

And permanent buildingssuch as houses-should not have
walls taller than 8 times their thickness.

ness, whether built of adobe or sta.bUized earth, and they should not
have unbuttressecl walls longer
than 20 times their thickness.

It is best to build the chimney

out of burnt brick. Send a postal

card to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250,
and ask for Farmers' Bulletin 1889,
"Fireplaces and Chimneys."

Do not build adobe structures
higher than two stories.
Brace high or long walls until
they have been permanently secured
by plates and ceiling or floor joists.
Lintels are needed over door and

H
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er
Anchor bolt
Plate
Concrete

window openings to support the
wall above the opening, the roof
An earth-block building, like any
other building, needs a good foundation. The foundation should be
watertight concrete and should be

at least 12 inches above the outside

grade and 6 to 8 inches above

a

concrete floor. The top of the
foundation should be dampproofed
to prevent moisture from rising by
capillary action from the ground
into the wall. For
of foundation construction and dampproofing, send a postal card to the

2N&
each side.

Anchor bolt
2nd Floor
Adobe

wal l

/Concrete

2"x6"Sill
2-3,b'4 Rods

each side.

U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C. 20250, and ask
for Farmers' Bulletin 1869, "Foundations for Farm Buildings."

01

2- 3/8"0 Rod,

18"

Figure 4.--cross section of wall showing continuous concrete beams with %-inch reinforcing rods.

eaves.

Concrete cap
18"adobe

Galy. counter
Flooded with
asphalt

. Sand

12 m :d

t

flashing

'Nk

3-ply 30-lb.felf
nailed 2" lap, Cant

top tarred

Farmers' Bulletin 2170,

"Roofing Farm Buildings," de-

16" adobe

scribes roofs that can be adapted to
earth-block buildings. Figure 6
shows how to anchor a sloped roof
to an earth-block building.

board

There are two ways to set door
and window frames into an earth-

block wall:
Build creosoted wooden blocks

into each side of the opening and
nail the door or window frames to

Water is diverted from the roofparapet joint in one case with a
sloped mud fill, and in the other
with a cant board and flashing.
Outlet, troughs (or scuppers) are
necessary to drain water from flat
roofs with parapets. Build them at

them. The creosoted blocks should
be 2 by 4's at least 12 inches long;
there should be three of them built
into each side of the opening.
Set bolts in the wall and bolt a

least 3 feet long so that they will

the finished frame to the rough

with hot tar or asphalt. Cover the

dump the water away from the base
of the wall.

You can make a good roof with

felt and hot tar. Lay four or five

coatings.

Cunningham coal-tar paint is a
mixture of 1 part portland cement,
.

layers of waterproof felt alternately

frame when the wall has dried and

top with gravel, slag, or-in dry

by volume.

climates -earth.
In humid regions, the roof should

known as water-gas tar, can be. obtained from local gas works or naval
supply stores. It does not require
heating or thinning with a solvent.
Alix the cement and the kerosene
first, and then stir them into the tar.
If the paint is too thick, thin it with

Reinforce these beams with two
3 inch steel rods on each side.

be sloped and should have wide

The beams will distribute the floor
and roof loads uniformly as well as
stiffen and tie together the whole
building.

also

Prime the wall with a thin coat of
water-gas tar. Then apply the
paint with a brush or a swab.

Ordinary paints will not cover

An earth-block building can have
almost any hind of roof, so long as
the roof will keep rain water away
from the earth-block walls.

Cunningham coal-tar paint successfully. If you want to paint: over a

Cunningham coal-tar coating you

will have to use asphalt-base aluminum paint as a primer coat.

In arid regions, flat roofs with
parapets are popular. Two inethods of building flat roofs are illustrated in figure 5. Note that the top
of the parapet is protected against
deterioration with a concrete cap.

1 part kerosene, and 4 parts coal tar

kerosene.

Roofing Earth-Block Buildings

Paint and lVliitewcash Coati:ngs.-

Earth-block walls that do not have
a bituminous coating can be painted.
Figure 6.--Anchoring a sloped roof to an earth-

block wall.

hot water.

can for the second.

Uncoated earth-block walls will
last from 25 to 40 years in an and
climate if the top and the base are
protected from moisture. An outside coating, however, will increase
its lifespan. An outside coating is
essential in a humid climate unless
the blocks are well stabilized with
cement or asphalt.
There are three types of outsidewall coatings:
Bituminous coatings.
Paint and whitewash coatings.
Plaster coatings.
Bituminous Coatings.-Hot tar,
cold-pitch asphalt, and Cunningham coal-tar paint, are bituminous

The coal tar

Make the sizing by mixing i ioun4
of cheap glue sizing in 1 gallon oft
a

but apply it as it comes from the

rough frame in the opening. Nail
settled.

or size them with a glue sizing.

Thin the paint for the first coat#-

Coating Outside Walls

Figure S.--Two methods of building flat roofs on earth-block buildings.

Prime the earth blocks befixe

you paint with a coat of linseed oil,

Linseed oil-lead paint is a durable
and satisfactory coating.

PC

Whitewash is cheap and easilyQ

applied, but it is neither durable nor
waterproof. You can make your
own whitewash as follows:
Screen 50 pounds of hydrated
lime into 6 gallons of water.
Let it stand overnight.

Strain out the lumps and for-

eign matter.
Thin to paint consistency with
clean water.

You can make a longer-lasting,
but more expensive, whitewash as
follows :

Soak 5 pounds of casein in 2

gallons of hot water until the casein

is thoroughly softened (about 2F

hours).
Dissolve 3 pounds of TSP (trt-`
sodium phosphate) in 1 gallon of
water. Add this solution to the

casein and allow the mixture to
dissolve.

When the casein-TSP mixture
is thoroughly cool, stir it into 8 gallons of cool lime paste. :flake the
lime paste by slaking 50 pounds of
hydrated lime in 6 gallons of water
overnight.

Just before using, dissolve 3

pints of formaldehyde in 3 gallons

of clear water. Slowly add the

formaldehyde solution to the casein-

lime solution; stir constantly and
vigorously. (If you add the formaldehyde too rapidly, the casein

will jell and ruin the whitewash.)
Affix enough for only 1 day's
painting at a time; it doesn't keep.
Plaster Coatings:-You can plaster outside walls with mud or with
stucco.

Mud plaster will improve the appearance of the building with little

cost, but is must be painted to withstand the, weather.

Mud plaster should be fairly stiff
and fai i ly sandy. Mix 2 parts sand

Hole 3/4" deep

Nail at angle

to 1 part mud. Apply it in two
coats.

Lime-stucco and cement-stucco
plasters are more durable than mud
plaster. Cement stucco is more durable than lime stucco.

Allot, the earth-block walls to

dry and settle for 2 months before
stuccoing them. Apply the stucco
in two Boats.
The first coat, of stucco must be

bonded to the wall. Figure 7 illustrates one method of bonding stucco

with nails. Another method is to
nail the first coat to the wall with
tenpenny or twelvepenny nails.
The na i 1 ing has to be done within 15
minut+ - after applyin the first

coat. Drive them flush with the
mortar surface; space them about
12 inches apart at random (not in a

Adobe wall
Figure 7.-Holes about three-fourths of an Inch
deep are made In each block by striking the
block with a sharp tool. Eightpenny or tenpenny nails are driven in at an angle until
the heads are flush with the wall

To make cement-stucco plaster,

mix 1 part portland cement with
about 3 parts sand. If you add 10
pounds of hydrated lime for each
bag of cement the stucco will be
easier to work.

Coating Inside Walls

Inside walls can be coated with
paint or plaster like outside walls.

They can be plastered first with
mud and then with lime plaster.
They can be plastered with mud
and then painted, calcimined, or
papered. They can be plastered
the first coat before it hardens. A with lime mortar over metal lath.

straight line). A third method is

to apply the stucco over metal lath.
The second coat. of stucco has to
be bonded to the first. The easiest
way to make this bond is to scratch

board with nails driven through it,
like a sharp rake, makes an excellent
scratcher.

To make lime-stucco plaster, mix
1 part lime putty with 3 parts sand.

.lake the lime putty by slaking 44

pounds of hydrated lime or 27

pounds of quicklime in 6 gallons of
water. Let the hydrated lime slake
for at, least 24 hours; let the quicklime slake for at least a week before
mixing the plaster.

Animals like to lick and rub

against earth walls. Protect the

corners with corner boards and the
doorjambs with casings. Coat the

interior walls that are within the
reach of tied or penned animals
with a bituminous coating or portland-cement plaster.

This publication supersedes Farmers' Bulletin 1720, "Adobe or Sun-Dried Brick for
Farm Buildings."

Washington, D.C.

Issued December 1965

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. tiovernment Printing office
Washington, D.C., 20402 - Price 8 cents
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INTRODUCTION

This report reviews some of the concerns, problems, and potential
of the port and community of Bandon, Oregon, as expressed by the port
officials and selected townspeople.

The views reflected in this report

are those of the 1976 Marine Resource Management class at Oregon State
University.

The report is divided into six sections dealing with the areas of
concern as listed in the Table of Contents.

Each section provides

background information as well as observations and reasoning appropriate
to each concern.

The alternatives offered are those which we feel are

most reasonable based on the information at hand, personal interviews,
and our own observations.

We would like to thank the port officials and townspeople of Bandon
for their cooperation and assistance.

2 [1501

PHYSICAL PROCESSES

Bar Conditions

Many of the problems at Bandon relate to the bar conditions at the
channel entrance.

Rough bar conditions are a hazard to navigation and

limit the number of marine related industries which locate in the area.

For this

reason,

Currently,

a brief study of the bar conditions was performed.
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers maintains a project

depth of 13 feet below MLLW.

Under ideal conditions a 10.4 foot wave

will break when the bar is dredged to 13

However, the effects of

feet.

wind and tide can alter this 10.4 foot figure

somewhat.

High winds can

cause whitecaps and may result in waves breaking in deeper water.

Extreme low tides will reduce the depth of

water,

allowing smaller waves

to break over the bar. An ebbing tide will create additional turbulence.

A very simple relationship can be used to predict the height of

waves that will break at a specified depth: a wave will break when the

ratio of wave height to water depth is equal to 0.8. The height of the
breaking waves for given bar depths can be read from the graph in
Figure 1.

Since no wave data are available for the Coquille River area, wave
statistics for the Newport-Yaquina Bay area were used.

The Newport wave

data were not adjusted to fit the conditions at the Coquille entrance.
However, we feel that the available data are suitable for rough approximations.

The data from the three tables indicate that on a 13 foot bar, only
extreme waves (waves larger than the significant wave height) will
break.

(Table

With the exception of the summer months, the extreme waves
3)

are large enough to break on a 17 foot

bar.

In order for the

20'

L

1
30'

l

0

20'

10'

Water Depth
Figure 1. Correlation between depth of bar and height of wave

that will break.

Hb = wave height when breaking
hb

Hb

hb

Table 1.

=

0.8

Hb

10.4'

17 '

13.6 '

20'

16.0'

25 '

20.0 '

30'

24.0'

that will break.
August
September

October
November
December

2.6'
2.8'
2.7'
5.4'
7.0'
8.5'

January 1975
February
March

April
May

June

7.6'

6.6'
6.9'
5.4'
4.5'
3.8'

Significant wave hgights (average of the highest
1/3 of all waves).

July-September 1974
October-December 1974
January-March 1975

April-June 1975
Table 3.

b

13'

Correlation between depth of bar and height of wave

July 1974

Table 2.

h

= depth of water at b reaki ng

High
7'
14'
19'
13'

Highest waves recorded off Newport.2
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extreme waves not to break, the bar would have to be dredged to approximately 25 feet (Table 1).

Dredging to a depth greater than 13 feet

involves penetrating solid rock,3 a very difficult and expensive process.
If the bar and entrance channel were dredged to a depth of 20 to 25
feet or greater, a different problem might arise.

Although in most

cases the waves would not break, large swells from the west would enter
the channel, complicating the already hazardous navigation problems.
The swells could cause damage to the boat basin, break near the boat
basin due to shoaling, break against the bulkheads (at Moore mill), or
the swells could be reflected back out through the channel.

The effect

of swell coming in and being in phase with the swell that is reflected
could create a hazardous situation.

Alternatives which may be investigated further as potential remedies
to the bar condition include the following:
1.

installation of a rubble mound breakwater outside the entrance
channel, perpendicular to the jetties, to dissipate and reflect
wave energy;

2.

installation of an anchored floating offshore breakwater,
currently being tested by the U.S. Navy, designed to dissipate
and reflect wave energy;

3.

installation of a subsurface floating wave attentuation device,
also designed to dissipate and reflect wave energy;

4.

extension and curvature of the north jetty, to protect the
channel entrance from the westerly swell.

Since the design specifications are unknown at this time, costs
cannot be estimated.

Unfortunately, the costs of installation and

maintenance of all of these alternatives are extremely high, the least
expensive probably being the offshore rubble mound breakwater.

Extensive

costs possibly could be avoided, however, if the port were able to
arrange to be part of a pilot project for field testing these devices.
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The required size and location of a breakwater would be determined
by engineering studies specific to the site.

Thus the effects of

installing any of these devices are difficult to predict until specific
models are proposed.

The possibility of disrupting sand flow must be

carefully studied, as well as the possibility of creating a hazard to
navigation by installing any type of offshore breakwater.

Until speci-

fications are proposed, specific tradeoffs with each alternative cannot
be fully discussed.

Dredge Spoil Sites

As indicated in the previous section, dredging past the 13 foot
depth seems to be unwarranted.

Nevertheless, some level of dredging is

necessary to keep the harbor navigable.

One of the primary considerations

involved in a dredging plan is to determine a suitable spot for the
dredge spoils.

After reviewing the physical characteristics of the

Coquille River, the following five alternative spoil sites were considered.
Site 1.

offshore 0.6 miles, in approximately 50 feet of water, the
site now being used (Figure 2)

positive aspects:
--short distance (low cost) for dredge to travel
--ease of operation of hopper dredge
negative aspects:
--at this water depth, some of the sediment probably moves
back into the mouth of the estuary during low river flow
conditions.
comments:

We feel there is a strong possibility that the dredged material
is being moved back into the channel (in the summer months),
causing the harbor entrance to fill in more quickly.
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Site 2:

offshore 0.8 miles, in approximately 60 feet of water (Figure 2)

positive aspects:
--short distance for dredge to travel
--ease of operation of hopper dredge
--sediment is less likely to move back into the channel, thus
dredging might be required less often, or for a shorter
period of time
negative aspects:
--sediment may be removed from coastal processes, possibly
increasing coastal erosion problems

comments :

Site 3:

This action does not differ significantly from the current
dredge disposal process.
It may ensure, however, that the
material deposited does not move back into the mouth of the
estuary. More extensive studies would be required to determine
if this action is necessary.
south of the south jetty, using a submerged continual action

dredge (Figure 2)
positive aspects:
--this would allow the littoral processes to redistribute the
sediment and thus retard erosion along the coast
--if a permanent continual action dredge were placed in the
mouth of the estuary, the water depth over the bar should
not decrease over the course of the summer
--there would be no need for a floating dredge which would
interfere with navigation, or would be adversely affected by
storms
negative aspects:
--if this spoil site is used, the material deposited might be
swept back into the channel. According to the Army Corps of
Engineers, the net littoral drift in this area is from north
to south.4 However, a reversal of drift probably exists
during the year, so material would be transported around the
south jetty and deposited in the channel.

comments :
If the port could afford this type of dredging system, it
should keep the depth over the bar constant, and should ensure
the natural flow of sediment along the coast.
Site 4:

at the eroding point, 3/4 of a mile from the mouth of the
channel (Figure 2)

positive aspects:
--deposition of dredge material might retard erosion of this
point
--this would create more land on the sand spit to be used for
recreation
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negative aspects:
--a pipeline dredge would be required. On the Pacific Coast
there is no pipeline dredge small enough to enter the channel.
Possibly a firm could be persuaded to build a small pipeline
dredge.
--deposition of dredge material on the point would eliminate
any benthic marine life existing, thus preventing the use of
the area for clamming or crabbing
--dredged material would be quickly eroded and carried out the
channel unless some method of spoil containment were employed
--the artificial stabilization of the point bar might. lead to
increased erosion at some other point in the estuary
--a number of permits would be required.

comments :
If this alternative is given further consideration, a detailed
study should be undertaken to determine the effects of the
deposited material on the biological and physical situation of
the estuary.
Site 5:

south

of the easternmost

portion of the south jetty (Figure 2)

positive aspects:
--erosion of the channel would be retarded
--an increase in available land area would be realized, which
could be used for: parking for the port; light commercial
businesses such as fish markets, marine hardware stores, and
tourist shops; a seasonal trailer park; or, day use, such as
a city park
--this increase in land could bring in more revenue for the
port
negative aspects:
--a pipeline dredge would be required, and there are no pipeline
dredges currently suitable for the Coquille River
--the south jetty would have to be improved or enlarged to
prevent material from washing into the channel.. At current
prices of $20 per ton of material, this may not be feasible.
--there would be a loss of shallow water marine organisms,
since the area is presently used for clamming and crabbing
--numerous permits would be required, some of which may not be
obtainable

comments :
This area has great potential for a dredge spoil disposal
site. If a dredge could be obtained, the jetty improved, and
the required permits obtained, deposition at this point might
retard the erosion of the channel behind the south jetty, and
increase the amount of usable land for the port.
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Dredge Spoil Sites.

Locations are only approximate
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Harbor Maintenance

As discussed previously, Bandon harbor activities are limited by
bar conditions, surge problems, and erosion problems.

This section

focuses upon the present conditions at the eroding point (Figure 3), the
south jetty, and in the boat basin.

Several alternative proposals for

their correction are presented.

The energy dissipator, commonly referred to as the "anti-surge
device," was initially designed to reduce the energy of the ebb current,
and thus retard erosion at the point.

Through a series of aerial photo-

graphs, however, it can be seen that this point of land is still being
eroded.

To alleviate this erosion two alternatives are proposed:

1.

Riprapping the eroding point of land. Although riprapping
should stablize the point, it may create erosion problems
elsewhere in the estuary.

2.

Construction of a deflector just upstream from the point.
Although such devices have worked in other situations, a
detailed engineering study should be completed to determine
its feasibility and possible erosion effects on other areas
within the estuary.

Another erosion problem exists behind the south jetty.

Presently,

the Coquille River seems to be in the process of straightening its lower
reaches, thus causing erosion in this area.

Since the south jetty has

not been adequately maintained, material has been eroded from behind the
structure.
1954.

The Army Corps of Engineers last repaired the south jetty in

At that time the Corps recommended that both jetties be repaired

every fifteen years.

This recommendation has not been followed.

Therefore, it is recommended that the Port of Bandon contact the Corps
requesting maintenance to inhibit the erosion behind the jetty.

The "surge" which has been reported at the boat basin originally
was thought to be the result of wave reflection at the "anti-surge
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device."

It is apparent to us that the surge problem in the boat basin

is neither caused by nor aggravated by this structure as it presently
exists.

The dissipator now allows ocean swell to pass through without

reflection.

Therefore, we believe the "surge" problem at the boat basin

is not caused by wave reflection, but by ocean swell traveling directly
up the estuary.

Two alternatives are proposed to alleviate this problem:

1.

Build a breakwater to shelter the boat basin (Figure 3). This
alternative would reduce the "surge," but may also cause water
quality problems due to reduced circulation.

2.

Build a breakwater seaward of the bar.
(Refer to the section
on "Bar Conditions" for a discussion on this alternative.)

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Potential Uses of Port Wetlands
Port representatives have expressed an interest in selling a portion
of their land holdings.

The capital gained from such a sale would be

used for matching funds in support of federal programs concerned with
port development and improvement.
The land being considered for sale is located on the east side of
the Coquille River estuary between Moore Mill to the south, the Highway
101 bridge to the north, and a line somewhat to the west of Highway 101.
This land, involving approximately 250 acres, can be divided into three
major types:

marsh type wetlands, tidelands and coniferous forests.

The tidelands are the biologically productive portion of the land
considered.

Eel grass beds, scattered along the eastern shore, are

inhabited by an assemblage of important marine fauna generally associated
with such areas.

The tidelands are also an important source of food

organisms for the marine food chain and for man's use.

The marsh wetlands
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and coniferous forest sections are utilized by various birds and waterfowl
as a nesting area and migratory stop-over point.

Several courses of action (and alternative proposals within these
courses) were considered:

1) sale of the land to state or federal

agencies, private enterprise, or conservation oriented organizations; or
2) retention of the land by the port for future development.

The follow-

ing alternatives, in no order of significance, are proposed.
1.

Sale of the land to the state of Oregon:

--purchase by the Department of Fish and Wildlife for use as a
game refuge
--sale to the Department of Parks and Recreation as an extension
of Bullards Beach State Park
2.

Sale of the land to the federal government:

--purchase by the Department of Interior, Bureau of Sports
Fisheries and Wildlife, for use as a National Wildlife

Refuge
3.

Sale to private enterprise:

--purchase for the development of condominiums for recreational
use or as a centralized retirement community, considering
its prime waterfront location. Problems may be encountered
with commercial development because land use permits requiring
an environmental impact statement would be difficult to
obtain.
--purchase for a commercial aquaculture development
4.

Sale to a conservation-oriented organization:

--the Nature Conservancy buys private property for resale to
When the
selected conservation minded government agencies.
land is not to be resold the Nature Conservancy only buys
when there is a local fund raising campaign.
--on the national level the Audubon Society purchases wetlands,
but the money required must also be repaid through fund
raising activities. Local chapters of the Society purchase
small, selected bird habitats, but not on the sale offered
by the Port of Bandon.
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Retention of the land

5.

by the Port of Bandon:

--retaining ownership of the land for future consideration
would require the port to look elsewhere for financing port
expansion.

After considering the alternatives it was decided that the land
should be sold as a wildlife refuge.

The Oregon Department of Fish and

Wildlife is concerned about wetlands but at this time does not have
funds available for such purchases.

The Department of the Interior does

have funds for acquiring wetlands but prefers to leave control of such

lands at the local level.
A plan of action for the sale of the land would involve both the
State and Federal agencies.

Realizing that the Port of Bandon has

limited resources, it is also proposed that both the Nature Conservancy
and the Audubon Society be contacted for the purpose of coordinating the
sale.

The combination of the two agencies in conjunction with conserva-

tion organization seems to offer the greatest chance of success for the
sale of the wetlands.
Names and addresses of agencies that may be interested and/or involved

in a sale.

U.S. Government Agencies

Department of Interior, Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife
Richard Bauer
P.O. Box 3737
Portland, OR 97208

State Agencies
Highway Department, Parks and Recreation
Ray Wilson
525 Trade Street SE
Salem, OR 97301
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Department of Fisheries and Wildlife

Ken Cochern
3140 NE Stephens
Roseburg, OR

97470

Nature Conservancy
Northwest Field Office
1234 NW 25th
Portland, OR
97210
Audubon Society
National Audubon Society
950 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Tourism and Community Services
In studying the social and economic situation in Bandon, we realized
that our recommendations should be consistent with the interests of the
permanent residents of Bandon.

Thus our mission became threefold:

--to encourage Bandon's tourist potential, while maintaining the
unique small town atmosphere enjoyed by the town's permanent
residents;
--to enlarge cultural activities, and to provide a basis for the
coordination of existing community services;
--to emphasize the cohesiveness of the Bandon populace by encouraging the broadening public support and participation in community
affairs.
With these purposes in mind, we propose three alternatives:
1.

2.

the establishment of a program patterned after the "community
school concept" to consolidate existing and proposed community
service activities;

the expanded use of Bullards Beach State Park for increased
tourist activity;

3.

the implementation of a "summer stock" program (i.e., the
relocation of a college theater group to Bandon during the
peak tourist season).
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Community Services
Community schools have achieved great success in Oregon since their
inception in 1970, with over eighty schools in thirty different communities already actively involved.

Community education is based upon the

belief that local resources can be harnessed toward solution of community
problems.

Although we feel that the establishment of a community school

would work in a town such as Bandon, we also realize that even a rela-

tively minor increase in the present tax burden is undesirable. Since a
community school would take advantage of underused existing facilities
and would provide a coordinating program avoiding duplication of effort
and funds, we believe that the adoption of its concept would prove
beneficial to future community development.

Current community activities in Bandon are both widespread and
varied.

Several avocational classes (woodshop, cooking, general metal)

are taught at the public school, and senior citizens meet at the Community
Service Center.

Unfortunately, several community center organizations

feel that too few people are taking full advantage of the center's
facilities.

Lack of use may be due to inadequate information among the

townspeople with regard to what is offered through the center.

There is much interest in arts and crafts and cultural activities
in Bandon.

Some of the people feel that more of these should be provided.

There are also the beginnings of a Historical Society and plans for a
Historical and Visitors Information Center.

School facilities, the

community center, and the proposed Historical Center could be utilized
to provide arts and crafts activities on a year-round basis, to provide
programs or events to better involve the younger population in Bandon,

to develop classes taught by the townspeople themselves, and possibly to
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provide workshops applicable to port activities.

Thus there appears to

be a promising opportunity for the people of Bandon to apply the "community education concept."
Improved communication channels can be developed to inform the
townspeople of what is available and how they can participate.

The

ultimate aim of community education, then, is to allow the people of
Bandon to coordinate all of their existing facilities and programs, and
to develop new activities to best meet the social, educational and
vocational needs of all groups within Bandon.
Tourism and Community Services
Several alternative methods are available to encourage tourism by
taking full advantage of Bullards Beach State Park.

As a coastal com-

munity, Bandon possesses a colorful history ranging from maritime adventures to past Indian cultures.

The people of Bandon have shown a recog-

nition of that rich tradition in the recent formation of the Historical
Society, and in plans for a Historical Center.

Additional activities

could include conversion of the newly renovated Coast Guard lighthouse
into a historical site, complete with displays (shipwrecks, Bandon fire,
maritime artifacts).

Long time Bandon residents could voluntarily staff

the display area, sharing firsthand historical experiences with the
visitors.

To encourage traveler interest in Bandon, lighthouse activities
could be coordinated (possibly under the aforementioned "community
education concept") with historical programs put on by the people of
Bandon, as well as slide shows at the park depicting both the regional
history and present activities in Bandon.

The slide shows could also be

used as a means to promote "off-season" tourism.

By varying the frequency
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and intensity of the programs, the level of tourist activity could
probably be adjusted to the townspeople's desires.

Similar projects

have been successful in the Cape Hatteras area on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina, where "soft tourism," without unsightly commercial
development, is well established.
Studies5 have indicated the need to promote Bandon as a destinational
(as opposed to stop-over) tourist area.

We feel that by providing

tourists with an opportunity to think of Bandon in terms of a viable
vacation alternative, and thus by encouraging more resident-tourist
interaction, the local economy could benefit by an increase in the
tourist dollar actually spent in Bandon, with a minimum of undesirable
side effects.

-

A final alternative that could be utilized as a means to promote
Bandon tourism is the implementation of a "summer stock" program, the
relocation of a college theater group to Bandon during the peak tourist
months of summer.

This concept has been used successfully throughout

the country as a means of offering experience to the college group,

providing a unique cultural activity to a community, and of encouraging
tourism.

As an example, Cannon Beach presently houses the Portland

State University summer drama program quite successfully.

Ideally, a summer stock program would complement other summertime
activities in Bandon without conflict.

However, there are several

conditions that are necessary to ensure at least a minimum degree of
success.

We feel Bandon is capable of offering these conditions.

First, there must be support from the community.

Historically, summer

stock programs have achieved their greatest success in small town areas
that lack an abundance of "artificial recreation."

Second, facilities
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must be provided for production and dorm space for the theater group.
The availability of already existing space would enable the program to
minimize its initial expenses.

Third, the success of the program is

dependent upon the promotional capabilities of the town.

Overall, the

ability of the town to provide the necessary space, time, and energy
will, in the end, determine the program's success.
The people of Bandon may find it desirable to contain growth which
might otherwise detract from the town's uniquely attractive qualities.
Broadened public support and participation in community affairs can play
a vital role in the development of community control, thus assuring the
desired level of complementary expansion of both community services and

tourist facilities.
Socio-Economic Aspects
The community of Bandon has experienced economic decline primarily
due to a decreased employment in the area's logging and wood products
industries.

In an attempt to counter this economic decline, the people

of Bandon have directed attention toward the exploitation of another
community resource, the port.

Recognizing a growing demand for recrea-

tional boating facilities and the existing demand for commercial fishing
accomodations, the Port District of Bandon has developed a plan to
expand the port's moorage capacity.

Initial expansion has occurred

within the area presently used for moorage.
planned for adjacent areas.6

Future expansion has been

At this juncture, then, it would appear

desirable to review some of the socio-economic aspects related to the
proposed port expansion.

First, in terms of wide ranging economic objectives, port expansion
seeks to increase the area's production of goods and service and provide
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additional employment

opportunities.

Economic objectives,

sense, can thus be expressed in dollar terms.

in this

Second, there are envi-

ronmental quality objectives which in general relate to the management,
conservation, preservation,

creation, restoration or improvement of

various natural and cultural

resources.

Environmental objectives,

although difficult to express in market terms (e.g. the value in dollar
terms of clean

should be accounted for through the use of appro-

water),

priate nonmonetary values, or described as carefully as possible.
Nonmonetary values might be

physical,

biological or other quantitative

units (e.g. the value of clean as opposed to polluted waters in terms of
the relative abundance of marine

(e.g. aesthetic

qualities).

life)

or meaningful qualitative terms

In many instances, there is a compromise

between economic and environmental objectives.

Third, the port expansion

should take into account the incidence of both monetary and nonmonetary

costs and benefits resulting from the

project.

Here it is appropriate

to ascertain the distribution of costs and benefits among groups and
individuals within and outside the community.

The objective is to

achieve a reasonable distribution of gains and losses.
Port expansion should represent the most favorable means of satisfying a number of

all.

objectives.

One alternative is to take no action at

Since substantial change may occur if no action is taken, care

should be taken that this fact is properly reflected in plan formulation
and evaluation.

Presumably then,

by opting for port expansion, the

citizenry of Bandon will maximize its social welfare with regard to the
economic,

environmental and equity considerations presented above.

A final word

.

.

.

it should be remembered that attempts to stimulate

Bandon's economy may involve subsequent impacts on the community.
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Expanded port facilities implies an increased influx of boaters into
Bandon.

A greater number of general services must be provided to accom-

odate the many travelers who would visit Bandon as a result of programs
to develop the tourist potential of Bullards Beach Park.

These impacts not only may spoil the same small town, coastal port
atmosphere which attracts visitors to Bandon, but could alter the general
quality of life as well.

Any desire of the townspeople to maintain

Bandon's uniquely attractive character must be balanced with the impacts
on the community which derive from port expansion and/or tourism development.
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INTRODUCTION

Oregon is the eleventh fastest growing state in the Union.

Most of this

growth is concentrated in the Willamette Valley which boasts a broadly based
economy and a convenient transportation network.

Oregon's coastal communities

must rely on different assets including timber, shore, and sea.

The Tillamook

Bay area can look forward to many years of timber harvesting, but economic
growth will not occur from this long-stable industry.

Land area also affords

limited promise because the geography of transportation becomes an economic
barrier.

Many options for economic investment and growth remain however.

By em-

phasising the natural ocean and shore resources, the bay area stands to expand
its income base and thus assure greater degrees of independence and affluence.

The members of the Projects Class present several very different options
which seem well suited to the bay region.

Investments in these projects at

a private or local government level are considered favorable calculated risks.

We do not suggest commitment to the total package as these ideas individually
require intensive planning.

But while each project can be developed alone,

collectively these proposals would prove compatible and beneficial to the bay
area.

Investment and commitment on the part of the community is a must.

We

feel the economic return and the associated advantages are apparent and within
the capability of Tillamook Bay.
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TOWARDS GREATER UTILIZATION OF TILLAMOOK BAY
Tillamook Bay is in the process of eutrophication.

The channels necessary

for navigation and good estuarine water circulation are filling in by natural
erosion and sedimentation processes.

An intensive dredging and restoration

project designed to reestablish channels to Tillamook would be costly and perhaps unnecessary.

However, the bay circulation could be substantially improved

if a plan were proposed that operated within an economically feasible budget,

dredging a shorter channel in a higher use

zone.

This deeper channel would

determine the need for further dredging in the bay, define the problems of

dredging and maintaining a

channel,

and serve as a base for an estimation of

the cost of future dredging projects, both financially and environmentally.

At the same time this project would provide services useful to the people of
Tillamook Bay.
Proposal:

1) to dredge a channel approximately 16 feet deep and 150 feet

wide to Bay City (Murray, 1972); 2) to dredge a channel approximately six feet
deep and 80 feet wide from Bay City to the mouth of Vaughn Creek; 3) to dredge
and construct a boat basin, covered storage, and parking facilities at the
mouth of Vaughn Creek (Fig. I and IIA); 4) to use the dredge spoils as an

economic resource; and 5) to restore and use the existing pile dike system.
Dredging in a bay has both beneficial and detrimental effects.
be considered.

This project would have two objectives:

Both will

the immediate benefits

provided by the deepened channel itself, and the longer range benefits of describing the problems inherent in restoring the estuary.

The need to dredge Tillamook Bay in part or total has been documented by
several studies.

Two particularly useful studies were the "Development Pro-

gram for Tillamook Bay, Oregon" by Thos. J. Murray & Ass., 1972, and the "Land
and Water Use Guidelines for Development of the Tillamook Bay Estuary" by
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Dennis Oster for the Tillamook Bay Task Force, 1975.

A channel would help flood control, pollution

ional background information.
abatement,

rejuvenation of ecological

reational boat traffic.

See them for any addit-

zones,

and increase commercial and rec-

The following excerpt from the Murray study (1972)

describes these reasons:

"The need for channelization works to facilitate flood runoffs and reduce flood levels was clearly established by the two
floods in January, 1972, and earlier floods.
Dredging of channels to remove river sediment deposits that
raise stream beds which aggravate flood heights will increase the

tidal prism of the bay and its ability to flush contaminants.
Rejuvenation of ecological zones in the bay will result from
an improved circulation pattern, increase in salinity, extension of
saltwater intrusion, and increased tidal ranges in the upper bay."
These zones, damaged by the flooding, natural erosion, and sedimentation
are needed to maintain the anadromous fish and shellfish populations in the

bay, and to provide the necessary waterfowl resting and nesting habitats indigenous to a health estuary.
Several Oregon questionnaires (Murray study, 1972, p. 45, and Oster,

1975, p. 3-43) demonstrated the desire for increased commercial and particul-

arly recreational boating facilities and areas. The dredging would open up
the dock region of Bay City and allow for a boat basin at the mouth of Vaughn
Creek.

These new areas could also enhance tourism.

The environmental impact of dredging in a specific area must be considered

before a project is undertaken.

short-or long-term effects.

Changes in the estuarine environment can have

The most critical of these environmental altera-

tions are 1) changed topography, 2) removal of benthic animals, 3) removal of

benthic plants, and 4) discharge of particulate matter.

These and more spec-

ific impacts are discussed in Slotta's "Dredging Problems and Complications"
(Coastal Zone Management Problems, 0. S. U. 1974).

These problems, according

to Slotta's study, tend to be short-term, and the estuarine flora and fauna
recover relatively rapidly.
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In a dredging project, spoils are created.
economic resource.

These are a potentially viable

Below are listed several possibilities for the commodity;

however its specific use will depend upon the composition of the dredged spoils,
the requirements of the community, the physical demands of the region, and
the availability of funds.

The Murray study (1972) suggests:

"Sand could be used to build up beaches. Salvageable gravel
dredged from the rivermouths could be stockpiled and sold for commercial use or used for public parking areas."

The spoils could also be used to convert marginally productive areas
such as portions of existing mudflats into regions of increased economic
and recreational value (Fig. II B,C,D).

Mudflats support important clam and

mussel populations, but only where salinities are suitable.

This region in

Tillamook Bay occurs north of Pitcher Point, (Murray, 1972, plate 21).

They

are also intertidal food producing and fish rearing areas (Murray, 1972, plate
21).

However, as the salinity decreases towards the river mouths, the marsh

and eelgrass areas become the more economically desirable habitats.

These

marshlands are waterfowl feeding and watering areas (Murray, 1972, plate 23),
breeding grounds for small fish, and natural sediment traps for the bay.

The

dredged spoils could be used then, to build up mudflats in the lower salinity
reaches of the bay to create:

1) more marshland, increasing waterfowl habitats,

2) an island for a nature preserve or 3) a base for an aquaculture system as
proposed elsewhere in this study.

The marshlands could be fertilized by the lagoon-sewage outfall system
also proposed in this study.

The shores around the island or marshland could

provide herring spawning areas or additional habitats for clams, mussels, or
oysters.

Also, by proper design of the channel, the project could be accomp-

lished with minimal environmental effects, allowing expansion of existing
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clam and mussel beds.

(See map section for discussion and location of the

proposed dredging and possible spoil use.)
Pile Dike Restoration

The time series presented in Figure III was compiled from unassembled
Ambiguities in this series

data provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

are due to varying survey methods used over time. Jetty construction, the
Tillamook burns, and the breaching of Bay Ocean Peninsula governed the selecThe information

tion of data which is roughly spaced over 20-yr time spans.

presented in the sequence of maps shows an overall infilling of the bay.

This gradual process can be attributed, in part, to the events noted above.
Figure III was created to pictorially reveal the function and significance of the system of pile dikes.

Publicly constructed between 1888 and 1919,

these structures served to direct the water flow from the upbay Kilchis, Wilson,
Trask, and Tillamook Rivers (Fig. IV).
Dike on the "north jetty" map.

As an example, note the Kilchis River

The water currents scoured a channel along the

upstream side and caused shoaling on the outbay side of the dike.

The "recent"

map indicates similar but somewhat reduced effects alongside the Dick's Point
and Middle Channel Dikes.

Over time, without replacement, the effectiveness

of a dike is reduced or eliminated due to infilling.
If the Tillamook Bay dikes functioned in this manner in the past, then a
comparable system would serve the same purpose in the future.
imates such a system.

Figure V approx-

By inducing water channelization along the Bay City chan-

nel, this stretch could be expected to deepen and gradually elongate.

Allow-

ing the natural river flow to maintain channels is much preferred to mechanicaldredging and the associated consequences.
over the long term.

Cost also could be a favorable factor

The uncertainty of this plan is that no one will

really

F wuRE

TIC
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know of the outcome until the system is installed.

The open nature of pile dikes (Figure VI) would ensure passage of water
in sufficient amounts to continually replenish the western portions of the
bay.

By channelization of the river outputs, at both normal and flood stages,

a faster flow out of the bay could be expected as well.

This might alleviate

the current flooding and water quality-pollution situation, which is due,

in

part, to waters being allowed to spread over the entire bay.

The cost of a proposed renovation and extension of the existing system

was investigated. Estimates of the general costs for material and installation were obtained from a federal agency and private consulting firm.
provide a rough guide, an average cost of $4/ft of pile was estimated.

To

This

figure would include the cost of an untreated wooden pile, timber spreader
member,

miscellaneous

hardward,

and installation costs.

Figure VI represents a typical pile dike installation.
layouts could be considered.
30-ft pile would be adequate.

Other possible

For the shallow waters in the upper estuary, a
Depending on substrate character, the piles

would be driven 15 to 20-ft into the bay bottom.

As shown in Figure VI, piles

would be alternately spaced along a timber spreader member.

Spacing is typi-

cally 2 1/2-ft between pile centers.
A minimum of 5000 ft of pile dike renovation is recommended.

An annual

cost of installing 5000 ft of dike was estimated by using an 8% interest rate
and a 20-yr life expectancy.

all annual

For an initial investment of $240,000, the over-

cost would be approximately $25,000 per year.

As indicated in Table

I, the expense associated with variable dike lengths will vary proportionally
with the length.
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(1) Middle Channel Dike
(2) Jetty uncovers +1 ft. MLLW

(3) Kilchis River-Dike
(4) Kilchis Flat Dike
(5) Dike Point Dike

EXISTING PILE DIKES
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TYPICAL PILE DIKE DESIGN
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Table I.

Cost for 30-Ft Piles (See Appendix for calculations

Length of Dikes
(Ft)

No. of Piles
Required

Total Costs @
($120/pile)

Annual Costs
(8%, 20 yrs)

2000

$240,000
$360,000
$480,000
$600,000
$720,000

$24,444
$36,666
$48,888
$61,110
$73,332

5000
7500
10000
12500
15000

3000
4000
5000
6000

Conclusion.

For the potential benefits and as an alternative to dredging,

pile diking the water flow appears as a logical step.

It should be next in

line for consideration behind current stream bank stabilization and stream
debris removal projects.

And by coordination with the pile driving operation,

"deadhead" tree debris could be removed.
to the bay de-clogging efforts.

This would simultaneously contribute

Once constructed, the dike system's effec-

tiveness would direct subsequent actions.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT AND WETLAND REJUVENATION
Introduction

This section will address the control of bacterial pollution threatening the oyster culture and water quality in the bay and the enhancement of
the detritial food web of the estuary.

Since multiple problems are adversely

effecting the bay and large scale alterations to the bay are impractical and
risky because of uncertain responses, the proposed approaches in this report
are incremental.

The alterations proposed are aimed at reducing sources of

bacterial pollution to the bay and, simultaneously, increasing the productivity of the marsh areas adjacent to the bay by better interfacing man's activities to the estuarine system.

Other potential benefits, such as aquaculture

are also possible.
Background

The water quality of the bay is adversely effected by bacterial pollution
(Carr, et al., 1976; FDA, 1974).

Shellfish harvesting in the bay is on a con-

ditional basis because bacterial water quality standards are often not met.
The Southeastern corner of the bay is closed to shellfishing and bacterial
levels here often exceed levels recommended for bathing waters.

In general

bacteria levels vary inversely with the salinity within the bay.

This pollution comes from point sources, such as municipal waste treatment facilities, and non-point sources, such as runoff from agricultural lands.
There are five dischargers to the Bay who have permits.

They are the City of

Tillamook, Tillamook industrial park, Tillamook cheese factory, Bay City and
Garibaldi.

Their total outflow is about 2 million gallons per day or about

3 cubic feet per second.

Most of these facilities are relatively modern.

The

problems these facilities have had in the past that have increased bacteria
levels in the Bay include chlorinator malfunctions and overloads caused by
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storm water infiltration to their systems.
fied and progress is being made.

have a continuing
ments.

These problems have been identi-

The communities around Tillamook still

responsibility to meet increasing waste treatment require-

In the 1977 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,

Congress has provided coastal municipalities with two possible modifications
to their treatment requirements.
dary treatment requirements.

The first is a modification to the secon-

This modification is temporary and may be more

costly to obtain than a secondary treatment facility.

The second will

probably be more significant in the long term. It provides modifications
to the 1984 best available technology requirement when approved aquaculture
schemes are incorporated into waste treatment systems.
The other principal source of bacterial pollution to the bay is non-point.
About 17 thousand cattle are raised on lands draining into Tillamook Bay,

many on former wetlands which have been diked and drained.

Because the water

table is near ground level, these areas are unable to absorb moisture and
wastes, and probably have high rates of direct runoff.

Thus wastes and other

materials applied to this land can quickly find their way into the bay via
direct runoff.

might

also be

Septic tanks installed on low lying lands adjacent to the bay
non-point sources of bacteria.

Man's use of former wetlands has had other adverse effects on the bay.
The most important basis for the food web in estuaries is usually detritus.
Most of this dead plant material is produced in wetland marsh areas.

West

coast marshes are poorly studied; but productivity in Netarts and Siletz
estuaries has been estimated at 900-1500 gm dry wt./m2/yr (Kibby, 1978);

many times greater than productivity of the bay's water column.

Marsh creeks

are thought to be important habitats for salmonids like chinook and chum.
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Marshes are often areas of sediment accretion.

By converting them to other

uses, the sediment deposition rate will increase further into the bay.
Proposals

Establish a regional tertiary treatment facility adjacent to the marsh
areas in the Southeastern corner of the bay:

This facility could receive wastes from at least three sources; City
of Tillamook, the industrial park and the cheese factory.

The design goals

for such a facility should be the reclamation of wastewaters by removal of
toxicants and bacteria.
sidered.

Energy and resource costs should be carefully con-

A suitable process might be a well designed lagoon system occupy-

ing about 30 acres and having a detention time on the order of weeks.

A

physical-chemical treatment process, such as by chemical coagulation and
rapid oxidation with ozone, might be used as a first stage to protect the
lagoon system from toxicants.

Salt water might be used as a coagulant.

As a final stage to the proposed treatment facility, use effluent for
aquaculture purposes:

The increasing cost of conventional fish foods, and of feeding machinery,
makes aquaculture based on natural food chains increasingly attractive.

Re-

search on utilization of wastes in aquaculture schemes has been very promising (EPA, 1975).

Many concepts have been demonstrated.

Coho fingerling and

chinook fry have been reared in treated wastewater and released into Humboldt
Bay (Allen and Dennis, 1974).

Oysters have been grown utilizing wastewater

as described in another section of this report.

Reports on aquaculture exper-

iences indicates there is an advantage to flexible culture design.
often require alteration or tuning to achieve best performance.

Systems
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Divert effluent disposal from rivers to marsh areas:

The goal here is to stimulate the detrital food chain of the estuary
by increasing the production of wetland plants adjacent to the bay.

This

would convert the discharged nutrients into a form more beneficial to the
bay and increase the cyclings of this material before it leaves the estuary.

These marshes quickly cycle large quantities of nutrients through plants and
have large standing stocks of micro-organisms.

Marshes thus make good inter-

faces between wastewaters and the estuarine system.

Discharge of effluent

to salt marshes has been tested on the east coast and reported with excellent
results (Odum, 1970; Kuenzler, et al., 1971).
Improve the land use practices of former wetlands adjacent to the bay:
Several alternatives are possible:

(1)

A buffer zone of natural wet-

land vegetation could be established adjacent to the bay and its tributaries.
(2) Land use could be managed to reduce adverse effects to the bay by improve-

ments to waste collection and treatment systems or livestock production could
be restricted adjacent to the bay.

(3)

The land could be purchased by the

state or by the Port District and converted to other use or made into wildlife preserve.

(4)

In conjunction with large scale dredging activities, the

land adjacent to the bay could be filled to improve drainage.

In any case,

a moritorium is in effect on further conversion of wetlands to those uses
which alter normal estuarine function.
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KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE

WASTE RECYCLING AQUACULTURE:
Introduction

A waste recycling, land based, aquaculture facility is proposed for Tillamook Bay.

Its purpose is twofold:

First it will utilize and purify waste

effluent from either a sewage treatment plant or the cheese factory.

Secondly,

commercially valuable seafood products will be produced for market.
The system proposed here is based on experimental work done at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) by John Ryther and others.

The fully operational

system constructed at WHOI is designed to utilize 8,000 gallons per day of
secondarily treated sewage effluent as its primary nutrient source.
the system is smaller than the one proposed for Tillamook Bay.

As such

Work at WHOI

has demonstrated the concept of using aquaculture systems as a means of purifying effluents.

Large scale aquaculture systems using commercial fertilizer

in place of sewage as the primary nutrient source are presently operational in

Hawaii (Pryor, 1978).

These commercially successful facilities, similar to the

WHOI system, grow Pacific oysters (Crassostrea gigas) to a market size in seven

months.
A System for Tillamook:

One Alternative

The aquaculture facility for Tillamook Bay is a modular design which allows
expansion of capacity in phases.

The core of the system consists of an algae

rearing pond, two shellfish raceways, and a seaweed raceway.
flexible enough to allow variations on the basic proposal.

The system is
In addition to the

core a complete system would contain a nutrient delivery system, a seawater
pumping

system, an aeration system and seafood processing facilities.

phases of the design have been tested in actual
unit.

use,

All

although not as a single

This system could be constructed without further technical development.

It is ready for use today.
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Components of the Facility
Each algae pond contains 200,000 gallons, covers one-half acre and is
three feet deep.

The ponds are constructed by excavating the site and build-

ing up berms around the perimeter until the desired depth is reached.
inch layer of gravel covers the excavation.
to prevent water loss through seepage.

A three

The pond is lined with plastic

Plastic pipe delivers an equal mixture

of effluent and seawater at a rate of 50,000 gal/day.

Overflow stand pipes

are used to harvest the algae, about 50,000 gal/day, for delivery by pipe to
the raceways.

Two, 170' long X 5' wide X 4' deep concrete raceways are utilized for
shellfish growing areas.

The raceways can be formed in trenches below ground

or surrounded by berms above ground.

A two-inch layer of asphalt-concrete

forms the perimeter and bottom of the raceways.

The concrete is coated with

white epoxy to insure water integrity and provide a low maintenance surface.

Algae from the production ponds is diluted approximately 10:1 with seawater
to allow maximum utilization by the shellfish.
algae mixture.

The shellfish feed on this

The shellfish are grown in wire mesh trays 2 feet long by 3

inches deep stacked 15 high and 2 wide the length of the raceways.
As the final step in the system, water from the shellfish raceways is
utilized in large enclosures to grow seaweeds (macroalgae).

Similar in con-

struction to the shellfish raceways, these V-shaped troughs are 36 feet wide
at the top.

An aeration system provides the circulation necessary to keep

the seaweeds in constant motion.

The seaweeds remove impurities from the

shellfish ponds; the result is water in which 90 percent of the original
nutrient load is removed, (Ryther and Goldman, 1975).
Effluent Sources

The entire aquaculture food production system is dependent on phytoplankton (single cell plants) in the algae ponds to convert the effluent nutrients into
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plant material that can be used by shellfish for food.

In land based aqua-

culture systems use of commercial fertilizers as a nutrient source can contribute 25 percent to operating costs, (Lapoint, 1976).

To reduce these

costs, the Tillamook facility would use waste effluent from the cheese factory
or a sewage treatment plant as a nutrient source.

Whey by-products from cheese processing in Tillamook are presently being
dried and sold for a variety of uses.

The cost of drying is less than or equal

to the value of the dried product (Bodyfelt, 1978).

If the liquid whey could

be used in the aquaculture system it would represent a cost savings to the
cheese producers and avoid possible pollution problems that might be associated
with drying equipment failure.
phytoplankton is untried.

The use of whey as a nutrient source for marine

The nitrogen to phosphorous of 4.1 in whey indicates

that it may be a suitable nutrient source, (Bodyfelt, 1978).

Further investi-

gation is warranted in this area.

Sewage effluent has already been shown to be an acceptable nutrient source
for phytoplankton growth.

The major problem associated with the use of sewage

is the contamination of food organisms with pathogens.
before use could eliminate this problem.

Ozonation of effluent

Another approach would be to transfer

the shellfish to clear, ozonated seawater for depuration (purification).

This

procedure has been tested (Clambrine, 1975) and found to be effective in aquaculture situations.

Ozone depuration of shellfish is being used in France at

the present time, (LaPaulove, 1975).

An additional benefit of constructing a

depuration system would be the treatment of oysters grown in the bay itself.
These oysters could be treated before sale, eliminating contamination problems
presently associated with poor water quality in the bay.
Water Requirements

Up to 500 gallons per minute of clean seawater are necessary to operate
this facility.

Discussions with Edward Thyer or the OSU Marine Science Center
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indicate that saltwater wells are not able to provide water of the necessary
quality.

Saltwater wells drilled in Newport, Oregon produced water with high

levels of sulfur.

Water would have to be drawn from the bay or from the ocean

side of the spit.

Severe wave action would make it costly to construct a water
It would be best to draw water from within the bay.

pipe through the surf zone.

To insure quality, water should be drawn from areas with high oceanic influence.
The most promising areas would be the ship channel or the Bay City channel.
It would be best to withdraw water during high tides.

This would require

either storage of water between tides or partial reuse of water within the
aquaculture system.

Operating costs could be reduced by using wind power to

pump water for the facility.

Aquaculture Organisms
Water pumped from the bay will contain the cells of many different types
These organisms form the basis for shellfish food.

of phytoplankton (algae).

Rather than trying to maintain a pure culture of a specific algae species, it
would be easier to

allow a

(Mann & Ryther, 1977).
better on

natural population to develop in the algae ponds,

Tests have shown that various shellfish species grow

algae populations maintained in this way, (Mann & Ryther, 1977).

In order to grow the algae necessary for the aquaculture facility all one needs
to do is mix seawater with effluent in the ponds and let nature take its course.

The pacific oyster appears to be the best choice for a shellfish species
to be reared in the raceways.

Commercial availability of spat has been unstable

in the past, however Sea Grant sponsored research has developed an economically
feasible hatchery method of spat production, (Breeze & Malouf, 1975),
oyster has shown its adaptability to aquaculture systems
areas, (Lapointe, 1976, Breeze, 1976).

in Hawaii

The

and other

The market for oysters is very strong.

Demand far exceeds supply in the United States, (Im & Langmo, 1977).

Prices

for oysters are high; enhancing the investment return per animal grown.
pacific oyster is a high

The

value product whose suitability to aquaculture has
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been commercially demonstrated.

The final step in the aquaculture system, seaweed growing, allows great
flexibility in organism selection.

Seaweeds are valuable for use for chemical

extraction, for human food, and for cattle feed.

There is at present a strong

market for seaweed used for chemical extraction (Lapointe, 1976).

This may be

the most profitable use for the seaweed grown in the facility.

The selection of seaweed for culture will depend on the intended market
and the growing conditions in the raceways.

Seaweeds that have been shown to

be adaptable to aquaculture are Eucheuma, Chondrus, and Gracilaria, (Ryther &
Goldman, 1975).

Alternative Aquaculture Organisms
Instead of the algae-oyster-seaweed food chain proposed above, several

variations could be attempted in addition to or in place of the one described.
Worms could be grown on the floor of the shellfish raceways, feeding on
oyster wastes.

These worms in turn could serve as food for winter flounder

allowed to live on the raceway floor.
in the final stage of the system.
algae ponds.

Albalone could be grown on the seaweeds

Brine shrimp could be introduced into the

Feeding on the algae in place of oysters, they could in turn feed

trout or salmonids.

In place of oysters, or in conjunction with them, other

species of shellfish could be cultured.

Among these are various species of

clams and mussels.

Possible Problems

There are many problems that may be associated with the described aquaculture system, none are insurmountable.
as following:

These problems.may be loosely grouped

physical and biological, economic, regulatory and social.

Physical problems associated with the facility include land availability,
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problems with equipment and access to high quality
this aquaculture system depends on the desired

size.

water.

Land required for

An operation on the scale

of the one described using 25,000 gallons of effluent a day would require about

five acres of
seawater.

The primary requirement for choosing a site is access to

land.

Mechanical components of the system have been used in commercial

operations and should present no special problems. The primary maintenance

worry would be fouling

Disease organisms and parasites could create

organisms.

problems with culture stocks.

Careful attention would be needed in this area

to prevent crop failures.

Because aquaculture is a high risk industry it may be difficult to attract

capital to build the

Recent federal legislation creating loans

facility.

available through the Department of

Agriculture,

may alleviate this problem.

Securing all the local, state, and federal. permits necessary for the facility may be a major

obstacle.

An EPA permit would be required for the discharge

of water into the bay after use in the system. Approval for sale of food products would be

necessary.

diction in this

area.

State health officials and the FDA would have juris-

Use of sewage effluent as a nutrient source may make this

approval for sale difficult to obtain.
Public acceptance of organisms grown in a system using sewage may not
come easily.

The problem is associated in part with public perception of how

the product is grown; education may solve

this.

Public faith in the ability

of state and federal agencies to monitor and control the quality of market
products is also a component of the acceptance problem.
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Oregon State University Marine
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UTILIZATION OF SEAFOOD PROCESSING WASTES

Tillamook Bay area processors generated more than 3 million pounds of solid
wastes in 1976 (Table

1-3),

most of which was shrimp

waste.

The Federal Water

Pollution Control Act Amendment of 1972 requires the application of the best

available control technology to limit discharge of point source pollutants into
navigable waters by

July 1, 1977

(U. S. Environmental Protection

Agency, 1974).

Seafood processors in the Tillamook Bay area have partially satisfied the federal regulations by screening the wastes with a 40-mesh sieve to recover the
however, indicates that

solids.

Personal communication with a state

contrary

to regulations, processing wastes are currently discharged into Tilla-

official,

mook Bay.

Current Status
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) issued permits for

discharging seafood processing wastes into adjacent estuarine waters which expired

July 31, 1975.

ority of
izer.

It was reported by a state

official

that by 1975 a maj-

the wastes were utilized by local dairy farmers as raw pasture

Each year since

1975,

progressively lesser amounts of processing wastes

have been utilized by the dairy
estuary has increased.

fertil-

industry.

Apparently,

As a result, discharge into the

today the majority of these wastes are be-

ing discharged into the estuary.

The demand for this fertilizer supplement is such that one local dairy
facility can utilize all the crab and shrimp waste produced each season at
present production

rates.

In addition, this facility

is willing to invest in

necessary equipment to expedite waste recovery at the processor's convenience.

The local processors are now reluctant to negotiate a price for the product in

the event that a more profitable use will be found in the

future.

Certain
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local processors are attempting to find a more profitable use for the wastes
than organic fertilizer supplements.

Individual processors feel that further

reduction, such as drying or mashing, is economically infeasible.
Waste Production

During the six year period from 1971-1976 an annual average of 209 thousand pounds of crab (Table 1), more than two million pounds of shrimp (Table 2),
and approximately 61 thousand pounds (Table 3) of groundfish processing wastes
were produced.

The latter figure is based solely on the groundfish catch since

salmon landed in the Tillamook Bay area is generally shipped out whole with the
viscera removed at sea.

The groundfish fishery is generally restricted to the

incidental catch by shrimp fishermen since rough winter weather conditions prohibit crossing the Tillamook Bay bar.
Future Projections

The extended south jetty (U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1978) is expected
to improve bar conditions.

This could dramatically increase fish take year

round and consequently increase the availability of fish wastes.

Concurrent

increased fish waste production will improve the economic feasibility for alternative uses of the resource.

An aquaculture facility, such as the one proposed in this study, would also
contribute to the annual fish production and variety of processing waste.
ranching of Pacific salmon would also provide a seasonal

Ocean

availability of a poten-

tial fish meal resource.

Tillamook Bay is located adjacent to available hake populations.

Con-

struction of a hake processing facility near Garibaldi would provide local em-

ployment opportunities and increased production of fin-fish processing waste.
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Table 1.

YEAR

Crab landings and estimated waste production in Tillamook Bay.
1971-1976.

ESTIMATED
WASTE PRODUCTION2

LANDINGS'

--------

thousands of pounds - - - - - - - -

1971

987.0

473.8

1972

481.0

230.9

1973

293.0

140.6

1974

248.9

119.5

1975

260.7

125.0

1976

340.5

163.4

1Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Catch Statistics of Food Fish and
Shellfish Landed at Tillamook Bay.
260% of landings are butchered and 80% of butchered crabs is waste (Costa, 1977).

************************
*

* AVERAGE WASTE PRODUCTION OF CRAB 1971-1976

*
*
250,640 pounds annually.
*************************
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Table 2.

Shrimp landings and estimated waste production in Tillamook Bay.
1971-1976.

YEAR

LANDINGSI

ESTIMATED
WASTE PRODUCTION2

- - - - - - - - thousands of pounds - - - - - - 1971

896

716.8

1972

1,911

1,528.8

1973

2,254

1,803.2

1974

N/A*

1975

3,734

2,987.2

1976

3,795

3,036

N/A*

1Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Catch Statistics of Food Fish and

Shellfish Landed at Tillamook Bay.
280% of

landings.

*************************
*
* AVERAGE WASTE PRODUCTION OF SHRIMP 1971-1976:

2,014,400 pounds annually.
*************************

*

*NOT AVAILABLE
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Table 3.

Groundfish landings and estimated waste production in Tillamook
Bay.
1971-1976

ESTIMATED
2
WASTE PRODUCTION

1

YEAR

LANDINGS

- - - - - - - - thousands of pounds - -

----

1971

72.7

50.9

1972

116.4

81.5

1973

99.8

69.9

1974

N/A*

N/A*

1975

60.8

42.6

1976

84.2

58.9

1

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife Catch Statistics of Food Fish and

Shellfish Landed at Tillamook Bay.
270%

of landings.

***************************
*
*
* AVERAGE WASTE PRODUCTION OF GROUNDFISH 1971-1976:

*
*
*

60,760 pounds annually.

*

****************************
*NOT AVAILABLE
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Finally, with improved bar conditions and increased seafood production
it could become economically feasible to utilize marine transportation for
shipping and trading large volumes of seafood waste products with other areas
on the Pacific coast.

Alternative Uses of the Resource
Recovery alternatives aim to create a marketable product from the solid
waste.

An ideal solid waste management system would have the flexibility to

meet varying volumes, would
for the processor.

minimize cost and would generate additional profit

Although economics are the

processor's main

criteria for

also include

legal, tech-

evaluating alternatives, the decision process must

nical, and social considerations (Kreag and Smith, 1973).

Recovery alternatives differ according to the type of seafood waste conThis requires a physical separation of wastes into groundfish and

sidered.

shellfish waste. The waste must be handled quickly or preserved temporarily
so that spoilage does not make it undesirable or unusable as a by-product.
Possible products include fishmeal, fish food, and fertilizer.
Fishmeal

Fishmeal is a concentrated, nutritious animal feed supplement.

The tech-

nology is well developed and consists of either dry or wet reduction (Brody,
1965).

Wet reduction of wastes is more practical for local processors since

it results

in a less

oily product than dry reduction.

In addition, any fish

can be handled regardless of oil content including shrimp and crab waste.

A fish reduction plant could be scaled to accept quantities of whole fish
Fishermen presently discard quantities of fish for

as well as solid waste.

which there is no market.

At a rate of three to five cents per pound, fisher-

men would be encouraged to use extra storage capacity for those fish.

As Kreag

and Smith (1973) indicate, the resulting fishmeal would be superior to meal from
fish carcasses alone.

The extra fish might

also allow a

reduction facility to
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benefit from economies of scale.
Fish Food

Commercial aquaculture enterprises are being established in Oregon.

One

enterprise anticipates using four to five million pounds of fish and two million pounds of shrimp or crab waste for fish food.

However, shrimp are pre-

ferred over crab because of a pigment they have which brightens the color of
salmonid flesh.

Perhaps Tillamook Bay processors could supply a marketable

product to local state hatcheries or a commercial aquaculture enterprise.
Fertilizer

There are two alternatives, processed and unprocessed fertilizer. Shrimp
and crab fertilizers have significant quantities of calcium carbonate (CaCO3),
a compound similar to agricultural lime (Costa, 1977).

Fish fertilizer is im-

portant for its organic nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus, and trace elements.

Shellfish waste for which no other market is found could be promoted as excellent, inexpensive organic fertilizers; provided that price negotiations can be
established between local processors and agricultural interests.

The other alternative is a processed product that could be marketed as
garden fertilizer (Rodale, 1959).

a

Processing involves treatment which generally

requires the same equipment used in making fishmeal.

The decision to produce

fertilizer or fishmeal would depend upon the economies of each.

Presently fish

meal is a more valuable product (Kreag and Smith, 1973).
Summary

Currently the economics of scale preclude efficient and profitable utilization of processing waste in the previously mentioned alternatives.

A solution

to this problem would be to establish a cooperative venture between local processors for waste recovery, storage, and production of marketable by-products.
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TILLAMOOK WIND POWER?

The Pacific Northwest is blessed with both water and wind in seemingly
unlimited quantities.

Hydroelectric power has come easy but we are all aware

of increasing demands for power from this already developed resource.

Accor-

dingly, industry and the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) in particular
are gearing up to large scale regional wind power generation.
ted to develop over the next several decades.

This is expec-

(See news clippings in the Ap-

pendix.)

The first step in the wind power program has been to identify regions of
consistant winds suitable for power generation.
formation was used where available.

Existing weather service in-

In remote areas, visual clues such as

distorted tree growth and soil erosion acted as guides for the placement of
wind measuring and recording stations.

Over the years, terminology has devel-

oped to lable and describe the subject.

A review of this specialized but

straight-forward language will help bring the reader up to date.

Total Power Density vs. Effective Power Density
Power in the wind is graphically represented by plotting the percentage
of time that the wind exceeds certain speeds against the power found in those
wind speeds.

The resulting power duration curve gives the total

sity of all wind speeds in units of watts

power den-

ear square meter, or the rate of

wind power passing through a vertical plane one meter square.
Interest for wind power generation lies with the effective power density.
Power generation is limited to a range of winds greater than about 3.6 meters

per second (8 mph) for efficiency reasons, and less than 22.3 meters per second

(50 mph) for equipment failure reasons. Over this maximum speed, wind vanes
feather and the system disconnects, or cuts out, to prevent damage.

Of course,
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different systems are built for different tolerances, but all are limited to
a similar range of effective power density.

Determination of Power Generation Capabilities
power is proportional to the cube

Wind power obeys an invariable law:
of the wind speed.

More completely, P=C*K*d*A*V3 where:

P is power in kilowatts,
C is mechanical efficiency,
K is a conversion factor cancelling the units for air density,
area, and wind speed,
d is air density,
A is area swept by the blades, and
V is wind speed.

The factors in this formula are important in predicting the power generating capabilities at any particular site.

In addition, other formulae are

used to compute wind variation with height, and potential costs.

By data

processing and a series of calculations, Oregon State University researchers
reduced years of data to very promising results.

That which interests us here

is reproduced in Figures VII, VIII, IX and X, showing estimated effective
power densities throughout the study area on a seasonal basis.
At this point in time, the BPA and interested industries are making plans
to erect Wind Turbine Generator Systems (WIGS) on one or more sites selected
for their prime power potential.

One possible WIGS installation is on the

coastline north of Cape Blanco, Oregon.

Coastal WIGS, to be most effective,

must be near the ocean as the land surface becomes friction to the onshore
winds, causing a reduction in speed and therefore power.

The Tillamook Bay

region lies within an area considered suitable for wind power generation
(Figures VII-X).

Although Tillamook is not yet part of the BPA program, the

available wind energy makes attractive and reasonable the exploitation of
this endless resource.
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The Feasibility of Wind Power for the Tillamook Bay Area
It is important to know that the "economy of scale" recognized in marine
transportation does not apply as such to wind power generation.

A bigger

WIGS will not necessarily lower the per megawatt (MW) price of power, although
materials and installation costs may be less per WTG.

This means that it may

make sense for a well situated community to develop their own alternate power
source.

The individual home owner as well could come out ahead after 10-20

years if homework accompanied prudent action.

Wind power in Tillamook County would supplement or perhaps replace the
existing hydroelectric energy source.

Total reliance on wind for energy would

be unrealistic as the wind doesn't always blow. Because energy derived from
the wind varies with the wind speed, the Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS)
has been developed to store surplus energy for use when the wind slows down.
Figures XI and XII depict two possible WECS layouts.

These wind-hydro gen-

erating systems allow for both storage and conservation of energy to ensure
adequate supplies at all times.

As an alternative to using power to pump water

up to a reservoir for later use, Tillamook County could sell its surplus electricity to the highest bidder and buy electricity in return as needed.
are other options for energy storage.

There

Batteries (for a small scale) are one

alternative on a list still subject to modification and innovation.
The Practicality of Wind Power for the Tillamook Bay Area

Table 4 has been included to show relative costs of hydroelectric energy
and the same hydro capability if supplemented by wind and fossil fuel energy.

These numbers are projections to 1995 for the northwest part of the country,
including the Pacific Northwest.
thing for nothing.

They simply show that you can't get some-
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Figure VII

Effective power density map for winter.
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Figure 011 Effective power density map for spring.
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Figure IX

Effective power density map for summer.
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FALL
Figure Y Effective power density map for fall.
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PUMPITURSINE

1.
2.
3.

WIND ENERGY PUMPS WATER TO HIGHER RESERVOIR DURING BASE DEMAND TIMES
RESERVED FLOW GENERATES POWER DURING PEAK DEMAND
TWO THIRDS OF THE WECS ENERGY IS RECOVERED

APPLICATIONS:
UTILITIES WHO GENERATE USE PUMPED HYDRO FOR PEAKING POWER INSTEAD OF FUEL BURNING
UNITS SUCH AS DIESELS OR GAS TURBINES
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE LARGE ENERGY USERS (ALUMINUM. COPPER REFINERS, ETC) WHO
LOCATE REFINERIES CLOSE TO ORE DEPOSITS IN REMOTE AREAS

Fig. X)

Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS) with pumped hydro-storage provides
energy storage.

OTHER CASE
POWER

GENERATION

a

RESERVOIR

DAM

i

NYDROE lEC1 RtC

FACILITY

77
7 //
POWER
STATION

LOAD
DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK

HYDROELECTRIC TURBINES THROTTLED WHEN WIND ENERGY IS GENERATED
CONSERVES HIGH WATER AS POTENTIAL ENERGY EQUIVALENT TO THAT GENERATED BY WIND
3. HYDROELECTRIC CAPACITY INCREASED TO HANDLE HIGHER PEAK POWER AVAILABLE FROM
CONSERVED WATER; HIGHER ORAWOOWN RATE POSSIBLE
APPLICATIONS:
UTILITIES - EMPLOYED WHERE HYDROELECTRIC FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE TO INCREASE
AVAILABLE PEAKING ENERGY
RURAL ELECTRIC AGENCY COOPS - SAME AS UTILITIES
INDUSTRY SAME AS UTILITIES
1.

2.

-

FIg, Xl l

Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS) with hydroelectric system provides
inherent energy storage.

TABLE 4 Application of Wind Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) to augment hydroelectric generating capabilityA projection to 1995 for the WSCC Region.

Augmented by
Forecast

Hydroelectric capability

64 500 MW

Wind Energy
(Alternate 1)
64 600 MW

Fossil Fuels
(Alternate 2)
64 600 51W

+ 87 900 MW
Hydra plant factor

Annual hydra energy
WECS annual energy
Fossil fuel annual energy

Cost of energy

0.59

0.25

0.59

3.3 X 1011 kW h
0

3.3X 1011 kW h
1.9 X 1011 kW h

0

1.07¢/kW h

1.59¢/kWh

--

-

3.3X10"kWIt
1.9 X 1011 kW h

1.96e/kW h
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The Tillamook Bay coastline is considered suitable for wind power generation.

Figure XIII is a quick approximation of potential sites for the needed
Implementation of a WTGS appropriate in scale for Tillamook County

facilities.

would require considerable study and preparation.
is foresight.

Most important at this time

Investment in a relatively inflation free and limitless, non-

polluting energy source is an idea worthy of investigation.
ment thinks so.

The U. S. Govern-

Power self-sufficiency is a long range goal and benefit.

The

Tillamook Bay region, of course, would absorb the installation phase economy
and accrue both direct and indirect monies.

Once in operation, the energy

produced would be available to attract industries such as the aquaculture and
hake processing facilities proposed in this report.

Clearly, tapping wind power would be quite a jump for the Tillamook County
of today.

But then, Bonneville Dam has paid for itself.

The technology of

the WTG exists and the need for more power is here as well.

Financial assis-

tance is likely through various federal programs.
This review of current work in the field has skimmed a decade of detail
to suggest a goal for the people and governments of Tillamook.
and decisions remain.

Only questions
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Possible Wind power Sites

k

._;,, Con:

F%GuRa X111

Limited flat topography

!%h,;

for installation.

614

i

Con:

.-,

SITE A

Pro:
Con:

Distance from shore (land
friction effects),
Partial sheltering from

most exposures.

Installation convenience.

Nearness to marine corrosion,

Susceptibility to storm action
Possible blade noise annoyance
to Garibaldi residents,
Impact on dune environment and
visual aesthetics,

i

A complicated Environmental Impact
Statement.
common to Sites B, C & :Ds
Elevation (wind speeds generally
increase with altitude),
Land suitability (low cost, little

use conflict with forest land),

Remoteness.

SITE B
Con:

?y,
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Harnessing the Wind for Home Energy, by Dermot McGuigan, Garden Way

Publishing, Charlotte, Vermont 05445, 1978 (134 pages, $4.95).
-An inexpensive paperback discussing practical aspects under

"Planning Your Energy Needs", "Wind Energy
chapter headings:
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Organizations:
Department of Energy

111 Labor & Industries Building
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Energy Northwest
Innovation Center
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Conversion table - source:
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1 Enerjoule is (approximately):
100,000 British thermal units (Btu)
30 KWH electricity
1
gallon home heating oil, gasoline, diesel fuel or
propane gas (LPG)
1 therm natural gas
10 pounds bituminous coal or wood
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APPENDIX
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ESTIMATED PILE DIKE COSTS

Assumptions:

Using 30 Ft Pile (Untreated)

Expected 20 year life time

For 30 ft pile at $4 per foot
Cost of materials

Cost for

5000 ft of

&

installation

=

$120 per pile.

pile dike

Assume 2 1/2 ft spacing of piles
5000 ft

2.5 ft/pile

= 2000 piles

2000 pile x $120 per pile = $240,000
The annual cost of the proposal is calculated as a capital recovery factor by

estimating a 20 year life.
CR(1)

= (240,000) (A/P, 8%, 20 yr)
= $24,444/yr

10,000 ft of pile dikes

Cost for

10,000 ft

2.5 ft/pile = 4,000 pile

4000 pile ($120 per pile

= $480,000)

CR = (480,000) (A/P, 8%, 20 yr)
=

48,888

$50,000/yr

Reference

Grant, Eugene L. &

Ireson, W. G.

Principles of Engineering Economics,

Fifth Ed., The Ronald Press Co., New York, 1970
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Boeing may bring Oregon big windmill
By LEVERETT RICHARDS
of TM orp.a4a staff

SEATTLE - The world's biggest
windmill, now being designed and built

by the Boeing Engineering and Construction Co., may be erected in Oregon
next year to test the economics of wind.
generated electricity.

Portland General Electric Co. has
proposed a site near Boardman in Easterti Oregon, while the Bonneville Power
Administration has suggested a site on
Augsberger Mountain in the Columbia
Gorge.

The two slender blades of the wind-

mill now being tested In Boeing wind
tunnels will be 150 feet long, spanning
300 feet. They will be mounted atop a
200-foot tower. The tips of the blades
will reach 350 feet into the air, taller
than most Portland buildings, but the
"wind turbine" will generate only 2,500
kilowatts of electricity at full capacity.
It would take 500 of them to equal the
output of the Trojan nuclear plant.

"[hey are designed primarily to
save fuel by replacing power generated
by coal or oil-fired generators when the
wind blows," explained John E. Lowe,

Boeing's director of wind energy programs.

The wind turbine Is being designed

to start producing power when the
wind blows 11 mph. It will reach full
capacity when the wind blows at 28
mph, turning at a constant speed of 17.5

rpm. When the wind reaches 45 mph
the blades automatically feather themselves like airplane propellers and quit
rotating to protect them from damage.

"They will be designed to withstand
winds up to 120 mph when feathered,"
Lowe said.

The first scale model, with 15-foot
blades, will be tested next week in BoeIng's wind tunnels at its Vertol heucopter plant in Philadelphia. Boeing has a
contract with the Energy Research and

Development Administration (ERDA)
for about $10 million to design, test and

build the first unit, with an option for
construction of two more.

ERDA, owner of the windmill, will
choose the site for erection from locations proposed by power agencies who
bid for its use. The wind generator will
be tied into the distribution lines of BPA
or a private or public power company.

The company will pay for the power
and use it to replace more expensive
power when it Is available.

he said.

Each unit will cost in the $2 million
range if the windmills are produced in
quantity.
ERDA and the National Aeronautics

9
MODEL - John Lowe of Boeing Engineering and Construction Co. shows
model of 350-foot high windmill that may be erected In Oregon to generate
electricity. Windmill would generate 2,500 kilowatts at full capacity.

tion of all this technology Is new,"
Lowe said.

and Space Administration, which administers the contract, see the wind

The Boeing wind generator will operate at the lowest wind speed of any

LARGEST - Boeing's power-

generators concentrated In power parks

design so far studied by ERDA and

generating windmill would tower
over the landscape. The windmill
may be built In Eastern Oregon or

vorable. One purpose of the contract Is

the Columbia Gorge.

or "farms" where winds are most fato test the windmill design. "No new
technology is involved. We know how
to build the hardware, but the combina-

but we think it will be a thing of beau-

ty, a tourist attraction like the old
Dutch windmills," Lowe said. Red
lights will warn aircraft. Tests of a 125

foot windmill at Plum Brook. Ohio,

NASA - a mean wind speed of 14 mph have shown it will not be a hazard to
(with the wind more than 14 mph half birds.
"If only Don Quixote doesn't show
the time and lees than 14 mph half the
up to tilt at it," Lowe concluded with a
time).
"It will, of course be highly visible, grin.

I

"Studies show the wind power will
be available about 35 to 40 percent of
the time," Lowe said. "We are aiming
at a cost of two to four cents per kilowatt, depending upon the wind at the
particular site." That is comparable to
the cost at plant site for thermal power,
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'Li)e r 'farms
Wind power could become a
Supplementary energy source
for the Northwest in the 1980s.

Use of wind power is not

decades away, say Oregon
State University scientists
who are helping set the stage
i with studies that are identifying the best sites for giant
windmills (aerogenerators).
Nearly a dozen sites in

Oregon, Washington and
Nevada already have been
found to have strong and consistent enough winds to make

good wind power sites, according to Robert W. Baker of

OSU's Department of Atmospheric Sciencies. And
other sites will be identified,

he expects, among the 60
locations where wind readings
are being taken now.
The research has been fund-

ed the last three years by the
Bonneville Power Administra-

tion, an agency of the U.S.
Department of Energy. This
year's funding totals $66.000.

The power agency is expecting to test the wind power
producing aerogenerators "on

both a demonstration and
commercial basis" in the ear-

accelerated research,
development and demonstraan

tion program using three
machines in 1980.

Phase II will

involve establishing farms using 10 to 15 machines each,
with about 300 generators in
use in 1981-82. Phase III would
involved full-scale commercial testing, with an additional
1,000 units in place after 1983.

Baker said the Northwest
not only has some of the best
wind power sites identified yet

in the United States, but the
region is far ahead in site
evaluation research.

OSU initiated its studies
nearly 10 years ago under the
leadership of E. Wendell hewson, who is associated with the
present Bonneville project.
Hewson, Baker and John E.
Wade also are investigating

the use of wind-deformed
vegetation

as

indicators

of

strong wind sites for the

federal Department of
Energy.
The three were joint authors
in March of a Northwest wind

'energy study report for the
U.S. Army Corps of

'Engineers, Walla Walla,

Wash., district. The report in-

ly 1980s, Baker said.

dicated wind power could

He pointed out a March
Newsletter from BPA Ad-

supply more than 10 percent of
the Northwest's electrical
energy requirements by 2000.

ministrator Sterling Munro
that said Northwest sites

Integrating - or teaming -

would be recommended to the

the wind power that could

federal energy department

become available with the present extensive hydroelectric

''as the location for

a

demonstration project using

program of the Columbia

the Boeing Company's Mod-2
wind turbine." The unit is being designed and constructed
under a $10 million contract.

dicated. One of them would be

The 2.5 megawatt wind turbine

generator has 300-foot

diameter blades with the hub
of the generating tower about
200 feet above ground.

.Munro also indicated that

the Department of Energy is
"now in the process of putting
together a plan to demonstrate

the commercial feasibility of
wind generator farms," which
are clusters of windmills.
Phase I, it was noted, will be

River Basin would produce
multiple benefits, the study inwater savings in dams and
reservoirs.
Wind power is becoming
competitive from a cost standpoint even though the con-

struction cost of a single
megawatt-sized demonstration aerogenerator is expected

to cost from $3 million to $5
million, Baker observed.
Rapidly-rising costs and anticipated shortages of other
fuels add to the case for wind

power,

he continued.

"Farms" of aerogenerators at

various locations would help
"smooth out" the year-round
wind energy production, he
said.

Environmental impact

would be minimal, Baker
stressed.

He acknowledged "visual"
pollution could be a concern at
coastal sites such as Oregon's

Cape Blanco,_ which is considered an excellent wind
power location.

"But there would be few

such problems in the hills of
the Columbia Gorge or some
of the open areas of eastern

Oregon and Washington or
northern Nevada," he said.

osu scientists says wind, power could happen
"Z)V r-)ltK
2e,

Wind power could become a supplementary energy source
for the Northwest in the 1980s. It is not decades away, say OSU
scientists who are helping set the stage with studies that are
identifying the best sites for the giant windmills
(aerogenerators).
Nearly a dozen sites in Oregon. Washington and Nevada
already have been found to have strong and consistent enough
winds to make good wind power sites, according to Robert W.
Baker of OSU's department of atmospheric sciences. And others
will be found, he expects, among the 60 locations where wind
readings are being taken now.

The research has been funded the last three years by
Bonneville Power Administration, an agency of the U.S.
Department of Energy. This year's funding totals $66,000.

t

sue farms in 1981-82. Phase III would involve full scale commercial testing with an additional 1,000 units in place after 1983.
Baker says the Northwest not only has some of the best wind

power sites identified yet in the U.S. but is far ahead in site
evaluation research. OSU initiated its studies nearly 10 years

ago under the leadership of E. Wendell Hewson, who is
associated with the present BPA project. Hewson, Baker and
John E. Wade are also investigating the use of wind-deformed

vegetation as indicators of strong wind sites for the federal
Deaprtment of Energy.

The three were joint authors in March of a Northwest wind

energy study report for the U.S. Army Cerps of Engineers,
Walla Walla, Wash., district. It indicated that wind power could

supply more than 10 percent of the Northwest's electrical
BPA is looking in the early 1930's to test the wind power energy requirements by 2000.

producing aerogenerators "on both a demonstration and
commercial basis," Baker noted.
Ile pointed to a March newsletter from BPA Administrator
Sterling Munro that said Northwest sites would be recommended to DOE "as the location for a demonstration project
using the Boeing Company's Mod-2 turbine." The unit is being
designed and constructed under a $10 million contract. The 2.5
megawatt wind turbine generator has 300-foot diameter blades

with the hub of the generating tower about 200 feet above
ground.

Munro also indicated that the Department of Energy is
"now in the process of putting together a plan to demonstrate
the commercial feasibility of wind generator farms" (clusters
of windmills).

Phase I, it was noted, will be an accelerated research,
development and demonstration program using three machines
in 1980. Phase II will involve establishing farms using 10 to 15
machines each, with some 300 of the generators in use at many

in 1980`s

, c

Integrating-or teaming-the wind power that could

benefits, the study showed. One of them would be water savings
in dams and reservoirs.
Wind power is becoming competitive from a cost standpoint
even though the construction cost of a single megawatt-sized
demonstration aerogenerator is figured from $3-5 million, Baker

observed. However, mass production of these large turbines
could bring the cost down to $600-$700 per installed kilowatt.
Rapidly rising costs and anticipated shortages of other fuels

add to the case for wind power, he continued. "Farms" of
aerogenerators at various locations would help "smooth out"
the year-round wind energy production.

Environmental impact would be minimal, Baker stressed.
"Visual" pollution could be a concern, he acknowledged, at
some promising and prominent coastal sites such as Oregon's
Cape Blanco, which is considered an excellent wind power
location. "But there would be few such problems in the hills of

become available with the present extensive hydro electric the Columbia Gorge or some of the open areas of eastern Oregon
program of the Columbia River Basin would produce multiple and Washington or northern Nevada."
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INTRODUCTION

The class held its first formal meeting on January 8, 1979, to
discuss how to proceed with the project.

The membership consisted of

nine persons; five had backgrounds in biology, two in economics, one in
international marketing, and one in geography and land use planning.

Fortunately, a study topic had been previously selected at the end of
fall term, so considerable time had already been saved.

The class

decided to study possible alternatives for developing Steamboat Island,

a parcel of land of about 360 acres situated in the Umpqua River near
Reedsport and owned by the Port of Umpqua.

The initial challenges were

to define the scope of the project, organize and establish methods for
identifying development alternatives, gather information and evaluate
the feasibility of each alternative.

A subordinate task discussed at

the first session was how to document our work as a class, for our own

and future reference.
From these humble beginnings, a study was born.

A general statement

of objectives and responsibilities was provided for the class at the
first meeting.

As envisioned by the class advisors, the objectives of

the class included the following:

- to seek and define a balance among often conflicting but basically
sound scientific, economic, social, geopolitical, legal and
engineering principles;

- to present that information in nontechnical language as options

for local leaders to use as yardsticks for future planning in a
specific area/site;

- to seek local viewpoints on the area in question;
- to produce and deliver a verbal and written report of class
(group) findings to the local leaders at an open meeting.
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The class was also charged with the following responsibilities:

- to sort through all options, discarding none, examining each from
scientific, economic, geopolitical, engineering, and legal perspectives, and to find a common meeting ground on each option;

- to jointly produce one class paper to which each student has
contributed significantly and which he/she can sign as an indication of agreement and approval of the contents;
- to report verbally to local citizens the study results.
Their implemen-

These have been the guiding principles of the project.

tation has, of course, been influenced by the biases and backgrounds of
the group members and by the time restrictions and resources available.
The group has therefore attempted to identify and evaluate as many
development alternatives as possible, given these constraints.

As the first step in the identification of development alternatives,
the class deemed it necessary to collect as much background data as
possible.

Information concerning the history, geography, geology,

ecology of the locale as well as legal, political, and economic factors
involved in the potential development of Steamboat Island was needed.

Accordingly, field trips to Reedsport were arranged and conducted on
January 13 and February 17.

Members of the class got to see Steamboat

Island, and tours were made of the adjacent International Paper plant
and some of the facilities of the Port of Reedsport.

Additional field

trips were subsequently conducted by class members to gain further
insight into the nature of the alternatives considered.

Meanwhile, comments and suggestions on developing the island were
solicited from members of the Chamber of Commerce, local citizens,

members of the Port Commission, and businesses in the area.

Additional
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background information was collected from federal, state, county, and
local agencies.

These sources of information were used to elucidate the

physical and sociological parameters which would govern development of
the island.

After about a month of work, the study began to come into clearer
focus.

Sub-tasks were identified and committees were established.

The

initial list of committees included mariculture, recreation, marketing/
economics, legal/political feasibility, alternative options, physical/

engineering factors, natural history, report editing, and communications/
media.

As our work progressed, the nature and scope of the committees

was modified and a lead person designated for each committee.

The group

also found that a chairperson/editor facilitated planning and timely
submission of the individual reports.

By the end of winter term the primary alternatives had been identified.

They were aquaculture, dredge disposal, and recreation.

These

alternatives were identified as likely options, based on the interests
and backgrounds of the group members as well as on perceptions of the
physical and sociological limitations of the area.

Also, a fairly

sizeable body of baseline data had been assembled.

The group decided

that the time had come to begin compiling the report, so a tentative
schedule was agreed upon.

It was realized that all the suggested alter-

natives could not be completely evaluated, due to lack of time and
information.

The decision was made to treat in greatest detail the two

or three most viable options, as perceived by the group; the other
alternatives to be addressed in a more cursory fashion.

As a class learning experience, the study of Steamboat Island has
been extermely valuable.

Each of the class members has a keener appre-
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ciation for the complexities associated with preparing a development
plan.

An awesome volume of data is available and must be digested in

order to produce a cogent proposal.

Opinions, comments and suggestions

must be solicited from many sources and integrated into the proposal.
Reconciliation of differeing points of view within the study group, as
well as of those directly affected by a project such as developing
Steamboat Island was a throught-provoking challenge.
All of us were subdued by the intricacies of the permit process.

The number of permits necessary and the amount of work required to
obtain them in order to develop an island is startling.

This report documents, therefore, the evolution of a group consciousness.

What began as an amorphous, vaguely defined problem has become,

finally, a statement which acknowledges the complexity of the modern
world.

With a fixed quantity of resources being divided up among an

increasing number of people, each of whom wants a larger share, the
problems of equitable resource allocation and use become terribly complicated.

It is with greater awareness of these problems and with

empathy for the people who must solve them, that this report is submitted
to the people of Reedsport.

The class hopes that this report will be of

as much value to the people of Reedsport as a planning tool as it has
been to the class as a vehicle for learning and growing.
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PART I

SETTING AND SITUATION

6

ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT
The economy of most of Oregon's coastal areas is characterized by
overspecialization, persistent unemployment, low per capita income and a
narrow tax base.
Coastal Douglas County (CDC) relies heavily on lumber products.

It

has been estimated that 51.7% of the principal wage earners in CDC are
employed by the timber industry (Flacco and Youmans, 1975; see Appendix).

An economy based on one economic sector is more vulnerable to periodic
fluctuations in supply and demand than one with a broad economic base.

This may be further exacerbated when a high degree of interdependency
among economic sectors exists.

Flacco and Youmans indicate that Douglas

County families make 75% of their household expenditures within the
county.

The area's growth rate is increasing relative to other coastal
communities of similar structure according to a report showing 1940-1970
population and housing trends of Oregon cities and towns, while timber
supply projections indicate significant declines in the timber resource
base of the region over the next two decades (Beuter et al., 1976;
Maclean, 1976).

It would be fair to expect that the timber industry

will be able to provide less employment opportunities to CDC in the
future.

In light of these conditions consideration should be given to a
diversification of the community's economic base.

Development of other

revenue generating and job produicng options is necessary to absorb some
of the impact of a potentially declining sector and ensure the future
economic stability of coastal Douglas County.

Fig.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The first human use of Steamboat Island was most likely by the
Umpqua Indians.

While there are many Indian sites located in the area

surrounding the river, no artifacts of archeological or historical
interest have been found on Steamboat Island.

It is probable that

Indian use of the island was similar to today's human use - occasional
hunting, clamming or fishing.
The growth of Gardiner in the 1870's, due to its increasing use as
a port, also saw the first and only development on the island.

In 1877

Alfred Reed, who was instrumental in developing the salmon canning
industry in the area, opened a cannery on what was then known as Cannery
Island.

This island has since become joined with Steamboat Island.

Records indicate Mr. Reed's business ventures were successful - one 90
day catch netted $120,000 in gross sales, $40,000 profit cleared.
1911 the cannery was moved from the island to Reedsport.

In

The exact

reason is not known.

It is interesting to note that the main channel of the river used
by schooners in the 1800's was on the north side of Steamboat Island,
rather than the currently used south side.

Since the early 1900's the use of Steamboat Island has been largely
recreational, including clamming, hunting and fishing.

The only other

known activities are the grazing of cattle and goats, and some dumping
of dredge spoils.

SETTING AND SITUATION
Steamboat Island extends northwest of Gardiner on the Umpqua River.

Navigation channels are maintained on both sides of the island's long

10

axis.
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The northern channel terminates at Gardiner and the southern

channel at Reedsport.

The island's width reaches its maximum in the

central portion at approximately 930 meters (1017 yards).
approximately 2865 meters (3134 yards).

Its length is

The total lowtide area of the

island is nearly 146 hectares (360 acres).
Eelgrass grows along the outer edge of Steamboat Island.

The

northeastern portion is characterized by the island's largest mudflat
area.

The northwestern quarter of Steamboat served as a dredge spoil

disposal site in the past and it presetnly resembles a dune complex.

This area has been partially stabilized with scotch broom (Cytisus
scoparius) and European beachgrass (Ammophila aneraria).

Throughout the

middle of the island one can observe salt marsh environment grading from
low silt to mature high marsh.

The extreme southern tip and portions of

the west side have steep banks which are continually undergoing erosion
due to exposure to the main channel flow.

The southern end of the

island is dominated by mature high marsh and pastureland.

Geology and Geomorophology
The Tyee Formation is a body of sedimentary sandstone which appears
to be 6,000 to 7,000 feet thick and underlies Steamboat Island and the
surrounding area.1

This formation is composed of bluish-gray to gray,

rhythmically bedded, micaleous and arkosic sandstone and sandy siltstone.
The deposition occurred during the middle-Eocene (about 47 million years
before present).

During the late Pliocene Era and throughout the Pleis-

tocene Era, the land was uplifted and erosion became the dominant
geological process.

Relative submergence and filling of the valley

mouths by alluvium (river deposits) produced the mudflats and bay that
one sees today.
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Steamboat Island is made up of quaternary alluvium deposits consisting of unconsolidated and semiconsolidated gravel, sand, and silt;
the latter two dominating.
100+ feet.

The depth of this deposit is estimated to be

Sediment drops out of suspension when the energy of the

waterflow diminishes to a point where it can no longer be supported.

The merging of the Umpqua and Smith Rivers has created an area of relatively deep water.

This deeper water moves slower and drops some of its

sediment load (the heaviest particles first).

Also, the gradient of the

river is very low, further slowing the riverflow.

It is these mechanisms

which have played the largest part in creating Steamboat Island.

A

flood tide may carry sediment upstream to Steamboat Island, although
these sediments most likely comprise only a small portion of the total

island mass.
Comparing turn of the century maps with present day maps indicates
that the island was at one time two islands (Steamboat and Cannery
Islands).

The present day Steamboat Island has grown significantly to

the east and south.

The most recent growth has been accelerated on the

east side with the construction of a railroad tressel and highway north
of Bolon Island.

Southerly growth was most likely due to the islands

leeward location in relation to Bolon Island.

Growth has also been

aided by accelerated upstream activity creating sediment accretion.

Aeolian processes have moved and sculpted the dredge spoils on the
northern portion of the island in a manner similar to a natural dune
system.

Evidence of blowouts indicate that the sediment stabilization

process is not complete.
*

Although resuspension by erosion and turbulence occurs to a degree.
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Soils

The soil type characterizing Steamboat Island and the adjacent
areas is the Coquille series.
and highly acidic soils.

This series consists of poorly drained

The soils are underlain at a depth of more

than two feet by blue tidal mud.

They are subject to tidal overflow,

and if not protected by diking, most of the island would be covered by
high tides.

The Coquille soils are formed in deep deposits of dark-gray alluvial
and tidewater sediment washed from shale, sandstone, and coarsefine-grained igneous rocks.

and

The surface has a micro-relief consisting

of many depressions, small ridges, stream channels, and sloughs.
Under natural conditions, the Coquille soils produce a limited
amount of marsh pasture.

When diked and drained, they may be substrate

for domestic grasses useful for hay or pasture (which is evidenced on
some areas of Steamboat Island and adjacent areas).

Engineering Characteristics
Steamboat Island geology, hydrology and soils dictate its engineering
characteristics.

The following characteristics are based on the existing

island situation with no artificial structures.
The island lies entirely within the 100 year flood plain.

An on-

site investigation undertaken in January 1979, noted the presence of
driftwood over much of the island.

The driftwood appeared to have been

deposited rather recently due to its relative position with respect to
the living plants.

Since the island is flooded periodically, siltation

becomes a problem in all areas but the higher dredge spoil sites.

The

low permeability of the soil coupled with the stream and ocean flooding
as well as rainfall, contribute to the impoundment of water which can
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persist into the summer months.

The ponding is also a result of the

high water table associated with the estuarine environment.

The quaternary alluvium, which makes up the entire sub-strata to a
depth of 100+ feet, is easily excavated, but prone to caving, especially
in saturated areas.

The degree to which the island is saturated varies

throughout the day with the tide as well as with annual seasonal changes.
In order to gain some perspective on the extent of saturation, special

air-photo coverage of Steamboat Island by the Oregon Army National Guard
was requested.
analysis.

The imagery was subjected to computer enhancement and

The results of the analysis determined that during this one

period (1:15 p.m., Feb. 13, 1979 at high tide, slackwater and a river
height well above the mean) 38% of the 146 hectare (360 acre) island was
under water; 25% above water; and 36% saturated to within approximately
30 cm of the

surface.

The Coquille soil type exhibits corrosive properties due to its
high acidity.

The risk of damage to steel is high.

would represent a low to moderate engineering risk.

Concrete damage
The soil's ability

to support building foundations without settling is very poor and for

reasons of

high water and slow permeability, subsurface sewage disposal

is greatly limited (Environmental Geology of Western Coos and Douglas
Counties, Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries, p. 38).
The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries states,
"The Quaternary alluvium is best suited to agriculture and other open-

space uses and generally should not be considered for permanent development."

Many of these limitations can be overcome providing the community

desires to develop the island and is willing to meet higher than average
engineering costs for whatever structures are required.
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Vegetation

Reflecting a dynamic physical

environment,

boat Island can only be characterized

the vegetation of Steam-

Inspection of the

momentarily.

1961 air photos of the island reveals dramatic changes in vegetative

distribution and type. The island is comprised of five broad physiognomic
vegetation types (see Figure 3):

(1) strand;

silt

(5)

marsh;

(4) sedge

include several plant

marsh; and,

communities.

high

(2) sand

marsh.

dune;

(3) low

Most of these types

(The following and subsequent vege-

tation species lists were compiled by the Oregon Institute of Marine
Bioloyy, 1978.)

Strand vegetation.

and intermingled with

Mostly situated at the upper edge of the beach

driftwood,

strand vegetation consists of a distinct

assemblage of scattered herbaceous plants. Typical species of the

strand vegetation which have a widely scattered distribution include:

Atriplex patula
Calamagrostis nutkaensis
Scirpus americanus
Carex lyngbyei

Digitalis purpurca
Distichlis spicata
Ellymus mollis

salt brush
Pacific reed grass
three square rush
lyngby's sedge
foxglove

salt grass

Equisetum arvense

sea lyme grass
common horsetail

Hordeum brachyantherum

wild barley

Lathyrus japonicus

purple beach pea

Mentha pulegium
Rhaphanus raphanistrum

wild mint
jointed charlock

Approximately 3% of the island is presently included in this vegetation
type.
Sand dune vegetation.

This type dominates the northwestern corner

of the island and includes two distinct

habitats:

a dry dune habitat
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and a wet swale habitat.

The dry dune habitat is being colonized by the

Ammophila arenaria, a sand binder, and Cytisus scoparius, a nitrogen
fixer.

The wet swale habitat is colonized by Juncus balticus and Juncus

effusus var. Pacifica.

Other species typical of the sand dune vegetation

include:

Abronia latifolia

sand verbena

Alnus rubra

red alder

Carex obnupta

slough sedge

Erechtities prenanthoides

Australian fireweed

Festuca arundinalea

fescue

Gaultheria shallon

salal

Holus lanatus

velvet grass

Hypochoeris radicata

false dandelion

Leontodon nudilaulis

hawkbit

Lotus iliginosis

butter and eggs

Picea sitchensis

sitka spruce

Plantago lanceolata

black prantain

Rubus spectablis

salmon berry

Rubus laciniatus

evergreen blackberry

Rumex acetosella
Senelio jacobaca

red sorrel
tansy ragwort

Triforlium dubium

small hop clover

Approximately 17% of the island is presently included in this vegetation
type.

Low silt marsh.

This plant community is primarily restricted to

the northern tip just east of the sand dune community.
characterized by tidal submergence.

This habitat is

Typical species of this community

are:

Cares lyngbyei
Scirpus maritimus
Scirpus americanus
Scirpus pacificus
Spergularia marina

lyngby's sedge

salt marsh bullrush
three square bullrush
Pacific coast bullrush
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Approximately 6% of the island is presently included in this vegetation
type.

Sedge marsh.

This is one of the most prominent features of the

central portion of the island.
by Carex lyngbyei.

This highly productive marsh can produce plants of

five feet in height.
pacificus.

The sedge marsh community is dominated

Also found in the sedge marsh were some Scirpus

Approximately 12% of the island is presently included in

this vegetation type.
High marsh.
communities.

This vegetative category actually contains two plant

The immature high marsh and the native high marsh have

been combined because there is no distinct zonation of the two communities.

This is due to heavy cattle grazing in the high marsh areas.

Typical species of these two communities are (I=immature high marsh,
M=mature high marsh):
Aorostis alba (I m)

maritime bent grass

Carex obnupta (I)

slough sedge

Cirsium vulgare (M)

bull thistle

Deschampsia cespitosa (I,M)

tufted hair grass

Distichlis spicata (I,M)

salt grass

Festuca arundinacea (M)

fescue

Hypochaeris radicata (M)

false dandelion

Juncus balticus (I)

Baltic rush

Potentilla pacifica (I,M)

silver weed

Rumex occidentalis (M)

western dock

Senecio jacobaea (M)

tansy ragwort

Trifolium re pens (M)

white clover

Approximately 62% of the island is presently included in this vegetation
type.
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Invertebrates

The overall diversity of the intertidal zone on the island is low
when compared to other estuarine islands.
of continuous sedimentation.

This seems to be the result

The following species list is adapted from

lists compiled by the Oregon Institute of Marine Biology, 1978.

Anisogammarus confervicolus

beach hopper

Balanus glandula

acorn barnacle

Corophium spinicorne

beach hopper

Crangon franciscorum

grass shrimp

Cymatocaster aggregata
Eohaustorius estuarius

beach hopper

Gnorimosphaeroma oregonensis

pill bug

Henigrapsus oregonensis

purple shore crab

Idotea fewkesi

Ligia pulasii

rock louse

Macoma balthica

Baltic tellin

Mediomastus californiensis
Mya arenaria

eastern soft-shell clam

Nereis latescens
Notomastus
Orchestia traskiana

beach hopper

Orchestodea columbia

beach hopper

Porcellio scaber americanus

woodlouse

Rhithropanupeus harrisii

Vertebrates

The vertebrate community of Steamboat Island is for the most part
limited to a wide assortment of birdlife.

Although a detailed study of

the area has not been completed, it is believed unlikely that local
terrestrial animals which are restricted to the land would find Steamboat
Island a suitable year-round habitat.
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The marshes and mudflats of Steamboat Island are primary habitat

for a variety of water-associated birds and also provide feeding and
nesting areas for some of the migratory species that use the Oregon

coastal portion of the Pacific flyway.
variety of ducks, swans, wading

population including

birds,

Water-associated birds include a
and shore-birds.

mallards, pintails,

island a prime hunting

location.

teals, and

Great blue

The large duck

widgeons, make the

herons, common egrets and

whimbrels are common wading birds that frequently feed on the island.
Common species of shore-birds include the western
killdeer.

sandpiper,

dunlin and

Golden eagles have also bee sighted on Steamboat Island,

indicating that it may be a relatively undisturbed natural environment.
The following species lists were compiled from personal communica-

tions with State Fish and Wildlife sources.
Species known to utilize Steamboat Island:
Anas acuta

pintail

Anas carolinensis

green-winged teal
cinnamon teal
blue-winged teal
mallard
cadwall
golden eagle
great blue heron

Anas cyanoptera
Anas discors

Anas platyrhynchos
Anas strepera
Aquila chrysaetos
Ardear herodias

Aythya affinis
Aythya manila

lesser scalp
greater scalp

Aythya valisineria

canvasback

Botaurus lentiginosus

American bettern

Bucephala clangula
Bucephala islandica

common goldeneye

barrows goldeneye

Capella gallinago

common snipe

Casmerodius albus

common egret

Charadrius bociferus

killdeer
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Erolia aplina
Erolia minutilla

dunlin
least sandpiper

Eruenetes mauri
Leucophoyx thula

western sandpiper
snowy egret

Marica americana

American widgeon

Numenius phaeopus

whimbrel

Olor columbianus

whistling swan
shoveler

Spatula clypeata

Species probably utilizing Steamboat Island:

Altitis macularia
Aechmophorus occidentalis
Aix sponsa
Aythya americana

Aythya collaris
Bucephala albeola
Erolia melanotos
Gravia immer
Limosa fedoa
Limnodromus griseus

spotted sandpiper
western crebe
wood duck
redhead

ring-necked duck
bufflehead
pectoral sandpiper
common loon

Limnodromus scolopaceus

marblid godwit
short-billed dowithcher
long-billed dowithcher

Lophodytes cucullatus

hooded merganser

Mercus mercanser

common mercanser

Mercus serrator

red-breasted mercanser

Numenius americanus

long-billed curlew

Nycticorax mycticurax
Oxyura jamaicensis
Pluvialis dominica
Podiceps auritus
Squatarola squatarola
Totanus glavipes

black-crowned night heron
ruddy dick
American golden plover
horned crebe

Tutanus melanoleuclus

black-bellied plover
lesser yellowlegs
greater yellowlegs
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Part II
DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
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DREDGE SPOILS DISPOSAL
The use of Oregon's coastal waterways has grown in direct proportion
to increased economic activity in the towns along the coastal bays and
rivers.

The development along the Umpqua River has resulted in naviga-

tional requirements the use of larger barges and ships often demanding
deeper water than can be accommodated by the natural river and bay
channels.

To allow access for these vessels the removal of bottom

materials dredged from below the water surface has been carried out in
the Umpqua and Smith Rivers.

Through dredging and channel maintenance,

both commercial and recreational vessels are able to gain greater access
to the ocean, upriver ports, riverside docks, moorages, and marinas,
thereby enhancing the usability of the river and adjacent land.

The utilization of dredge spoils as a development alternative for
Steamboat Island merits some consideration.

If properly handled, dredge

spoils may be viewed as a potential resource rather than simply waste
material.

A planned dredge site on Steamboat Island could enhance its

recreational value as an animal sanctuary, providing bird nesting areas
and cover for certain wildlife species and waterfowl, while providing
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers an additional dumping site for channel
dredgings.

Were the spoils of sufficiently high quality to permit construction
of an aquaculture facility or other structure on the Island, this might
prove a higher intensity use of dredge spoils.

It should be realized,

however, that most maintenance dredge spoils are not ideal for landfill
material.

The potential use of fine-grained maintenance dredgings for

fill depends to a large degree on the ease with which those sediments
may be dewatered from slurry to a solid state.

Without some control,
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the river water adjacent to the disposal site may suffer from increased
turbidity due to runoff from dredge spoils in their slurried state.

The

concept of using a diked containment area as a settling basin to retain
the solids in dredged materials effectively improves the water quality,
minimizing the impact to the surrounding waters.

When the spoils reach

a proper degree of consolidation they may be further stabilized by
planting quick growing and detrital vegetation.

Dumping would necessarily

be restricted to those times of the year when the threat of flooding is
minimal.

Compaction of sandy materials is rapid, whereas clay and silt
require a relatively long time for dewatering and compaction.

Some

spoils with highly organic sediments are often unusable for a considerable
period of time.

This is an important consideration when examining the

potential use of specific dredge spoils on a site such as Steamboat
Island.

Dredging Permits

Removal and disposal of sediments from any waterway requires legal
permits.

This applied to both private and government projects.

Permis-

sion for dredging and the subsequent disposal of spoils require U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers and Oregon Division of State Lands permits (see
Part III).

Salmon Aquaculture
In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in salmon

culture due to dwindling natural stocks and contineud high demand for
the fish product.

In Washington State and in New England, pan-size

salmon are raised in pens.

A newer technique being investigated by such
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companies as Weyerhauser and Domsea is salmon ranching, where young fish
are released into the ocean.

After a period of 1.5 to 4 years, depending

on the species, the fish will return to their release stream to spawn.
At this time the fish are caught at the release site.

(Up until this

time the fish are open prey to commercial and recreational fishermen as
well as to seals and to other fish.)

To be economically profitable, the

fish return must be on. the order of 1-6%.

To date a high economic

return has not been realized, but is expected within the next 5 years.

The environmental conditions of the Umpqua River near Reedsport are
suitable for salmon production.
given in Table I.

Data for two points on the Umpqua are

The spawning temperature range for salmon is 0-21°C.

The optimum temperature range for the incubation period is 4-14°C, and
the optimum temperature for the salmon fry is 13-17°C.
ranges are 30-35%.

Maximum salinity

The temperature and salinity ranges in the Umpqua

are therefore compatible with salmon rearing.

Table I.

Temperature and salinity ranges at mile 4 and mile 10 of the
Umpqua.
(From R. M. Martin, 1978)

Mile 4

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

10

Mile 4

10

Mile 4

8°

7°

12.2°

14.5°

18.3

6.8

Temperature
°C

Salinity
S%

17°

31.8

21°

14.9

0.8

0.0

10

If one were to construct a salmon ranch site however, the least
expensive alternative would be a salmon releasing site.

If a hatchery

were to be constructed, a fresh water supply would have to be pumped

onto the island for use in the incubation system. A releasing site
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would not require fresh water
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Fish of smolt or release size

input.

could be purchased and shipped from a private or public source.

Holding

pens and a type of fish ladder for returning fish would have to be
constructed.

Another alternative could be to create ponds on the island

that the returning fish could reach.

Development exclusively of a

releasing site would also allow greater flexibility in the type of
salmon released.

Chinook and coho salmon have quite different incubation

and rearing requirements than chum salmon.

placed in salt water

until they

Chinook and coho cannot be

are at least 6 months old and must

therefore be fed with pelletized food in fresh water ponds until of
release

size.

Chum salmon fry migrate into estuarine nursery areas

about one month after

emergence,

therefore requiring no hatchery feeding.

After the yolk nutrients are used

up,

independently in the open estuary.
expensive to raise and

release.

the fry are released and feed

Chum salmon are therefore much less

Unfortunately,

chum salmon have different

feeding strategies than chinook or coho, and must be caught with purse

seines or gill nets instead of the traditional lures.
Option Requirements and Descriptions
A.

Pan-ranching

In this operation salmon are reared in pens until they reach a
marketable size.

This is a type of intensive culture, where a high

degree of environmental control and constant food supply are necessary.
Usually coho and chinook salmon are used because of their high development
and commercial demand.

In this procedure, chinook and coho eggs are incubated for about 2
months.

The fry are transferred to fresh water spawn tanks which are

heated to accelerate growth. Five to seven months later, the fry can be
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transferred to salt water or fresh water grow-out ponds.

In some states

such as Washington, salmon can be raised in estuarine pens.

Since it is

not possible to raise salmon in pens in the estuary, as it is viewed as
a pollution risk in Oregon, fresh water ponds are probably more feasible
here.

Structures required would include incubators fed by warm fresh
water.

(If possible, Reedsport could consider diverting thermal effluent

from International Paper to heat incubation and rearing ponds.)

Signif-

icant labor and food costs would be associated with this type of culture.
If an ultimate goal of 150,000 pounds of marketable fish is set,
one can examine the necessary structure and costs.
weighs about 8 to 10 ounces (Naef, 1971).

The finished product

A harvest of 150,000 pounds

of fish therefore requires at least 300,000 salmon.

If hatchery losses

are assumed to be 29%, the number of eggs should originally be about
500,000.

The fresh water plant needs year-round water of good quality.

Perhaps the most efficient method would be the establishment of closed
system circulation.

This technology allows.the recycling of water

within a hatchery which eliminates the dependence on a source of water
of high quantity and quality.
make-up water.

Only 10% of the total volume is needed as

A facility can therefore be built around a water flow

rate of one cubic foot per second.

Problems associated with closed

circulation systems include disease control and water purification.
These parameters are more easily regulated in a closed system.

An

exmaple of a recirculating hatchery system for salmonids is shown in
Figure 4.
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FIG. 4 1Leeireulating water and environmental control system for rearing salmonid
fishes. (After Burrows and Combs, 1968.)

There are several design options for a closed system facility.

A

multiple rearing pond scheme is one alternative, the costs of which are
calculated (1978 dollars)

500,000 salmon/pond
10 concrete rearing ponds (246 yd3 each)

$3088.00/pond

Assuming one cubic foot per second water flow rate required for the
system, an approximate pump cost can be estimated from the following
formula:

Pump cost:

$3.41 x gallons/min + $926.00

Flow rate:

402 gallons/min (1 ft3/sec)

Total cost:

$3.41 x 402 + $926.00 = $2,297

Pumping costs per month can be estimated using the formula:

Cost/month = $0.65 x gallons/min + $194.00
= $0.65 x 402 + $194 = $455.40
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The cost of fish food can be estimated assuming a conversion ratio
(feed to body weight) of 1.5:1.

If the average fingerling is .704 oz

and the average weight of harvested fish is 9-10 oz, the amount of feed
required per fish is calculated:
(9.8 oz - .704 oz) 1.5 = 13.6 oz/fish (weight gain)

If one were to assume a fish feed cost of $0.33/lb, the cost of feed/fish
is:

13.6 oz x 1 lb/16 oz x $0.33 = $0.28 x 500,000 fish = $140,250.

An estimate of possible monetary return could be made assuming that
pan-size fish are usually marketed at 8-10 ounces (Bardach et al., 1972)
and the price per pound is about $1.75.

Hence, $1.75 x 500,000 fish x

.5 lb/fish = $437,500.

Many other considerations would have to be taken into account if an
actual hatchery/salmon farm were to be built.
give a general idea of some costs involved.

The above figures should
Due to the extreme varia-

bility in salmon farm design and the fluctuation in costs, it is difficult
to generalize on total costs until one of several alternatives is chosen.
The total area of Steamboat Island is about 360 acres.

While this

land area appears large enough to support a salmon farm for 500,000
fish, the nature of the soils and the flood conditions on Steamboat
Island should be kept in mind.
also an important consideration.

Availability of a fresh water source is
In order to construct a farm, extensive

filling or diking would have to be done.

Salmon Hatchery and Releasing Site
For this alternative, two variations will be considered, one scheme
for coho, the other for chum salmon.
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Chum
Chum hatcheries can be among the least expensive forms of fish
production regarding captial, labor and operating expenses.

As mentioned

previously, chum salmon fry can adapt to sea water by the time yolk
utilization is complete.

This eliminates the expense of feeding juvenile

fish over a long period and constructing fresh water holding facilities.
Requirements

The most important aspect of the hatchery is a reliable water
supply system.
process.

Again fresh water would be requied in the hatchery

Pump and piping would also be required.

Research has recently

shown that the most feasible type of chum and pink salmon hatchery is a
gravel incubation system.

Adult holding raceways for returning fish

would be advisable as well.
If a method similar to the chum hatchery at Netarts Bay were employed, an incubation structure would be required.
need about 374 cubic feet of space.
is shown in Figure 5.
cells.

The incubator would

A diagram of the Netarts Bay method

The eggs are placed on screens in the incubator

As the eggs hatch, the alevins go through the screen and come to

rest on a layer fo gravel at the bottom of the incubator cells.

The

alevins remain on the gravel until all the egg yolk is used up.

After

the yolk is utilized, the fry are free to swim out an outlet pipe into
the river.

Either a pump or the gravity flow method, as employed at the

Netarts Bay hatchery, may provide incubation water.

The total flow required for this size of operation would be about
312-468 gal/min.

Using the same formula for pump costs as cited earlier,

one obtains a pump cost of $2,256.
would be about $447.

Cost of operating the pump per month

No feeding costs are incurred.

Costs of the
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incubator would depend on the material chosen:
non-toxic plastics or concrete.

wood, fiberglass, other

These costs do not include the cost of

diverting fresh water to the hatchery site.

If adult holding raceways

for the returning salmon are to be built as well, additional expenses
will be incurred.

hatched fish

resting pond __. Whiskey creek
resting stage _C

1

Fig. 5.

Netarts Bay Chum Hatchery.

The key elements that will determine if the salmon hatchery is
profitable or not are:
1) cost of producing fry,
2) marine survival,

3) exploitation in common property fishery, and
4) market value of surplus hatchery fish
Some estimates of chum return are given in Tables II and III from McNeil

(1973).
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Table II. Estimates for production of chum salmon
Cost of fry

$6/1000

Total return per 1000 fry

15 adults

Common property harvest (60% exploitation)

9 adults

Return to hatchery

6 adults

Required for brood stock

1 adult

Surplus for proprietary harvest

5 adults

Values of surplus ($1.30/chum)

$6.50

Table II indicates that if production of fry can be held to $6.00 per
1,000 a 1.15% return would be sufficient for the hatchery to break even.

Table III.

Prediction of surplus production of chum salmon returning to
a hatchery.

Assumed number of eggs placed in hatchery

5,000,000

Fry production (85% of eggs)

4,250,000

Adults returning to common property fishery (1.5% of fry)

63,750

Adults returning to hatchery

25,500
3,700

Brood stock (2,700 eggs per female)

21,000

Surplus for harvest at hatchery

Some of the surplus chum salmon returning to the hatchery might be
mature fish and not prime for canning.

These fish can be used for

caviar and bait eggs, smoking and drying, animal food and bait; the

carcasses can also be used for animal food and bait.
salmon roe sold for $4 to $20 per pound in Japan.

In 1974, chum

The fish brought a

price of 25 cents to $1 per pound, depending on quality and market
conditions (Marine Report, 1974).
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Coho
Young coho salmon must be reared for a time in fresh water (Bardach,
1972).

Recirculating ponds appear to produce stronger fingerlings.

possible fresh water sources seem to be available to the island.
alternative is diversion of water from the Gardiner Reservoir.

Two

One

Another

would be the use of underground spring water for rearing purposes.

In

addition, were it possible to divert thermal effluent from the nearby
International Paper plant, this wager could potentially be used in a
heat exchange system for speeding up the incubation period of chum,
chinook or coho.

Such a process is presently employed by Weyerhauser at

their Springfield, Oregon hatchery.
be required.

For these alternatives a pump would

Cost of the pump could be calculated from the same formula

cited previously.

Typically, to provide water for 5,000,000 eggs, a

$1,000 pump is required.

The cost per month would be about $205.

According to Bardach (1972), concrete raceways are preferred to other
shapes.

One optimal size is 100 feet long, 10 feet wide and 3.5 feet
The cost for a concrete raceway of these dimensions is about

deep.

$2,625 installed (estimated for 1978).
The cost of food is another major consideration.

If the change in

weight from the zero age class to the one year age class is assumed to
be 0.015 kg to 0.0226 kg, and the conversion rate is 1.5, the net cost
of food per fish is $.008 and assuming the cost of food is $.33 per
pound.

If one million coho are fed, this amounts to a cost of $8,000.

Coho do have good market value however, selling for between $1.15 and
$2.50 per pound depending on market conditions.
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Other Factors to Consider
1)

Predation losses
In choosing sites for salmon ranching, one important factor to

consider is predation losses.

Any factor which increases natural mor-

tality decreases the return of salmon to the harvester.

In the Umpqua

River there is a substantial seal rookery consisting of approximately
200 seals.

Each seal eats about 5% of its body weight each day.

Since

the seals weigh between 200 and 250 pounds, each one could consume the
equivalent of approximately 10 pounds of fish a day.
Predation loss at release time is another consideration.

Chum

slamon fry are especially susceptible to a large variety of predators
including other species of salmonid fishes, as well as striped bass.
2)

Optimum location

Another consideration in hatchery and release site selection is the
location of another suitable spawning habitat.

If such a site should

exist downstream, the mature fish would take advantage of it; the eggs
deposited would be no longer available to the production hatchery.

Another factor is that the flesh of the fish deteriorates rapidly once
the fish enter fresh water.

It is therefore important to establish the

hatchery site as close to the ocean as possible.
3)

Genetics

There is some concern that large numbers of hatchery salmon will
compete for the same food, and cause the extinction of wild stock salmon.
Others feel the genetics of the wild stock is threatened.

This is an

important issue in an area like the Umpqua River where natural coho and
chinook salmon runs already exist.
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OYSTER AQUACULTURE

The Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigus) has adapted well to life in
Oregon bays and estuaries since its introduction from Japanese waters.

Oyster farmers on the West Coast grow nearly ten million pounds annually
(Breese and Wick).

A strong demand for oysters continues despite a

relatively competitive market compared to other seafood products.

Most

of the Pacific oysters end up in the fresh shucked trade.
When examining feasibility for oyster culture at Steamboat Island,

determination of several physical and chemical parameters of the local
estuarine environment is important.

These parameters include temperature,

pH and salinity, local flow rates and turbidity.

The water requirements for culturing oysters are cited as follows
(Bardach et al., 1973, p. 699):
1.

The farming area must be naturally sheltered against violent
winds and waves or easily protected by inexpensive construction.

2.

Tides and/or currents must be sufficient to change the water
completely and frequently.

3.

Salinity and temperature must be suitable; optimal conditions
are 23-28 parts per million and 15-30 degrees centigrade.

4.

The water must contain adequate amounts of phytoplankton as
feed for the oysters.

5.

The culture area must be free of industrial and domestic
pollutants.

Variations of the Umpqua estuarine water temperature and salinity
fall within the tolerance range for the Pacific oyster, based on observations made from July-October, 1972 at MLW and MHW (Mullen, 1973).

However, it should be noted that the winter and spring runoff period may
severely depress estuarine salinities with a high influx of fresh water.
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Filter feeding oysters rely on food carried by the current.

There-

fore, the flow must be sufficient to guarantee an adequate food supply.
River flow around Steamboat Island is probably more than adequate during
periods of seasonal runoff.

Turbidity is another critical aspect when considering culture of
filter feeders.

Seasonal turbidity in the water column will depress

phytoplankton populations which comprise the oyster's diet.

High tur-

bidity and low flow rates would result in siltation which could clog
feeding mechanisms causing suffocation, particularly in juvenile populations.

There are two oyster culture alternatives which could be considered
at Steamboat Island; "rafting" the osyters in the estuary adjacent to
the island or constructing controlled artificial rearing ponds upon the
island.

The "rafting" of oysters involves stringing juveniles from

floats moored in position in the estuarine environment.

The oysters

would be directly affected by dynamic changes in the physical and chemical
characteristics of the water.

Winter and spring fresh water influx

could prove harmful to the population, as would increases in turbidity
and damage from floating debris.

In addition legal obstacles exist in

leasing portions of the public owned estuary for rafting oysters.

The construction of artificial rearing ponds or raceways to grow
oysters upon the island in a controlled environment might be a feasible
option.

Experiments using fabricated water enclosures outside an estuary

"out-bay" culture, are being conducted at Oregon State University (Breese,
1978).

With this system one could control the rate of water flow,

reducing variations in salinity pH and turbidity of the ambient water.

This is especially important during periods of heavy runoff, where a
high fresh water content would be entering the system.
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Filters could screen out suspended particles in the water entering
the system during periods of high turbidity.

Artificial heating of the

water could facilitate enhancement of oyster growth.

Under ideal

conditions and with high food availability maximum growth might be
achieved at temperatures approaching 20 degrees centrigrade (Malous and
Breese, 1977).

The supplemental heat might be generated through a heat

exchange system using the thermal effluent of the nearby pulp mill.

The use of a controlled system would alleviate some of the inherent
problems of oyster rearing in a natural system.

Biological predation by

oyster drills, boring snails, starfish, and crabs could be avoided.

Physical problems such as storms and natural or dredge-caused siltation
could also be alleviated.

Periodic flooding would be of major concern,

but this might be offset by constructing dikes.

Oyster seed could be obtained from local hatcheries which raise
seed for commercial sale.

The oysters could be grown in racks or trays

with perforations to allow for water circulation.

These could be stacked

upon one another and placed in the pond.

One of the most important considerations, aside from engineering an
appropriate facility on Steamboat Island, would be supplying a constant
food source for the oysters.

The concentration of phytoplankton in the

Umpqua River would most likely not support intensive oyster culture.

As

a rule, phytoplankton are less tolerant of unstable conditions than
oysters.

Therefore, a closely controlled system would be necessary for

both oysters and their algae food source.

Research on feeding require-

ments of oysters is currently underway by food technologists at Oregon
State University.

An additional concern is disease control.

Present

knowledge of oyster disease is limited at best, though research is
ongoing in this field.
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"Out-bay" culture is operated economically in Washington and Japan.

It could be a development option for Steamboat Island if the present
constraints could be

resolved.

Ongoing research in this area will

undoubtedly provide information on the optimal methods of intensive

oyster culture.
At

present,

the oyster seed provided by regional hatcheries ade-

quately supplies the oyster growers of the
"out-bay"

Northwest.

However, if the

culture were successful in Oregon more oyster seed would be

necessary to meet the increased demand. Another development possibility

for Steamboat Island could be an oyster seed

hatchery.

The water re-

quirements are similar though more stringent than for oyster farming,

and have been met through artificial means by other hatchery facilities.
The economic impact of an oyster seed hatchery is presented in the
input-output model description in the Appendix (see Im and Langmo, 1977,

for further economic analysis and feasibility of various scale hatcher-

ies).

CRAYFISH CULTURE

Many variables must be explored when seeking to determine the

viability of commercially exploiting aquatic life (aquaculture).
things as "market
issues,

demand"

Such

are always the most salient and provocative of

but the issues of biological adaptation (mortality rate, envi-

ronmental parameters, etc.) can and do preempt the strongest of market

surges.

Other intervening variables are more subtly manifest.

The

introduction of an extraneous species to an already biologically sound
ecosystem is the topic of much discussion among contemporary biologists.
Many biologists propound that competition among species produces "over-
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lapping niches" and occasionally the exclusion of one species by another,

examples being carp, shad and more recently the celebrated "walking
catfish" which has caused tremendous problems in the state of Florida.

In addition to crayfish, several other options were explored in
depth.

Initially, one of the most promising animals appeared to be the

American eel (Anguilla rostrata).

In addition to having an extremley

high export market value ($35.00-$75.00/kg), the animal showed a remarkably high survival rate (62%) in water of farily disparate temperature
range (32-87°).

A nascent industry in this country, "eel farming" has

been a successful enterprise in Europe and Japan for many years.

Eel

possibilities in this country have been explored with the aid of a
National Science Foundation grant to the Public Service Electric and Gas
Company of Hamilton, New Jersey.

So far, the only discernible problem

has been that of "cannibalism" which is expected to be eliminated by the
introduction of mechanical graders that will sort the young eels (elvers)
by size.

As alluded to earlier, initial optimism often is subverted by the
exigencies of nature and this is so the the case of all Anguilla species.

Due to the extremely delicate nature of the animals breeding habits
involving very strict water parameters, the animal cannot and will not
naturally propagate in waters within geographical proximity to Oregon.

This situation is even more stringent for the Japanese (A. japonica) and
Australian (A. australis) eel varieties.

The limited availability and

uneconomic feasibility of importing larvae in addition to the difficulty
of exporting elvers or adult eels make this proposition highly unpromising.
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In addition to eels, the viability of striped bass (Morone saxatilis)
was scrutinized with some interest.

Recent attempts to culture striped

bass indicate an extremely high mortality rate compounded by a relatively
slow growth cycle.

Cannibalism and predation on salmonids is an addi-

tional consideration.

All of these problems eliminate the animals as

anything more than an excellent "recreational" prize to the lucky angler.

A number of circumstantial events account for the selection of
crayfish as a possible source of revenue for the Pacific Northwest.

Primarily of interest is the fact that in Western North America, the
dominant genera is Pacifastacus which is very similar to the genus

Astacus (so-called "Noble") of Europe and Asia (LaCaze, 1965 unpublished).
This genus includes all crayfish species found from the Pacific Coast
landward to the Rocky Mountains and from Canada to the southern part of
California.

Recent indications (Kossakowski, 1971) point to a degenera-

tion of Astacus in Europe and a subsequent increase in market demand.

From the biological perspective, recent studies (Emadi, 1974) have
proved that the genus Pacifastacus is one of the most resistant crayfish
to parasites and diseases and, therefore, are well suited for culturing
purposes.

Other factors are the suitability both in size and in taste

for the European consumer.

Preliminary marketing investigations show France as the most probable

European customer with Sweden and Germany ordering on a "seasonal"
basis.

The wholesale and retail prices for crayfish in France are $6.00

and $12.00 per kg, respeectively (Bengt Zetterstrom, 1979 personal
communication).

Current 1979 (personal communcation) prices are even

higher in Austria and Germany.

According to Marcel Cabantous, technical

advisor of the Research Center of Les Clouzioux, Pacifastacus demands
the highest prices in Europe.
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Domestically, crayfish production is endemic almost entirely to
South Louisiana which produces 99% of the commercial crayfish in this
country, the other 1% being produced by Oregon.

Currently in Southern

Louisiana there are approximately 50,000 acres of managed ponds used for
commercial crayfish culture.

The business of raising crayfish in Louisiana

is in fact a million dollar enterprise (Gary, 1973).

Other areas of commercial exploitation are Puget Sound in Washington
and the Sacramento River delta in California.

The California enterprise

under the rubric "California Sunshine" has a virtual monopoly on the
exports to Sweden at this time, primarily as a result of the president
of the firms familial ties to the "old country".

As alluded to previously, there is a manifest decline in the European
population of Astacus.

This decline, precipitated by the presence of

the fungus Aphanomyces astaci (Unestam and Weiss, 1970), has succeeded
in eradicating Astacus wherever it attacks the organism.

Several suc-

cessful attempts have been made to introduce resistant species to Europe
including both Orconectes and Pacifastacus.

When mortality rate may be

held constant, Pacifastacus has proven not only more palatable but more
adaptable to the climate.

Facilities

There are two schools of though when examining commercial crayfish
production; one involves the implementation of a high captial and labor
intensive infrastructure and the other involves the alteration of the
"natural" environment in order to exploit natural conditions.

Soil texture is one property of most concern because it determines
the water holding capabilities of levees.

Clayey soils, which are more
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impervious than coarser silty and/or sandy soils are best for pond
construction.

Due to the limitations of Steamboat Island soil, the

engineering specifications inherent in such an enterprise would require
significant alteration, perhaps involving dredge and fill (see Parts I

and II).
Crayfish farming is at its optimum when winter hibernation and
cannibalism are controlled.

Both of these activities require strict

control of the animals habitat with respect to water temperature and
population density.

Water temperature is also a variable in manipulating

the reproductive cycle of the animals.

In addition to water temperature,

availability of light is of paramount importance in determining molting
rates.

All of these variables can be controlled with growth state

tanks, filtration systems and heating systems.

The depth requirement
Overall water surface area

for tanks is relatively shallow (30 inches).

is a direct correlate to profitability and therefore should be maximized
if possible.

This is a site limiting factor.

Another proposal would involve the implementation of a cement or
clay sluice through the interior of the island at a depth of slightly
less than 3 feet.

The flow itself would be regulated by a gate and a

series of baffles.

The bottom of the sluice would be covered with a

rubble substrate with diameters of 4-7 cm.

This substrate enhances the

survival of the smaller animals by reducing predation and cannibalism.

In addition to its normal food intake, the regularly scheduled
feeding of a mixture of 50% Oregon Moist Pellet (OMP) and 50% Alfalfa
Rabbit Pellet (RP) on a dry weight basis will enhance the growth rate of
the animals.
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The main problem with the sluice technique is the degree of water
velocity regulation that can be expected from a floodgate/baffle system.
If the water velocity is too slow, both water temperature and sedimentation can become a problem if higher velocities prevail, the substrate
and even animals themselves may be washed down stream.

Treatment of Live Crayfish

Crayfish have a respiratory system in which slender

are adapted to utilize oxygen dissolved in water.

gill

fringes

Knowledge of this

adaptation is of essential importance for efficient treatment of landed
crayfish.

Live crayfish are capable of existing outside of water due to

the additional adaptation of humid gill fringes which allow for atmospheric oxygen intake.

Animals waiting to be shipped are best kept in a protected area in
specially designed holding devices.

"Technical parameters of live boxes for crayfish.

Material:

wooden boards and battens, well-smoothed from inside (planed).
Connections of frames and battens: rustless nails driven from

the inside, hinges and fastenings made of rustless steel.

Spaces between battens of the bottom and sides: 1.0-1.5 cm.
Dimensions of live boxes in meters: 2.0 x 1.5 x 0.5 or 2.5 x
1.5 x,0.5. Position of setting: shaded protected against

excessive undulations yet providing for a sufficient circulation
of water, live boxes should be placed at least 0.5 m above the
bottom. Number of crayfish per live box: 230-300 specimens
to the square meter at an average body length of 12-13 cm.
Time of storing: 36-48 hours without necessity of feeding."

Currently, the most expeditious manner of shipment would be in 1 kg
styrofoam trays.

These trays could be shipped in increments of 100 via

LD3 containerization from Seattle.

They would be delivered CY (container-

"Treatment of Live Crayfish at Time of Catching, Storing and Transporta-

tion." Booklet No. 12, Inland Fisheries Institute, Warsaw.
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yard) with a maximum in-transit time of 24 hrs.

Shipping cost would

vary according to destination between $300-$500.

Capital Outlay
On a 20-acre site, excluding the cost of any "on site" excavation,
costs would be approximately $125,000.
be in the neighborhoood of $25,000.

Return for the first year would

These figures are based on a study

by D. L. Gary on the commercial exploitation of Procambarus clarki or
"swamp" crayfish.

Material is readily available for a crayfish enterprise

and may be procured from a list of suppliers (1976) in the Appendix of
this study.

UMPQUA CURRENT POWER
The Umpqua river drainage basin yields, on the average, 6.7 million
acre feet of fresh water annually.

The mean daily discharge of the

river at Steamboat Island is approximately 22,000 cfs, with lows occurring
in August and October and highs from December through February (Martin,
1978).

Though this volume constitutes a rather massive amount of water

moving past the island, actual current speed is quite slow.

However,

with proper technology and the use of "lift translators", the owner of
the island might be able to build an electrical or mechanical power
generation unit.

The lift translator concept involves the use of a set of largesized hydrofoil attached to a rotating conveyor belt.

The belt is

propelled by water movement across the foil surfaces (see Figs. 6 and
7).

The underlying principle is the same that causes an airplane wing

to lift, a hydrofoil boat to rise, and a sailboat to sail.

As a fluid
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Figure 6: Side view showing fixed vane and rotating vane arrays
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FIGURE 7:

Oblique view - lifting foil apparatus with only two foils shown
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passes over the foil a lift is produced perpendicular to the foil surface.

As seen in the figures, the array of long foils is connected to a dual
conveyor belt system, allowing a continuous lift or push from the current
flow.

A set of fixed vanes in front and inside the conveyor/foil complex

allows efficient channeling or deflection of fluid at optimal angles.

In order to convert this motion into work or energy, the conveyor wheels
are connected by axles to which generators, pumps, or compressors can be
attached (Kocivar, 1978).

When evaluating the possibilities of developing such a system in
the context of Steamboat Island, certain natural constraints should be
considered.

As mentioned before, the current speed at this point in the

estuary is relatively low, however, some type of channeling system could
be used in conjunction with the lift translators.

If a channel could be

constructed on the island, along with structures to divert flow into the
channel, the constriction of a large volume of water could increase
current speed.

Another site-specific consideration in this estuary is

the presence of floating debris.

Logs and other sizeable objects could

cause damage to the foils if allowed to enter the channel.

Some type of

surface water (and therefore floating matter) deflector or large filter
could be used at the channel entrance in order to alleviate this problem.

One other important concern that should be addressed is fish entrainment
in the translator.

If the foils are large enough, and adequatley spaced,

fish injury or mortality and hydrofoil damage could be minimized.

As a possible alternative for development on.Steamboat Island, use
of lift translators might be capable of producing useable, inexpensive
hydro-energy for the local area.

As is the case with any type of devel-

opment, inherent constraints of the system must be considered.

Solutions
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to the constraints may be realizable, using appropriate technologies and
careful planning.

RECREATION
Coastal Douglas County is an environmentally rich, scenic area and
offers a wide variety of recreational opportunities and a great number

of parks and facilities, including boat moorages and ramps, beachs, and
sport fishing.

In addition to the Oregon Dunes National Recreation

Area, there are seven coastal state parks, dozens of county parks, and
many private campgrounds in the coastal region of the county.

The

majority of recreational activities in the area are water-related and
are utilized by both local residents and visitors.
At present recreation is a major use of Steamboat Island.

Access

to the island is by boat only, limiting use to those owning or having
access to privately owned vessels.

It is an important waterfowl hunting

and birdwatching area (see Part I), and offers excellent clamming as
well as opportunities for fishing.

Recreational fishing includes striped

bass, chinook and coho salmon, steelhead, green and white sturgeon,
smelt, shiner, red-tail perch, and tomcod, all within proximity of the
Island.

In addition, a large and productive mudflat at the northeast

tip provides excellent eastern or softshell clamming.

Conditions for

this species appear to be near optimum in the Umpqua River, with specimens
often measuring six inches in length.

These clams prefer the firmer mud

flats rather than gravel or sand.

Recreational possibilities for Steamboat Island range from its

present utilization to the major development of a complete campground
with sewage and water hook-ups, including a range of intermediate possibilities.

Some possibilities are in intensity are follows:
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1.

No development:

leave the island as

it is presently, with

recreational activities unchanged as described above.
2.

Minor development:

small additions could improve the recrea-

tional experience on the island, but would not necessarily lead to

increased use.

Examples are the planting of trees to partially block

the view of the paper mill across the river, picnic tables, or information
posted on the biology of the marsh, bird identification, etc.

With

access only by boat, use would still be primarily by local groups.
The island's use is limited to a relatively small group of people.

This may be advantageous considering the limited land area, the fragility
of the marsh ecosystem, limits on the number of clams that can be harvested, and possible disturbance of bird populations.

Another instance

in which limited access may be advantageous is when it is necessary to
confine or keep a group together, as with a children's camp.

The island

presents the possibility of overnight camping by boy scouts or girl

scouts, for example.
One development possibility for the island would be to establish a
commercial clam production site.

The clam habitat could be expanded by

dredging part of the island and seeding it with clams.

The softshell

clam must be utilized soon after removal from the clam flat.

It is

marketed in limited quantity for restaurants and home consumption.
About 20% of the total live weight of the clam is edible.

A shovel is

used to harvest the clams which live 8 to 11 inches beneath the surface
of the mudflats (for reference see the Northwest Coastal Information
Center's publication "Commercial Clamming in Oregon").

However, due to

the substantial recreational clamming that takes place on the river and
island, efforts to develop a commercial clam industry might be met with
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resistance.

Furthermore,

this type of activity could be detrimental to

the clams already established in the habitat.
Major development:

3.

while useable space on the island is cur-

rently very limited, it would be

possible,

with a large investment, to

develop a complete campground with sewage facilities and fresh water

lines, and improve access across the river by
vehicles.

allowing motor

bridge,

However, in the case of Steamboat Island, it is extremely

unlikely that a major development could be justified on a cost-benefit
basis.

First,

space on the island is very

limited.

The accommodations

of large numbers of visitors and vehicles would require major changes in

both the physical and biological character of the island.

matter what facilities are

offered,

Second, no

the major user groups would most

likely remain local residents who do not require overnight facilities.
The major destination of visitors to the area is the Pacific Ocean; when

given a choice they will rarely stop a few miles

away.

Third, a great

number of competing, more desirable campsites are already available in

the region.
In

conclusion,

the recreational capabilities of Steamboat Island

are extremely limited.

With small

improvement,

the best recreational

utilization of Steamboat Island may simply be its current use.

OTHER ALTERNATIVES

Log Storage

The International Paper Company mill in Gardiner currently stores

logs both on land and tied to booms in the

river.

They are in the

process of preparing more land space for an increasing amount of log
storage. While they believe that this addition gives them adequate
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space at the present time, a future alternative to consider may be the
leasing of Steamboat Island to the company for this purpose.

Aerial

1966 photos of the island show logs stored in the water on the north
side.

Land storage may also be a possibility.

Since many logs are

still transported by river, Steamboat Island provides a convenient
location.

Transportation from the island to the mill would not seem to

present unsolvable problems.

There is obviously a great deal of destruction to the area used for
storage.

However, restoration might be possible, thus rendering damage

temporary.

Log storage may be best considered for only a portion of the

island area, avoiding the important marsh habitat which is predominantly
on the north side.

Natural Preserve

Where the natural environment has a positive value such that it
benefits man to preserve it or, negatively, when an area must be protected
to prevent hazard, the best use of the land may be to simply leave it as
it is.

Several factors indicate that this maybe a viable alternative

for Steamboat Island.

The positive aspects of the island requiring protection are its
position in the Umpqua River estuary system, the importance of waterfowl
and shorebird habitat, and the existing recreational resources.

As discussed previously, the clamming, hunting, and fishing are
major attractions of the island.

The continued recreational use of

these resources need not conflict with the preservation of the island.

Major hazards requiring consideration include flooding and unstable soil
structure, both of which have prevented settlement or development up to
this time.
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The Land and Water Use Plan for the Umpqua Estuary considers the

natural resource protection of Steamboat Island one of its high priority
uses.

While there are many benefits to leaving the island in its natural

condition, these are of no direct value to the Port of Umpqua.
bility would be to sell the island outright.

A possi-

The Nature Conservancy is

a non-profit organization that locates privately owned lands of environmental value (i.e. critical habitat, rare or endangered species, etc.)
and purchases these lands, holding them in public trust.
one alternative for Steamboat Island.

This would be

However, while the preliminary

study by the Nature Conservancy Heritage program noted the important

waterfowl habitat on the island, at present, and until development is
seriously considerd, it is not considered to be of high priority.

In

the next year they will be examining the island in greater detail and
this remains an option.
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PART III

LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS
Legal considerations

are a

primary concern for any development

scheme in which Steamboat Island would undergo structural modification.
The Umpqua estuary is classified as a shallow draft development estuary
in the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) land
use guidelines.

Under this legal definition it may be managed to provide

for navigation and other identified needs for public, commercial and
industrial water-dependent uses consistent with the LCDC estuarine
resource goals (see Appendix II).

At present, the final Douglas County

comprehensive plan has not been approved by the state.

Therefore, local

restrictions have yet to be fully established.
The federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 requires the mitigation of natural estuarine habitat to be altered by dredging or filling.
In other words, the law requires that a "suitable" replacement or restoration of an estuarine area which is to undergo modification be found.
It is extremely difficult to place a value on a natural resource.
Mitigation is an attempt to acknowledge the ecological value of an area.
It is an idealistic attempt to reconcile the often incompatible economic
and biological assessments of a natural resource.

Mitigation is a legally, politically, and biologically controversial
idea.

It is the understanding of this research group that any development

of Steamboat Island which would displace wildlife habitat would require

some form of mitigation.

In addition, the presence of any endangered

species inhabiting the island would likely be prohibitive to development
due to the federal mandate of the Endangered Species Act.
In the case of Steamboat Island, one must consider the legal constraints of any development scheme.

The Port would have to contact the
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appropriate legal body to determine what mitigation procedures would be
required for development.

A number of state and federal agencies become

involved when a waterway is to undergo any sort of alteration.

The

following outline cites some of the specific concerns related to various
types of development.

WATERWAY ALTERATION DEFINITIONS AND CONCERNS
I.

Filling:

Creation of upland from existing water or wetland.

Agency concerns:

Major impact of filling is permanent reduction in waterway surface
and shallow water biological production.

Involved agencies must

weigh absolute need for the permanent destruction of waterway or
wetland.

Other concerns include affects of fill material on water

quality (is it clean, non-polluting), and whether public benefit
from fill is equal in magnitude to loss of water area.
(Note) It is important in the case of fills to address state ownership in waterway.

There are special conditions concerning fill in

the coastal zone under LCDC goals and guidelines.
II.

Removal of materials from a waterway

Dredging:

Agency concerns:

A) Productive potential of dredged area
B) Whether dredge material is contaminated
C) Whether the dredging will require disposal or simply relocation
of bottom materials

D) Whether dredged material will be sold or used as article of
commerce

E) The type of dredging equipment used
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F) The time of year project is proposed
G) The affect of project on stream hydraulics
(Note)

Special conditions apply to dredging in coastal zone in LCDC

goals and guidelines for coastal resources.

III. Docks and

Wharves:

Generally constructed for purpose of gaining

access from the upland to a navigable channel
Agency concerns:

1) Materials used in dock construction

2) Effect on hydraulic integrity of waterway
3) Loss of water surface area (does permanent occupancy diminsh

public use)

4) If construction occurs in a navigable waterway, a lease may be
required from the State of Oregon if not exempt under Wharf Act
(ORS 780.040)

or Division of State Lands leasing rules

5) Concerned Federal agencies will review project for potential

interference with navigation
IV.

Piling and Mooring

Dolphins:

Structures in the waterways driven

into bottom for purposes of mooring craft,

barges,

or log rafts

Agency concerns:

Concerns more related to the proposed use of the structures than

the installation of the structure itself.

Also,

a lease may be

required if activity occurs in a navigable waterway.
V.

Bridges and

Causeways:

A culvert (providing vehicle access) in-

stalled in a navigable waterway
Agency concerns:

1) Excavation required for footings
2) Bank alterations required for approach
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3) Time of year of installation
4) Handling of construction materials (potential pollutants)
5) Hydraulic effects on waterway

6) Impact on navigation and navigation safety
VI.

Sewer Outfalls:

Those pipes extending from sanitary sewer treatment

facilities and waste-water runoff collecting systems exiting into a

waterway
Agency concerns:

1) Bed and bank alteration effects (similar to dredging concerns)

2) Nature of effluent entering waterway
3) Effluent volume

4) Major discharge time
5) Quality of receiving waterway
VII. Submerged Cable and Pipeline Crossings:

Generally power and tele-

phone cables, sewer and gas lines
Agency concerns:

1) Nature of bottom disturbance (i.e. turbidity) at time of installation

2) Time of year of installation
3) If pipeline installed, nature of fluid being transmitted
4) Interference with navigation
5) Depth of burial (to avoid damage to structure)
VIII. Water Withdrawal:

Removal of water from a water body for purposes

of irrigation, public water supply, or domestic uses
Agency concerns:

1) Degree proposed withdrawal adds to already existing commitments
(i.e. water rights)
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2) Low flow periods (critical to fisheries, wildlife, aquaculture
needs and stream's pollutent diluting ability)
3) Recreation interests
IX.

Permanent Use of Water Surface:

Practices such as log rafting and

marina developments
Agency concerns:

1) Physical effect on water and waterland

2) Oils and other pollutants entering waterway
3) Compatibility with adjacent land use
4) Reduction in public use of waterway
5) Leasing requirements (navigable waterway)
X.

Aquaculture:

Rearing of plants or animals in an enclosed or refined

water area, generally requiring some structures and support facilities
Agency concerns:

1) Types of animals and plants to be grown in a specific location
2) Pollution potentials
3) Existing site water quality
4) Upstream pollution factors
5) Alterations associated with aquaculture facility
XI.

Aggregate Mining:

Removal of sand and gravel from the bed or banks

of waterways for construction or fill purposes
Agency concerns:

1) Same as other dredging activities
2) In navigable waterway, royalty charge accessed for material

removed from public land and sold as article of commerce
3) Destruction of riparian vegetation and consequences
4) Visual impacts (if parks and communities in vicinity)
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5) Method, time of

removal,

final configuration

6) Effluents from on-site processing

XII.

Effluents:

Water and other fluids entering a natural streamway

from mining, wash water sources, storm drainage, sewage treatment

plants
Agency concerns:

1) Cumulative effect of added pollutants

a) waterways dilution capabilities
b) effects to downstream areas

c) effects on fish and wildlife

PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

If an option for the use of Steamboat Island was deemed feasible in
light of economic, engineering, and environmental considerations, the

legal authority for the specified development must be sought.

Obtaining

the proper permits for whatever facility is planned would be the first
step.

The state Division of Intergovernmental Relations has established a
"one-stop" permit program whereby an applicant wishing to undertake any

type of development may file for all necessary permits at one time (see

Appendix II).
Following the completion and return of a master application form
describing the development under consideration, the port would await its
review by the appropriate state regulatory agencies.

The review period

generally lasts thirty days, after which a complete package of Oregon's
regulatory requirements for the specified type of development is returned.
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A general inventory of the state and federal agencies which require

permits for various development alternatives is included in matrix form

in the

Appendix.

Also included is a listing of the specific permit

requirements for a salmon

hatchery.

In the case of oyster culture, the

licensing requirements are somewhat more

extensive;

elaboration may be

found in Appendix II.

CONCLUSIONS

A decision for development of Steamboat Island must take into

consideration not only the biological and physical characteristics of
the

site,

but also the economic and recreational needs of the community.

The natural setting presents a variety of problems which would warrant
considerable expenditure for

development.

A number of the options

examined by this group might prove feasible on Steamboat Island if legal

restrictions are met, and structures are appropriately engineered in

light of the physical

constraints.

Furthermore, it is the opinion of

this group that Steamboat Island should be given priority development

status over alternative estuarine sites that prove to be of "higher"

biological productivity or significance.
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APPENDIX A
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ECONOMIC INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY
An Input-Output (1-0) economic analysis was conducted in order to
project the stimulation of various development schemes on the economy of
coastal Douglas County.

Each dollar invested by a new industry within

the county affects the area's total economic output and employment.

The

impact which any revenue generating development would have on the local
economy is a direct result of interdependency between various sectors.

The 1-0 procedure considers a new industry external to the existing
local system.

Purchases from the existing local sectors may be thought

of as exports from those sectors to the isolated new sector.

The model

is adequate if the industry in question is partially or totally export
oriented (i.e. it has minimal or virtually no local sales).

It should be pointed out that 1-0 models differ from the gross
national product as an indication of economic activity.

The GNP focuses

on final production, i.e. no intermediate goods are accounted for.
1-0 model does just the opposite.

The

An attempt is made to follow the flow

of economic activity through the community.

The objective is to determine

the distribution and magnitude of the impact within the economy resulting
from an increased export demand for goods and services (Youman et al.,

1973).

MULTIPLIER EFFECT
An example of existing interdependency is clear when one considers
the hypothetical situation were the timber sector to experience a $10

million decline in exports due to a reduction in harvestable forest
land.

Losses in excess of the $10 million would result due to the

income dependency of local businesses on the timber sector.

In total,
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$22.4 million of total business could be lost while household income
alone might fall by over $4 million.
multiplier effect.

This extra loss is due to the

The multiplier expresses the magnitude of change in

value of the total output of all economic sectors due to a change in
demand or supply (see Table 1, Appendix).

A $10 million loss is multi-

plied by each individual sector's dependency factor on the timber industry.

The indirect coefficient matrix in Table 2, Appendix A, indicates

the change in input purchases as a result of a unit change in demand on
sales.

The output multiplier of the timber sector to the local economy

may be estimated by summing the coefficients.

Thus, the multiplier

effect on a $10 million export decline results in a total loss to the
economy of $22.4 million.

Introducing a new industry into an existing sector can be evaluated
similarly to the preceding example.

If a new industry doesn't fit into

an existing sector it must be categorized in a new sector.

Ideally the

coefficient matrices should be revised, although reasonable figures may
be derived from the existing model, assuming the industry is export
oriented.

As an exmaple a salmon ranching venture's impact on the local
economy was considered.

The anticipated goal of the ranch would be

rearing and release of 5 million fall chinook and an anticipated 1%
return.

Landing records for the average weight of a harvested chinook

salmon were assumed 19.4 lbs/fish (Young, Roberson, 1974).

Therefore,

the total weight of harvested fish is calculated at 50,000 x 19.4 =
970,000 lbs.

The expected wholesale price, based on 1979 price to

harvesters of $1.75/lb gives a total value of:
$1,697,500.

970,000 x $1.75 =

Assuming 90% of the fish would be sold to local processors,
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the economic value would be $1,527,750.

If the cost of the raw product

represents 60% of the total processing costs to local processors, the
total cost would be $2,546,250.

In this case an assumed processing cost

of $2.5 million is equal to the total sales, which are treated as local
exports.

The economic impact of the salmon ranch itself to the local economy
was not calculated since the basic expenditure pattern was not available.
However, it would be significant.
Another example may clarify the use of the 1-0 model.

One may

consider two oyster seed hatcheries which differ only in scale.

One

might have sales of $138,000 for a small hatchery (A) and another $322,000
for a large hatchery (B).

The basic expenditure pattern of the two

facilities is shown in Table 3.
Table 3 includes only the direct economic impact from purchases.

As these direct purchases work their way through the local economy, they
will cause additional indirect economic impact.

The employees who

receive wages of $55,309 from hatchery A or $63,931 from hatchery B will
also purchase living necessities such as gasoline, food, rent, etc.
The total estimated yearly direct and indirect impact from the
operation of these hatcheries is shown in Table 4.

Total impact on

Douglas County is $269,711 from hatchery A or $505,255 from hatchery B.
It is interesting to note that space requirements for the larger facility

with a 14,000 case annual capacity is 8,955 ft2 while the small facility

requires
year.
*

5,770

ft2 for the production of 6,000 cases of oyster seed per

Thus, a 133% increase in output capacity requires a 55% increase

Note that without an increase
area,

in processing facilities in the Reedsport
90% is an overly high estimate.
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in space.

(For further information see Im and Langmo, Hatchery Produced

Oyster Seed, 1977.)

The 1-0 exercise is useful in identifying economic trends and the
impact of introducing revenue generating development.

By using an

existing model for Douglas County and data on the expenditures to be
made by the new sector, it is relatively simple to plug this data into a
MATPAK programmed computer and generate results.

The prediction of the

impact that potential development schemes would have on the local economy
is made relatively easy and reliable through the use of an I-0 model.

Table 1:

Impact on Reedsport and Douglas County of a loss of $10 million of lumber and wood products,

total and by sector ($000's)

Sector
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Timber & wood products
Commercial fishing

Horticulture

Livestock
Manufacturing
Lodging
Cafe & taverns

Service station
Automotive sales
& transportation
Professional services
Financial services
Construction
Retail & wholesale trade
Retail service & organizations
U. S. Forest Services
U.S.F.S. appropriations

Communications

1.12319
.00113
.00793
.00493
.01225
.00338
.01163
.03425
.05787
.03335
.02061
.08163
.04797
.16598
.03539
.04642

.0

Bureau of Land Management

.06593

Education
Law enforcement
County roads

.0
.04377
.00120
.01614
.00056

B.L.M. appropriations

23
24
25
26

Social services
Administration
City of Roseburg

27

City

28
29
30
31

Coefficients from
Direct and Indirect
Matrix (Table 2)

City of Sutherlin

of Myrtle Creek
City of Reedsport
Other incorporated cities
Household

Visitor
Total

.00097
.00439
.00096
.00098
.00076
.00123
.41344

.0
2.23824

Loss from
Reduction in

Dollar loss
Resulting

Timber & Wood Prod.

x

-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000
-10,000

x

10,000

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

=
=
=
=

=
=
=

=
=
=

=
=
=

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

11,231
11
79
49
123
39
116
343
579
334
206

816
480

1,660
354
464
0

659
0

438
12
161
6

10
44
10
10
8
12

=
=

4,134

=

22,382

0

p

"fable 2: Direct and Indirect Coefficients Matrix, [I-A)31

2

3

4

1.12319
.00113
.00793
.00493

.00399
1.01371
.00127
.00755
.01901

.00381
.00142
1.00075
.01176
.01544

.00488
.00169
.00540
1.10215
.01824

.00490

.00238

.02061
.08163
.04797

.01814
.04182
.05415
.04355
.02964
.05834
.03142

.00818

.16598

1.01146

.00299

.00336

1.00301

.00384

.00149

.00129

.00834
.01997
.02947
.02070
.01417
.04333
.01783

.01034

.02512
.27634
.06099

1.01418
.03293
.04528
.06684
.02933
.09792
.05838

.00513
1.04914
.04317

.01560
.25180
.03720

.01030
.03045
.04050
.04074
.02930
.25388
.040S3

.02250
.01031
.04023
.01139

.00445
.01359
1.02950
.02208
.00837
.02694
.00872

.42506

.35508

.44078

.13859

.21333

.26161

.06461

.05114

03539

. 13060

.00061

.13227
.00038

. 15164

.04642

.03457
.00045

.29028
.00469

.06448
.00046
0

.01983
.00016

.02539
.0001
0

.00032

.00030

S

Manufacturing

.00338

.01:63

8

Lodging
Cafes & taverns
Service stations

9

Automotive sales

. 0578%

I1

. 0 34 25

12
13
14

. 03 3 35

services
Financial services
Professional

Construction
Retail & wholesale trade

9

8

.00125
.00028
.00029
.00183
.00285

6

:0 Communications & transportation

.00560
.08174
.00059

7

.00120
.00068
00034
.00257
.00769

. 0! 225

7

6

.00365
.00472
.00094
.00580
.05614

4

3

5

.00414
.00144
,00076
.00634
.01601

Timber & wood products
Commercial fishing
Horticulture
Livestock

I

Douglas County, Oregon, 1970 (with household sector purchases updated with 1975 data).

1

Sector

2

31'

. 2 20 36

.03774
. 11 5 68

.0084 3

. 02 68 9

.03995
. 14 552

23

Retail services & organizations
U. S. Forest Service
U. S. F. S. appropriations
Bureau of Land Management
B. B.L.M. appropriations
Education
Law enforcement
County roads
Social services

24

Administration

.00097

.00188

.00036

.00047

.00049

.00052

.00049

.00016

.00015

25

City of Roseburg
City of Sutherlin

27

City of Myrtle Creek

.00439
.00096
.00098

.00452
.00110
.00112

.00452
.00093
.00093
.00078

.00307
.00064
.00079

.00467
.00151
.00149
.00115

.00166
.00054
.00060
.00040

.00128
.00035
.00035
.00027

15

16

17
18

19
20

21
22

0

0

0

0

.04377

0

0

.02054

.03175

0

.00038

.00102

.00028

.00034

0

0

0

0

.06593

.00472

0

0

0

.00010

.00010
0

0

.02777

.01921

.02856

.02573

.00923

.00850

.00150

.00141

.00055

.00041

.00120

.00155

.00082

.00105

.00090

.01614
.00056

.00050
.00070

.00032
.00039

. 00063
.00051

.00034
.00038

.00063
.00115

. 00043

00014

.00090

.00020

.00013
.00019

28

City of Reedsport

.

0007*6

. 00092

.00349
.00074
.00077
.00062

. 00052

.00647
.00239
.00804
.00171

29

Other incotporated cities

.00123
.41344

.00139

..00107

.00136

.00099

.00621

.00330

.00043

.00034

.60220

.29111

.36684

.29340

.36783
0

.46643

.18290

.15859

25

30
31

Hou.eholds
Visitors

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table ',2.(Continued)
Sector
1

2
3

4
S

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

.13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

10

Tirehtr E wood products
Commercial fishing
Horticulture
Livestock
Manufacturing
Lodging
Cafes & taverns
Service stations

Autotrtotive sales
Communications G transportation
Professional services
Financial services
Construction
Retail E wholesale trade
Retail services G organizations
U. S. Forest Service
U. S. F. S appropriations
Bureau of Land Management
B. L. M. appropriations
Education
Law enforcement
County roads
Social services
Administration
City of Roseburg

Households

31

Visitors

.01499

. 00319

00025

. 00077

.00370

. 00069

.00120"

.00305
.01838
.00556
.01920
.04614

.00067
.00407
.00801
.00282
.00973
.05300
.08233
.03491
.01878
.05009
1.16109

.0011.1

.00422
.00685
.00304

.00026
.00255
.00254
.00105
.00361
.00943
.01208
.01699
.00727
1.01647
.03444
.04793
.02321
.00023

.00210
.00080
.00067

.00363
.04101
.00198
.00674
.01740
.02192
.04182
.01261
.03074
.01406

.01101
.00848
.00277
.00956
.02640
.04411
.02593
.01826
.03891
.01914

. 15940

1. 11914

.04226
.00101

.02359
.00029

. 12020
1.03374

0

0

. OS936

.03878
.02094

.05026
1.04903
.09735
.04006

. 12301

.241M

.03231
.00035

.09745
.00062
0

.0

.

.00037
0

.04400
.00120
.00056
.00070
.00060
.00811
.00136
.00134
.00111
.00182

.00023
0

.03472
.00271
.00057
.00078
.00093
.00532
.00121
.00138
.00130
.00139
0

0
101913

. 00033

.00090
.00067
.00042
.00091
.00314
.00067
.00073
.00057
.00078

0

.00036
.00224
.00512
.00162
.00548
.01501
.02357
.01428
.00951
.02459
.038.16

.07389
.01869
1.00674
.00947

. 23996

.0.1362
. 05018

.07220
.22623
.26890
.05994
.00159
1.00000
.00171

.07.8
.0603:
.01454
.00695
0

1.01266
0

0

.03503

00092

.00051
.04633
.00023
.00027
.00152
.00033
.00039
.00031
.00049

. 00185

.08538
.00042
.02816
.00019
.00026
.00135
.00032
.00033
.00026
.00042

.00091
.00081
.00075
.00489
.00123
.00124
.00102
.00135
.72881

. 19335

0

.00040
.00029
.00182
.00426
.00129
.00440
.01232
.01950
.01181
.00769
.02300

.00618
.02048
.06275
.07171

. 14145

. 34028
0

. 21541

.018011

.01680
.00026
.00038
.00043
.00278
.00069
.00069
.06062
.00195

18

.02679
.00171
.00138
.00826

. 00018

0
.

.00082
.00089
.00072
.00137

17

. 16092

0

0

.00037.
.00440

0

16

.00021

.02248
.00073
.00031
.00038

. 34663
0

.00033

.00023
0

.00695

. 12877
0

0

.00105

.00015
.00015
.00014
.00102
.00024
.00023
.00019
.00028

. 68324

. 37 429

0

15

.00360

.00020

City of Sutherlin
City of Myrtle Creek
28 City of Reedsport
29 Other incorporated cities

14

13

.00426
.00172

0

27

12

.00238
.00068

.010S1
.02532
.05233
1.03041
.01821

26

30

11

0

. 15567

0

IP

{

Table 2. (Continued)
Sector

20

19

21

3

Timber C wood products
Commercial fishing
Horticulture

.04527
.00170
.00179

.00587
.00216
.00165

.00626
.00197
.00193

4

Livestock

.01080

.01000

.01161

S

Manufacturing

6

.02294
.00711

.01997
.00859

8

Lodging
Cafes C taverns
Service stations

.01706
.00784.

9

.02454
.06263
.07820'

.03684
.08309
.13334

1

2

22

24

23

.00774
.00098
.00096

25

26

27

.00935
.00184
.00158

.01102
.00141
.00122

.00309
.00098
.00087

.00322
.00073
.00057

.00302
.00060
.00047

.00589

.00940

.00719

.00521

.00337

.00283

.00995
.00525

.01896
.00660

.01450
.00511

.01008
.00364

.00771
.00232

.00634
.00194

.01543
.04792
.12080

.02353
.06052
.06849

.01830
.04500
.05131

.01258
.03333
.04134

.00803
.02606
.03137

.00671
.02331
.02958

Automotive sales

.02721
.07427
.08402

10

Communications C transportation

.04349

.06389

.05695

.03046

.05134

.03944

.02453

.01793

.01655

11

Professional services
Financial services
Construction

.04484

.04259

.06807

.02546

.06085

.03807

.02281

.05594

.03622

.09079

.08236

.09740

.05493

.08603

.06124

.04262

.03039

.02559

.05293
.30758

.09604'

.05902
. 36866

.43963
. 18650

.04832

.03327

.05086

.05875

.29509
.05871

.20402
.05489

.14660
. 12460

.08775

.38586
.09412

.13532
. 15421

.03701

.03308

.00091

.00071

.02749

.04550

.00055

7

12

13
14

15
16

17
18

Retail C wholesale trade
Retail services C organizations
U.S. Forest Service
U. S. F. S appropriations
Bureau of Land Management

20

B. L. M. appropriations
Education

21

law enforcement

19

.07422

.32793
.08635

.00247

.00080
0

0

0

.00050

.00282
1.00000
.04516
.00241
.00128

0

0

0

0

1.04535
.00220
.00069

.04805
1.00562
.02305

.00058
0
.02476
.00129
1.00054

.00054

0

.00069
0

0

.00075
0

.04245
.00206
.02267

0

.00026

0

.00025
0

0

.00033

.00067

.00023
0

.03604
.00159
.00740

.02432
.00113
.00046

.04702
.00076
.00032

.05450
.00063
.00024

22

County roads

23

Social services

.00106

.00097

.00114

.00057

1.00091

.00070

.00513

.00032

.00027

24

Administration

.00085

.00080

.00091

.00066

.00073

1.00057

.00072

.00780

.00115

25

City of Roseburg

.00609

.00579

.00664

.00359

.00552

.00426

1.00302

.00210

.00177

City of Sutherlin
27 City of Myrtle Creek

.00158
.00157

.00165
.00165

.00172
.00171

.00088
.00090

.00139
.00139

.00107
.00107

.00076
.00076

1.00052
.00052

.00043
1.01086

28

City of Reedsport

.00130

.00132

.00142

.00073

.00115

.00089

.00063

.00044

.00036

29

Other incorporated cities

.00170

.00218

.00188

.00099

.00159

.00121

.00087

.00061

.00052

30

Households

.96319

.87366

1.02677

.51033

.80732

.44762

.28579

3i

Visitors

.62719
0

.23908
0

26

0

-

0

.

0

0

0

0

0

to
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Table

2,

(Continued)
Sector

I

Timber G wood products

2

Commercial fishing
Horticulture

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

Livestock
Manufacturing
LodgingCafes G tavernsService stations

-

Automotive sales
Communications G transportation
Professional services Financial services
Construction

Retail G wholesale trade
Retail services G organizations.
U. S. Forest Service
U. S. F. S. appropriations

Bureau of Land Management
B. L. M. appropriations
Education
Law enforcement

.00665
.00096
.00080
.00475
.00997
.00334
.01152
.03719
.06523
.02769
.02133
.04435

.00396
.00098
.00088
.00535
.01006
.00372
.01285
.03969
.06381
.02860
.03607
.04529

38482

. 12425

.20059

.19871
.06012
.00058

. 04 347

.00059

.00032

.00049
0

0

.06023
.00104

.02403
.00117

31

.00300
.01548
.00145
.00985
.02316
.07291
.07927
.27835
.15682
.04847
.05317
.09183
.06273
.29120
.24135
.00132

.00742
.00218
.00234
.01410
.02176
.01028
.03549
.08448
.09974
.05314
.05791
.11640
.05933
.39310
.09049
.00110
0

0

0

0

30

29

28

.00065
0
.05788
.00315 '

.00041
0

.01739
.00087

23

Country roads
Social services

.00044
.00047

.00040
.00051

.00094
.00138

.00033
.00042

24

Administration

.00056

.00312

.00108

.00038

25

City of Roseburg

.00304

.00785

.00312

.00206

.00083

.00075

.00314
. 00078
.00079

.00204

.00091

1.00062
.00085

.00065
1.03358

.00169
.00219

.00067
.00155

.45731

1.26343
0

.28381
1.00000

22

29

City of Sutherlin
City of Myrtle Creek
City of Reedsport
Other incorporated cities

30

Households

26
27

28

31

Visitors

.00073

. 41009
0

0

Table 3

DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL BUSINESS OF TWO SIZES OYSTER SEED PLANTS
SECTOR

SERVICE STATION

$138.000 PLANT

$322,000 PLANT

3,310

3,784

10,125

23,625

RETAIL & WHOLESALE TRADE

8,186

22,871

RETAIL SERVICE

7,038

11,233

TAX

3,242

4,871

55,309

63,961

CONSTRUCTION

HOUSEHOLD WAGE

Table 4. Estimated total yearly direct and indirect impacts
from maintenance and operation of 2 new Oyster seed plant,
Steamboat Island
Impact
Sector
$138,000 plants
1
2
3

Timber & Wood products

4

Livestock
Manufacturing
Lodging
Cafes & taverns

5

6
7

8
9

Commercial fishing

Horticulture

Service Stations
Automotive sales

& transportation
Professional services
Financial services
Construction
Retail & wholesale truck
Retail service & organization
U. S. Forest Service
U.S.F.S. appropriation

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Communication

23
24
25
26
27

Social services
Administration
City of Roseburg

28
29
30
31

Bureau of Land Management

B.L.M. appropriations
Education
Law Enforcement
County roads

City of Sutherlin

City of Myrtle Creek
City of Reedsport
Other incorporated cities
Households

Visitors

(Direct & Indirect Impact)
(Direct Impact)

(Indirect Impact)
Total annual run
Total impact on county

858
212
218
250

2,320

$222,000 plants
1,268
316
289
352

3,471

554

715

2,789
10,990
8,619
5,059
4,789
9,766
18,211
44,953
15,270

3,592
14,005
11,766
7,147
6,226
13,144
35,866
71,397
22,152

69

98

0
73

105

0

0

0

4,550

6,075

233
76
103
84
634

159
160

302
105
135
118
865
212
215

3,374

5,048

187

285

84,135

108,361

0

0

$218,921
87,210

$313,603
130,348

131,711

183,255

+138,000
$269,711

+322,000
$505,255
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Table 5.
Total direct and indirect impacts from an $2,546,250 increase
in export sales by Douglas County salmon processors

Sector

Imports

1 Timber & wood products
2 Commercial fishing

$

14,792

2,582,020

3 Horticulture

4,528

4 Livestock

5,781

5 Manufacturing

60,245

6 Lodging

10,855

7 Cafe & tavern

57,650

8 Service station

144,515

9 Automotive sales

167,687

10 Communications & transportation
11 Professional services

133,002
97,357

12 Financial service

194,202

13 Construction

113,204

14 Retail & wholesale truck
15 Retail services & organization
16 U. S. Forest service
17 U.S.F.S. appropriations
18 Bureau of land Management
19 BLM appropriation

1,299,730
376,983
1,396
0

1,288
0

20 Education

94,322

21 Law enforcement

4,632

22 County roads

1,521

23 Social services

2,090

24 Administration

4,963
13,561

25 City of Roseburg
26 City of Sutherlin

3,282

27 City of Myrtle Creek

3,372

28 City of Reedsport

2,756

29 Other incorporated cities

4,158

1,645,130

30 Household
31 Visitors

0

Direct & Indirect Impacts

7,045,022

Direct Impact

2,546,250

Indirect Impact

4,498,772
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APPENDIX B
Legal Matrix
Special Permit Requirements
Estuarine Classification
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[3151

PERMIT INVENTORY KEY
S = State
F = Federal

FEDERAL AGENCIES - PERMITS
A) Corps of Engineers
1.

Permit:

Obstruction or alteration of navigable water way (section 10)

2.

Permit:

Discharge of dredge or fill material in nation's waters and

associated wetlands (Sec. 404)

B) Federal Power Commission
1.

Permit (Presidential) import or export natural gas

C) Coast Guard
1.

Permit - bridges, causeways & overhead pipelines

STATE AGENCIES - PERMITS & LICENSES
A) Public Utilities Commission (Utility Program)
1.

License:

Certificate of public convenience for power lines

B) Department of Commerce (Building Codes Division)
1.

Approval: Building plans review

C) Workman's Compensation Board
1.

License:

Certification of shore based material handling devices

D) Department of Environmental Quality
1.

Approval:

Evaluation of suitability for proposed sewage disposal

2.

Approval:

Plans for sewage and industrial waste disposal systems

3.

Permit:

Indirect source

4.

Permit:

NPDES discharge and state water discharge permit

5.

Permit:

Special, short-term air, water, or solid waste
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E) Department of Fish and Wildlife
1.

License:

2.

Permit:

3.

Regulation:

Propagation of wildlife
Salmon hatchery
Oyster plat lease

F) Water Resources Department
1.

Permit:

Appropriate public water

G) Division of State Lands
1.

Permit:

2.

Ownership:

Royalty lease

3.

Ownership:

Easement over submerged or submersible land for facil-

Fill/removal, flood repair, or erosion control

ities necessary for water use
4.

Ownership:

Lease submerged & submersible lands
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THE STATE PERMIT CENTER
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS DIVISION
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
SALEM, OREGON 97310
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Energy Supplier Weatherization and energy conservation services
- enrolled House Bill 3265 (Chapter 887 Oregon Laces, 1977).
OAR 330-60-005 through 60-045, Fee - none.

-ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, Department of

Yeon Building
522 SW Fifth Avenue

P. 0. Box 1760
Portland, Oregon

97207

Information Telephone 229-5696

Air contaminant discharge permit.

ORS 468.065, 468.070, 468.310,
468.535, and 468.315, OAR 340-14-005 to 14-050 and 340-20-140
to 20-085. Fee - variable. (229-6093 Portland)

Construction and approval of plans for air contaminant sources,
Notice of. ORS 468.325 and see above, OAR 340-20-020, and
340-20-030, Fee - none, (229-6414 Portland)

Construction permit (air), Indirect source. ORS 468.065 to 468.340,
OAR 340-14-005 to 14-050 and 20-100 to 20-135, Fee - none.
(229-6086 Portland)

Field burning (open field) permit.

ORS 468.450 to 468.485,

OAR 340-26-005 to 26-025, Fee - variable.
Hazardous waste disposal license.

005 to 62-100, Fee - variable.

(686-7837 Eugene)

ORS 459.510 (1-2), OAR 340-62(229-5913 Portland)

Motor vehicle bodies or parts into state waters, Permits to
deposit. ORS 468.750, OAR 340-46-020, Fee - none.
Portland)

(229-5325

Noise rule exceptions. ORS 467, OAR 340-35-010 and 35-035,
Fee - none, (229-5989 Portland)
Sewage disposal systems and variances, subsurface, alternative
and experimental on-site. ORS 454,0 AR 340-71-005 to 71-045,
340-72-010 to 72-030, 340-74-005 to 74-020, 340-75-010 to
75-056, Fee - variable. (229-6218 Portland)
Sewage system, Surety bond for construction of. ORS 454.425,
OAR 340-15-005 to 15-035, Fee - none. (229-5325 Portland)

Short term (60 day) air, water or solid waste permits.

ORS

449.083, OAR 340-14-050, Fee - none. (229-6414, Air; 229-5325,
Water; 229-5913 Solid Waste; Portland)
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Solid waste disposal facility, Approval of plans and specifications for construction of. ORS 459.235, OAR 340-61-035,
(229-5913 Portland)
Fee - none.
Solid waste disposal site permit. ORS 459.205, OAR 340-61-020,
Fee - none. (229-5913 Portland)

Tax Credit Preliminary Certification for a Pollution Control
Facility (prior construction or installation), ORS 468.175,
Fee - none. (229-6484 Portland)
Tax Credit Certification for a Pollution Control Facility.
(229-6484 Portland)
ORS 468.155 et. seq., Fee - none.

Waste collection systems, disposal systems and treatment
works; Approval of plans and specifications for sewage and
(229-5325,
ORS 468.742, OAR - none, Fee - none.
industrial.
Municipal; 229-5325, Industrial; Portland)
Waste discharge permit (water), National Pollutant Discharge
ORS 468.740, OAR 340-45-005 to
Elimination System (NPDES).
(229-5325 Portland)
45-070, Fee - variable.
Water pollution control facilities permit (state water permits).
ORS 468.740, OAR 340-14-005 to 14-050 and 14-005 to 14-070.
Fee - variable.
(220-5325 Portland)
ORS 468.295, 468.310,
Wilderness areas, Permit for activities in.
and
467.030,
OAR
340-13-005
to 13-035,
468.735, 468.74C

Fee - none.

(229-6403 Portland)

-FISH AND WILDLIFE, Department of
506 SW Mill Street
P. 0. Box 3508
Portland, Oregon 97208

Information Telephone

229-5433

Disease free

certificate (shipment into state, game fish, nonORS 498.234 and 509.115, OAR 635-07game fish and fish eggs).
(229-5444 Portland)
255, Fee - none.

Explosives or harmful substances (materials used during construccreosote, concrete, pesticides,
tion or removal of structures:
ORS 509.140, OAR - none,
etc.,), Permit to place in waters.
(229-5679 Portland)
Fee - none.
Fish transport/release permit. ORS 498.222 and 509.115, OAR
(220-5444 Portland)
635-07-190 and 635-07-192, Fee - none.
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13201

Propagation of wildlife (including game, non-game, and marine
fish).
License for.
ORS 497.228, ORS 508.700 through 508.245,
OAR 635-07-170, Fee - $5 new and annual renewal. (229-5452 Portland,
Terrestrial wildlife; 229-5444 Portland, Freshwater fish-game and non-game; 867-4741 Newport, Marine fish, including
shellfish, e.g. mollusks and crustaceans)
Oyster plats, proposed regulation.

Check 229-5433, Portland.

Salmon hatchery permit (private hatchery for chinook, chum and/or
silver or coho salmon). ORS 508.700 through 508.745, OAR
625-30-100 through 30-130, Fee - $100.
(229-5444 Portland)

-FORESTRY, Department of
2600 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97310

Information Telephone 378-2521

Clear right-of-way, Permit to.

Enter closed area, Permit

to.

ORS 477.685, OAR ORS 477.545, OAR -

Fires on forest

land, Permit for.
43-041, 43-045, Fee - none.

none, Fee - none.
none, Fee - none.

ORS 477.515, OAR 629-43-040,

Forest operations, Notification of. ORS 527.670 and Section 6
of HB 3274 (Chapter 892, 1966 Laws), OAR 629-24-101 to 24-647
and 629-43-075 (Department of Revenue is preparing rules to
establish procedures regarding payment of severance tax on

harvested timber), Fee - none.

Log brand registration. ORS 53 2.050, OAR 629-46-005 to 46-030,
Fee - $10/brand with $10/brand renewal fee every 5 years.
Log export permit.

ORS 526.805, OAR 629-22-005 to 22-020, Fee - $25.

Log patrol, License and bond. ORS 532.530, OAR 629-38-010 to
38-060, Fee - $100/boat/year.
Power driven machinery, Permit to operate. ORS 477.625, OAR
629-43-075, Fee - none.

Sawmill construction, Permit for. ORE 477.620, OAR - none,
Fee - none.

State owned forest land only, Activities on.
Easement (permanent) on state-owned forest land.
and 530.490. OAR - none, Fee - variable.

ORS 530.050
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-LANDS, Division of
1445 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97310

Information Telephone 378-3805

Oil, gas and sulphur lease (tile and submerged land). ORS 274.705
to 274.725 and 274.755 to 274.860, OAR - none, Fee - $1,000
(service charge).
Prospecting permit for hard minerals/metallics on state-owned
ORS 273.780(2), OAR 141-71-400 to 71-695, Service
land.
Charge - $50, Fee - $0.50 per acre per year.
Removal of archaeological or historical material from state
lands (in conjunction with University of Oregon), Permit for.
ORS 273.705, 273.718, OAR - none, Fee - none.

Removal or filling in waters of the state, Permit for:
a)

fill permit

c)

removal permit
combination fill and removal permit

d)

riprap permit

b)

e)

removal, removal/fill, or fill permit for flood repair

or erosion control
ORS 541.605 to 541.695, OAR 141-85-100 to 85-505, Fee - variable.
(378-3059 Salem)

-LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSION
9079 SE McLoughlin Blvd.
P. 0. Box 22297
Portland, Oregon 97222

Information Telephone 653-3054

or 653-3055

Bottler license (new or change in existing license).
OAR 845-10-005 to 10-765, Fee - $150/year.

ORS 471.245,

Brewery license (new or change in existing license).
OAR 845-10-005 to 10-765, Fee - $500/year.

ORS'471.220,

Dispenser Class A license (new or change in existing license).
ORS 472.110, OAR 845-10-005 to 10-765, Fee - $400/year.
Dispenser Class B license (new or change in existing license).
ORS 472.110, OAR 845-10-005 to 10-765, Fee - variable.
Distillery license (new or change in existing license).
ORS 471.230, OAR 845-10-005 to 10-765, Fee - $400/year.
Druggist sales license (new or change in existing license).
ORS 471.270, OAR 845-10-005 to 10-765, Fee - $5/year.
.
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Ocean shore products removal permit (sand, rock, minerals, marine
growth, etc.). ORS 390.725, OAR - none, Fee - none.
(378-5012 Salem)
Ocean shore pipelines, cables, or conduit.

none, Fee -

none.

ORS 390.715, OAR -

(378-5012 Salem)

-WATER RESOURCES, Department of
555 13th Street, NE
Salem, Oregon 97310

Information Telephone 378-3739

Appropriate ground water, Permit to. ORS 537.505 to 537.790,
OAR 690-10-010 to 10-070 and 690-40-100 to 40-360, Fee (378-3066 Salem)
$20 (filing fee), Recording Fees - variable.
ORS 537.110 to 537.290,
Appropriate public waters, Permit to.
537.410 to 537.450, 537.810 to 537.990, OAR 690-20-010 to
20-090 and 690-40-100 to 40-360, Fee - $20 (examination fee),
(378-3066 Salem)
Recording Fees - variable.

Hydroelectric project, Approval of sale of. ORS 543.440,
(378-2907 Salem)
OAR 690-60-005 to 60-135, Fee - none.
Hydroelectric projects (major, minor, preliminary), License
for. ORS 543.010 to 543.730, 543.990, OAR 690-60-005 to
(378-2907 Salem)
60-135, Fee - variable.
Irrigation/drainage construction and major reconstruction,
ORS 545.070 to 545.312, 548.205 to 548.325,
Permit for.
(378-3671 Salem)
OAR 690-90-005 to 90-040, Fee - $100.
Irrigation or drainage project loans (for qualifying projects).

ORS Chapter 246, OAR - to be adopted, Fee - none.
Major hydraulic structures, review of plans and specifications
(new construction, repair and reconstruction). ORS 540.350
to 540.400, OAR 690-20-060 and 20-070, 690-40-100 to 40-360,
(378-2907 Salem)
Fee - none.
Reservoir, Permit to construct. ORS 537.110 to 537.450, 537.810
to 537.990, 540.100 to 540.350, OAR 690-20-010 to 20-090,
40-100 to 40-360, Fee - $20 (filing fee), Recording Fees (378-3066 Salem)
variable.

Water rights, Transfer of (change in place of use, point of
diversion, use of water). ORS 540.510 to 540.550, 537.705,
OAR 690-40-100 to 40-360, Fee - $20 (filing fee), Recording
(378-3066 Salem)
Fees - variable.
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Executive Department

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS DIVISION
ROOM 306, STATE LIBRARY BLDG., SALEM, OREGON 97310

M E M O RAN D U M
TO:

The Applicant

FROM:

Paul HauglandPy(J

State Permit enter

Use of the attached MASTER APPLICATION form will

result in a complete package of the State of Oregon's
regulatory requirements for the development you are

proposing. This information will be in the mail to you
following a 30-day review period of the MASTER APPLICATION

by State regulatory agencies.

The MASTER APPLICATION form was designed to
interests, so many
of the questions may not apply to your proposal.

include a broad range of state agency

Please read the MASTER APPLICATION carefully

before completing it. Missing or misleading information

may delay processing. Answer all questions pertaining to
your proposed project, complete a site diagram and sign

the form.

Should your permits require more than one public
hearing, you may request that we consolidate these into a
single hearing.
TO BE CERTAIN YOU HAVE SUBMITTED A COMPLETE
MASTER APPLICATION, PLEASE CHECK THE FOLLOWING BEFORE
SUBMITTAL:

Application form complete [-]
Application form signed

[

Site plan attached

[`]

]

PH:ts
5-78
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Response Deadline
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t.r:rmit Loordinat.ion Center

Intergovernmental Relations Division
306 State Library Bldg., Salem, OR 97310

Project No.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY

(503) 378-3732

State of Oregon

MASTER

APPLICATION

(Please type or print)

APPLICT INFORMATION

1.

A.

Name of Applicant
(Common reference name)
Address

(Street number or RFD)

(City)

(State)

(Zip)

Phone:

Consultant or Contact Person:

B.

Address:
(Street number or RFD)

(City)

(State)

(Zip)

Phone:

PROJECT STATUS

I.I.

Yes

A.

No

Have you previously applied for or obtained any local, state or federal permits for this project?
Please list:

B. Q Q Have you or do you intend to apply for federal funds for this project? Please explain:

C. E7 L] Have you been asked to complete an "Assessment of Environmental Impact" questionnaire? (If
completed, please attach a copy.)

D. Q Q Has an "Environmental Impact Statement' been requested before you begin your project? (If
completed, please attach a copy.)
III.
A.

PROJECT LOCATION

Location of Project (Smallest legal subdivision):

85
B.

[325]

Street address of project:

(City)

(County)

(State)

(or)

The work Is located in

County, within Section

Township

, W.M.

, Range

(or)

Tax lot number

C. Project is located within the current boundary of the following jurisdictions:
(City)

(County Service District)
(Rural Fire Protection District)
(Water District)

(Sanitary District)
(School District)
D.

Distance and direction from the nearest incorporated city:

E.

Project will require annexation to:

IV.

GENERAL ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND SITE DIAGRAM

A.

Beginning construction

B.

Ownership of

C.

Description of project and work (Describe project purpose, elements of construction and operation. Include
estimated annual volumes and areas of materials to be mined, dredged, filled, etc.. if applicable, and kinds
and numbers of wildlife and/or fish if project involves propagation or hatchery activities. If necessary, put
this information on separate sheets and attach as Appendix A.)

date:

site: L Private

Completion date:

L7

Government (specify)
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V.

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

A. The construction or operation of this project involves: (Check all appropriate boxes).
Commercial development
L7 Industrial development
Institution
L7 Residential development
Above checked development includes:
Electrical
Plumbing
Elevator
Mechanical equipment in structures
Boiler

0
fl

U

= Pre-fabricated structures
Sewage disposal

Q Septic tank & drainfield installation or
alternative disposal system
Connection to municipal sewer system
Develop or connection to non-municipal
sewer system

Connection to municipal water system
Develop or connection to non-municipal water
system

School water supply

Surface mining (including rock quarry, material
borrow site, sand & gravel, etc.)
Underground mining
Dredging

Well construction
Amusement rides

home, etc.)
Home for aged
Group care home

Child care agency

Q Day care facility

Furniture & bedding facilities (manufacture,

Q

0

distribute, renovate, upholster, fumigate,
wholesale, retail)
Post-secondary education facility at a new
location
Junk yard
Field burning

Alcohol or alcoholic beverages (industrial,
manufacture, wholesale, retail)
Hydraulic structure
Irrigation, drainage

Hydroelectric facilities
Mobile Home park
Airfield construction or modification
Advertising signs
Cultural site development
Pneumatic conveyance facilities
Liquid petroleum gas

Shore-based handling devices
Excavation
Land leveling
Logging radio systems
Stream bed alteration, movement of material within
banks

Fireworks
Marine facility (access, dock, float, etc.)

Propagation of fish or wildlife
Explosives in water

Land fill
Disposal of surplus mineral resources

Food service facilities
CJ Restaurant
Temporary

Q

d Limited service restaurant
C7 Commissary Q Food vending warehouse

C/ Vending machine

[7 Mobile unit(s)

Z17 Shellfish distributors

[_7 Shucker-packers Q Harvesters
Tourist facilities (hotel, motel, recreational
park, organizational camp, picnic park, mass
gathering )

0
Q

Flammable and/or combustible liquids

Oil & gas drilling & exploration
Geothermal drilling & exploration
Well injection

O

health facility (hospital, inpatient care, nursing

C/

Pressure vessels

Q Pressure piping

1`7

L-7 Swinunhig pool

Il,

i.

Q Vent or release of materials into the
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atmosphere? Explain, including type of materials to be

emitted and brief description of source or equipment generating these materials.

ii.

LJ Construction or use of completed facility will result in discharge of any waste (including heat) into
surface water
sewer system. Explain waste discharge:
L7 ground water

iii.

Q Project includes facilities for disposal of solid waste. Explain

iv.

Q Completed facility will involve use of ground or surface water. If so, check below:

Q

Q

SOURCE

Q Surface water
(name(s) of water body (les))

Q Ground water

USE

Q Domestic

QJ Commercial/Industrial
Q Other

Q Existing water right

Q Proposed

change in water right (place, use, pts. of diversion)
Water quantity required in cfs.,
or,

v.

Q Project involves vehicular access to a state highway. Explain:

vi.

Q Project involves,

gpm.

for purposes other than vehicular access, construction of utility lines, pipelines, culverts or other facility; or the performance of any work, activity or encroachment upon any state highway
right-of-way, state park, ocean beach, or other state property. Explain:

Project will include signs advertising activities conducted on the premises.

Project involves, partitioning, subdividing, or developing land for sale or lease to the public.
Project breates unit ownership in property (land, all improvements, easements, rights, etc.)
X.

xi.

Q
Q

Project will be conducted on or affect forest lands owned by state.
Commercial operation on forest land (road construction or reconstruction of roads, operation of a
quarry, harvest of forest crops, site preparation for reforestation, application of insecticides,
herbicides or rodenticides, clearing to change land from forest to non-forest use, treatment of
slashing).

xii.

Q Project includes recapture of stray logs, boomsticks or boom chains from the waters, beaches,
marshes, tidal lands or shorelands of Columbia river and/or its tributaries.

xiii.

L_J Project includes transport of forest products or use of booming equipment for securing, rafting or
floating forest products.

0 This will occur west of the crest of Cascade Mountains.
Project includes burning within a forest protection district or within 1/8 mile of a district.
Project requires entry of an area within a forest protection district which is under permit closure.

xvi.

Q Project includes construction or operation of a sawmill within a forest protection district or within 1/8 mile of a district.

xvii. Q Project includes operation of power driven machinery within a forest protection district or within 1/8 mile of a district.

xviii. Q Project involves right-of-way clearing on forest land.
VII. PROJECT PLOT PLAN DRAWING. Attach a plot plan drawing per the following:
Drawing sheet size, 82 " x 11 " only.
2. Lot or parcel involved, showing shape and
1.

dimensions.
3. Abutting street and name and/or bodies of

5. The location of proposed buildings.
6. All driveways, approaches, barriers, parldng and
7.

water by name.
4. North arrow and scale

8.

loading areas.
Location of existing and proposed septic tanks and
wells.
Location of utilities (power, sewers, water,

railroad ).

THE INFORMATION GIVEN ON THIS APPLICATION IS COMPLETE
AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.

(Applicant's Signature)

(Title)
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(Oysters)

509.425 Jurisdiction of commission over natural oyster beds.
(1) The commission has jurisdiction over all the natural oyster beds
in the waters of this state, and shall prescribe such rules for the
protection of oysters therein and for the taking of oysters and oyster
spat shells therefrom as in the judgment of the commission is for the
best interests of the resource.
(2) It is unlawful for any person to take oysters from such
natural beds unless he complies strictly with all of the rules made by
the commission covering such taking.
[Amended by 1965 c.570 s.128; 1969 c.675 s.l]
509.427 Conversion of oyster plantations to plats;-requirements
(1) All plats, rights, claims and plantations, and leases lawfully held for such plats, rights, claims and plantations which exist
upon the passage of this 1969 Act shall be converted to plats, shall be
filed with the commission by July 1, 1970, and shall:
(a) Include a legal description of the area applied for,
specifying its acreage.
(b) Be accompanied by a map sufficient to permit the area applied
for to be readily identified.
(c) Be accompanied by an application fee of $25 per plat.
(2) All lands held at the time of the passage of this 1969 Act
for artificial oyster production under any of the laws of this state shall
be given first consideration by the commission in order to allow uninterrupted usage during the transition to the provisions of chapter 675,
Oregon Laws 1969.
[1969 c.675 S.10]
of plat.

Note: Legislative Counsel made no substitution in 509.427 for
"the passage of this 1969 Act" or "the time of the passage of this 1969
Act."

509.429 Oyster lands classified.
The commission shall investigate
and classify those state lands-that are suitable for oyster cultivation.
[1969 c.675 s.lla]

509.420 [Repealed by 1969 c.570 s.1521
509.431 Applications for new oyster plats; requirements. Applicants for new oyster plats, in addition to compliance with subsection
(1) of ORS 509.427, shall:
(1) Cause notice of the application to be published once a week
for two consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in each
county where any area applied for, or any part thereof, is located. The
notice must state the name of the applicant, the type of operation he
proposes to conduct, and must describe the area to be planted with oysters.

90 [330]
(2) Not later than the 30th clay after publication of the notice

referred to in subsection (1) of this section, and upon finding that the
notice complied with the requirements of that subsection, the commission
may grant to the applicant the area applied for if the area is known to

be available and if the commission has classified the area as suitable

for oy:;ter cultivation.

IE the application referred to in this section is denied, the
provide the applicant with a written statement explaining
the reason for the denial.
(3)

commission shall

[1969 c.675 s.111
509.433 Availability of copies of ORS 509.427 and 509 431.

The

commission shall cause copies of the provisions of ORS 509.427 and
509.43:. to be made available at the courthouse
of each county in which an
applicant's approved plat, or part thereof, is located.
(1969 c:.675 s.12]

509.435 [Repealed by 1965 c.570 s.152]
509.436 ReD)rts by oyster cultivators.

Any person cultivating

shall file an annual report with the commission before March 1
of each year showing the number of gallons of each species of oysters
harvested by zim during the preceding calendar year. The report shall
oyster:,

be made on forms provided by the commission.
[1965 c.570 s.59d; 1969 c.675 s.2]

(1)

509.439 Witidrawal of unproductive lands from oyster cultivation.

If, for a period of three years after the filing of a plat under

chapter

675,

chapter.

675, Oregon Laws

Oregon Laws 1969, more than one-half the lands claimed under
1969, are unproductive the commission may withdraw from a claimant and consider abandoned that portion of the unproductive lands that are in excess of one-half the lands claimed by such
claimant. However, the reason for such unproductiveness shall not include

restrictions by governmental health authorities, the unavailability of
seed or infestation by pest or disea:>e.
(2) The commission may withdraw from a claimant and consider

abandoned those lands:

(a) On which the claimant fails to pay the fees or use taxes
referred to in ORS 509.441, unless the commission is satisfied that there
was reasonable cause for such failure.
(b) Which are not marked in the manner provided by ORS 509.455.
(c) Which are used or held for purposes other than oyster cultivation in the manner provided in chapter 675, Oregon Laws 1969.
[1969 c.675 s.13]

509.440 [Repealed by 1965 c.570 s.1521

509.4-41 Cultivation fees and use taxes. (1) Persons using state
lands :.n the manner provided in chapter 675, Oregon Laws 1969 for cultivating oysters shall pay annual cultivation fees and use taxes quarterly
to the commission. Fees and taxes become delinquent 30 days after the
end of the quarter.
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(a) Use taxes shall be in the amount of five cents per gallon of

oysters if sold by the gallon, or five cents per bushel of oysters if
sold in the shell by the bushel.
(b) The annual cultivation fee shall be in the amount of $2 for

each acre claimed pursuant to chapter 675, Oregon Laws 1969.
(2) Annual cultivation fees and use taxes shall be assessed in
lieu of property taxes, lease fees or rental charges for the use of lands
upon which oysters are grown and harvested.
[1969 c.675 s.8]
509.445 [Repealed by 1965 c.570 s.152]
509.450 [Repealed by 1965 c.570 s.152]

509.451 Disposition of cultivation fees and use taxes. All moneys
received by the commission under ORS 509.441 shall be paid over to the
State Treasurer to be held in a suspense account established under ORS
293.445. After the payment of refunds
and payment of costs of administration of the commission in carrying out ORS 509.425 to 509.455, that portion
of the balance of the moneys in this suspense account as of the end of

each fiscal year:

(1) That were received under paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of
ORS 509.441 shall be deposited in the General Fund for general governmental purposes.
(2) That were received under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of
CRS 509.441 shall be deposited in the Common School Fund and credited to
.

the Distributable Income Account under ORS 273.105.
[1969 c.675 s.9]

509.455 Oyster plats as private property; restriction of public
use of waters Prohibited. Any plats of oyster lands held by citizens
of this state, if distinctly marked out by means which do not obstruct
navigation, and not exceeding the
extent allowed by regulations, shall
be deemed and protected as private property. Such plats, however, shall

not restrict the rights of the public to the use of the waters of this
state in a normal and customary
manner.

-

[Amended by 1969 c.675 s.3]

509.505]

509.460 [Amended by 1963 c.113 s.1; 1965 c.570 s.124; renumbered

509.465 [Repealed by 1969 c.675 s.211509.470. Private oyster beds acquired
affected.
Nothing in ORS 509.425 to 509.455,

under prior law not
509.505 and 511.625 inter-

feres with any rights in, or ownership of, any private plantations of
oysters or oyster beds acquired
17, 1921.

or held under law existing on February

509.475 [Amended by 1965 c.570 s.125; renumbered 509.510]

509.480 [Repealed by 1969 c.675 s.211
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509.485 [Repealed by 1969 c.675 s.21]
509.490 (Repealed by 1969 c.C75 s.21]
509.495 Transfer by reference to filed oyster plat.. Sales,
leases, assignments, conveyances, relinquishments and other transfers
of oyster plantations and claims, or parts thereof, may be made by
reference to the plat filed as provided in ORS 509.425 to 509.455. The
heirs, successors, assignees and lessees of oyster plats are entitled
to continued possession of such plats by compliance with ORS 509.425 to
509.453.
[Amended by 1969 c.675 s.4]

509.500 Prior claims, plats, transfers or debts unaffected.
Nothing in ORS 509.480 to 509.495 invalidates any claim or plat filed
prior to June 14, 1939, or invalidates in any manner any transfers,
debts or conveyances made prior to June 14, 1939, of oyster claims or
lands made by reference to any filed claims or plats.

(Shellfish)

509.505 Placing in water matter injurious to shellfish.
It is
unlawful for any person, municipal corporation, political subdivision
or governmental agency to deposit or allow to escape into, or cause or
permit to be deposited or escape into any public waters of this state,
any substance of arty kind which will or shall in any manner injuriously
affect the life, growth or flavor of shellfish in or under such waters.
[Formerly 509.460]
509.510 Taking shellfish from marked beds without permission;
disturbing beds.
It is unlawful, without the permission of the legal
occupants, to take up shellfish from natural or artificially planted
beds, which beds have been lawfully and plainly marked. It is unlawful
wilfully to disturb the shellfish in such beds, the-surfaces of such
beds, or the markers.
[Formerly 509.475]
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Oysters

Oysters Defined
625-10-275 The term oyster as used in these
regulations includes oysters, oyster seed, oyster cultch, and oyster
shell.

Statutory Authority:
Filed 3-4-66 as FC 140

Hist:

Oyster Importation Prohibited Except by Permit
625-10-280 It is unlawful for
any person to import oysters
into this state for the purpose of planting
or to plant the same in
the waters of this state without first having
obtained a permit to do
so from the State Fisheries Director.
Statutory Authority:
Filed 3-4-66 as FC 140

Hist:

Oyster Import Applications and Permit
625-10-285 (1) Any person before importing
into this state any
oysters for the purpose of planting shall first apply
in writing to the
State Fisheries Director for a permit to import the oysters.
Such
application shall be in the form of a letter and shall
include the
following information: maximum quantity to be
imported, name of exporter, the approximate time the shipment will be made,
and the name of
the person or agency that will inspect the seed
including a notarized

certification from such person or agency at the time the oysters are indeclaring them to the best of his knowledge free from disease,
infestation pests, and other substances
which might endanger shellfish
spected,

in the waters of this state.
(2) The State Fisheries Director shall issue a permit
to import

oysters for planting in the waters of this state when it has been
established to his satisfaction
that a qualified

person or agency will
inspect the oysters and certify them as being free
of disease, infesta-

tion pests, and other substances which might endanger
shellfish in the
waters of this state.
Statutory Authority:
Filed 3-4-66 as FC 140

Hist:

Prohibited Activities in Restricted Shellfish
Area
625-10-290
(1) Netarts Bay and all waters, tidelands, and
oyster handling facilities
operated in conjunction with said water and
tidelands of

Netarts Bay are defined as a restricted shellfish area.
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(2) All

waters,

tidelands,

and oyster

handling

facilities

operated outside the restricted shellfish area of Netarts Bay are
hereby designated as unrestricted shellfish areas.
(3) It shall be unlawful for any person to move or transfer
from a restricted shellfish area any oysters, any marine organisms
adversely affecting oysters, or any other matter, tools, boats, scows,
or other material whatsoever without first obtaining written permission
from the State Fisheries Director.

Statutory Authority:
Hist:

Filed 3-4-66 as FC 140

Oyster Seasons and Gear
625-10-295

(1)

It is unlawful to take oysters for either

personal use or commercial purposes from natural oyster beds located on
unoccupied state lands.
(2) Upon permission of the legal occupants, oysters may be taken
at any time for personal use or commercial purposes by means of dredges,

tongs, rakes, or by hand from natural or artificial oyster beds which
are:

(a) Privately owned.
(b) Held in accordance with the commercial fishing laws as an

"oyster plantation."

(c) Held under lease from the Fish Commission of Oregon for

purposes of oyster propagation or cultivation.

Statutory Authority:
Hist: Filed 3-4-66 as FC 143

Excerpted from:

Aquaculture Potential in Coos Bay, Oregon by N. H. Sambor and

J. R. Rilette, 1977.
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Checklist of permits required for private hatcheries in Oregon

Type of Permit

Responsible Agency

Water rights

office of the State Engineer
Salem, Oregon

Private hatchery permit

97310

Department of Fish & Wildlife
17330 S.E. Evelyn
Clackamas, Oregon 97015

Importation of fish
or fish eggs

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife
P.O. Box 3503
Portland, Oregon

Pollutant discharge

Department of Environmental Quality
2595 State Street
Salem, Oregon

Building permit;

97208

97310

(appropriate local agencies)

Land use approval

Works in navigable waters

District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer
P.O. Box Box 2946
Portland, Oregon

Division of State Lands

District,
97208

and

Fill and Removal Law
Director

Division of State Lands
1445 State Street
Salem, Oregon 97310

Wildlife hatchery license

Department of Fish & Wildlife

P.O. Box 3503

Portland, Oregon 97208

Clearance to sell fish

and fishery products

Department of Agriculture
Salem, Oregon

97310

Portland
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APPENDIX C

Federal departments or agencies involved directly or indirectly with
planning or resource analysis of Reedsport area included:
Department of the Army--Corps of Engineers
Department of Agriculture--Soil Conservation Service

Department of the Interior-Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Land Management

Geological Survey
National Park Service
Department of Commerce--National Marine Fisheries Service
Department of Health, Education and Welfare--Public Health Service
Environmental Protection Agency--Water Quality Office
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of Transportation--Coast Guard

The Corps of Engineers permit system involving Sections 10 and 13 of the

River and Harbor Act of 1899 is a secondary controlling factor for works

and activities in the waters of the

Umpqua.

These activities are co-

.ordinated with numerous state and federal agencies.

The Coast Guard is responsible for aids to
regarding boat

safety,

water pollution

law enforcement

navigation,

investigation,

and search and

rescue.

About 25 Oregon State agencies are involved directly or indirectly with
estuarine area use and

planning.

Some of these are:

Water Resources Board
Fish Commission

Department of Environmental Quality
Game Commission

Department of Commerce and Economic Development
Department of Highways

Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
Parks and Recreation Department
State Marine Board
Soil and Water Conservation District
Division of State Lands
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Local agencies contacted in preparation of this report include:
Douglas County Historical Museum
Douglas County Parks

Reedsport Historical Society
Reedsport Planning Department
Umpqua Council of Governments
Umpqua Port Commission

Other groups consulted:
Department of Transportation - Photogrammetry Section
Environmental Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory
Domsea, Inc.
International Paper, Inc.

Nature Conservancy

Netarts Bay Hatchery
Oregon Army National Guard
Oregon State University - Dept. of Anthropology
Dept. of Anthropology

Dept. of Agricultural Economics
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Marine Science Center
School of Oceanography

Sea Grant Advisory Service

State Intergovernmental Relations Division
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SOURCES OF SUPPLIES:

Aerators

Nets & Netting

Air-o-lator

Div. of Roycraft Industries

8100 Paseo
Kansas City, Missouri 64131

Oxygen Meter

Aerate Stones

Becker Brothers Carbon Corp.
3450 South Laramie Avenue

Cicero, Illinois 60650
Agitators
Crescent Mfg. Company

P. 0. Box 3303
Fort Worth, Texas

1172 Route 109

Lindenhurst, NY 11757
Oxygen Flowmeters
Cole-Parmer Instrument Company

7425 North Oak Park Avenue
Pumps
Ag Engineers, Inc.

Fuller Company

2966 E. Victoria St.
Compton, CA 90224

Air Hose Quick Couplers
The ARO Corporation
One ARO Center

Bryon, Ohio 43506

Air Tubing

International Plastics, Inc.

Refrigerant Products Division
10 Innovation Lane, Box 278
Colvich, Kansas 67030
Aquaria
RamFab

Aquarium Products Company

P. 0. Box 374

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Aquarium Sealer
Dow Corning Corporation
Midland, Michigan 48640

Boxes, Shipping

J. V. Mfg. Corporation
50 East 10th Ct.
Hialeah, Florida 33010
Chemicals and Drugs

Norcross, GA 30071

Delta Scientific Corporation

Chicago, IL 60648

Air Blower

Fisher Scientific
P. 0. Box 829

Nylon Net Company
7 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38101

Co.

Highway 25 at Walnut Crest (RFD #4)
Gorham, Maine 04038
Scales
Morris Scale Company
1537 South East Morrison
Portland, Oregon 97214

Tanks and Pools
Frigid Units, Inc.
3214 Sylvania Ave.
Toledo, Ohio 43613
Heath Tecna
19819 84th Avenue, South
Kent, Washington 89031
Thermometers
Hydrolab
P. 0. Box 9406
Austin, Texas 78766
Ryan Instruments, Inc.
402 6th Street, South
Kirkland, Washington 98033

Weksler Instrument Company
P. 0. Box 3040
Freeport, New York 11520
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EXTENSION SERVICE

Univeersity

Corvallis, Oregon 97331

February 27, 1979

Commissioners
Port of Umpqua
Reedsport, OR 97467
Gentlemen:
RE:

Steamboat Island Research

A research team of graduate students from Oregon State University
have undertaken a study regarding alternative development schemes of
Steamboat Island in the Umpqua estuary. The research team engaged in
this project is organized under the Marine Resource Management program
within the School of Oceanography. The study was begun in January at
the request of.the Port of Umpqua.
It is the purpose and intent of the research team to undertake the
investigations, studies and surveys necessary to present a thorough
report on economic options for Steamboat Island. The report will be submitted for consideration by the Port of Umpqua.

The compilation and analysis of data are being carried out through
an interdisciplinary approach. We have enclosed a breakdown on background and research areas of team members.
Most of the Port Commissioners have met with the study group to discuss the project. We are most appreciative of the opportunity to undertake this relevant study and we hope the information disclosed will be
beneficial to the community at large.
If you have suggestions or pertinent information useful for our study,
free to contact us at the above address.

please feel

Sincerely your

G

Team representative
GB: mh

Agriculture, Home Economics, 4-H Youth, Forestry, Community Development. and Marine Advisory Programs
Oregon

EXTENSION
SERVICE

State

University.

United

States

Department

of

Agriculture,

and

Oregon

Counties

cooperating
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[340]

April 27, 1979

Commander 1Of2D ',iICAS
Oregon Army atational ward

10-21 Turner Rd., S. S.
Salem, OR 97301
Dear Cor u^mander:

The coverage I requested in January has been

received and the

analysis of the i-lagery is neari ne completion. I would like to extend
to you and your reconnaissance unit my appreciation. It is fully understood the difficulty involved in obtaining coverage during the rainy

months.

The imagery has been most useful in preparation of the planning
The imagery will also Prove -a

recommendations to the Port of Umpqua.

useful educational tool in remote sensing interpretation instruction.

Again, my thanks.

Sincerely yours,

Gregg
GB : mh

onacker
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January 21/. 1979

commander 1042D MICAS
Oregon Army National Guard
1921 Turner Rd., SE
Salem, Oregon 97301

Dear Commander:

I represent an interdisciplinary group of students working

through the Marine Resource Management program at Oregon State Univer-

sity. We are presently undertaking a survey of economic potential for
the Port of Umpqua. The particular site being studied is Steamboat
Island, situated in the Umpqua River adjacent to Gardiner,

Oregon.

This letter is in request of aerial thermal infra-red coverage
of the study area. The technical aspects of the flight have been
discussed with Chuck Rosenfeld. The interpretive information that
could be attained from such coverage would greatly aid the survey team
in making planning recommendations to the Port of Umpqua. If there
are any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely yours,

Gregg Bonacker
GB:mh
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DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS

Port of Toledo
Lincoln County, Oregon
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PREFACE

This document is a summary of the findings and work completed by students
enrolled in the Port Projects seminar (Oceanography 506A) at Oregon State University during the winter and spring terms of 1980.

Our report is necessarily tenta-

tive and incomplete, limited by time restrictions and availability of resources.

No doubt the biases and varying backgrounds of class members were influential as
well.

With these provisos in mind, we offer this report as a record of our learn-

ing experiences, in the hope that it may provide some measure of guidance for the
commissioners of the Port of Toledo as they deliberate about their future development plans.

Although in some cases our conclusions are strongly felt and nearly

unanimous among class members, we offer them nevertheless as preliminary recommendations, keenly aware that the limitations of this study may require further review
of our findings.

A brief statement of our conclusions is found at the beginning of this report.

Part I includes background studies done as preparation for deciding on development
options.

Part II consists of a review of the authority and powers of port districts,

together with a step-by-step guide to the permit process.

It is designed to be

consulted once the port commissioners have decided which development options to
pursue.

Appendices and a bibliography are included for further reference.

We wish to extend our thanks to Dr. Victor T. Neal and to James Good of the
Marine Resource Management Program at Oregon State University for their help and
encouragement, and also to Vicki Rohrberg, former Port Manager, for suggestions
offered.

Special thanks are due to Patricia Snow, class assistant, for her pat-

ience and eagerness to help, to Maxine Hilfiker for her meticulous clerical and
editorial aid, and of course to the friendly people of Lincoln County for their
generous assistance in gathering information.
The Port Projects Class
June 1980
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INTRODUCTION

Our project began in January 1980 without any clear idea of what we were
supposed to be studying.

Neither the scope nor the subject matter of the project

had yet been defined, nor had any of us given any thought to how we might gather
and evaluate information once our goals had been identified.

All that we knew regarding the project was that we were charged with the responsibility of selecting a port community on the coast of Oregon or Washington, with
studying the development options available to that port, and with preparing a report
on our findings so that it might be presented to the port commissioners of that
community.

From the first few class meetings our goals and objectives began to emerge.
More specifically, they included the following:

° to produce an inventory of development options available to whatever
coastal community we might choose, selecting from them the most promising
alternatives insofar as our time limitations permitted us to discriminate;

° to examine each selected option as completely as possible from different
perspectives--scientific and technical, economic and demographic, political
and legal, geographic and natural resources--and to synthesize each viewpoint into a common set of objectives which we could agree upon and recommend to our selected port community;
° to seek and define a balance between competing interests involved, and to

produce a set of recommendations which we felt to be in the best interests
of the citizens of that community, to solicit local viewpoints but also to
attempt to balance them with the wider interests of the people of the state;

° to present in nontechnical language the findings of our class in the form
of a written report to which each class member has made a significant contribution, and to submit it to the port commissioners of whatever locality
might be chosen.
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In consultation with the Manager (at that time) of the Port of Toledo, we
selected that locality by the end of January.

As a first step in the identificaWe needed

tion of development alternatives, we began to collect background data.

information concerning the history, geography, geology, and ecology of the local-

ity--as well as legal, political, economic, and demographic data which might affect
development potential.

Some of us sought information in published reports about

the resources of Lincoln County; others solicited ideas from local citizens and
business persons in the area.

We scheduled two formal field trips so that we might

get a "feel" for the area and personally examine each site under consideration;
these provided opportunity for further contact with local residents.

We used all

of these sources of information to help us identify the social, physical, and legal
boundaries within which any development project must inevitably proceed.
It was mid-April before our study came into clearer focus.

By that time we

had identified tasks which yet remained to be done and had appointed committees
to carry them out.

A class leader and report editor was chosen, and thereafter he

delegated work assignments and coordinated the studies in progress.
In early April, during a field trip to Toledo and the surrounding countryside,

we examined a total of seven sites which had previously been selected by one class
member as possible sites for development.

When we had gathered some information on

each site, we ranked them according to their development potential, using a decision
matrix model which took account of such factors as ownership, existing development,
slope and soils, and access to road, rail, water and utilities (see Appendix I for
further details).

The two highest ranking sites were studied in greater detail as

possibilities for short-term development; the remaining sites were viewed only as
possibilities for long-term development and, accordingly, were only lightly studied.
Three of the seven sites studied are owned by the Toledo Port District:

the

boat basin and floating dock, a 2 1/2 acre parcel within the city limits, and a 30

6

acre marshland adjoining the Yaquina River south of Toledo.

The first two ranked

highest on our matrix model of development potential; the last was rejected as a
possibility for short-term development because environmental constraints rendered
it an unlikely prospect for approval of required development permits.

Of the remaining sites examined, at least one was found to have high development potential.

Indeed, it may be the most commercially developable land in Toledo

for marine related activities.

This is a parcel of land adjoining Depot Slough on

which an abandoned shingle factory sits; it was recently purchased from Georgia
Pacific by the Depoe Bay Fish Company, and it is reported that they are considering
construction of facilities for boat repair or for fish meal processing.

(Before

proceeding with your own development ideas, it may be wise to contact the owners of
this property and inquire about their plans.

Whatever they are planning may comple-

ment or compete with your own plans, and may require your attention before you make
any decisions.)

Three other potential development sites, a dredge spoils parcel owned by Publishers Paper Company, the nearby airport, and those parts of Boone Island adjoining
the river were all rejected as likely sites for short-term development because of
ownership or environmental obstacles.

Having selected the two most promising sites for development, we decided to
devote the remainder of our time to reviewing them in greater detail, though with
the realization that each suggested development alternative could not be fully evaluated because of lack of time and information.

It was at this time that we decided

to make an additional recommendation about merger with the Newport Port District,

an idea which will no doubt be politically sensitive, but which we feel would best
serve the interests of the citizens of Lincoln County.
on each of these issues follow immediately.

Our formal recommendations
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Eleven class members have made contributions to this report,
brought a unique perspective to the project.

Each of us

Among us we had accumulated training

and experience in biology, fisheries, economics, engineering, geology, anthropology, marine extension, editorial and publishing work, and regional planning.

Our approach was international as well as interdisciplinary; we had contributors
from nations as diverse as Brazil, Canada, Honduras, Mexico, Mauritius, Panama
and Somalia.

As a collective learning experience, our study of the Port of Toledo's development options has been a valuable exercise,

Each of the participants has gained a

keener appreciation for the complexities of preparing a development plan.

An awe-

some volume of data is available and must be reviewed in order to produce cogent
proposals.

Personal opinions and suggestions must be solicited and incorporated

into the final proposal.

We were barely able to penetrate beneath the surface of

the available studies, and we were all humbled by the complexity of the issues facing the decision maker.

This report documents what was to us a thought-provoking challenge.

Each of

us within the study group had differing points of view which had to be reconciled
in order to prepare this report.
process at work.

Our project became a microcosm of the political

What began as a vaguely defined and amorphous project of study

evolved into a statement which acknowledges and illustrates the complexity of economic and environmental issues which the modern world faces.

With a limited quantity

of resources being divided up among a growing population, each member wanting an
increasingly larger share, the problems of equitable resource allocations grow ever
more intricate.

It is with a clearer awareness of these problems and with empathy

for those who must solve them that this report is submitted to the commissioners
of the Port of Toledo.

We hope that it will be of as much value to you as a plan-

ning tool as it has been to us as a vehicle for learning and growing.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The authors of this report submit the following recommendations for your
consideration.

We have divided your options into two categories:

(1-3 years) and long-term (3-10 years).
decreasing priority.

short-term

Options have been ranked in order of

Further details on these recommendations will be found

immediately following this summary and in the body of the report.
Short-term Options.
1.

Reconstruction and expansion of the floating dock on Depot Slough.
Your most efficient use of this area would be to convert the dock to
slip moorage perpendicular to the shore line.
haulage should also be constructed.

Some form of boat

If proper permits are obtained,

you should explore the possibility of federal or state aid, since
construction costs would be high.
2.

Development of the 2 1/2 acre industrial site owned by the Port District.
Your best option would be to combine this site with the adjacent one
where the public works garage sits.

If agreement cannot be reached with

the City of Toledo, you should develop your site alone.

Its best use

would be construction related to recommendation number 1 above.

If you

decided to seek an industry instead, you should give priority to light
industry with low water use, preferably marine oriented.
3.

Study the possibility of a merger with the Port of Newport.

The possibility of an important reduction in the size of the Newport
based fishing fleet may make a merger economically advantageous to both
existing port districts in Lincoln County.
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Long-Term Options.
1.

This report identifies other sites where development may be possible
in the more distant future, though state and federal regulations make
prospects unpromising for the near future.

Among these are the 30 acre

marshland owned by the Port District, the old shingle mill slough site,
and the airport.

We recommend that in-depth studies be commissioned

for the development potential of these sites.
2.

Much of the information in this report is based on figures from the 1970
census, and is consequently outdated.

Although the short-term options

identified above are not conditional upon a review of 1980 census figures
for Lincoln County, we recommend that you wait on other development options
you may consider until the new census figues are available.
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REVIEW OF RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

The Floating Dock in Depot Slough

B.

The Port District's 2 1/2 Acre Site

C.

Merger with the Port of Newport
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THE FLOATING DOCK IN DEPOT SLOUGH
The floating dock in Depot Slough is currently receiving extensive use and
the rate of use is expected to increase in the near future.

The present facili-

ties are in a state of increasing disrepair and are inadequate to meet both the
current and expected future demand.

It is therefore recommended that the present

facilities be upgraded and expanded as follows:
1.

The part of Depot Slough adjacent to the dock should be dredged and the

floating dock should be converted to slip type moorage.

Dredging of the slough

should increase the size and number of vessels trafficking in the boat basin.

A slip-type moorage will increase the moorage capacity of the basin.

(The dimen-

sions and a dimension diagram for slips and catwalks in a typical pleasure boat
basin are given in Table 1 and Plate 1 respectively.)

A preliminary design eval-

uation indicates that a good rounded slip design should hold 40 to 45 boats which
range from 20 to 80 feet in length (75 boats if the maximum length is 20 feet;
15 to 18 boats if designed only for 60 to 80 foot boats).

It should be noted,

however, the actual capacity will be limited by the location of the channel and
whether appropriate permits can be obtained.
The cost of construction is roughly estimated at $400,000.

Federal aid for

the project may be available from the Economic Development Administration and/or
the Community Services Administration.

Costs could also be offset by slip con-

struction in phases and by increasing the price of moorage for the increased number
of moorage sites.

Current moorage fees are on the low side; a price increase should

be economically justifiable and may result in a long-term increase in profits.
2.

A facility for boat haulage should be constructed.

Boat haulage facilities

will increase the overall utility of the boat basin for general use.

They would

also enhance prospects for concomitant or future construction of dry boat storage
facilities on adjacent lands,

The actual design for a boat haulage facility depends

on present and anticipated traffic surface area of open water, and the land area
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available for development.

These general design parameters are given in Table 2.

The construction of slip moorage and boat haulage facilities should increase
the overall traffic and utility of the boat basin.

It should also increase the

development value of adjacent lands for boating related activities.

If the above

recommendations are approved, detailed economic evaluations should be sought for
the development of dry boat storage facilities, commercial sportfishing ventures,
and/or general marine service industries in the vicinity.
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Standard

Facility
major boating

100 acres for every 50,000 population. Ideal size

activities

of 100 acres and over. May be located within a
district park, regional park or reservation.

row boating and

1 lake or lagoon for every 25,000 people. Ideal
size of 20 acres of water area. May be located in
a community park or special regional reserva-

canoeing

Facility

motor boat area

It takes 20 acres of water to support one power
boat. 13 boats in the water would require 260
surface acres of open water to support a ramp.

boat access unit

1 boat access unit capable of launching one boat
at one time, serving 125 trailered boats or storage facilities berthing, mooring and the like for
100 non-trailered boats. 75 boats will operate
from one access unit on the season's peak day
and 50 boats on an optimum day.

tions.

z0

trip canoeing

Average number of canoes a day is 6, with 2 men
per canoe. Average daily trip distance is 15 miles.
Streams must have an average flow of 100 cubic
feet a second in order to be generally suitable for
canoeing.

canoe area

Service radius of 25 miles for day-use boaters; 75
to 175 miles for weekend-users; 135 to 250 miles
for vacation boaters.

boating

Estimating 2 persons per canoe per Y2 mile of
stream. Larger streams could probably handle

21,000 sq. ft. of parking space per ramp, assuming a parking lot capacity equal to maximum ramp
capacity.

One ski boat requires 40 acres of water, therefore, 13 ski boats would require 520 acres of
water to support one ski boat ramp.

boating

1 ramp on 1-1/2 acres for every 125 boat owners If

boaters average 8 trips a year.

one canoe per 1/4 mile of stream.

water skiing area

Standard

1/4 acre of water for every 1000 persons. Boating

boat ramp

A boat ramp occupies one acre of ground space
and can accommodate launching and retrieving
of about 40 boats per day per launching lane. 60
cars with boat trailers can be parked in area.

area located in a county park that allows 12 acres
for every 1000 population.

Table 2

Ramps generally service 160 surface acres of
water available for boating. Each ramp has at
least one 75-foot vehicular turn-around.
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THE PORT DISTRICT'S 2 1/2 ACRE SITE
Use of this site is severely constrained by its small size, its lack of

-

direct access to the water, and the fact that the underlying ground is not suitable for the construction of heavy foundations.

Taken together, these character-

istics restrict the number of options for development of this parcel.

Utility of the property would be greatly enhanced if it could be combined
with the adjacent site owned by the City of Toledo where the public works garage
Before deciding upon a development project for this site, you should open

sits.

negotiations with the City of Toledo to explore the possibility of acquiring the
site from them or of developing the two sites jointly.

The authors of this report conclude that a marine oriented development is
in the best interests of your constituents and that, if at all possible, development should be related to the expansion of the boat moorage facilities in Depot
Slough.

Your best option would be to use this site for dry boat storage or as a

yard for boat building or repair.

We feel that expansion of the moorage facilities

is your highest priority and that a decision on the 2 1/2 acre site should be
postponed until you have secured the permits necessary for expansion.

Your best

use of this site may be contingent upon the degree to which you are permitted to
expand the boat basin.

Depending on the outcome of your plans to expand the moorage, you may want
also to consider uses for this site which are not marine related.

In this case,

we feel that you are better off leasing or selling the land than by attempting
the development yourself.

Among the possibilities that were discussed are an

insulation material factory, a gasohol, turpentine or methanol processing plant
or other industry which can take advantage of the close proximity of forest
products outlets, or a logging truck repair and fuel station.

We wish to emphasize

that more detailed economic studies should be undertaken before any of these alternatives are selected.
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MERGER WITH THE PORT OF NEWPORT
A review of the economic and demographic data for Lincoln County indicates
that the economies of Toledo and Newport are closely linked to each other.

Al-

though the economic bases differ--Toledo's being the forest products industry
and Newport's being divided between the fishing and tourist industries--the economies of each are mutually interdependent, and trends which are first apparent
in one city may be expected to become manifest in the other within a short time.
The authors of this report therefore recommend that closer ties with the Port
Commission of Newport be established, with a view toward coordination of activities and joint solution of mutual problems.

Since the economic activities of

the two port districts are complementary, competition should be minimized.

Furthermore, a preliminary review of the published data on the economy of
Lincoln County suggests that the interests of the county's citizens might best
be served by an actual merger of the two port districts contained therein.

It

is our view that a merger would be beneficial in that it would enlarge the tax
base, would eliminate

the sense of competition which now exists between the two

ports, would result in better and more efficient use of resources, and would help
to provide a more unified approach to the management of the entire Yaquina River
estuary.

We therefore recommend that you consider the possibility of a merger with
the Port of Newport and that you open negotiations with them toward that end.
Before approaching the Newport port commission, however, you may want to retain
an independent consultant to provide a more detailed study of the economic benefits of such

a merger.

Should you decide that a merger with the Port of Newport is desirable, there
are certain steps to be taken, as provided for in those sections of the Oregon
Revised Statutes which deal with port district formation and termination (ORS
198.885-198.915 and ORS 777).
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In general, the following steps should be taken in this order:
1.

Open negotiations with the Port of Newport about merger.

The negotiations

should be public at all stages.
2.

If agreement is reached, submit a letter of intent to the Ports Division

of the Oregon State Department of Economic Development.

The Economic Development

Commission will approve or deny your request within sixty days.

If approved, they

will notify the Lincoln County Board of Commissioners with instructions to arrange
for and give notice of a public hearing on the merger.
3.

A voter referendum will be held to approve or deny the proposed merger.

It is to be noted that such a referendum may be held whether or not the Economic
Development Commission approves your proposal, and the outcome may cause them to
reconsider any negative decision.
4.

After voter approval, the actual details of the merger (transfer of assets,

property titles, liabilities, etc.) may be accomplished in consultation with the
Dept. of Economic Development.
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PART I:

STUDIES OF SELECTED TOPICS PERTAINING TO
PORT'S DEVELOPMENT SITES

A.

Economic and Demographic Characteristics of Lincoln County

B.

The Yaquina River in the Vicinity of Toledo

C.

Engineering Assessment of the Development Potential of
Specific Sites

D.

Geological Units and their Engineering Properties in the
Toledo Planning District Units

E.

Natural Resources and Transportation Facilities in the
Toledo Port District
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ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF LINCOLN COUNTY
Introduction
No

The success of any development project is dependent on economics.
project can succeed if there is no demand for its products or services.

This

fact places great importance on economic projections in the decision making
process, unfortunately economic projections are very difficult to make.

Economic interactions of even a small area such as Lincoln County are very
They are influenced by national and state policies, such as interest

complex.

rates, money supply, taxes, unemployment benefits, and energy costs.

Demographic

factors such as birth and death rates, migration patterns, and marriage and
divorce rates all interact with economics.

Social values such as education,

unionization, recreation, and home ownership also contribute to economic change.
These and other factors combine to make prediction difficult.
Several economic predictions were reviewed for this study.

Predictions

differed widely varying from slow decline to rapid and large expansion.

We con-

clude that slow expansion in the economy as a whole with possible major shifts
in the composition of the economic base is most likely.
Background

The city of Toledo is the industrial center and second largest city of Lincoln County.

It is located in the Yaquina River Valley in the western portion

of the Coast Range.

Toledo is 14.5 miles upstream from the Pacific Ocean and is

connected to the coast and Willamette Valley by highway U. S. 20.

Newport, the

county seat of Lincoln County is seven miles to the west, while Corvallis, the
nearest major city in the Willamette Valley, is 48 miles to the east.

Toledo is built primarily on two ridges that extend north from a horseshoe
bend in the Yaquina River.

Almost all of the urban development within Toledo has

occurred on the two ridges and in the Valley between them.
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Areas with some urban development located outside the city include a long
strip of residential use northeast of town along highway U. S. 20, and scattered
development along the east side of the Yaquina River southwest of town, and on
the peninsula south of the city, and the Yaquina River.

City services are not

available in these areas.

Toledo, a onetime county seat (until 1952), is located on the former John
Graham homestead.

It was named in 1868 by his son, Joseph D. Graham, who had

been born in Toledo, Ohio.
established there.

The name was chosen when the first post office was

It was formerly called Mackey Point after either William

Mackey, the first postmaster, or his family.
tion of 302 in 1900.
of 541.

Toledo grew slowly and had a popula-

The city incorporated in 1905 and by 1910 had a population

The present population within the city is around 3000.

A large share of

the lumber and related wood products industries of Lincoln County have located
in the vicinity of Toledo, making it the "Industrial Hub of Lincoln County".

The

industries in the Toledo area include a pulp mill, a shingle mill, two lumber mills,
and another firm which manufactures miscellaneous wood products.
Population
With the exception of two short periods, the population of Toledo has grown
slowly from the 1900 population of 302 to the present estimated population of
3010.

The faster growth periods occurred during the 1920's and 1950's.
The fast growth in the 1950's was caused by the purchase and development of

the C. D. Johnson lumber mill by Georgia Pacific in 1952 and the opening of the
Georgia Pacific Pulp mill in 1958.
grew from 2323 to 3053.

Between 1950 and 1960, the city population

Despite the faster growth in the 1950's, the overall growth

rate from 1930 to 1960 amounted to about 1.2 per cent per year.

According to the

Oregon State Census Board estimates, from 1960 to 1970 the population of Toledo
declined from 3053 to 2810.
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POPULATION AND PERCENT CHANGE IN POPULATION OF TOLEDO
1940

1950

1960

1970

2280

2323

3053

2818

1.5%

1940-1970

23.2%

-7.7%

31.4%

The percentage of Lincoln County population living in Toledo had a maximum
peak during the 1930's (21.6%)

a slight increase

and it has decreased

to 10.9% in the 1970's with

during the 1960's.

POPULATION AND PERCENT CHANGE IN POPULATION OF LINCOLN COUNTY
1940

1950

1960

1970

14,549

21,308

24,635

25,755

46.5%

15.6%

1940-1970

77,0%

4.5%

The 1960 Census indicated a population of 5445 in the Toledo Census County
Division.

Of this total, 2392 lived in areas outside the city.

However, the

Toledo Census County Division extends west as far as Yaquina Bay and part of the
division could more logically be considered as part of the Newport area.

The population distribution in all directions from Toledo is fairly uniform
except for a slightly higher concentration to the north and little development
directly to the west.

Houses in Toledo are arranged in a cluster manner.

Areas of relatively dense

development are separated from each other by steep terrain, waterways, and different types of land use.

New residential construction in the city in recent years has been quite limited.

From July 1963 to July 1967 only 27 new residential units were constructed.

New construction was not significant in any area of the city.

However, in the

last 15 years a substantial part of the new housing in Toledo has been constructed
in the southeast section.
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HOUSING UNITS AND PERCENT CHANGE IN HOUSING UNITS
1940

1950

1960

1970

728

782

945

1028

20.8%

7.4%

1940-1970

41.2%

8.8%

OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS BY OCCUPANCY STATUS
PERCENT CHANGE IN OCCUPANCY STATUS
total

year

owner

1950

433

307

740

1960

542

388

930

1970

595

341

936

renter

OWNER OCCUPIED UNITS % OF CHANGE
1950-1960

1960-1970

25.2%

9.8%

RENTER OCCUPIED UNITS
1950-1960

1960-1970

26.4%

-12.1%

According to the Bureau of Census, the population density of the city of
Toledo was 1761 individuals per square mile.
Population Characteristics.

The population and percent of population in selected age groups for the city
of Toledo is shown in the following table.
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POPULATION AND PERCENT OF POPULATION IN SELECTED AGE GROUPS
year

0-14

15-24

25-44

45-64

65+

1950

641
(27.6%)

309
(13.3%)

683
(29.4%)

531
(22.9%)

159
( 6.8%)

2323

1960

1009
(33.0%)

411
(13.5%)

813
(26.6%)

636
(20.8%)

184
( 6.0%)

3053

1970

868
(30.8%)

445
(11.8%)

606
(21.4%)

632
(22.4%)

267
( 9.5%)

2818

total

From the analysis of age characteristics data it is apparent that Toledo has
a fairly young population and a comparatively small number of people in the older
age groups.

This indicates that the city's population is composed largely of

young adults (aged 25-44) of working age which have young families.

This is

atypical of coastal areas, where there is a preponderance of retired people, but
typical of a community which has a large and thriving economy.

This indicates that Toledo has been an importer of young people who work in
the local mills, and that when people reach retirement age, generally move to other
localities.

As we can see from the following graph, the age groups from 15-24,

45-64, and 65+, have increased slightly from 1950 to 1970.

But the population

in the 25-44 group (young working adults) has diminished from 29.4% in 1950
to 21.4% in 1970.

CHANGE OF AGE GROUPS PERCENT FROM 1950 TO 1970
age groups
0-14
30%

45-64
25-44
20%

15-24
10%

65+
1950

1960

1970
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Population projections
The following projections were taken from "Statistical Data Base for Linn,
Benton, and Lincoln Counties":

1975-1976.

They are extensions of constant

growth rates, which are noted below.

POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR LINCOLN COUNTY
Date

Low Estimate

Best estimate

High Estimate

1970

25,755

25,755

25,755

1972

26,100

26,100

26,100

1975

27,000

27,100

27,300

1980

28,000

28,600

29,500

1985

29,600

30,400

31,900

1990

31,100

32,300

34,300

1995

32,600

34,300

37,000

2000

34,300

36,600

40,000

Percent annual
increase

1.0%

1.2%

1.5%

POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR LINCOLN COUNTY

c

a

20,000

a - low estimate
b - best estimate
c - high estimate

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000
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If we assume that the percentage
Toledo will

of Lincoln County population living in

be the same (10.9%) that has been for 1970, the increase in Toledo's

population will be the following:

POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR TOLEDO
date

low estimate

1970

2818

2818

2818

1972

2856

2856

2856

1975

2954

2965

2987

1980

3086

3129

3228

1985

3239

3326

3491

1990

3403

3534

3753

1995

3567

3753

4049

2000

3753

4005

4376

high estimate

best estimate

POPULATION PROJECTION FOR CITY OF TOLEDO

a - low estimate
b - best estimate
c - high estimate

2500

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000
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LABOR FORCE CHARACTERISTICS

According to the 1976 statistics, the employment rate of Toledo was reduced
from 97% in 1960, to 91.5% in 1976.

The percentage of the population aged 14

and older in the labor force has increased from 54.3% in 1960 to 56.4% in 1976.

This indicates that the labor force has been the same since 1960 but the population of people aged 14 and older has diminished.

Unemployment has increased from

3%, a relative favorable percentage, to a very high 8.5%.

The employment status of the labor force for 1960 and 1976 is shown in the
next table:

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF THE LABOR FORCE FROM TOLEDO 1960-1976
1960

1976

Total population 14 years and over

2092

2005

Total labor force

1136

1138

Percent of total

54.3%

56.8%

Civilian labor force

1136

1138

Employed

1102

1041

34

97

Unemployed
Percent of civilian labor force:
Employed
Unemployed

97%

91.5%

3%

8.5%

The 1976 statistics indicate that Toledo has a comparatively large percentage
of people employed as craftsmen, operatives, and laborers, and a comparatively
small percentage of people employed in the professional, managerial, clerical,
sales, and service classifications.

In Toledo, 56.3% of the employed labor

force is classified as craftsmen, operatives, and laborers.

The white collar

occupations (managerial, professional, clerical, sales, and service) employ only
33.6% of the Toledo labor force.
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A census of employed labor force by industrial group showed that 54.3%
of Toledo's employed labor force was in manufacturing (including lumber and wood
products) in 1960.

This changed to only 46.8% in 1976, indicating that this

source of employment has lost importance.
For most of the other basic industrial groups, Toledo has a comparatively
small employment.

Wholesale and retail trade has increased from 13.8% in 1960

to 17.9% in 1976.

This also happened in public administration:

2.7% in 1960 to

4.9% in 1976.

The next table shows the change in percentage of employed labor force by
Industrial Group for 1960 and 1976.

PERCENT OF EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE
BY INDUSTRIAL GROUP IN TOLEDO 1960-1976

Industrial group

1960

1976

Construction

6.1%

1.5%

Manufacturing

54.3%

46.8%

3.3%

3.6%

13.8%

17.9%

---

3.8%

Transportation

Wholesale and retail trade
Finance, insurance and real estate
Services

Public Administration

14,2%

11.7%

2.7%

4.9%

To forecast whether the employment is going to change or hold constant

in Toledo is very difficult. The next diagram is based on a high forecast of
employment in Toledo done by "Economic Consultant Oregon Ltd."
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HIGH FORECAST OF NON FAR! EMPLOYMENT IN TOLEDO BY SELECTED
INDUSTRY:

1980-2000

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

eg}
i

d

1980

f
c

1985

1990

1995

2000

a - Manufacturing

e - Wholesale and retail trade

b - Wood and lumber

f - Finance, insurance, realestate

c - Food and kindred

g - Services

d - Transportation, cummunications and utilities

h - Government
i - Mining and contract construction
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RETAIL TRADE

In Toledo from 1958 to 1967 the number of retail trade establishments
declined from 56 to 34.

The number of lumber, building materials, and hard-

ware establishements dropped from six to two, and the number of general merchandise establishments dropped from seven to one.

However, the number of service stations increased from five to nine in
1963 and then returned to five in 1967, and the number of eating and drinking establishments increased from eight to nine, and then diminished to eight
in 1967.

Newport, in contrast to Toledo, has increased in the number of

retail establishments (96 to 126).

Accompanying the decline in the number of establishments, retail sales
in Toledo decreased by over $3 million, or 52% between 1958 and 1967.

Dur-

ing the same period, retail sales in Newport increased by about $8 million
for a 90% gain.

Retail trade statistics are shown below:

RETAIL TRADE STATISTICS TOLEDO AND NEWPORT
1958, 1963 and 1967

1958

Toledo
1963

Newport
1967

1958

1963

1967

Type of Establishment
Lumber, building materials,
hardware. etc.
General merchandise
Food
Automotive
Service station
Apparel
Furniture, appliances
Eating, drinking

1
1
8

2

4
5

3

2
4

0
3

8

6
7

10

7

4
5

1

5

6

10

10

8

8

10
14

17

14

17

4

6

6

5

9

1
5
0
3
8

5
23
4
14

21

4

7

100

126

9

Drug

2

1

2

Other
Non-store retailers

8

7

6

0

0

0

22
3
19
0

56

42

34

96

Total

7

1

4

34

4
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The local and regional economics of the Yaquina Bay and River areas and
Lincoln County respectively have developed gradually on the basis of their natural

resource

endowments.

waterways,

is a major

Lincoln County, which is the region served by the Yaquina
source of softwoods, which are processed locally into lum-

ber, paper, composition board, plywood, and other forest products for shipment
to all parts of the world.
export item.

In recent years, logs have also become an important

An important part of the forest products output has moved via

Yaquina River and Bay, and the communities of Newport and Toledo are closely tied
to the timber industry.

Fishing is an important aspect of the economic life of the coastal area, and
industrial development in the Yaquina Bay area has been greatly influenced by
the requirements for fish processing and distribution facilities, and for moorings, equipment, supplies, and manpower.
REGIONAL INCOME AND PRODUCT

Indicators of economic activity in Lincoln County show that the area has
lagged behind both the state and the nation in terms of increased income, employment, and investment.

The principal indicator is the level of per capita income

in the county, as compared to those for the state and the nation.

According to

the 1970 Census of Population, Lincoln County's level of per capita income, at
$2,897 (in 1969) was 92.3% of the Oregon State average.

With 1.2% of the state's

population in 1970 (25,755 out of 2,091,400)7 the county's residents had 1.1%,

or one-tenth of a percent less of the state's aggregate personal income, reflecting the area's lower earning capability.
Several factors are responsible for the county's situation,

Most significant

is its dependence for income on the forest products industry, which is subject to
wide fluctuations in prices, earnings, and output, as well as being highly seasonal.
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The bulk of the standing timber lies on private land, and payments for cutting
privileges in large part do not re-enter the local economy,

The flow of forest

products earnings into the local economy is further constrained as a result of
the pattern of ownership of the principal lumber, pulp, and paper producers.
Most firms have administrative headquarters elsewhere in the country, so costs
of administration and capital (dividends and interest) largely accrue to other
areas.

Payments for manpower, miscellaneous supplies, and transport service

comprise the principal local funds generated by the forest products industry in
the county, and mechanization of production has led to sustained declines in
employment.

Between 1950 and 1970, for example, the number of workers in Lincoln

County employed in the lumber, wood products, and furniture sector declined from
2,528 to 836.

The economics of fish processing dictates that large freezing, canning, and
packing plants be concentrated at locations with easy access to major markets
for sustained growth in sales to occur.
CONCLUSIONS

The economy of this area has been heavily dependent on the exploitation of
its forest and ocean resources for employment and income.

The market for the

products of both sectors is characterized by both short-term and long-term
fluctuations; the variability of prices and the remoteness of the Yaquina Bay
area from market centers have restrained its growth.

Recreation and tourism have generated most of the growth in Lincoln County
economic activity in recent years.

Serving the needs of visitors requires rela-

tively large inputs of manpower, however, and there is little opportunity for
mechanizing the activity in order to expand the output of services at accelerated
rates and reduced costs.

As a consequence, per capita earnings from tourism are

low.

Trends in employment indicate that the labor force in the communities of Newport and Toledo has been relatively stable in terms of total numbers, but is
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gradually changing in composition.

Continued slow declines in forest products

employment have been offset by gradual increases in tourism and recreationrelated employment and fishing and fish processing.

Prospective developments

in tourism and water recreation facilities are likely to accelerate the expansion
of services employment.

Fishing, and seafood processing are also expanding,

In summary, the mid-coastal area is exporting recreational services to inland
residents along with seafoods and forest products, and receiving payments from
outside the area for these goods and services.

The problem remains of high

seasonality in the area's flow of employment and income, which limits the accumula-

tion of savings and buying power and therefore restrains the expansion of the
local business community into non-recreational service pursuits,

The remoteness

of the area inhibits the development of economic activities that require larger
markets than that provided by the local, permanent population.
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THE YAQUINA RIVER IN THE VICINITY OF TOLEDO
Navigation
The Yaquina River is the major navigable waterway within the port district
The Yaquina drains

and is an important transportation route for Lincoln County.

an area of approximatly 253 square miles, 225 square miles of which are within the
district.

The river has a deep water channel to river mile 14.5 above Toledo.

The deep water channel is main-

It is navigable to river mile 23 by small craft.
tained by the Corps of Engineers.

The authorized channel is 10 feet deep by 150

feet wide from the western boundary of the port district to mile 14 above Toledo.

A turning basin 10 feet deep by 350 feet wide and 500 feet long is maintained at
the end of the channel.

A 10 foot deep by 200 foot wide channel is also maintained

in Depot Slough from the Yaquina to the Georgia-Pacific dock.
dredged approximately once every five years.

The channel is

The Oregon Coast Commission has found

the channel inadequate for current shipping needs.

A portion of the Siletz River from mile 22 to 55 lies within the port district.
The river is navigable by small craft.

There is no maintained channel for the

Siletz River within the port district.

(Fig. 1 indicates port boundaries.)

Hydrology and Sedimentation
The Yaquina River drains an area of 253 square miles.

The river discharge

ranges from 30 cubic feet per second to 1700 cubic feet per second depending on
the season.

The river water is generally brackish with measurable salt water

intrusion to river mile 20 during periods of low flow.

The river slope ranges

from 1 foot per mile to about 10 feet per mile.

Sedimentation is a problem in the Yaquina River.
river carries 30,000 tons of sediment per year.

It is estimated that the

Within the post district these

sediments are mostly medium to fine sands (0.5 to 0.125 mm) with a median diameter
of 0.279 mm.

These sands are composed of micaceous sandstone, siltstone, and
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shale.

Upstream of Toledo very coarse sands (up to 2.0 mm) are found.

Gravel size

fragments are also prevalent above Toledo and may also be found downstream to
Onetta Point.

Tests of sediment samples taken in the Yaquina indicate that the sediment does
not meet the requirements for ocean disposal.

Land disposal sites are located

within the port boundaries (Fig. 2).

Water Quality
A summary of water quality standards of Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality are provided below (fig. 3).

Tests of water samples taken from the Yaquina

from 1960 to 1973 indicate that the Yaquina does not meet state standards.

A list

of test results is provided (Fig. 4).

Air Quality
A summary of Oregon air quality standards is given, (Fig. 5).
sampling has been found.

No record of

Figure 1.
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Figure 5

SUMMARY OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
General Water Quality Standards.

The following General Water Quality Standards

shall apply to all waters of the state except where they are clearly superseded
by Special Water Quality Standards applicable to specifically designated waters
of the state.

No wastes shall be discharged and no activities shall be conducted

which either alone or in combination with other wastes or activities will cause
in any waters of the state:
(1)

The dissolved oxygen content of surface waters to be less than six (6)
milligrams per liter unless specified otherwise by special standards.

(2)

The hydrogen-ion concentration (pH) of the waters to be outside the
range of 6.5 to 8.5 unless specified otherwise by special standard.

(3)

The liberation of dissolved gases, such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide or any other gases, in sufficient quantities to cause objectionable odors or to be deleterious to fish or other aquatic life, navigation, recreation, or other reasonable uses made of such waters.

(4)

The development of fungi or other growths having a deleterious effect on
stream bottoms, fish or other aquatic life, or which are injurious to
health, recreation or industry.

(5)

The creation of tastes or odors or toxic or other conditions that are
deleterious to fish or other aquatic life or affect the potability of
drinking water or the palatability of fish or shellfish.

(6)

The formation of appreciable bottom or sludge deposits or the formation
of any organic or inorganic deposits deleterious to fish or other aquatic
life or injurious to public health, recreation or industry.

(7)

Objectionable discoloration, turbidity, scum, oily, slick or floating
solids, or coat the aquatic life with oil films.
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(8)

(385)

Bacterial pollution or other conditions deleterious to waters used for
domestic purposes, livestock watering, irrigation, bathing, or shellfish
propagation, or be otherwise injurious to public health.

(9)

Any measurable increase in temperature when the receiving water temper
atures are 64°F or greater; or more than 0.5° increase due to a singlesource discharge when receiving water temperatures are 63.5°F or less;

or more than 2°F increases due to all sources combined when receiving
water temperatures are 62°F or less.
(10)

Aesthetic conditions offensive to the human senses or sight, taste, smell
or touch.

(11)

Radioisotope concentrations to exceed Maximum Permissible Concentrations
(MPC.'s) in drinking water, edible fishes or shellfishes, wildlife, irriga-

ted crops, livestock and dairy products or pose an external radiation
hazard.
(12)

The concentration of total dissolved gas relative to atmospheric pressure
at the point of sample collection to exceed one hundred and five percent
(105%) of saturation, except when stream flow exceeds the 10-year, 7-day
average flood.

WATER QUALITY STANDARDS FOR THE MARINE AND ESTUARINE WATERS OF OREGON (excluding
estuarine waters of the Columbia River).

The provisions of this section shall be

in addition to and not in lieu of the General Water Quality Standards contained in
Section 41-025, except where this section imposes a conflicting requirement with
the provisions of Section 41-025, this section shall govern.

No wastes shall be

discharged and no activities shall be conducted which either alone or in combination
with other wastes or activities will cause in marine or estuarine waters:
(1)

Dissolved Oxygen (DO).

(Outside of zones of upwelled marine waters

naturally deficient in DO).

DO concentrations to be less than 6 milli-

grams per liter for estuarine waters, or less than saturation concentrations for marine waters.
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(2)

Organisms of the Coliform Group.

(MPN or equivalent MF using a represent-

ative number of samples).
(a)

(For marine and shellfish growing waters).

The median concentration

of coliform bacteria of sewage origin to exceed 70 per 100 milliliters.
(b)

(For estuarine waters other than in shellfish growing areas).

Average concentrations of coliform bacteria, where associated with
fecal sources, to exceed 240 per 100 ml or to exceed this value in
more than 20 percent of samples.
(3)

Hydrogen Ion Concentration (pH).

pH values to be outside the range of

7.0 and 8.5 over shellfish growing areas.
(4)

Turbidity.

(Jackson Turbidity Units, JTU)

Turbidities to exceed 5 JTU

above natural background values except for certain short-term activities
which may be specifically authorized by the Sanitary Authority under
such conditions as it may prescribe and which are necessary to accommodate
essential dredging or constructwon where turbidities in excess of this
standard are unavoidable.
(5)

Temperature.

Any significant increase above natural background tempera-

tures, or water temperatures to be altered to a degree which creates or
can reasonably be expected to create an adverse effect on fish or other

aquatic life.
RegTaken from State of Oregon, Department of Environmental Quality.
*Reference:
Sections from Oregon
ulations Relating to Water Quality Control in Oregon.
Administrative Rules, chapter 340. January 1, 1974. 73 pp.

Figure 4
(A)

Yaquina River Below Toledo, River Mile 11.8, Water Quality Analysis 1966-1967

No. of Samples

Parameter

Temperature (C)

Turbidity (JTU)
Color (PT-CO)

Conductivity at 25C (Micromho)
DO
DO

BOD

(% Saturation)
(mg/1, 5-day)

pH (SU)

Total Alkalinity (mb/l CaCO3)
Residue (mg/l Total)
Residue (mg/l Total NFLT)
NH N (mg/l Total)
NO3N (mg/l Total)
Or ho-PO (mg /l PO )
Total Hadness (mg/i CaCO3)
[4,

Maximum

Minimum

4

21.00
25.00
4.00
38,000.00
7.40
71.00
3.70
7.40
88.00
32,248.00
43.00
.31
.12

14.00
5.00
1.00
18,200.00
4.00
43.00
.20
6.90
49.00
3,154.00
6.00
.31
.01

4

. 10

. 01

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
1

Chloride (mg/l Cl)
Sulfate (mg/l, SO4 Total)

4

2

5,110.00
15,250.00
850.00

Total Coliform (100 ml, MPN CONF)

4

700.00

4

2,230.00
6,359.50
380.00
60.00

Mean

18.50
13.00
2.25
26,475.00
5.05
52.75
1.58
7.20
68.50
18,790.50
29.50
.31
.05
.

053

3,618.75
10,077.40
615.00
360.00

Figure 4

(B) Yaquina River Above Toledo, River Mile 15.3, Water Quality Analysis 1966-1967
Temperature (C)
Turbidity (JTU)
Color (PT-CO)
Conductivity at 25 C (Micromho)
DO (mg/1)
DO (% Saturation)

BOD (mg/l Total)

4

4
4

4
3
3
3

pH (SU)

Total Alkalinity (mg/l CaCO3)
Residue (mg/l Total)
Residue (mg/l Total NFLT)
NH N (mg/l Total)
NO3N (mg/l Total)
Orho-PO4 (mg/l P04)
SWL (mg/I PBI)
Total Hardness (mg/l, CaCO3)
Chloride (mg/l Cl)
Sulfate (mg/1, SO4 Total)
Total Coliform (100/ml, MPN CONE)
Turbidity
NH -N (mg/l Total)
NO3-N (mg/l Total)
Or ho-PO4 (mg/l P04)

20.00
10.00
6.00
31,000.00
6.20
60.00
3.40

22,126.00
34.00

278.00
18.00

18.00
6.50
4.00
15,885.00
5.13
53.00
1.70
7.05
48.50
11,872.50
26.00

.31
.08

.31
.02
.01

.31
.06
.04

920.00
700.00
3.00

1.00
44.00
182.00
14.80
60.00
3.00

1.00
1,999.00
5,691.74
514.93
402.50
3.00

.15
.48
.12

.01
.10
.02

.07
.27

3

4
4
4

1
4

70. 0

.11

1

1.00

4

3
4
1

5
5
55

.60

6.90

4
4

14.00
4.00
3.00
440.00
4.10
44.00

4,165.00
11,300.00

22.00

.07
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Figure 5
OREGON AIR QUALITY STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO THE YAQUINA BAY AREA

Maximum Allowable Level
Parameter

Sulfur dioxide

Carbon monoxide

Secondary

Primary

60 mg/m3

3 your average - 1 day
or less per year

10 mg/m3
maximum 8 hour average
1 day or less per year

40 mg/m3 maximum
1 hour average or less per year

Nitrogen dioxide

100 mg/m3
annual arithmetic mean

Hydrocarbon

160 mg/m3
3 hour maximum
measured from 6:00-9:00 AM
1 day or less per year

Particulates

60 mg/m3
annual geometric mean

Particle fall-out
Industrial areas

Residential areas

1300 mg/m3 maximum

annual arithmetic mean

1 day

150 mg/m3 maximum
24 hour amount

10 g/m2/month 1

5 g/m2/month 2

1.

or 5 g/m2/month if visible obervations show the presence of wood waste or
soot and the volatile fraction of the sample is 70 percent of the dry weight.

2.

or 3.5 g/m2/month if visible observations show the presence of wood waste or
soot and the volatile fraction of the sample is 70 percent of the dry weight.
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ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL OF SPECIFIC SITES

Figure 4 gives the location of the specific sites which are being considered
for development.

These sites can be grouped on the basis of engineering properties.

Sites 1, 2, 3, and 6 lie on the flood plain and represent areas where Quaternary alluvium overlies a Tertiary siltstone formation.

Both of these formations

are easily excavated by construction equipment, but will carry only light foundation
loads.

The topography is essentially flat and stable.

Excavation into the Tertiary

siltstone formation may, however, produce unstable slopes if the excavation encounters ancient landslide sites formed by river erosion of valley walls.

Water supply

may be required since the Tertiary siltstone formation is impermeable except for a
local tapping of ground water along fracture zones.

Sewer systems are also required

because the low permeability of the siltstone unit and the extremely high water
table in the alluvium during the rainy season make septic tanks and drainage fields
inoperable most of the year.

Site 4 is identical to sites 1, 2, 3, and 6 discussed above, except that it
comprises marshland overlying the Quaternary Alluvium and Tertiary siltstone formation.

Development will require filling in the marsh region, which raises environ-

mental concerns and evokes legal and economic constraints.
Site 5 also lies on the flood plain, but comprises an area where Quaternary
alluvium overlies the Tyee sandstone formation.

Excavation of the alluvium is

easily accomplished, but excavation of the underlying Tyee sandstone requires blasting with large diameter auger holes loaded with ammonium nitrates.

The site will,

however, support heavy foundation loads if spread footings or pilings reach either
the Tyee formation or a dense gravel substrate in the alluvium.
strate would be anticipated at site 5, but not at sites

(The gravel sub-

1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, because

of site 5's upstream position and the presence of gravel bed load deposits in the
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river adjacent to the site).

The area is flat and stable, but may be subject to

inundation by landslides from the adjacent valley wall where the Tyee formation
outcrops and is extremely unstable.

This will be particularly true if the Tyee

formation dips toward the valley wall at an angle of 15 degrees or more.

A water

supply and sewer system will be required since the Tyee formation is impermeable
(except for a local tapping of ground water along fracture zones) and the Quater-

nary alluvium has an extremely high water table during the rainy season.

However,

soils formed from erosion of the Tyee formation may provide a good aquifer, and a
good drainage for septic tanks if they are present,

A Tyee soil horizon would be

anticipated between the Alluvium and Tyee formation at site 5 because its position
at the base of a cliff is comprised of unstable and easily eroded Tyee sandstone.
Local water supply may still be a problem, however, since this is a dredge spoil
site.

Any aquifer will have to be assessed for pollutants which may have been

leached from the overlying dredge spoils.
Site 7 lies above the flood plain and comprises the Tertiary "Siltstones of
Alsea" formation.

These siltstones are easily excavated but can hold only light

foundation loads.

Both a water supply and sewage system will be required due to

the impermeability of the siltstone unit.

Local tapping of ground water along

The topography is relatively steep and reaches

fracture zones may be possible.

an elevation of about 250 feet at the top of the island.

Landslide potential

is therefore greater than it is for the other site and excavation may reactivate
ancient landslides.

A cut is apt to fail if bedding planes dip toward it at angles

greater than 15 degrees, or when the cut is greater than 50 feet high and beds dip
away from the cut.

Because site 7 is an island, development may be limited by

construction of a road access.

Road access may require partial destruction of the

slough and associated marshlands and may therefore raise environmental concerns
and evoke mitigation proceedings.
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Table 1.

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOLOGIC UNITS.

.Tey, Ten,
Too, Tmn

Geologic Unit

Tet
Siltstones of
Tyee Formation Tertiary Age

Number of Samples

a

Alluvial Deposits
Terr""aces and

.Na6i Plains

7

3

8

Soil

AASHO

A-6,A-7

A-7-5,A-7-6

Classirication

Unified

A4

ML-CL

Textural

MI' -MH-CL

Clayey silt &
Silty clay

ML-CL-MH
Clayey silt

Screen

4
10

91-100
90-100

91-100
86-100

40
200

86- 99
53- 91

100
100

78- 99
65- 97

90- 99
75- 95

7- 55
31- 51
18- 50

3- 32
22- 43
28- 63

24- 49
33- 58
15- 26

6- 18
4- 23

6- 14
7- 21

50- 60
10- 20

Percent passing

Analysis

Hydrometer
(Analysis

t`tayey silt

Silty clay

Percent sand

silt
clay

Strength

Internal Frictions
Coehesion P.S.I. C

Atterberg
Limits

Liquid Limit
Plasticity Index

32- 47

5- 27

40- 63
17- 30

25- 58
11- 30

Proctor
Density
(Harvard

Optimum Moisture

16- 25

21- 38

21- 43

Dry Density

97-109

80-104

73-104

Foundation Rating
Shrink and Swell
Internal Drainage
Dry Strength

Moderate
Low-Moderate

Low

Poor

Poor

Moderate
Moderate

Low to moderate
Low

Moderate
Low to moderate
Low to moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Shear

Miniature)
Modified
from
Casagrande

Soil
Charts

Uses for

Slope Stability
Permeability m/hr.

0.6-2.0

Septic tank drainfield Poor
Source of ground water Low yield
Embankment material

High

Fair

Poor to very poor
Poor yield
Fair to poor

Variable
Fair to good
Fair to good

After Schlicker, Deacon and Olcott et al., 1973, Environmental Geology of
Lincoln County State of Oregon, Dept. of Geology and Mineral Industries,
Bulletin 81.
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HYDROGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL OF SPECIFIC SITES
The location of the selected development sites is given in Figure 4.

Except

for site 1, all of the sites are adjacent to the river, which contains brackish
water due to salt water intrusion.

Any development use for these lands must com-

ply with the DEQ water quality standards even though the Yaquina River does not
presently meet these requirements.

With the exception of site 5 (Dredge Spoils

Site), all of the sites are adjacent to river sections where a deep water channel
150 feet wide and 10 feet deep is maintained.

Site 5 is in close proximity to a

turning basin at the end of the deep water channel which is 10 feet deep, 350 feet
wide, and 500 feet long.

All of the sites are on flood-prone lands with the exception of site 7 (Boone
Island), which may experience some flooding of the shoreland region.

Because of

winter flooding, the severity of less frequent floods, and the feasibility of
adequate flood control structures, flood control should be largely in the form of
flood plain zoning regulations.

Development of these sites should be limited to

water-oriented activities, such as boat docks and fishing enterprises, or to temporary tourist sites, such as campgrounds, which would be vacant during the winter
flood period.

Flood insurance is available for sites-4, 5, and 7, and may be

available for the other sites if the city of Toledo adopts or has adopted the land
use standards of Lincoln County.
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GEOLOGICAL UNITS AND THEIR ENGINEERING PROPERTIES
IN THE TOLEDO PLANNING DISTRICT UNITS

Geological Units

Four geological units outcrop in the Toledo planning district.
oldest to youngest these are the Tyee Formation (Middle Eocene),

From

the Yamhill

Formation (Middle to Late Eocene) the Nestucca Formation (Late Eocene) and
Each of these units has a

the siltstones of Alsea (Oligocene)(Figure 1).

north-south trend and a moderate westward dip so that successively younger
units outcrop toward the west (Figure 2).

Tyee Formation

The Tyee formation outcrops on the eastern edge of the Toledo planning
district (Figure 2).

It consists of up to 6,000 feet of alternating sandstone

and siltstone beds.

The sandstone beds are predominantly micaceous, arkosic,

medium-grained sandstones that range from hard and well indurated to semifriable and poorly consolidated.

The alternating siltstone beds are softer

and may contain abundant plant debris in places.

The topography of the Tyee formation is characterized by steep canyons
which have cut into the resistant sandstone.

The silty and sandy soils

weathered from the Tyee formation form only a thin cover due to the prevalence
of steep slopes from which the soil is easily eroded.

Thick colluvial soil

deposits may be present locally at the base of slopes.

Yamhill Formation

The Yamhill Formation conformably overlies the Tyee Formation and

outcrops to the

west,

underlying most of the

city

of Toledo.

It
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STRATIGRAPHIC TIME CHART FOR TERTIARY UNITS
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Figure I. Chart showing the stratigraphic positions, map symbols, and relative
ages of the bedrock formations in Lincoln County. (after Schlicker,

Deacon and Qlcott et al, 1973).
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Figure 2. Map of Geologic Units in Toledo County after Schlicker,
et al, 1973).
Toa, Ten, Tey and Tet given in Figure 1.
Qal indicates flood plain deposits.
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consists of several thousand feet of indurated, massive to thin-bedded
clayey siltstone with minor interbeds of arkosic, basaltic and glauconitic
sandstones.

Weathering of the Yamhill formation produces a light-colored

clayey soil that is prone to sliding on moderate to steep slopes.

Nestucca Formation

The Nestucca Formation unconformably overlies

the Yamhill Formation

and outcrops to the north and southwest of Toledo city.

It consists of 800

to 5,000 feet of indurated thin bedded tuffaceous clayey siltstone with

subordinate amounts of ash and interbedded arkosic, basaltic, and glauconitic
sandstone.

Small sandstone dikes and sills are common in the upper part of

the section weathering of the formation produces a light-colored clay-rich
soil that is prone to sliding.

Siltstones of Alsea

The siltstones of Alsea conformably overly the Nestucca Formation and
outcrop in a mile wide band to the west of Toledo city.

The unit consists of

massive, tuffaceous siltstone with subordinate fine grained sandstones and
numerous concretions.

Flood Plain Deposits

In the river valleys, the older Tyee, Yamhill and Nestucca Formations
and the siltstones of Alsea are covered by unconsolidated surficial deposits
of Holocene (recent) age.

These flood plain deposits consist of mixtures

of sand, silt, clay and organic matter which are underlain by gravel in the
upper reaches.

The thickness of alluvium ranges from about 45 feet at the

mouth of the Yaquina River to as little as 8 or 10 feet in the smaller
river valleys.
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Structural Geology

Faulting is present in all of bedrock units.

The faults are typically

northwest and northeast trending normal faults that may show a marked vertical
and/or horizontal movement.

The length of the faults is generally less than

ten miles.

Engineering Characteristics of Geologic Units

The engineering characteristics of the geologic units are summarized
in Table 1.

Tyee Formation

The Tyee sandstones and siltstones are resistant to weathering and the
topography is typically mountainous.

The ridge tops are gently rounded

with occasional large, gentle dip slopes.

The dip slopes and flatter ridge

tops may be covered by a silty sandy soil ranging from a few inches to 4 or 5
feet thick.

Thicker soils contain an upper humic zone and a clayey substratum.

When stream erosion has been active, the canyon walls are steep to nearly
vertical and are typically devoid of soil.

Excavation of the Tyee Formation generally requires drilling and blasting
where the sandstone beds are thick and unweathered.

Blasting requires large

diameter auger holes loaded with ammonium nitrate and the results are
frequently erratic.

Sandstone beds less than 2 feet thick can be ripped

by heavy equipment.

Embankment construction with large sandstone blocks may

be subject to settlement at irregular intervals for long periods of time.
This settlement results from weathering and failure at the contact points
between the large blocks.

Settlement can be offset by the use of smaller

sandstone fragments (up to a foot in diameter) which can be broken down and
effectively compacted by construction equipment.
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For the most part, the Tyee is impermeable and has little capacity for
storing ground water.
and.

Wells which do produce appreciable quantities of water

have generally tapped fracture or bedding plane zones.
Tyee slopes may be extremely unstable for construction purposes.

Large

areas have become involved in landslides where the sandstone layers parallel
a slope of about 20 degrees or more.

In general, the slope failure results

from stream erosion which has allowed the Tyee to fail along bedding planes.

Many of the landslides are old and occurred because of rapid downcutting
during the lowering of the sea-level in late Pelestocene time.

The more

recent slides are confined to cut slopes where the beds dip toward the cut
at about 15 degrees or more.

In flat areas, or when the sandstone beds are horizontal, the Tyee
Formation will support heavy foundation loads.

Thick soils in relatively

flat areas have good internal drainage and construction characteristics and
can perform adequately as septic tank drainage fields in rural areas.

Tertiary Siltstones

Tertiary siltstones of the Yamhill Formation, Nestucca Formation and of
the Alsea unit have similar engineering properties and will be discussed as
one unit.

The topography of the siltstone

units ranges from moderately steep to

low rounded foot slopes which. have been modified by ancient landslides and
soil creep.

The soils are usually thick except for areas of steep slope

where soils are thin to absent.
clayey silt.

The upper 1 to 2 feet of soil is a sandy,

The silt is underlain by 3 feet of silty clay which grades

downward to a mixture of silty clay and bedrock fragments.
The siltstones are easily excavated by construction equipment and cut
slopes stand on a 1 to 1, horizontal to vertical, in most areas with
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unweathered rock.

Cuts are apt to fail where bedding planes dip toward the

cut at more than 15 degrees, or when the cut is greater than 50 feet high
with beds dipping away from the cut.
The siltstones are generally impermeable like the Tyee, and very little
infiltration or storage of ground water occurs.

Tapping of ground water may

occur locally along fracture or bedding planes.
Despite the low permeability, the siltstones are sensitive to small
changes in moisture.

This is particularly true for units such as the Alsea

siltstones which have considerable amounts of weathered volcanic ash with
a high shrink and swell ratio relative to changes in water content.

For

this reason, embankments should be constructed with siltstones of near
optimum moisture content and the materials should be properly compacted.
The planting of certain types of vegetation and the installation of curbs and
catch basins will also lessen the erosion of embankments during heavy rains.

Ancient landslides are common in the siltstones and many are so
modified that they are often assumed to be natural slopes of siltstone eroded
in place.

These ancient landslides are subject to failure by construction

practices that result in over steeping, over loading, or a modification of
the drainage pattern.

Slopes that are roughly parrallel to bedding are

especially subject of landslides in cut sections.
The foundation characteristics of the siltstones are poor although light
foundations loads are possible using normal precautions to assure satisfactory
performance.

Heavy foundation loads require detailed investigation of the

weathering zone, structure, and bedrock.

Drainage fields and septic tanks

will typically be inoperable most of the year due to high winter precipitation
and low permeability of the siltstones.
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Flood Plain Deposits

The flood plain deposits occur on flat to gently sloped land in the

valleys of major streams and tributaries.

They are subject to inundation

and the lower terraces may flood occasionally producing erosion along
stream banks and deposition of sand and silt on the flood plain.

The upper

terraces rarely flood but the water table may rise to within a few feet of
the surface during the wet season.

Housing development on the upper terraces should consider the need for
a sewer system.

Seasonal high water table levels and the possibility of

contamination will preclude the extensive use of septic tanks.

However the

water table may be lowered somewhat by tiling.
Flood plain uses should be limited to such activities as agriculture,
recreation or gravel removal.

Valley alluvium

has a low foundation

strength and flood plain structures should have light foundation loads and
should be able to withstand flooding.

Heavy foundation loads are possible

where spread footings or pilings are able to reach a dense gravel substrate
or bedrock Road construction on flood plain alluvium often produces an
uneven grade due to a slow consolidation of the alluvium that may not be
apparent for over a year.

Development Potential

The Toledo planning area

includes the urbanizing land around Toledo and

portions of Depoe and Ollala Creek

Valley.

Most of the area being urbanized

is either on steep slopes having a potential for landslides or lowlands
adjacent to the valleys which have a high water table and weak foundation

soils.

Present

zoning generally allows for a maximum of one unit/acre but

could become denser with the installation of a subsurface sewage system.
Development adjacent to the city is also limited by the need for an adequate
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water supply and public sewage system.
The area of south of Yaquina River and west of Toledo city is landslide
topography.

Land development and road activities may reactivate erosion

and landsliding;therefore the area should be extensively studied prior to
construction and housing density should be kept small.

Flood Plain Development

The severity of floods and the infeasibility of adequate flood control
structures indicate that flood control measures should be largely in the
form of flood-plain zoning regulations.

Development of flood-prone lands

should be limited to water-oriented activities such as boat docks and fishing
enterprises.

Less susceptible areas may be suitable for trailer and camp

sites which are vacant during the winter flood period.

Permanent farm

structures should be above high water and all marginal areas should be
covered by flood insurance.

Flood insurance is available to residents in

the unincorporated areas and may become available for incorporated areas by
the adoption of the land use standards of Lincoln County.

Hillside Development

Construction in Toledo city and adjacent regions typically involves old
landslide sites and steep topography along river valleys.
these sites should be avoided,if possible.

Development on

Where this is not possible,

slide areas can be stabilized by subsurface drainage of the toe, protection
of the toe from stream erosion, construction of buttresses, or re-routing
surface waters away from the slide area.

Road construction should preserve

the toe of the slide and provide a free-drainage fill across the toe area.
Rural construction should avoid areas of landslide or soil creep that
may be indicated by open cracks, bare scarps, active erosion at the toe
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of a slope, or bent or tipped trees.

Rolling or hummocky topography that

appears to be stable may be developed if the slope and drainage are not
altered so as to decrease slope stability.
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THE NATURAL RESOURCES AND TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES IN TOLEDO DISTRICT

Aquatic Flora
The water of Yaquina River at Toledo port area is brackish and the organisms
living in that area are brackish water flora.

The macro-algae near the mouth of

the estuary are characteristic of the ocean and may be considered estuarine invad
ers.

(The attached table gives the distribution of macro-algae from Yaquina Bay

to Toledo Bridge).

Monostroma oxyspermum, Enteromorpha clathrata, Enteromorpha

intestinalis, F. clavata, are found in the estuary up to Toledo all the year round.

Enteromorpha tubulosa grows in the same area during the fall and spring.

There

is a variety of phytoplankton mainly diatoms in the estuary, with higher density
at the surface where salinity is lower.

The population of phytoplankton and macro-

algae in the estuary fluctuates seasonally.

In the summer macro-algae are promin-

ent is the estuary as far upstream as Toledo.

Eel gress, which plays an important role in estuarine food chain, extends up
to Toledo from Yaquina Bay.

These

eel grass

beds are composed of the angiosperm Zostera.

Aquatic Fauna
Crab larvae are present up to river mile 9,8 during June and August (the upstream limit of observation).

Clam larvae are also observed only up to river mile

9.8 with density greater than 4/m3 from June to September,
Finfish and Shellfish
Fall chinook, coho and chum salmon, steelhead and searun cutthroat trout may
be found in Yaquina Bay and River,

The fish use the bay as a migration route, feed-

ing and nursery area, and the river as a spawning grounds.

Annual estimates of

the population of anadromous salmonids are: 2,100 fall chinook, 12,600 coho, 2,300
winter steelhead, and 7,500 searun cutthroat.

The periods of adult use and migra-

tion through the bay and the emigration period of juvenile salmon are shown on
the next page.

Spatial Distribution and Seasonal Occurrence
of the

Macro-Algae in Yaquina Bay

Spatial distribution and seasonal occurrence of the macro-algae In'Yaquina Bay. The collection location and reference navigational
markers are shown in Figure 26. By scanning these data vertically it is possible to appreciate the community composition at various
points in the estuary. Sp = Spring, S = Summer, F = Fall, W = Winter. Lower case letters indicate presence of species but not in any
abundance.
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Benthic Animals

Within Yaquina Bay and River the known benthic animals include bacteria,
protozoans, annelids, crustaceans and molluscs.

In addition to those already men-

tioned, harshell clams are found in low densities along shores and most edges of
tidal flats upriver to Toledo.
Oysters

The native oyster (Ostrea lurida) and Pacific or Japanese oyster (Crassastrea
gigas) can be cultured in most of the intertidal and subtidal waters of Yaquina
Bay and upstream.

However, the Oregon State Health Division has closed three loca-

tions including Toledo port area to harvesting or culturing of oysters due to their
proximity to polluted

waters.

See attached,

SALMONID USE AND EMIGRATION PERIODS - YAQUINA BAY

(A) Periods of Adult Salmonid Use and Migration Through Yaquina Bay
Species

Period

Chinook

July - November
July - December

Coho
Chum

Steelhead

Cutthroat (searun)

October - November
November - March **

July - October

(B) Emigration Periods for Juvenile Salmonids Through Yaquina Bay
Species

Period

Chinook

May - July

Coho
Chum

Steelhead

Cutthroat
Note:

April - June
January - May

April - June
April - June

Emigration of coho yearlings, steelhead, and cutthroat may also occur during

early fall freshets.

* Reference: Smith, A. K. and J. E. Lauman. Fish & Wildlife Resources of the
Middle Coast Basin, Oregon and Their Water Requirements, Oregon State Game
Commission, 1972.

U. S. Department of Interior, Fish & Wildlife of Yaquina Bay, Oregon,
U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 1968.
** End of period for adult steelhead migration was defined by the Oregon Wildlife Commission.
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VEGETATION

Three major vegetation communities are found in Yaquina Bay area including
the area within the vicinity of the Port of Toledo:
coastal forest.

ocean front, tideland, and

The ocean front community is located along the coast, the tide-

land community lies along Yaquina River and estuary, and the coastal forest community lies upland from the tideland community.

Ocean Front Community
This community represents an evolution from sand dune transience to vegetation-induced stability.

The beach grasses, lupines, and peavines are early dune

stabilizers, which eventually give way to the shore pine and spruce stands.

Tideland Community
Marshes play an important role in nutrient cycles, sediment stabilization,
and in feeding and shelter purposes for living organisms.

In an area along the

river near Toledo, major high marshes are scattered with significant areas located
just upriver and just downriver of Boone Slough.

These marshes typically occur

on highly organic substrata and rise three feet above the tide flats.

The domin-

ant grasses are tufted hair grasses, creeping bent grasses, and salt rushes.

The

high and low marshes of Oregon are considered limited ecotypes, because only 0.3 - 1.0%
of the entire coastal zone is made up of such habitat areas.
Coastal Forest Community
This community includes hardwood species, coniferous cedar, and Douglas fir.
Red alder is the most common deciduous species.

A table showing upland successional

sequence is attached.
Water and Sewage System in Toledo
Toledo water district

has storage

capacity of 1.4 million gallons and a maxi-

mum usage of 0.4 million gallons per day.
city of 1.8 million gallons per day.

The sewage plant has a treatment capa-

It is a secondary activated sludge plant with
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UPLAND SUCCESSIONAL SEQUENCE
Common Name

Ecological Unit

Scientific Name

Shrub

Thimbleberry

Rubus parviflorus

Starflower

Trientalis latifolia

Brackenfern

Pteridium aquilinum

Thickleaf lotus

Lotus crassifolius

Red huckleberry

Vaccinium parvifolium

Salal

Faultheria shallon

Red alder

Alnus rubra

Salmonberry

Rubus spectabilis

Swordfern

Polystichum munitum

Snowberry

Symphoricarpos mallis

Mixed Hardwood/Woodland
Red alder

Alnus rubra

Bigleaf maple

Acer macrophyllum

Vine maple

A. circinatum

Sitka spruce

Picea stitchensis

Douglas-fir

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Hemlock

Tsuga heterophylla

Red cedar

Thuja plicata

California hazel

Corylus cornuta
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an outfall into Yaquina River.

Its capacity is designed for a population of 4000.

Man's Effect on Natural Resources

There is only one significant source of air pollution in Toledo, the Georgia
Pacific pulpmill.

Since Toledo is the hub of the forest and wood processing indus-

try for the entire mid-coast basin, pulp mill wastes, log storage debris, wood
.chips, and activities related to transporting logs, lumber, and other wood products
(in addition to domestic wastes) pollute the river water near the city, increasing
its biochemical oxygen demand and decreasing the dissolved oxygen.
centrations of fecal coliform exceed the maximum permissible limit.

Bacterial conIt is to be

noted that the Toledo port area has been closed to harvesting or culturing of oysters
by the Oregon State Health Division.

Schaumburg and Walker (1973) and Walter (1973) in their studies of effect of
bark deposit on species diversity and abundance of benthic invertebrates between
Boone's slough and Toledo reported an absence of deleterious effects, which could be
the result of adequate flushing of the area; but the high organic matter observed
in the sediments could be noxious to the ecosystem of the area.
Archaelogical/Historical Resources

Fifty six Yaquina Indian villages are believed to have existed on Yaquina Bay
and River, largely concentrated downstream of Toledo near Elk City.

Georgia Pacific in Toledo is an important historic site; it is considered to
be the world's largest spruce sawmill.

It was built by the U. S. Government dur-

ing World War I to cut spruce lumber for airplane manufacture.

About 1,500 men

of the spruce division were stationed at the site for the duration of the war.
Their headquarters were at Yaquina City.

Apart from that, neither the Oregon State Department of History Preservation
nor the National Register of Historic Places indicates any objects or buildings
of historical or architectural significance in the area.
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SCENIC RESOURCES

The scenic ocean viewpoints found along the Lincoln County coastline
and the dominance of the wood products industry have relegated the river scenes
near Toledo to secondary importance.

TRANSPORTATION AND MOORAGE FACILITIES IN TOLEDO
Navigation
A channel 10' deep and 150' wide in Depot Creek extending from the town of
Yaquina to Toledo was constructed in 1914.

The Corps of Engineers, Portland

District maintain the navigational improvements within Yaquina Bay and river.
Although the trend in freight movement in the channel has been slowly declining since 1960's, lumber from both Georgia Pacific and Publishers Mills in Toledo
is still transported by barges to other West Coast markets.

Historically the

predominant inbound cargo was fuel oil which was moved upriver to the Toledo industrial
Water transport of industrial oil has significantly declined due to change

area.

to other types of energy.

Airport

The Toledo airport is located along the Yaquina River approximately a mile
south of Toledo.

Managed by the Oregon State Aeronautics Division, the airport

has a 50' x 180' paved runway which is utilized by local small aircraft and incoming traffic when visibility is limited at Newport Airport.

The Oregon Aviation

system plan designates the Toledo State Airport a community access airport and
forecasts annual operations to vary between 4000 and 5000 for the remainder of the
century.

Railways

Southern Pacific railroad provides rail service between Toledo and Corvallis
and other inland points.

It transports much of the log inputs and the paper and
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lumber outputs of Toledo based mills.
Roadways

The major roadways that serve Toledo and nearby areas include Highway 101;

Highway 20, which is the main road from Newport and Toledo to Corvallis and
Yaquina Bay Road, travels along the Newport Bay front following the river upstream
to Toledo.

South Yaquina Bay Road (county road #520) is a collector road that

begins in Toledo and travels seven miles downstream towards Newport.
Moorage Facilities

The Port of Toledo moorage is owned by the Port District and is located at
the end of Main Street on Depot Slough.

It has a capacity of water surface area

of 0.31 acres; there are 16 permanent moorage spaces for boats under 45! when
double tied.

The other service includes 20 parking spaces, water, and electricity.

The monthly rate of moorage is $1/ft/mo.
25% recreational.

The use pattern is 75% commercial and

The active season is from November to March with 100% occupancy

in winter and 50% occupancy in summer.

The port also owns a boat ramp adjacent to Toledo airport, which is paved and
has one lane.

It has loading dock, paved parking, and toilets.

In Elk City,

three miles East of Toledo, there is Cannon Quarry Park Ramp, owned by Lincoln County.
See attached map for Port owned facilities.
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PORT DISTRICTS:

THEIR FUNCTIONS AND POWERS

You, the commissioners of the Port of Toledo, are in a unique position to
influence the course of economic development in the area under your jurisdiction.
As one of twenty-three port districts in the state of Oregon, you are a local
unit of government charged with stimulating and creating economic opportunities
Your authority encompasses a wide var-

for the citizens within your boundaries.

iety of activities, from promoting industrial development, to managing recreational
facilities, to enhancing waterborne commerce.

Port district activities vary widely among the Oregon port authorities; the
concerns of each naturally reflect the resources--both human and natural--of the
area under the port district's jurisdiction.

The table below illustrates this

variety.

Acthrkies of and Taxes Levied to Support Oregon's Smaller Ports.
Owns dock Owns and
and/or
operates

storage docks and/
for lease or storage

Umatilla
Morrow
Arlington
The Dallas

Provides
moorage

owns and
operates
interstate
bridge

Operates
local
airport

to commercial
fishermen

x

X

X

Hood River
Cascade Locks

Owns and
operates
marina

Leases port Owns and
property
operates
to fish
industrial
buyer/seller
park

x

X

x

X

St Helens

X

Astoria

x

X

Bay City
Tillamook Bay X

X

Newport

X

X

X
X

1977-78
Directly
involved in tax rate
Owns
snag, stump, ($/$1000
industrial
debristrue cash
land
value)
removal

x

x

X

X

X

$ .16
.13
.10
.21

X
X

Coos Bay

X

X

.06
.07

2.40
2.80

no tax
.34

no tax
13.60
2.40
18.00
2.00

x

X

X

X

Coquille River
X
Port Orford

Gold Beach
Brookings

X

x

x

5.20
4.00
8.40

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

x

x

X

X
X

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Bandon

$6.40

X
X
X

X

X

$40,000

property

X

Nehalem

Toledo
Alsea
Siuslaw
Umpqua

1977-78

property
tax on a

X

.06
.45
.05
.11

X

X

.09

3.60

X
X

.07

280

.22
.22

8.80
8.80

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

4.40

X

X
X

.42
.14
.06
.29

16.80
5.60
2.40
11.60

X
X

.66
.36

26.40
14.40

X

X

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

NOTE: Lack of an "X" in a particular column for a particular port does not necessarily indicate that such services are not available within theport district. It only means the port Is
not directly involved in providing the service. The information in this table is based on information provided by each of the oorta.
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Historically, the Port of Toledo has been most concerned with promoting the
forest products industry on which the economy of the city of Toledo so heavily
depends.

This is a natural consequence of both the resources of your area and of

the concerns of your constituents, but it is important to realize that alternative
development options do exist.

This report has identified those development options

which its authors have determined to be most feasible and has also presented a few
options which were considered but rejected as infeasible for the time being, but
which may be possibilities for longer term planning.

It is to be hoped that the

information contained in this report will help you in making the plans and decisions
which your constituents expect of you.
Port activities may be grouped into six broad categories:
1.

To facilitate commerce and shipping.

Oregon is involved in some way with commerce.
facilities and docks.

Some ports own and operate storage

Others lease land, storage facilities and docks to private

corporations to promote commerce.
ping ports in Oregon.

Virtually every port authority in

Coos Bay and Astoria are the leading small ship-

Coos Bay primarily exports logs, lumber, and wood chips.

Astoria exports both wood products and grain.

Coos Bay's exportation of wood pro-

ducts is higher than any other of Oregon's smaller ports.
the port authority differs from that of Astoria.

However, the role of

Astoria owns and operates the

docks over which a large share of the timber products is shipped; Coos Bay does not.

Involvement of the other ports ranges from no direct role in shipping to owning
the docks or storage facilities and leasing them to those involved in shipping.
Some of Oregon's Columbia River ports (Astoria, The Dalles, Arlington, and
Umatilla) are engaged in grain transshipment.

Ports have entered into a variety

of contractual arrangements with shippers for grain storage facilities.

cases, the port owns facilities and leases them to the shipper.

In some

In other cases,
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there is a lease purchase agreement between port and shipper under which shippers
eventually obtain title to the facilities.
Five of the small port districts operate airports.
volved in promoting air commerce and air travel.

These districts are in-

Cascade Locks and Hood River

generate a large amount of their revenues from the operation of interstate bridges
to Washington.

In addition to lumber and grain, commodities and commercial activities encouraged by the small port districts of Oregon include fish products, sand and gravel,
Even

industrial fuels, potato products, chemicals, metal, and machinery products.

bikini bathing suits are listed among the many goods that are exported and imported
through Oregon's smaller ports.
2.

To facilitate commercial fishing.

13 provide moorage for commercial fishing.
to fish buyers or processors.

Of Oregon's 22 smaller port authorities,

And 10 port districts lease port lands

Other ports, such as Coos Bay, have been active in

the development of facilities for the increased commercial harvest of fish species
currently underharvested by local fishermen.
3.

To encourage industrial development.

The great majority of the 22 dis-

tricts are involved in promoting industrial development, either through the ownership of industrial land for lease to private business or through operation of
industrial parks.

Some of the activities found in these parks include:

°Potato processing and storage

°Fiberglass parts production

°Sporting goods manufacturing

°Lumber, veneer, and plywood
production

°Garment industries

°Mobile home manufacturing
°Distilleries

°Electric power generation
°PVC pipe manufacturing
°Fish processing
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Many of the ports are presently in the process of establishing or up-grading
sewer, water, and electrical services for increased industrial use of their lands.
4.

To operate or promote recreational facilities or enterprises.

Fourteen

port districts are heavily involved in recreational enterprises--to the extent of
owning and operating recreational marinas.

Other recreational facilities owned

and operated by some ports include restaurants, lodging and convention facilities,
campground areas, and tour boats.
5.

To maintain waterways.

Oregon's main shipping channels of navigation are

maintained by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

However, maintenance of water-

ways in non-channel areas and smaller streams is often taken care of by local port
authorities.

For the Nehalem and Coquille River districts, snag clearing and main-

tenance of the waterway are the principal activities of the port.

For a few ports,

such as Astoria and The Dalles, periodic dredging activities are necessary to maintain adequate depths at pierside,

The costs of these projects are financed by the

ports.
6.

To develop appropriate goals, strategies, and policies for implementing

the above.

You, as a port commissioner, are responsible for both the current opera-

tions and future direction of your port,

This management task is both complex and

challenging and requires considerable management skill.

In addition, citizens

expect improved performance from all public officials, including you.

An important function of your port commission is to plan your port's future
and then guide the port's activities in that direction.

Planning is essential to

this process, yet is too often overlooked because it is hard work, time consuming,
and directly competes with other management activities.

Planning is important

because it enhances the ability of the port to adapt to changing conditions.

It

reduces the chance of losing valuable opportunities, since a long lead time is now
the rule rather than the exception for most of the port's major activities.

Plan-
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ping minimizes crisis in management situations.

Planning begins with development of broad but quantifiable goals and objectives for your port.

All too often, a lack of direction by a port commission can

be traced to the absence of stated port goals and objectives.

Successful develop-

ment of port goals and objectives will be the direct result of effort by the port
commission to identify the major activities of the port in the future -- 5, 10,
or perhaps even 15 years from now.
In the planning process, you should address the following questions:
°What potential opportunities are available to your port?
°Which opportunities are consistent with your port's physical, environmental,
and economic limitations?
°Which opportunities are within the power and authority of your port?

°What are the important impacts of feasible alternatives? and
°What opportunities should be pursued?

From this process of question, study, and analysis, broad goals and objectives
of your port are quantified.

An example of a port goal might be to develop an

80-acre, light industrial park by 1995, or to add 100 moorage spaces to the marina
by 1996.

Such quantifiable goals permit your commission to determine if it is

making progress toward achieving its goals.

-

After port goals and objectives are identified, the commission must develop
strategies or the policy for implementing these goals.

Policy is nothing more than

a well thought-out statement of the method or general approach to achieve an objective.

In other words, policy is an effective way of defining boundaries of accept-

able action in pursuit of objectives.

An example policy of a port seeking to pro-

mote tourism might be to limit promotional activities to 10 percent of the port
budget or to advertise in selected magazines.
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To be effective, you must not only develop port policy, but formalize it in
Policies must

writing and distribute it to all with decision-making authority.

be evaluated often to see that they are leading to goal attainment.

If not, they

should be modified.

It can be compared to a road map

Port policy simplifies decision-making.
to be followed to a given destination.

and facilitates consistent decisions.

Policy helps clarify the thinking of all
It replaces doubt with certainty and trans-

forms an objective into a cause.

In order to carry out your duties as a port commissioner, you must have an

understanding of the extent of your legislated authority and the powers of a port.
The authority given to your port commission is established in the Oregon Revised
Statutes (ORS) Chapter 777.

In particular, the powers of a port commission are

described in ORS 777.195 to 777.258 (reprinted in the appendices to this report).
The Oregon State Legislature has granted you the following powers:
1.

Improvement of bays, rivers, harbors,

2.

Construction and operation of docks, warehouses, terminals.

3.

Operation of airports, bridges, railroad terminals.

4.

Construction and operation of public facilities, such as marinas, campgrounds, restaurants, places of lodging.

5.

Development of water transport.

6.

Allocation of water use,

7.

Development of industrial parks.

8.

Construction of water supply and sewage facilities.

9.

Erosion and flood control projects.

10.

Land development projects for sale or lease.

11.

Development and sale of power and energy.

12.

Revenue collection from taxes, bonds, use charges, or borrowing.

Needless to say, there are important constraints on the above powers,

and in this
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report these constraints will be reviewed in the section on the permit process.

Port districts, like other local units of government, have the power to levy
In

taxes, borrow money, issue bonds, apply for grants, and charge for services.

order to carry out its functions a port may levy an annual tax on all taxable real
By law, the tax rate generally

and personal property within the port district.
cannot exceed $2.50 per $1000 of true cash value.

For most ports, however, tax

rates are much lower than that--typically less than $.25 per $1000 true cash
value--and taxes are not the major source of revenue.

On the average, property

taxes financed less than 10 percent of the budgeted general fund expenditures of
Oregon's smaller port districts in 1977-1978.

Nonproperty tax revenues (includ-

ing grants, fees, and revenues from the sale of bonds) have been the principal
sources of funds for port districts.

Like private businesses, ports can charge fees for services rendered.

They

can lease land, buildings, and equipment; they can sell wholesale and retail goods.
Typical user charges received by port districts include moorage fees or rent for
boat or grain storage.

Port districts, moreover, have the power to issue both general obligation bonds
and revenue bonds.

Bonding authority available to Oregon port districts is broad

enough to enable them to finance an extensive variety of projects.

According to

statute, such projects are not limited to maritime commerce or related industrial
development.

For most purposes, with voter approval, ports may issue general obligation
bonds not to exceed at any given time 2 1/2 percent of the true cash value of taxable property in the port district.

These bonds are backed by the full faith and

credit of the issuing port.

Ports may also issue and sell revenue bonds, which are not a general obliga-
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Such bonds may

tion of the district, and as such does not require voter approval.
be issued at the discretion of the port commissioners without
or competitive bidding.

either advertisement

They cannot be repaid from tax monies or from any non-tax

revenues not specifically pledged to revenue bond repayment.

Proceeds for revenue

bonds for the purpose of industrial development may be used either for the port's
own operations or for the attraction of new industry or the expansion of existing
private firms.

In such cases the state's borrowing power does not stand behind

the bond issue, and the marketability of the revenue bond issue is dependent entirely
upon the financial strength of the recipient firm,

Port districts are among the very few local governments (along with counties
and the City of Portland) with the power to issue revenue bonds without voter
approval, and port authority is less restricted than county authority.

In Oregon,

port revenue bonds have raised more capital for industrial development than any
other type of revenue bond.

Ports may also apply for and receive state or federal grants and loans.

State

programs available to ports include the programs of the State Marine Board and the
newly established Port Revolving Fund.

The latter is a $4 million revolving loan

fund, administered by the Department of Economic Development, which provides loans

of up to $500,000 per year to Oregon port districts for port development projects.
A business interested in relocating or expansion within the port district's
boundaries may request a port commission to make application on its behalf for a
loan from the revolving fund.

Requirements for the approval of the loan include

demonstrating that the project is economically feasible and that there is reasonable prospect for repayment.

This fund is particularly useful for those projects

which are too small to finance by means of industrial revenue bonds,

Among the federal programs for which port districts may qualify are Farmer's
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Home Administration loans to develop water and industrial disposal systems for
food processors and also funds from the Coastal Energy Impact Program authorized
under Section 308 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.

In Oregon this

program is administered through the Department of Land Conservation and Development.
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WATERWAY DEVELOPMENT IN OREGON;
A GUIDE TO THE PERMIT PROCESS

Every prospective waterway user in the state of Oregon confronts a vast
array of governmental controls before the project may be begun.

The number and

variety of the regulations may appear bewildering, even contradictory at times.
But the process of obtaining permits, though complicated, need not be insurmountable.

Waterways are most commonly used for recreation and shipping,

Because they

constitute one of the public's most valuable resources, providing fish and wildlife for enjoyment as well as water for municipal, agricultural, and industrial

uses, all levels of government have passed laws to protect the waterways for the
use of future generations.

These laws are rarely arbitrary.

However imperfect

they may be in some cases, they are designed to insure that the need for

economic

development is fairly balanced with the interests of a wider public and of future
generations.

The permit review process is designed to minimize the chance of a project
causing unforeseen environmental damage.
leases, licenses, and certifications.

Controls consist primarily of permits,

In addition, both the State of Oregon and

the federal government have ownership interests in the beds and banks of many waterways.

Permits, however, are the main form of government control over the water-

way user, and this section will be devoted mostly to the permit application process.
A large number of agencies may review each application to develop a waterway.

By law, each permit is assigned to a single government agency to administer, although
provision is also made for other agencies to review the permit application, sometimes with veto power.

Still other agencies, not specified by law, but having a

legitimate interest in the permit, often request and receive review rights.

Informa-

tion contained in permit applications is, moreover, made available to non-govern-
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tal agencies and to the public.

Anyone who believes that he will be affected by

a proposed development project has the right to comment upon the application and
to submit information in support of or in opposition to the development.

There are four levels of government which may have an interest in any proposed
waterway development:

planning organizations.

the federal, the state, the local, and paragovernmental
Let us consider each level in turn.

Federal Government Agencies

The federal government has a dominant interest in matters of navigation,
water quality, in use of dredge and fill material, and in fish and wildlife resources.

The authors of this report have identified eighteen federal agencies which

might have an interest in reviewing waterway development projects:
°U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
°U. S. Coast Guard
'Environmental Protection Agency
°U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
°U. S. Forest Service
°Federal Emergency Management Agency
°Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
°Historic Preservation Advisory Council
°Bureau of Land Management
°Water and Power Resources Service
°Maritime Administration
°National Advisory Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere
°National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
°Federal Maritime Commission
°Environmental Quality Office
*Soil Conservation Service
°National Marine Fisheries Service
°Federal Maritime Commission

For the development options which this report considers, the following seven

agencies are judged
1.

most likely

U. S. Army Engineer District
Portland
P. 0. Box 2946
Portland, OR 97208
221-6996

Regulatory Functions Branch

to express an interest:
U. S. Army Engineer District
Walla Walla

Bldg. 602, City-County Airport
Walla Walla, WA 99362
(509) 525-5631

Navigation and Flood Control Branch
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2.

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Division of Ecological Services
727 N. E. 24th Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
234-3361, Ext. 4084

3.

National Marine Fisheries Services
P. 0. Box 4332
Portland, OR 97208
234-3361, Ext. 4311

4.

Environmental Protection Agency
1200 - 6th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 442-1352
Ocean Disposal and Construction
Permits Section

5.

U. S. Coast Guard
Thirteenth Coast Guard District
Aids to Navigation Branch
915 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98174
(206) 442-5233

6.

U. S. Soil Conservation Service
1220 S. W. Third Avenue
Portland, OR 97204
221-2751
State Conservationist

7.

Bureau of
P. 0. Box
Portland,
234-3361,

Land Management
2965
OR 97208
Ext. 5257

Each of the above agencies may be contacted for more detailed information about
their area of concern.

Normally the Coast Guard will need to be consulted only

if the construction of bridges, causeways, overhead pipelines, or other structures
above the surface of the water is contemplated.

In Oregon it is also unnecessary

to contact the Environmental Protection Agency separately, since its controls are
jointly administered by the Army Corps of Engineers and the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality.

The Corps of Engineers will normally be the first federal agency to contact
in any proposed waterway development, since they are empowered with review of all
waterway alterations by Section 10 of the River and Harbor Act of 1899 and by
Section 404 of the 1977 Amendments to the Clean Water Act of 1966.

Depending on

the nature of the proposed development and a preliminary assessment of that develop-

ment's potential for altering the environment, the Corps of Engineers may require
the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement before proceeding to approve
or deny the permit.

It is the Corps of Engineers which is responsible for the maintenance of navig-

able waterways, and for the development options which this report considers it is
essential that the boundaries of the navigation channel adjoining the city of Toledo
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be clarified.

This may be done either by requesting clarification from the Walla

Walla office of the Corps of Engineers or in the normal course of making application for a permit.

State Agencies

Of about twenty-five state agencies which may have an interest in waterway
development plans, the following twelve are judged most likely to want to review
application for the development projects which this report considers:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Division of State Lands
1445 State Street
Salem, OR 97310
378-3805
Waterway Manager
Permit Coordinator
Department of Fish and Wildlife
506 S. W. Mill Street
Portland, OR 97204
229-5403
Environmental Management Section
Department of Environmental Quality
522 S. W. Fifth Ave.
Portland, OR 97207
229-5324
Water Quality Control
Air Quality Control
229-5696
Department of Transportation
State Transportation Building
Salem, OR 97310
378-6570
Planning
River Programs
Beach Program Coordinator

5.

Department of Land Conservation
and Development
1175 Court Street, N. E.
Salem, OR 97310
378-4926

6.

Public Utilities Commission
Labor and Industries Bldg.
Salem, OR 97310
378-6611

7.

Water Resources Department
555 13th St. N. E.
Salem, OR 97310
378-3739

8.

Department of Soil and Water
Conservation
1015 - 13th Street, S. E.
Salem, OR 97310
378-3810

9.

Department of Economic Development
155 Cottage St. N. E.
Salem, OR 97310
373-1225
Ports Division

10.

State Fire Marshal
103 Labor and Industries Bldg.
Salem, OR 97310
378-4917

11.

Marine Board
3000 Market Street, N. E.
Salem, OR 97310
378-8587

12.

Department of Commerce:
Building Codes Division
401 Labor and Industries Bldg.
Salem, OR 97310
378-4133

In Oregon the authority of the Division of State Lands is as compelling as that
of the Corps of Engineers in matters of waterway development;

in fact, state stan-
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dards are more exacting than federal, largely because of mitigation requirements,
to be explained shortly.

The Division of State Lands should therefore be the first

state agency contacted in seeking approval of waterway development plans.

They

issue permits for land fill and removal from waterways, and also grant leases for
submerged or submersible lands.

The State of Oregon owns in fee the bed of navigable lakes, navigable rivers,

estuaries, and the ocean within the territorial limits of the state, with the exception of those submerged or submersible lands which have been sold in the past.

In addition to the state's ownership interest in waterways, it has statutory responsibilities to manage natural resources and to protect water quality, public
health and safety.

The state's jurisdiction extends to all waterways of the state,

not just the navigable ones.

The leasing authority of the state, as administered by the Division of State
Lands, is based on a public trust doctrine.

Waterways are for the use of the public;

wherever they are privately used the public is compensated with fees.

It is impor-

tant to note that a lease does not give the lessee full powers to use the land;
the lessor reserves many rights for public use.
Local Government Planning Agencies

This category includes those agencies responsible for coordination and planning but which may at the moment of writing lack any regulatory authority.
duration of their mandate may also be limited in time.

The

They do, nevertheless,

have review authority, and in order to minimize the chance that a permit may be
denied because development plans are not in conformity with those of a local planning commission, the applicant must consult with them.

There are three planning commissions with whom the Port of Toledo should check
before proceeding with the application process.

Each of these is responsible to

the Oregon State Land Conservation and Development Commission, which requires that
each local level of government prepare a comprehensive plan for the area under its
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jurisdiction by July 1, 1980.
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At this moment of writing, each of these local

planning commissions has prepared drafts of a comprehensive plan, though none as
yet has been approved or has the force of law.

The following are the appropriate

planning agencies:

°Lincoln County Planning Commission
°Yaquina Bay Task Force
°City of Toledo Planning Commission

Drafts of their plans and further information can be obtained from the Mutual Aid
Planning Service of Lincoln County, 27 S. E. 2nd Street, Newport, Oregon 97365,
phone 265-9032.

Offices of other local government agencies will be found in the Toledo City
Hall or in the Lincoln County courthouse in Newport.

Typically they will be con-

sulted for appropriate building permits or for conditional use permits where use
of city or county property is requested.
Oregon Port-Related Organizations

There are in addition a number of paragovernmental and private agencies which
can help with resource analysis or act in an advisory capacity.

A list of these

organizations follows:

Associations
Oregon Public Ports Association.
1200 Jackson Tower
Portland, OR 97205

(OPPA)

Pacific Coast Association of Port Authorities

American Association of Port
Authorities (AAPA)
1612 K St., N. W.
Room 306
Washington, DC 20006

(PCAPA)

P. 0. Box 1537
Palo Alto, CA 94302

Pacific Northwest Waterways Association
(PNWA)

P. 0. Box 1098
Walla Walla, WA 99362

Oregon Coastal Ports Federation
P. 0. Box 1226
Coos Bay, OR 97420
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Economic Development and Planning
Oregon Coastal Zone Management
Association (OCZMA)
132 West Olive
Newport, OR 97365

Department of Economic Development:
Ports Division
155 Cottage St., N. E.
Salem, OR 97310

Information and Services

Portland Freight Traffic Association
607 Oregon Bank Building
Portland, OR 97204

Merchants Exchange
Suite 220
200 S. W. Market St.
Portland, OR 97201

Oregon Water Resources Congress
1158 Chemeketa St., N.E.
Salem, OR 97310
The Permit Process in General

In the past a major obstacle to development has been overlapping jurisdictions
of government agencies and conflicting regulations.

Areas of jurisdiction neces-

sarily vary according to the waterway itself and to the type of project under consideration.

In recognition of these problems, steps have been taken to make regula-

tion consistent.

If the developer had to apply separately to each interested agency,

the process of securing permits would be unnecessarily expensive and time-consuming.

Fortunately the State of Oregon has established a central clearing house for
the processing of permit applications.

A single master application form (a copy of

which appears in the appendices of this report) is sent to the Permit Coordination
Center of the Intergovernmental Relations Division, 155 Cottage Street N. E., Salem,
Oregon 97310.

Submission of this master application will provide the developer

with information on all permits required for development.

(The Intergovernmental

Relations Division can be reached at their toll free number 1-800-452-7813.)

Preliminary review of the master application ordinarily requires thirty days, after
which the developer will be notified which permits must be secured, which agencies
to contact, and what additional information may be required.
oper deals with each permit issuing agency himself.

Thereafter the devel-
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When the Permit Coordination Center informs you which government agencies to
contact, you will submit formal application.
largely automatic.

Thereafter, the permit process is

If no negative comment is received from any reviewing agency,

the process is ordinarily completed within another sixty to ninety days.

If any state reviewing agency denies a permit, the applicant may appeal the
decision to the Commission or Board of the reviewing agency.

If they uphold the

permit denial, the applicant may present his case to the State Board of Appeals.
If administrative appeals are exhausted, the applicant may then seek legal redress
in the courts.

This can, of course, be expensive and time-consuming; negotiation

is generally preferred.

Federal agencies may likewise be taken to court if negotiations fail.

There

is, however, one important exception to the appeals process at the federal level:

a decision from the Corps of Engineers has no provision for appeal to a higher
agency.

If their decision is unfavorable to the applicant, the most common method

of seeking redress is to request reconsideration by the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement.

Consult the Oregon Department of Economic Development

for legal advice or for more detailed information on administrative procedures and
waterway statutes.

A Step-by-Step Review of Your Permit Application Procedures
1.

Your first step is to determine how the waterway in question has been class-

ified by both the Corps of Engineers and the Oregon State Land Conservation and
Development Commission.

This has been done for you in this report,

The Corps of

Engineers constructed in 1914 and maintains a navigable channel 150 feet wide by
10 feet deep in the Yaquina River up to mile 14.5 and the LCDC has classified the
Yaquina River appropriate for deep-draft navigation up to river mile 23, both limits
upstream from the boundaries of the city of Toledo.

In terms of navigability status
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of the river, there seem to be no obstacles to the development options considered
in this report.
2.

question.

Your next step is to determine the ownership status of the properties in
Again, this is either obvious (the Port itself owns several of the

properties), or has been done for you in this report.

In the development option

which entails expansion of the marina into the river, the State of Oregon owns title
to the riverbed, and a lease may be required for the expansion of existing facilities or the development of new ones.

Specific title and lease information can

be secured from the Division of State Lands.
3.

The Yaquina River at the city of Toledo falls within the jurisdiction of

Coastal Zone Management agencies.

Before making formal application for permits,

it will be necessary to check with a local planning agency to determine the status
of comprehensive plans, both coastal and municipal.

A call to the Mutual Aid

Planning Service of Lincoln County, mentioned above, will provide you with the latest
information about whether your project conforms with the most recent drafts of comprehensive plans.

This is important because it is most likely that these compreThe

hensive plans will have the force of law by the time you are ready to develop.
authors of this report made a preliminary review of the existing drafts of both

Lincoln County and the City of Toledo and found no obvious conflicts with the projects we recommend.
4.

Before making formal application for permits, you will need a review of
This

the economic and engineering feasibility of the projects you are considering.

report is designed to provide some information on those topics; however, you may
wish to seek additional guidance from a private consultant.
5.

Fill out the master application and send it to the Permit Coordination

Center mentioned above, keeping a copy for yourself,

Within thirty days they will
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notify you of what permits will be needed for your project and will send a
packet of appropriate forms to be filled out.

A form for a Waterway Alteration Permit (Sections 10/404) from the Corps

6.

of Engineers will be included in the packet.
Engineer.

Submit this directly to the District

He will submit multiple copies to the Oregon Division of State Lands

for, distribution to other state agencies.

Since the COE and the DSL are separate

reviewing agencies with different guidelines to follow, we recommend that you make
concurrent application to both agencies, in order to speed up the processing of
your application.

The Corps of Engineers and the Division of State Lands work together on your
application through the office of the Governor of Oregon.

The COE will not approve

your permit until it has cleared the DSL because in some instances, state requirements may be more stringent than federal.

A familiar example is the controversial

"mitigation" law administered by the DSL.

The Oregon State legislature has passed

a law requiring the "mitigation" of natural estuarine habitats which are altered
by dredging or filling.

In general, any alteration removing more than a volume of

50 cubic yards from a natural habitat must be mitigated by restoring an equal volume
to its natural habitat on another site.

The District Engineer will also submit a public notice to all interested
individuals, agencies, groups, and business organizations,

There is provision for

a waiting period of sixty to ninety days, during which time any interested party
may submit comments on your proposal.

If no negative comments are received, the

application will be processed without delay,

If negative comments are received, they are returned to you to resolve or
rebut.

Some agencies may require design alterations before approving your permit

application.

If opposition to your project appears to be substantial, the District

Engineer may schedule a public hearing in order to evaluate your permit application in the presence of opposing parties.

It is at this point that the District
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Engineer may decide that an Environmental Impact Statement is required.
the permit cannot be issued until the document is prepared and processed.

If so,

A more

detailed description of the procedures necessary for the processing of your application can be obtained from the office of the District Engineer.

It is not unusual that delays result when many different agencies are involved
in the reviewing process.
the reviewing agencies.

It is therefore important to maintain close contact with
They are fully aware that unnecessary delays may mean fin-

ancial loss and frustration to you.

You need not be hesitant about contacting them

at any time to inquire about the status of your application.

Agency Concerns for the Types of Waterway Alterations Considered in This Report
Now that the permit process has been outlined, you will need more specific
information about the types of concerns reviewing agencies will have with the
projects you are considering.

The following information is adapted from the Water-

way Development Handbook published by the Oregon Department of Economic Development.

Marinas:

The agencies may be concerned about undesirable hydraulic effects to the

existing streamway from marina construction and structures.

There may also be

concerns that the marina does not require a high degree of channel maintenance
and create a large spoil disposal problem.

Water quality concerns will relate to

the use of petroleum products and a large concentration of boats which presents
a potential pollution source.

The marina design will be reviewed to ensure adequate water circulation through
the marina.

Blind cul-de-sacs such as a long canal dredged into the bank are gen-

erally discouraged.

These configurations often become a sump for pollutants and

degrade the water quality of the entire marina area.

Because marinas occupy water surface, the impact on the public's existing uses
of the undisturbed water surface is closely scrutinized.

If the development happens
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in a navigable water, as defined by the state, a lease may be required for use of
public land.

Potential interference with navigation will be reviewed to ensure free passage

and access. Increasing attention is being paid to sewage disposal problems.
Docks and Wharves:

Agencies are generally concerned with:

1) the material used

in the construction of a dock, 2) the effect on the hydraulic integrity of the
waterway, and 3) the loss of water surface area.

Agencies are concerned that per-

manent occupancy of the water surface diminishes the area available for public use
and enjoyment.

If construction occurs in a navigable waterway (as defined by the

state), and is not exempt under the Wharf Act (ORS 780.040), or exempt under the
Division of State Lands Leasing Rules, a lease may be required from the State of
Oregon.

Federal agency concerns will review docks and wharves for potential inter-

ference with navigation.

The resource agencies will also recommend that the facil-

ities serve water dependent or water related uses.

Piling and Mooring Dolphins
Agency concerns are more related to the proposed use of the structure than
the installation of the structure itself.

If the use for which the piling or

dolphin is being installed is not acceptable, then the structure itself comes under
question.

In addition, if the activity occurs in a waterway determined navigable

by the state, a lease may be required for the activity for which the dolphin was
installed.

Permanent Use of Water Surface
Agency concerns include the physical effect on the water and waterland, oils
or other pollutants entering the waterway because of the use, and the compatibility
with adjacent land use.

The reduction in existing public use of the water surface

is one of the evaluation criteria used to judge a proposed permanent use.

If the

proposed use occurs in a navigable waterway, a lease will be required by the state
for use of public lands.
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Boathouses:

Boathouses are generally associated with marinas, boat repair facil-

ities and private docks.

The agencies are concerned with the reduction of avail-

able water use for the public, as well as the petroleum products, etc, that may
be used in and around the boathouse.

The installation or development of new boat-

houses is not as difficult as houseboats.

Both boathouse and houseboat structural

stability and the ability to withstand river currents are closely scrutinized.
Channel Maintenance:

Because channel maintenance must occur on a regular basis,

one of the major concerns of a regulatory agency is the amount of dredged material
to be disposed of and the location of the disposal area.

There are two major

areas of impact:

Dredge Area:

1.

The dredge area

2.

The disposal areal

Because channel maintenance occurs in most major waterways, the

agencies are concerned with the timing of the dredging to ensure that it does not
unreasonably conflict with either fish runs or their spawning and rearing areas.

Disturbance of the bottom materials and the subsequent sediment or silt load in
the water are of concern to the agencies,

The

type of equipment to be used for

dredging and type of bottom sediments are important to the agencies since different
types of dredges and different sediment types have different turbidity effects.

In areas where bottom materials may be polluted, samples will need to be taken and
analyzed prior to dredging.
Disposal Area:

The amount of material to be removed and the frequency of the

removal are of a concern to the agencies.

If the material to be removed has pollut-

ants (e.g. heavy metals or high organic content, etc.), the disposal area will have
to be an upland site with sufficient diking to prevent re-entry of the material
into the waterway.
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The impact of upland disposal sites upon the existing land-use capabilities
and existing resources such as fisheries and wildlife will also be of concern.
In certain instances, in-water disposal in the open ocean or a similarly accepted
in-water disposal area may be permitted.

The time of year that disposal takes

place and the amount and type of material to be disposed of is of direct concern
to the agencies,.

The agencies will be concerned that a program for long-term dredge material
disposal (10-20 year disposal plan) be identified.

New construction in a waterway

that will require channel maintenance is currently being encouraged to develop
a twenty-year spoil disposal plan prior to authorization of the project.

New regu-

lations (404 Permit) administered by the Corps of Engineers control disposal in
nonnavigable waterways and associated wetlands.
Dredging:

Because dredging creates major alterations to the bottom of the water-

way, agency concerns focus on:

1) the productive potential of the area to be

dredged, 2) whether the dredged material is contaminated, and 3) whether dredging
will create the need for subsequent disposal or is simply a relocation of bottom
materials.

If the dredging occurs in a navigable waterway (as defined by the state),
concerns are focused on:

1) whether the material is to be sold or used as an

article of commerce, 2) the type of equipment to be used, and 3) the time of the
year the project is proposed.

In addition, the effects of the project on stream

hydraulics will be critically reviewed.

Special conditions under LCDC Goals and

Guidelines for Coastal Resources.
Filling:
ized.

Filling is often the most difficult waterway alteration to have author-

Filling permanently reduces the surface area of a water body or its assoc-

iated wetlands.

Filling also reduces biologically productive shallow water areas
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and wetlands.

Filling consists of diminishing the water area at high water and

is simply defined as the creation of upland from existing water or wetland.*
The major impact of filling is the permanent reduction of existing waterway
surface and shallow water biological production.
all future production.

The fill area is removed from

The natural resource agencies are concerned with the cur-

rent productive potential of the fill area in terms of its ability to produce food,
shelter, and spawning area for fishes and shellfish.

The review process will

weigh the absolute need for the permanent destruction of waterway or wetland.
Water quality questions will center on the stability and type of fill material
to ensure that it is of a clean, non-polluting nature.

Other concerns center on

the effect of the fill on the overall hydraulic stability of the waterway and increased flood hazards.

If the fill occurs in a navigable waterway, as defined by the state, Public

Trust Rights must also be considered prior to the state's authorization of the
fill.

These are historic rights relating to the public's guaranteed right of

recreation, navigation and fishery in all navigable waters of the state.

Thus,

a fill in a navigable waterway must show a public benefit of equal magnitude to
the loss of water area.

State ownership must also be addressed in these waterways.

Special conditions

apply to fills in the Coastal Zone under LCDC Goals and Guidelines

for Coastal

Resources.

*The Oregon State legislature has passed a law requiring the "mitigation" of natIn general,
ural estuarine habitats which are altered by dredging or filling.
any alteration removing more than a volume of 50 cubic yards from a natural habitat must be mitigated by restoring an equal volume to its natural state on another
site.
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A NOTE ON OUR METHOD
FOR SELECTING DEVELOPMENT SITES
The authors of this report selected development sites by a two-stage process.
Our first step was to locate general areas within the Port District which appeared
suitable for development.

The second was to select the most promising sites

within each area.

In order to identify areas with the highest development potential, we considered
two criteria.
under 5%).

First, it was necessary that the area be relatively flat (slope

In order to reduce construction costs, locations of modern industrial

operations are selected to minimize the number of levels which must be used.

A

5% slope is the generally accepted practical limit.

Our criteria in selecting a site was the availability of good transportation
access -- water access if possible.

Water transport is the most economical method

for moving goods long distances, a fact which augments the importance of the Yaquina
River for the projects under consideration.

The most promising areas were selected by map reconnaisance.

State of Oregon

Department of Geology and Mineral Resources slope maps of Lincoln County and United
States Geological Survey Maps (Toledo Quad) provided the needed information.
selected seven individual sites using the U.S.G.S. and Field Survey maps.
are currently owned by the port; four are not.

We

Three

The sites are shown on the accom-

panying map.

Site Ranking

It was decided to attempt to rank these sites according to their development
potential.

Several decision making processes were reviewed.

Since this project

is limited to general planning feasibility and since detailed cost estimates lie
beyond the scope of this report, a limited matrix decision model was chosen.

Among

PORTLAND

Study

Area

VICINITY MAP
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the advantages of the matrix are the following:

1) ease of completion, 2) ease

of alteration for comparison of differing values, 3) ease of expansion to include
new or overlooked factors.

The matrix was constructed by listing the sites down one side of a page and
important characteristics of each site across the top,
each characteristic was chosen.

Next a ranking scale for

The scale varies between +2 as the highest degree

of feasibility and -2 as the lowest.

Each characteristic for a given site was

then assigned an appropriate numerical value and the value was placed in the
proper box.

Upon completion, the values chosen for each site were added up.

highest sum represented the site with the most development potential.

The

The site

characteristics chosen to evaluate were size, ownership, degree of water access,
road access and rail access, utility services, slope of land, existing development,
and environmental constraints.

The results are shown in the accompanying matrix

figure
The matrix can be further refined by weighing each characteristic according
to its importance relative to the others.

For example, if water access is valued

more than road access, then water access would be assigned a value (+1 in this
example) and road access a lower value (+0.5).

Each column is then multiplied by

its weighing factor before the site values are summed.

In our matrix all character-

istics were rated equally.

It should be noted that the evaluation of these characteristics and their
ranking is highly subjective.

We recommend whatever alteration may be necessary

to reflect the values and policies of the Port Commission.

This will provide an

opportunity for review and discussion of factors which this study may have overlooked.

Site

Size

Ownership

Water
Access

Road

Access

Rail
Access

Utility
Availability

Slope

Existing

Environ-

Develop-

mental

ment

Total

Con-

straints

2 1/2 Acres
Industrial

-1

2

-2

0

0

2

2

2

2

7

Boat Basin

-1

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

-1

10

Shingle Mill
Slough

1

-2

2

0

2

1

2

0

-1

5

30 Acre
Marsh

2

2

2

2

-2

-2

2

2

-2

6

Spoils

1

-2

2

-1

2

-2

0

-1

-1

1

Airport

2

-2

2

2

-2

-2

2

-2

0

0

Boone
Island

2

-2

0

-1

-2

-2

-1

2

-2

-2

Dredge
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Bay Area
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TABLE 1
BIRDS OF THE YAQUINA BAY AREA
Common Name

Common Loon

Arctic Loon

Scientific Name

Gavia immer

Red-throated Loon

Gavia arctica
Gavia stellata

Red-necked Grebe

Podiceps grisengena

Horned Grebe

Podiceps auritus

Eared Grebe
Western Grebe

Podiceps caspicus

Pied-billed Grebe

Aechmophorus occidentalis
Podilymbus podiceps

Black-footed Albatross

Diomedea nigripes

Fulmar
Pink-footed Shearwater

Fulmarus glacialis
Puffinus creatobus

New Zealand Shearwater
Sooty Shearwater

Puffinus bulleri

Slender-billed Shearwater

Puffinus tenuirostris

Fork-tailed Petrel
Leach's Petrel

Oceanodroma furcata
Oceanodroma leucerhoa

Brown Pelican

Pelecanus occidentalis

Double-crested Cormorant
Brandt's Cormorant
Pelagic Cormorant

Phalacrocorax auritus
Phalacrocorax panicillatus
Phalacrocorax pelagicus

Great Blue Heron

Ardea Herodias

Green Heron

Butorides virescens

Common Egret

Black-crowned Night Heron
American Bittern

Puffinus griseus

Casmerodius albus

Nycticorax nycticorax
Botaurus lentiginosus
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TABLE

Common Name

Whistling Swan
Canada Goose
Snow Goose
Black Brant
White-fronted Goose
Mallard

Gadwall

Pintail
Green-winged Teal
Blue-winged Teal
Cinnamon Teal
American Widgeon

Shoveler
Wood Duck
Redhead

Ring-necked Duck
Canvasback

Greater Scaup
Lesser Scaup
Common Goldeneye

Barrows Goldeneye

Bufflehead
Old Squaw

Harlequin Duck
White-winged Scoter

Surf Scoter

1

j(Cont.)

Scientific Name

Olor columbianus
Branta canadensis
Chen hyperborea

Branta nigricans
Anser albifrons
Areas platyrhynchos
Areas strepera
Arias acuta

Areas carolinensis
Areas discors
Anas cyanoptera
Mareca americana

Spatula clypeata
Aix sponsa
Aythya americana

A thya collaris
Aythya valisineria
Aythya marila

Aythya affinis
Bucephala clangula
Bucephala islandica
Bucephala albeola
Clangula hyemalis

Histrionicus nistrionicus
Melanitta deglandi

Mellanitta perspicillata

Common Scoter
Ruddy Duck
Hooded Merganser
Common Merganser

Oidemia nigra
Oxyura jamaicensis
Lophodytes cucullatus

Red-breasted Merganser

Mergus serrator

Mergus merganser

Turkey Vulture

Cathartes aura

Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper's Hawk

Accipiter striatus
Accipiter cooperii

Red-tailed Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk

Bald Eagle
Marsh Hawk
Goshawk

Buteo jamaicensis
Buteo lago ups

Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Circus evaneus

Accipter gentilis
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TABLE

Common Name

[450]

1

(Cont.)

Scientific Name

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

Peregrine Falcon

Falco peregrinus

Pigeon Hawk
Sparrow Hawk

Falco columbarius
Falco sparverius

Blue Grouse
Ruffed Grouse

Dendragapus obscurus
Bonasa umbellus

Mountain Quail
California Quail
Ring-necked Pheasant

Oreortyx pictus
Lophortyx californicus
Phasianus colchicus

Virginia Rail
Sora
American Coot

Rallus limicola
Porzana carolina
Fulica americana

Black Oystercatcher

Haematopus bachmani

Semipalmated Plover
Snowy Plover
Killdeer
American Golden Plover
Black-bellied Plover
Surfbird

Charadrius semipalmatus
Charadrius alexandrinus
Charadrius vociferus
Pluvialis dominica
Squatarola squatorola
Aphriza virgata
Arenaria interpres
Arenaria melanocephala

Ruddy Turns tone
Black Turns tone

Common Snipe
Long-billed Curlew
Whimbrel

Capella gallinago

Numenius americanus
Numenius phaeopus
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TABLE
Common Name

(Cont.)

Scientific Name

Spotted Sandpiper
Solitary Sandpiper
Wandering Tattler
Willet
Greater Yellowlegs
Lesser Yellowlegs
Knot
Pectoral Sandpiper
Baird's Sandpiper
Least Sandpiper
Dunlin
Short-billed Dowitcher
Long-billed Dowitcher
Western Sandpiper
Marbled Godwit
Sanderling

Actitis macularia
Tringa solitaria
Heteroscelus incanum
Catoptrophorus semipalmatus
Totanus melanoleucus
Totanus flavipes
Calidris canutus
Erolia melanotos
Erolia bairdii
Erolia minutilla
Erolia alpina
Limnodromus griseus
Limnodromus scolopaceus
Ereunetes mauri
Limosa fedoa
Crocethia alba

Red Phalarope
Wilson's Phalarope
Northern Phalarope

Phalaropus fulicarius
Steganopus tricolor
Lobipes lobatus

Pomarine Jaeger
Parasitic Jaeger
Long-tailed Jaeger

Stercorarius pomarinus
Stercorarius parasiticus
Stercorarius longicaudus

Glaucous Gull
Glaucous-winged Gull
Western Gull
Herring Gull
California Gull
Ring-billed Gull

Mew Gull
Bonaparte's Gull
Heermann's Gull
Black-legged Kittiwake
Sabine's Gull

Common Tern
Arctic Tern
Caspian Tern
Black Tern

Larus hyperboreus
Larus glaucescens
Larus occidentalis
Larus argentatus
Larus californicus
Larus delawarensis
Larus canus
Larus Philadelphia
Larus heermanni
Rissa tridactyla
Xema sabini
Sterna hirundo
Sterna paradisaea
Hydroprogne caspia
Chlidonias niger
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TABLE

Common Name

1

(Cont.)

Scientific Name

Common Muure

Uria aalge

Pigeon Guillemot

Cepphus columba

Marbled Murrelet
Ancient Murrelet
Cassin's Auklet
Parakeep Auklet
Rhinoceros Auklet
Horned Puffin
Tufted Puffin

Brachyramphus marmoratum
Synnthliboramphus anticuum

Fratercula corniculata
Lunda cirrhata

Band-tailed Pigeon
Mourning Dove

Columba fasciata
Zenaidura macroura

Barn Owl

Tyto alba

Screech Owl

Otus asio
Bubo virginianus
Nyctea scandiaca

Great Horned Owl
Snowy Owl
Pygmy Owl
Long-eared Owl
Short-eared Owl
Saw-whet Owl
Spotted Owl

Ptychoramphus aleutica

Cyclorrhynchus psittacula
Cerorhinca monocerata

Glaucidium gnoma

Asio otus
Asio flammeus

Aegolius acadicus

Stryx occidentalis

Common Nighthawk

Chordeles minor

Vaux's Swift

Chaetura vauxi

Anna's Hummingbird
Rufous Hummingbird

Allen's Hummingbird

Calypte anna
Selasphorus rufus
Selasphorus sasin

Belted Kingfisher

Megaceryle alcyon
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TABLE
Common Name

1

(Cont.)

Scientific Name

White-breasted Nuthatch
Red-breasted Nuthatch

Sitta carolinensis

Brown Creeper

Certhia familiaris

Wrentit

Chamaea fasciata

House Wren

Troglodytes aedon

Winter Wren
Bewick's Wren
Long-billed Marsh Wren

Troglodytes troglodytes

Robin

Turdus migratorius
Ixoreus nasvius

Varied Thrush
Hermit Thrush

Sitta canadensis

Thryomanes bewickii

Telmatodytes palustris

Hylocichla guttata

Swainson's Thrush
Western Bluebird
Townsend's Solitaire

Hylocichla ustulata

Golden-crowned Kinglet
Ruby-crowned Kinglet

Regulus satrapa
Regulus calendula

Water Pipit

Anthus spinoletta

Bohemian Waxwing
Cedar Waxwing

Bombycilla cedrorum

Northern Shrike

Lanius excubitor

Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

Hutton's Vireo
Solitary Vireo
Warbling Vireo

Vireo huttoni

Sialia mexicana

Myadestes townsendi

Bombycilla garrula

Vireo solitarius
Vireo gilvus
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TABLE

Common Name

1

(Cont.)

Scientific Name

Orange-crowned Warbler
Nashville Warbler
Yellow Warbler
Myrtle Warbler
Audubon's Warbler
Black-throated Gray Warbler
Townsend's Warbler
Hermit Warbler
MacGillivray's Warbler
Yellowthroat
Yellow-breasted Chat
Wilson's Warbler

Vermivora celata
Vermivora ruficapilla
Dendroica petechia
Dendroica coronata
Dendroica audoboni
Dendroica nigrescens
Dendroica townsendi
Dendroica occidentalis
Oporornis tolmiei
Geothlypis trichas
Icteria virens
Wilsonia pusilla

House Sparrow

Passer domesticus

Western Meadowlark
Red-winged Blackbird
Brewer's Blackbird
Brown-headed Cowbird

Sturnella neglecta
Agelaius phoeniceus
Euphagus cyanocephalus
Molothus ater

Western Tanager

Piranga ludoviciana

Black-headed Grosbeak
Lazuli Bunting
Evening Grosbeak

Pheucticus melanocephalus
Passerina amoena
Hesperiphona vespertina

Purple Finch

Carpodacus purpureus

House Finch
Pine Siskin
American Goldfinch
Lesser Goldfinch
Red Crossbill
Rufous-sided Towhee
Savannah Sparrow
Vesper Sparrow
Slate-colored Junco
Oregon Junco
Chipping Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow
Golden-crowned Sparrow

Carpodacus mexicanus
Spinus pinus
Spinus tristis
Spinus psaltria
Loxia curvirostra
Pipilo erythrophthalmus
Passerculus sandwichensis
Pooecetes gramineus
Junco hvemalis
Junco oreganus
Spizella passerina
Zonotrichia leucophrys
Zonotrichia atricapilla
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1

(Coot;)

Common Name

Scientific Name

White-throated Sparrow

Zonotrichia albicollis
Passerella iliaca
Melospiza lincolnii

Fox Sparrow

Lincoln's Sparrow
Song Sparrow

Source:

Melospiza melodia

Yaquina Bay Environmental Impact

Statement, Vol. II, 1975.
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TABLE 2
MAMMALS OF THE YAQUINA BAY AREA
Common Name

Scientific Name

Oppossum

Dideiphis marsupialis

Yaquina Shrew
Vagrant Shrew
Marsh Shrew
Trowbridge Shrew

Sorex yaguinae
S. vagrans

Pacific Mole

Scapanus orarius

Shrew-mole

Neurotrichus gibbsii

Little Brown Myotis

Myotis lucifugus

Fringed Myotis

M. thysanodes

Long-legged Myotis
Long-eared Myotis
Hoary Bat

M. vo l ans

California Myotis

Silvery-haired Bat

S. bendirii
S. trowbridgii

N. californicus
M. evotis
Lasiurus cinereus
Lasionycteris noctivagans

Big Brown Bat
Western Big-eared Bat

Eptesicus fuscus

Snowshoe Hare

Lepus americanus

Brush Rabbit

Sylvilagus bachmani

Mountain Beaver

Aplodontia rufa

California Ground Squirrel

Spermophilus beechevi

Townsend Chipmunk
Northern Flying Squirrel

Eutamias townsendi
Tamiasciurus douglasi
Glaucomys sabrinus

Mazama Pocket Gopher

Thomomys mazama

Beaver

Castor canadensis

Chickaree

Plecotus townsendi
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(Cont.)

Scientific Name

Common Name

Deer Mouse

Bushy-tailed woodrat
White-footed vole
Red-tree Mouse

Peromyscus maniculatus
Neotoma cinerea
Phenacomys albipes

Oregon vole
Muskrat

Arborimus longicaudus
Clethrionomys occidentalis
Microtus townsendi
M. longicaudus
M. oregoni
Ondatra zibethica

Pacific Jumping Mouse

Zapus trinotatus

Porcupine

Erethizon dorsatum

Nutria

Myocastor coypus

Gray Fox

Urocyon cinereoargenteus

California Red-backed vole
Townsend vole

Longtail vole

Coyote

Canis latrans

Black Bear

Ursus americanus

Raccoon

Procyon lotor

Marten
Mink

Martes americana

Long-tailed Weasel
Short-tailed Weasel
Striped Skunk
Spotted Skunk

Mustela vison
M. frenata
M. erminea
Mephitis mephitis

River Otter

Spilogale putorius
Lutra canadensis

Mountain Lion

Felis concolor

Bobcat

Lynx rufus

Steller Sea Lion
California Sea Lion
.

Source:

2

Harbor seal
Yaquina Bay Environment
Impact Statement Vol. II, 1975

Eumetopias jiubata
Zalophus californianus
Phoca vitulina

TABLE

3

RARE, ENDANGERED, THREATENED, AND PERIPHERAL WILDLIFE
SPECIES FOUND IN THE YAQUINA BAY AREA

Status**
National
State

Period of Use

Habitats Used

P

Sept. to April

estuaries, lakes

P

June to Oct.

ocean, estuaries

Common Egret

P

Sept. to April

estuaries, marshes,
river, lakes

Bald Eagle

E

Entire year

estuaries, beach,
lakes, snags

April to Oct.

estuaries, lakes,

Species

Horned Grebe
Brown Pelican

T

Osprey

SU

snags
R

Snowy Plover

Entire year

beach, tidal flats,
sand spits

R

Caspian Tern

Rhinoceros Auklet

SU

May, Sept.,

ocean, estuaries,

Oct.

beach

Sept. to April

ocean, coastal cliffs
and banks

Purple Martin

SU

April to Sept.

near water, snags

White-footed vole

R

Entire year

stream edge

** Status:

E

Endangered:

A species whose prospects of survival and reproduction in Oregon are in immediate jeopardy.
Its peril may result from one or many causes --

loss of habitat or change in habitat, overexploitation, predation, competition, disease,
pesticides. An endangered species must
have help or extinction will probably follow.

P - Peripheral: A species whose occurrence in Oregon is at the
edge of its natural range, and which is rare
within Oregon, although not in its range as a
whole. Special attention may be necessary to
assure retention in the state fauna.

R - Rare:

A species that is not presently threatened with
extinction but is in such small numbers through
its range in Oregon that it may be endangered
if its environment worsens.
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TABLE VI-15

SU - Status Unknown:

(cont.)

A species suggested as possibly endangered,
or peripheral but about which there is not

enough information to determine its status.

T-

Threatened:

A species

in the United

States that is so

few in numbers or so threatened by present
circumstances as to be in danger of extinc-

tion.

Source:

Yaquina Bay Environmental Impact Statement, Vol. II, 1975.
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Executive Department
155 COTTAGE STREET N.E., SALEM, OREGON 97310

M E M O RAN D U M
TO:

The Applicant

FROM:

Paul Haugland

State Permit Center
Use of the attached MASTER APPLICATION form will

result in a complete package of the State of Oregon's
regulatory requirements for the development you are
proposing.

This information will be in the mail to you

following a 30-day review period of the MASTER APPLICATION

by State regulatory agencies.

The MASTER APPLICATION form was designed to

include a broad range of state agency interests, so many
of the questions may not apply to your proposal.
Please read the MASTER APPLICATION carefully

before completing it. Missing or misleading information
may delay processing. Answer all questions pertaining to
your proposed project, complete a site diagram and sign
the form.
Should your permits require more than one public
you may request that we consolidate these into a
single hearing.

hearing,

TO BE CERTAIN YOU HAVE SUBMITTED A COMPLETE
MASTER APPLICATION, PLEASE CHECK THE FOLLOWING BEFORE

SUBMITTAL:

Application form complete
Application

form signed

Site plan attached

PH:ts

[

]

[]
[]
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rmit Coordination Center
tergovernmental Relations Division
5 Cottage St. S.E., Salem, OR 97310

Response Deadline

Project No.
OFFICIAL USE ONLY

03) 378-3732

State of Oregon

MASTER

APPLICATION

(Please. type or print)

I.

APPLICA

A.

Name of Applicant

INFORMATION

(Common reference name)
Address

(Street number or RFD)

(City)

(State)

(Zip)

Phone:

Consultant or Contact Person:

B.

Address:

(Street number or RFD)

(City)

(State)

(zip)

Phone:

PROJECT STATUS

H.
Yes

No

A. 0

Have you previously applied for or obtained any local, state or federal permits for this project?
Please list:

B. Q CJ

c. Q £
D. £
III.

Have you or do you intend to apply for federal funds for this project? Please explain:

Have you been asked to complete an "Assessment of Environmental Impact" questionnaire? (If
completed, please attach a copy.)
Has an "Environmental Impact Statement" been requested before you begin your project?
completed, please attach a copy.)

PROJECT LOCATION

A. Location of Project (Smallest legal subdivision):

(If

116
is.

Street address of projcct:

(County)

(City)

(State)

(or)

The work Is located in
Township

County, within Section
, Range

, W.IVL

(or)

Tax lot number

C. Project is located within the current boundary of the following jurisdictions:
(City)

(County Service District)
(Rural Fire Protection District)
(Water District)

(Sanitary District)

(School District)

D. Distance and direction from the nearest Incorporated city:

E. Project will require annexation to:

IV.

GENERAL ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AND SITE DIAGRAM

A. Beginning construction date:

8. Ownership of site: C1 Private

Completion date:

[:7 Government (specify)

C. Description of project and work (Describe project purpose, elements of construction and operation. Include
estimated annual volumes and areas of materials to be mined, dredged, filled, etc., If applicable, and kinds
and numbers of wildlife and/or fish If project involves propagation or hatchery activities. If necessary, put
this Information on separate sheets and attach as Appendix A.)

2
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V.

::PECIFic: ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

A. The construction or operation of this project involves: (Check all appropriate boxes).

[7
L7

C_=/

[7

Coniincrdal development
Industrial development
Institution

L-7 Swinunilig pool

L]
Q

Residential development
Above checked development includes:

[Q

Q Electrical
Q Plumbing
Q Elevator

Q

[7 Mechanical equipment in structures

L7

Boiler
[_/ Pressure vessels

Q Pressure piping

Q Pre-fabricated structures

Q

alternative disposal system
L_7 Connection to municipal sewer system
Develop or connection to non-municipal

LJ
L7

Q

L]

location
Junk yard

Field burning
Alcohol or alcoholic beverages (industrial,
manufacture, wholesale, retail)

Q Hydraulic structure
G7

sewer system
Connection to municipal water system
Develop or connection to non-municipal water
system

Q
Q
Q

School water supply

L7

Surface mining (including rock quarry, material
borrow site, sand & gravel, etc.)
Underground mining
Dredging
Oil &°,: gas drilling & exploration
Geothermal drilling & exploration

j]
Q
Cl

E7

L]

Q

Well injection
Well construction
Amusement rides

Irrigation, drainage
Hydroelectric facilities
Mobile Home park
Airfield construction or modification
Advertising signs

Cultural site development
Pneumatic conveyance facilities
Liquid petroleum gas
Flammable and/or combustible liquids
Shore-based handling devices
Excavation
Land leveling
Logging radio systems

r_7 Stream bed alteration, movement of material within
banks

Fireworks

Marine facility (access, dock, float, etc.)
Propagation of fish or wildlife
Explosives in water

Land fill
[disposal of surplus mineral resources

Food service facilities

Q Restaurant Q Temporary

CI Limited service restaurant
C/ Commissary Q Food vending warehouse
Q Vending machine Q Mobile

Day care facility
Furniture & bedding facilities (manufacture,
distribute, renovate, upholster, fumigate,
wholesale, retail)

Post-secondary education facility at a new

L7

Septic tank & drainfield installation or

Home for aged
Group care home
Child care agency

LJ

Q

Sewage disposal

Health facility (hospital, inpatient care, nursing
home, etc.)

unit(s)

Q Shellfish distributors
Shucker-packers Q Harvesters
Tourist facilities (hotel , motel, recreational
park, organizational camp, picnic park, mass
gathering )

-3-
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lt. 'i.

Q Vent or release of materials into the atmosphere? Explain, including type of materials to be
emitted and brief description of source or equipment generating these materials.

11.

L.J Construction or use of completed facility will result in discharge of any waste (including heat) into
surface water Q sewer system. Explain waste discharge:
lQ ground water

III.

Q Project includes facilities for disposal of solid waste. Explain

iv.

Q Completed facility will involve use of ground or surface water. If so, check below:

Q

SOURCE

USE

Q Domestic

Q Surface water
(name(s) of water body(ies))

Q' Commercial/Industrial

Q Other

Q Ground water

C7 Existing water right

Q Proposed

change in water right (place, use, pts. of diversion)
Water quantity required in cfs.,
or,

gpm.

v.

Q Project involves vehicular access to a state highway. Explain:

vi.

Q Project involves, for purposes other than vehicular access, construction of utility lines, pipelines, culverts or other facility; or the performance of any work, activity or encroachment upon any state highway
tight-of-way, state park, ocean beach, or other state property. Explain:

vii.

Q Project will include

viii.

Q Project involves, partitioning, subdividing, or developing land for sale or lease to the public.

ix.

G7 Project creates unit ownership In property (land, all improvements, easements, rights, etc.)

X.

Q Project will be conducted on or affect forest lands owned by state.

xl.

£7 Commercial operation on forest land (road construction or reconstruction of roads, operation of a

signs advertising activities conducted on the premises.

quarry, harvest of forest crops, site preparation for reforestation, application of insecticides,
herbicides or rodenticides, clearing to change land from forest to non- forest use, treatment of
slashing).

xii.

Q Project includes recapture of stray logs, boomsticks or boom chains from the waters, beaches,
marshes, tidal lands or shorelands of Columbia River and/or its tributaries.

4
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Project includes transport of forest products or use of booming equipment for securing, rafting or
floating forest products.

C] This will occur west of the crest of Cascade Mountains.

xiv.
xv.

xvi.

Q Project includes burning within a forest protection district or within 1/8 mile of a district.
Project requires entry of an area within a forest protection district which is under permit closure.

C7 Project includes construction or operation of a sawmill within a forest protection district or within 1/8 mile of a district.

xvii. Q Project includes operation of power driven machinery within a forest protection district or within 1/8 mile of a district.

xviii. 0 Project involves right-of-way clearing on forest land.
VII. PROJECT PLOT PLAN DRAWING. Attach a plot plan drawing per the following:
Drawing sheet size, 8-11 " x 11 " only.
2. Lot or parcel involved, showing shape and

5. The location of proposed buildings.
6. All driveways, approaches, barriers, parldng and

1.

dimensions.

3.

loading areas.

Abutting street and name and/or bodies of

7. Location of existing and proposed septic tanks and
wells.
8. Location of utilities (power, sewers, water,
railroad ).

water by name.
4. North arrow and scale

THE INFORMATION GIVEN ON THIS APPLICATION IS COMPLETE
AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.

(Applicant's Signature)

(Title)

5
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Appendix-Powers of Ports
Port may engage in domestic and foreign
777.195
commerce and shipping. A port may, for hire:
(1) Acquire, charter, own, maintain and operate
watercraft for the transportation of all kinds of merchandise, freight and passengers, and engage generally in the coastwise trade and commerce, domestic

and foreign.
(2) Own, acquire, construct, operate and maintain

railroad terminal grounds and yards; and construct,
operate and maintain such line or lines of railroad, with

necessary sidetrack, turnouts, switches and connection

and arrangements with other common carriers, as may
facilitate water commerce between common carriers
and points within the port; and carry and transport
freight and passengers and move passenger trains over
the lines.

Port may engage in certain port management activities. A port may:
777.210

(1) Establish, operate and maintain water transportation lines in any of the navigable waters of this
state and waters tributary thereto, any portion of which

may touch boundaries of the port.

Engage generally in the business of buying and
fuel oil, and all kinds of fuel for watercraft
coal,
selling
(2)

of all kinds.
(3)

Acquire, construct, maintain or operate sea

walls, jetties, piers, wharves, docks, boat landings,
warehouses, storehouses, elevators, grain bins, terminal icing plants, facilities for processing agricultural,
fish or meat products, bunkers, oil tanks, ferries, canals, locks, tidal basins, bridges, subways, tramways,
cableways, conveyors, power plants, power transmission lines, administration buildings and fishing termi-

nals, and modern appliances and buildings for the economical handling, packing, storing, and transportation
of freight and handling of passenger traffic with full
power to lease and sell the same, together with the
lands upon which they are situated, whether held by

the port in its governmental capacity or not.
For the public convenience and the convenience of its shipping and commercial interests, may
improve all or any portion of the waterfront of its harbors, rivers and waterways.
(5) Enlarge its tidal area, and construct, excavate
(4)

or dredge canals and channels connecting its waterways with one another or with other waterways and the
sea.
(6)

Acquire or construct, maintain or operate air-

ports anywhere within the port.
777.220

Port may collect certain fees from port

users. A port may collect from vessels using any port
facility. wharfage. dockage and drydockage; and collect from owners or consignees of goods passing over

the docks and warehouses, wharfage and storage
charges for goods so handled.
777.230

Port may provide power for port pur-

poses; limitation on sale of electric power to public. (1)
A port may:

Design, erect, complete, operate and maintain
all necessary hydroelectric, steam generating, electric,
oil, gasoline or other power-producing plants or systems, for the purpose of generating electrical current
for lighting and power purposes.
(a)

Acquire rights of way for the placing of trans-

(b)

mission lines over which to carry the electrical energy
required between the points of origin or production and

the locations where such power may be carried for

distribution, and sell, lease, and dispose of same.
port to enter
(2) This section does not authorize a
electric
energy
or servinto the business of supplying
municipalities
or
to the
ices, or other power service, to
than
the
construction
public, or for any purpose other

or operation of docks, terminals, elevators or other

shipping facilities, or in any of the work ports are

authorized by law to engage in.
Port may advertise and promote facilities
777.240

and commerce. A port may advertise and promote the
facilities and commerce of the port, through public
and trade media, exhibits, fairs, trade fairs and trade
tours, either alone or in cooperation with others or
through associations or organizations having similar
interests.
777.250 Port powers with respect to development
and use of its lands; development of industrial park.
(1) A port may construct buildings or other improvements and acquire personal properties including but
not limited to machinery and equipment considered
necessary whether or not now in existence or under

construction, suitable for use by any industry for the
manufacturing, refining, processing, or assembling of

any agricultural, mining or other products or by any

commercial enterprise in storing, warehousing, distributing or selling or servicing any products of agriculture, mining or industry. The port has full power to
lease and sell the buildings, improvements and per-

sonal property, together with the lands upon which

they are situated, whether held by the port in its governmental capacity or not.
(2) In addition, a port may:

(a) Acquire and develop land, or develop land
already owned, as the site for an industrial park, -in-

cluding as a part of such

development provisions for

water, sewage, drainage, roads, transportation, power,
communication or other similar facilities which are incidental to the development of the site;

(b) Develop the site pursuant to a comprehensive
plan in a manner compatible with other uses in the area
in which the industrial park is located and adopt regu-

lations necessary to implement the plan;
(c)

Lease or sell tracts of land within an industrial

park as building sites to any industry or commercial
enterprise described by this subsection; and

Charge and collect fees for services made
available within the industrial park.
(d)

General powers of port in promotion of
certain interests. A port may, in general, do such other
acts and things, not mentioned by ORS 777.195 to
777.258, as tend to promote the maritime shipping, aviation and commercial interests of the port.
777.258
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CHAPTER 564
AN ACT

[ HB 26191

Relating to filling in state waters; creating new provisions; amending ORS 541.605, 541.610, 541.625

and 541.627; and declaring an emergency.

-

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of
Oregon:

Section 1. ORS 541.605 is amended to read:
541.605. As used in ORS 541.605 to 541.665, unless the context requires otherwise:

(1) "Channel relocation" means a change in
location of a channel in which a new channel is
dug and the flow is diverted from the old channel
into the new channel if more than 50 cubic yards
of material is removed in constructing the new
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channel or if it would require more than 50 cubic
yards of material to completely fill the old channel.
[(1)1 (2) "Director" means the Director of the Division of State Lands.

[(2)1 (3) "Division" means the Division of State
Lands.
(4) "Estuary" means a body of water semien-

closed by land and connected with the open
ocean within which salt water is usually diluted
by fresh water derived from the land. "Estuary"
includes all estuarine waters, tidelands, tidal
marshes and submerged lands extending upstream to the head of tidewater. However, the
Columbia River Estuary extends to the western
edge of Puget Island.
(5) "Fill" means the total of deposits by artificial means equal to or exceeding 50 cubic yards
or more of material at one location in any waters
of this state.
[(3)1(6) "Governmental body" includes the Federal
Government when operating in any capacity other
than navigational servitude, the State of Oregon and
every political subdivision therein.
(7) "Intermittent stream" means any stream
which flows during a portion of every year and

which provides spawning, rearing

or food-

producing areas for food and game fish.
[(4)1 (8) "Material" means rock, gravel, sand, silt
and other inorganic substances removed from waters
of this state and any materials, organic or inorganic,
used to fill waters of this state.
[(5) gill" means the total of deposits by artificial

means equal to or exceeding 50 cubic yards or more of
material at one location in any waters of this state.]

(9) "Public use" means a publicly owned proj-

ect or a privately owned project that is available
for use by the public.
[(671 (10) "Removal" means the taking of more
than 50 cubic yards or the equivalent weight in tons
of material in any waters of this state in any calendar
year; or the movement by artificial means of an
equivalent amount of material on or within the bed of
such waters, including channel relocation.
[(7)1 (11) "Water resources" includes not only
water itself but also aquatic life and habitats therein
and all other natural resources in and under the waters of this state.
[M (12) "Waters of this state" means natural
waterways including all tidal and nontidal bays,
intermittent streams, constantly flowing streams,
lakes and other bodies of water in this state, navigable and nonnavigable, including that portion of the
Pacific Ocean which is in the boundaries of this state.

[(9) "Channel relocation" means a change in location of a channel in which a new channel is dug and
the flow is diverted from the old channel into the new
channel if more than 50 cubic yards of material is
removed in constructing the new channel or if it would
require more than 50 cubic yards of material to completely fill the old channel.]
[(10) "Intermittent stream" means any stream
which flows during a portion ofevery year and which

Chap. 564

provides spawning, rearing or food producing areas
for food and game fish.]
Section 2. ORS 541.610 is amended to read:
541.610. (1) The protection, conservation and best
use of the water resources of this state are matters of

the utmost public concern. Streams, lakes, bays,
estuaries and other bodies of water in this state,

including not only water and materials for domestic,
agricultural and industrial use but also habitats and
spawning areas for [game and food] fish, avenues for

transportation and sites for commerce and public

recreation, are vital to the economy and well-being of

this state and its people. Unregulated removal of

material from the beds and banks of the waters of this

state may create hazards to the health, safety and
welfare of the people of this state. Unregulated filling
in the waters of this state for any purpose, may
result in interfering with or injuring public navigation, fishery and recreational uses of the waters. In
order to provide for the best possible use of the water
resources of this state, it is desirable to centralize
authority in the Director of the Division of State

Lands, and implement control of the removal of material from the beds and banks or filling of the waters of
this state.

(2) The Director of the Division of State Lands
shall take into consideration all beneficial uses of

water including streambank protection when administering fill and removal statutes.
(3) There shall be no condemnation, inverse condemnation, other taking, or confiscating of property
under ORS 541.605 to 541.665 without due process of
law.

Section 3. ORS 541.625 is amended to read:
541.625. (1) The director [of the Division of State
Lands] shall issue a permit to remove material from

the beds or banks of any waters of this state applied
for under ORS 541.620 if he determines that the removal described in the application will not be inconsistent with the protection, conservation and best use

of the water resources of this state as specified in ORS
541.610.

(2) The director [of the Division of State Lands

shall issue a permit applied for under ORS
541.620 for filling waters of this state if he determines that the proposed fill would not unreasonably interfere with the paramount policy of this
state to preserve the use of its waters for navigation, fishing and public recreation. In determining
whether or not a permit shall be issued, the director
may]

shall consider the following.

[(a) Whether the proposed fill unreasonably inter-

feres with the paramount policy of this state to preserve the use of its waters for navigation, fishing and

public recreation;]

(a) The public need for the proposed fill and

the social, economic or other public benefits
likely to result from the proposed fill. When the
applicant for a fill permit is a public body, the
director may accept and rely upon the public
body's findings as to local public need and local
public benefit.
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(b) Whether the proposed fill conforms to sound
policies of conservation and would not interfere with
public health and safety[;].
(c) Whether the proposed fill is in conformance
with existing public uses of the waters or uses of
adjacent land[; and].
(d) Whether the proposed fill is consistent with a
duly enacted zoning or land use plan for the area
where the proposed fill is to take place.

(e) Whether the proposed fill is for stream-

bank protection.
'(3) The director may issue a permit for a substantial fill in an estuary for a nonwater dependent use only if the fill is for a public use and
would satisfy a public need that outweighs harm
to navigation, fishery and recreation and if the
proposed fill meets all other criteria contained in
ORS 541.605 to 541.665.

[(3)1 (4) If the director issues a permit, he may
impose such conditions as he considers necessary to
carry out the purposes of ORS 541.610, section 5 of
this 1979 Act and [subsection] subsections (1) and
(2) of this section. In formulating such conditions the

director may consult with the State Geologist, the
State Fish and Wildlife Director, the State Forester,
the Director of the Department of Environmental
Quality, the administrative officer of the State Soil
and Water Conservation Commission, the Director of

Agriculture, the State Parks Superintendent, the
State Marine Director, [the Water Policy Review
Board,] the State Highway Engineer, the Director of
the Economic Development Department [and), the

Water Resources Director and affected local governmental units. Each permit is valid only for the

time specified therein. Obtaining a lease from the

468.110, 468.120, 468.700 to 468.725 and 468.735 to
468.775, so long as:

(a) The operation is that for which the permit is

issued; and

(b) The standards for granting such permits are
substantially the same as those established pursuant
to ORS 164.775, 164.785, 468.010, 468.035, 468.040,
468.055, 468.110, 468.120, 468.700 to 468.725 and

468.735 to 468.775 to the extent they affect water
quality.
Section 3a. If Senate Bill 541 becomes law, section
3 of this Act is repealed and ORS 541.625, as amended

by section 1, chapter 200, Oregon Laws 1979
(Enrolled Senate Bill 541), is further amended to

read:
541.625. (1) The director [of the Division of State
Lands] shall issue a permit to remove material from

the beds or banks of any waters of this state applied
for under ORS 541.620 if the director determines that
the removal described in the application will not be
inconsistent with the protection, conservation and
best use of the water resources of this state as specified in ORS 541.610.

(2) The director [of the Division of State Lands
may] shall issue a permit applied for under ORS

541.620 for filling waters of this state if he determines that the proposed fill would not unreasonably interfere with the paramount policy of this
state to preserve the use of its waters for naviga-

tion, fishing and public recreation. In determining
whether or not a permit shall be issued, the director
shall consider the following:

[(a) Whether the proposed fill unreasonably interferes with the paramount policy of this state to preserve the use of its waters for navigation, fishing and

Division of State Lands shall not be one of the conditions to be considered in granting a permit under ORS

public recreation;]

541.620.

the social, economic or

[(4)1 (5) Any applicant whose application for a
permit has been denied, or who objects to any of the
conditions imposed under subsections (1), (2) and [(3)1
(4) of this section by the director, may, within 10 days
of the denial of the permit or the imposition of any
condition, request a hearing from the director. Thereupon the director shall set the matter down for hearing, which shall be conducted as a contested case in
accordance with ORS 183.415 to 183,470. After such
hearing, the director shall enter an order containing
findings of fact and conclusions of law. The order
shall rescind, affirm or modify the director's initial
order. Appeals from the director's final order may be
taken to the Court of Appeals in the manner provided
by (subsection (2) of ORS 183.4801 ORS 183.482.
[(5)1 (6) In the event that a decision on issuance of

a permit by the Director of the Division of State

Lands is delayed for a period exceeding 45 days from
the date of application in the case of a removal, or 90
days from the date of application in the case of a fill,
a temporary permit shall be issued pending such final
decision.

[(6)J (7) Permits issued under this section shall be

in lieu of any permit that might be required for the
same operation under ORS 164.775, 164.785, 468.010,
468.030 to

468.045,

468.055,

468.060,

468.075,

(a) The public need for the proposed fill and
other public benefits
likely to result from the proposed fill. When the
applicant for a fill permit is a public body, the
director may accept and rely upon the public
body's findings as to local public need and local
public benefit.
(b) Whether the proposed fill conforms to sound
policies of conservation and would not interfere with
public health and safety[;].

(c) Whether the proposed fill is in conformance
with existing public uses of the waters[; anal or uses
of adjacent land.
(d) Whether the proposed fill is consistent with a

duly enacted zoning or land use plan for the area
where the proposed fill is to take place.

(e) Whether the proposed fill is for stream-

bank protection.
(3) The director may issue a permit for a substantial fill in an estuary for a nonwater dependent use only if the fill is for a public use and
would satisfy a public need that outweighs harm
to navigation, fishery and recreation and if the
proposed fill meets all other criteria contained in
ORS 541.605 to 541.665.

[ (3)] (4) If the director issues a permit, the director
may impose such conditions as the director considers
necessary to carry out the purposes of ORS. 541.610,
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section 5 of this

1979

Act and

[subsection]

subsections (1) and (2) of this section. In formulating such conditions the director may consult with the
State Geologist, the State Fish and Wildlife Director,
the State Forester, the Director of the Department of
Environmental Quality, the administrative officer of
the State Soil and Water Conservation Commission,

the Director of Agriculture, the State Parks Superintendent, the State Marine Director, [the Water Policy

Review Board,] the State Highway Engineer, the
Director of the Economic Development Department,
[and] the Water Resources Director and affected

local governmental units. Each permit is valid only
for the time specified therein. Obtaining a lease from

the Division of State Lands shall not be one of the
conditions to be considered in granting a permit under
ORS 541.620.
[(4)] (5) Any applicant whose application for a
permit has been denied, or who objects to any of the
conditions imposed under subsections (1), (2) and [(3)]

(4) of this section by the director, may, within 10 days

SECTION 5. (1) As used in this section, "mitigation" means the creation, restoration or enhancement
of an estuarine area to maintain the functional characteristics and processes of the estuary, such as its
natural biological productivity, habitats and species
diversity, unique features and water quality.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (4) of this

section, the director shall require mitigation as a

condition of any permit for filling or removal of material from an intertidal or tidal marsh area of an estu-

ary

(3) If the director requires mitigation, the director
shall consider:
(a) The identified adverse impacts of the proposed
activity;

(b) The availability of areas in which mitigating

activities could be performed;

(c) The provisions of land use plans for the area
adjacent to or surrounding the area of the proposed
activity;

(d) The recommendations of any interested or
(e) The extent of compensating activity inherent

of the denial of the permit or the imposition of any

affected state or local agencies; and

Thereupon the director shall set the matter down for
hearing, which shall be conducted as a contested case
in accordance with ORS 183.415 to 183.470. After
such hearing, the director shall enter an order containing findings of fact and conclusions of law. The
order shall rescind, affirm or modify the director's
initial order. Appeals from the director's final order
may be taken to the Court of Appeals in the manner
provided by [subsection (2) of ORS 183.480] ORS

in the proposed activity.

condition,

request a hearing from the director.

183.482.

[ (5)] (6) In the event that a decision on issuance of

Chap. 564

(4)

Notwithstanding any provisions of ORS

197.005 to 197.430 or the state-wide planning goals
adopted thereunder to the contrary, the director may:
(a) Waive mitigation in part for an activity for
which mitigation would otherwise be required if, after
consultation with appropriate state and local agencies
"le director determines that:
!A) There is no alternative manner in which to
accomplish the purpose of the project;

(B) There is no feasible manner in which mitiga-

a permit by the Director of the Division of State

tion could be accomplished;

decision.

(C) The economic and public need for the project
and the economic and public benefits resulting from
the project clearly outweigh the potential degradation
of the estuary;

[(6)] (7) Permits issued under this section shall be
in lieu of any permit that might be required for the

(E) The project is water dependent or the project
is publicly owned and water related; or

Lands is delayed for a period exceeding 45 days from
the date of application in the case of a removal, or 90
days from the date of application in the case of a fill,
a temporary permit shall be issued pending such final
same operation under ORS 164.775, 164.785, 468.010,
468.030 to 468.045, 468.055, 468.060, 468.075,
468.110, 468.120, 468.700 to 468.725 and 468.735 to
468.775, so long as:

(a) The operation is that for which the permit is
(b) The standards for granting such permits are
substantially the same as those established pursuant
issued; and

to ORS 164.775, 164.785, 468.010, 468.035, 468.040,
468.055, 468.110, 468.120, 468.700 to 468.725 and

468.735 to 468.775 to the extent they affect water
quality.
[(7)1 (8) Any agency or other unit of government
requested by the director to comment on an application for a permit under this section must submit its
comments to the director within 45 days after receiving the request for comment. If an agency or other
unit of government fails to comment on the application within 45 days, the director shall assume the
agency or other unit of government has no objection
and shall approve or deny the application.
SECTION 4. Section 5 of this Act is added to and
made a part of ORS 541.605 to 541.665.

(D) The project is for a public use; and

(b) Waive mitigation wholly or in part for an
activity for which mitigation would otherwise be
required if the activity is:
(A) Filling for repair and maintenance of existing
functional dikes and negligible physical or biological

damage to the tidal marsh or intertidal areas of the

estuary will result;
(B) Riprap to allow protection of an existing bank-

line with clean, durable erosion resistant material
when a need for riprap protection is demonstrated
that cannot be met with natural vegetation and no
appreciable increase in existing upland will occur;
(C) Filling for repair and maintenance of existing
roads and negligible physical or biological damage to

the tidal marsh or intertidal areas of the estuary will
result;
(D) Dredging for authorized navigation channels,
jetty or navigational aid installation, repair or main-

tenance conducted by or under contract with the
(E) Dredging or filling required as part of an

Army Corps of Engineers;

estuarine resource restoration or enhancement project
agreed to by local, state and federal agencies; or
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(F) A proposed alteration that would have negligible adverse physical or biological impact on estuarine
resources.

(5) Nothing in this section is intended to limit the

authority of the director to impose conditions on a
permit under subsection (3) of
ORS 541.625.

Section 6. ORS 541.627 is amended to read:

541.627. Any person aggrieved or adversely affected by the director's grant of a permit may file a
written request for hearing with the director within
60 days after the date the permit was granted. If
the director finds that the person making the written
request has a legally protected interest which is adversely affected by the grant of the permit, the director shall set the matter down for hearing within 30
days after receipt of the request. The hearing shall be
conducted as a contested case in accordance with ORS
183.415 to 183.470. The permittee shall be a party to
the proceeding. Within 45 days of
the hearing the
director shall enter an order containing findings of
fact and conclusions of law. The order shall rescind,
affirm or modify the director's original order. Appeals
from the director's final order may be taken to the

Court of Appeals in the manner provided by
[subsection (2) of ORS 183.480) ORS 183.482. A per-

mit to fill granted by the director
be suspended
by the director during the pendency may
of the proceedings
before the director and any appeal. The director shall
not suspend the permit unless the person aggrieved or
adversely affected by the grant of permit makes a
showing before the director by clear and convincing
evidence that commencement or continuation of the
fill would cause irremediable damage and would be
inconsistent with ORS 541.605 to 541.665.

SECTION 7. This Act being necessary for the
immediate preservation of the
public peace, health
and safety, an emergency is declared to exist, and this
Act takes effect on its passage.
Approved by the Governor July 21, 1979.
Filed in the Office of the Secretary of State July 23, 1979.

CHAPTER 565
AN ACT
[ HB 26051
Relating to rural fire protection districts; amending
ORS 478.260.

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of
Oregon:
Section 1. ORS 478.260 is amended to read:

478.260. (1) The district board shall select a fire
chief qualified by actual experience as a fire fighter
and fire precautionist, or otherwise, and assistants,
volunteer or otherwise, and fix their compensation.
The fire chief shall be responsible for the equipment
and properties of the district. Under the direction of
the board, he shall be responsible for the conduct of
the department.
(2) The board, with advice and counsel of the fire
chief, shall select the location of the fire house or
houses or headquarters of the fire department of the

district. Such sites shall be chosen with a view to the
best service to the residents and properties of the
whole district and may be acquired by purchase or
exercise of the powers of eminent domain in the manner provided by ORS chapter 35. The board may pur-

chase apparatus and equipment as needed by the

district, and provide a water system, ponds or reservoirs for the storage of water for fire-fighting purposes. Or the board may contract with water companies or districts, or both, for water service and facilities at a rate of compensation mutually agreed upon.
The board also may divide the district into zones or
subdivisions and provide an adequate system or code
of fire alarms or signals by telephone, bell, whistle,
siren or other means of communication.

(3) Any district may, when authorized by the

voters, operate or acquire and operate, or contract for
the operation of ambulances, first-aid and rescue
equipment and vehicles. The equipment shall be utilized only within the district unless used in accordance with mutual aid pacts between [fire districts] the
district and any person or any other district, city,
municipal. corporation or other governmental
agency. The requirement of prior voter approval does
not apply to a district that was providing ambulance
services on June 30, 1973.
Approved by the Governor July 21, 1979.
Filed in the Office of the Secretary of State July 23, 1979.

CHAPTER 566
AN ACT

[ HB 25361

Relating to wildlife; and appropriating money.

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of
Oregon:
SECTION 1. As used in sections 2 to 4 of this Act
"nongame wildlife" means all wildlife species over
which the State Fish and Wildlife Commission has

jurisdiction, except game mammals, as defined in
ORS 496.004, fur-bearing mammals as defined in
ORS 496.004, game birds as defined in ORS 496.007
and game fish as defined in ORS 496.009.
SECTION 2. (1) Each resident individual taxpayer who files an Oregon income tax return. and who
will receive a tax refund from the Department of
Revenue may designate that a contribution be made
to the Nongame Wildlife Fund by marking the appropriate box printed on the return pursuant to subsection (2) of this section.
(2) The Department of Revenue shall print on the

face of the Oregon income tax form for residents a
space for a taxpayer to designate that a contribution
be made to the Nongame Wildlife Fund from that
taxpayer's income tax refund. The space for designating the contribution shall be in substantially the
following form:

OREGON NONGAME WILDLIFE FUND. I wish
to contribute D $1 O $3 D $5 of my TAX REFUND

TO THE NONGAME WILDLIFE FUND.
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(2) "Director" means the Director of the

Division of State Lands.
(3) "Division" means the Division of State
Lands.
(4) "Estuary" means a body of water semienclosed by land and connected with the open
ocean within which salt water is usually diluted by fresh water derived from the land. "Es-

tuary" includes all estuarine waters, tidelands, tidal marshes and submerged lands

extending upstream to the head of tidewater.
However, the Columbia River Estuary extends
to the western edge of Puget Island.
(5) "Fill" means the total of deposits by
artificial means equal to or exceeding 50 cubic
yards or more of material at one location in
any waters of this state.
REMOVAL OF MATERIAL;

FILLING

541.605 Definitions for ORS 541.605 to
541.665. As used in ORS 541.605 to 541.665,
unless the context requires otherwise:
(1) "Channel relocation" means a change
in location of a channel in which a new channel is dug and the flow is diverted from the
old channel into the new channel if more than
50 cubic yards of material is removed in con-

structing the new channel or if it would require more than 50 cubic yards of material to
completely fill the old channel.

(6) "Governmental body" includes the
Federal Government when operating in any
capacity other than navigational servitude,
the State of Oregon and every political subdivision therein.

(7) "Intermittent stream" means any
stream which flows during a portion of every

year and which provides spawning, rearing or
food-producing areas for food and game fish.
(8) "Material" means rock, gravel, sand,
silt and other inorganic substances removed

from waters of this state and any materials,
organic or inorganic, used to fill waters of this
state.

(9) "Public use" means a publicly owned

project or a privately owned project that is
available for use by the public.
(10) "Removal" means the taking of more

than 50 cubic yards or the equivalent weight
in tons of material in any waters of this state

in any calendar year; or the movement by

artificial means of an equivalent amount of
material on or within the bed of such waters,
including channel relocation.
(11) "Water resources" includes not only
water itself but also aquatic life and habitats
therein and all other natural resources in and
under the waters of this state.
(12) "Waters of this state" means natural

waterways including all tidal and nontidal

bays, intermittent streams, constantly flowing

lakes and other bodies of water in
this state, navigable and nonnavigable, including that portion of the Pacific Ocean
streams,

which is in the boundaries of this state. (1967
c567 §2; 1971 c.509 §4; 1971 c.754 §1; 1973 c.330 §1; 1973
c.674 §1; 1977 c.417 §2; 1977 c.418 §1; 1979 c.564 §11
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hUSCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
541.610 Policy. (1) The protection, con-

servation and best use of the water resources
of this state are matters of the utmost public
concern. Streams, lakes, bays, estuaries and

541.620

renewed or extended on or after September 13,
1967, unless the person removing the material
has obtained a permit under ORS 541.605 to
541.665.
(4) Subsection (1) of this section does not
apply to removal of material from the beds or

other bodies of water in this state, including
not only water and materials for domestic,
agricultural and industrial use but also habi- banks or filling of any waters of this state in
tats and spawning areas for fish, avenues for an emergency, for the purpose of making
transportation and sites for commerce and repairs or for the purpose of preventing irrepublic recreation, are vital to the economy and parable harm, injury or damage to persons or
well-being of this state and its people. property, when notice of such emergency
Unregulated removal of material from the removal or filling is given to the Division of
beds and banks of the waters of this state may State Lands within 24 hours following the
create hazards to the health, safety and wel- start of such activity. The division, not later
fare of the people of this state. Unregulated than 24 hours following notice, shall inspect
filling in the waters of this state for any pur- the emergency activity, and deny or approve;
pose, may result in interfering with or injur- provided, however, that in emergency actions
ing public navigation, fishery and recreational involving highways, the appropriate highway
uses of the waters. In order to provide for the authority having jurisdiction over the highbest possible use of the water resources of this way in which the work is being performed,
state, it is desirable to centralize authority in shall notify the division within 72 hours folthe Director of the Division of State Lands, lowing the start of such activity. [1967 c.567 §3;
and implement control of the removal of mate-

rial from the beds and banks or filling of the
waters of this state.

(2) The Director of the Division of State

1971 c.754 §3]

541.620 Application for permit; fee;
disposition of fees. (1) Each applicant for a

Lands shall take into consideration all benefi- permit to remove material from the bed or
cial uses of water including streambank pro- banks or fill any waters of this state first
tection when administering fill and removal shall file a written application with the Director of the Division of State Lands, specifying
statutes.
the nature and amount of material to be re-

(3) There shall be no condemnation, inor the amount of fill, the waters and
verse condemnation, other taking, or confis- moved
the
specific
location from which it is to be
cating of property under ORS 541.605 to removed or where
the fill will be placed, the
541.665 without due process of law. (1967 c.567
§1; 1971 c.754 §2; 1973 c.330 §2; 1973 c.674 §2; 1977 c.418
§2; 1979 c.564 §21

method of removal or filling and the times
during which removal or filling is to be conducted. The director may require additional

541.615 Permit required to remove information as is necessary to enable him to
material from bed or banks of waters; determine whether the granting of the permit

exceptions. (1) Except as otherwise specifi- applied for is consistent with the protection,
cally permitted under ORS 541.605 to conservation and best use of the water re541.665, no person or governmental body shall sources of this state. For the purposes of this
remove any material from the beds or banks subsection, fills or removals of material at
or fill any waters of this state without a per- locations not more than one mile apart may be
mit issued under authority of the I irector of combined in one application.
the Division of State Lands, or in a manner
(2) The Director of the Division of State
contrary to the conditions set out in the per- Lands shall furnish to any member of the
mit.
public upon his written request and at his
(2) No governmental body shall issue a expense a copy of any application for a permit

lease or permit contrary or in opposition to the pursuant to subsection (1) of this section.
conditions set out in the permit issued under
(3) (a) Each application under subsection
ORS 541.605 to 541.665.
(1) of this section must be accompanied by a
(3) Subsection (1) of this section does not fee in accordance with the following schedule:
apply to removal of material under a contract,
(A) For a removal by a private operator or
permit or lease with any governmental body
public
body, or a person contracting to perentered into before September 13, 1967. However, no such contract, permit or lease may be form services for such persons, $50;
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(B) For a removal by a commercial operator, $100;
(C) For a fill by a private operator or pub-

lic body, or a person contracting to perform
services for such persons, $100;

conservation and best use of the water resources of this state.
(5) Fees received under subsections (3) and
(4) of this section shall be credited to the Com-

mon School Fund for use by the division in

and
(D) For a fill by a commercial operator, administration of ORS 541.605 to 541.665

$250;

(E) For erosion-flood repair or channel
relocation work by a private landowner or
public body, or a person contracting to perform services for such persons, no fee;

541.990 and as otherwise required by law.

[1967 c.567 §4; 1969 c.338 §4; 1971 c.754 §4; 1973 c.674
§3, 1977 x418 §3; 1977 c.564 §6]

541.622 Prohibition against issuance

of permits to fill Smith Lake or Bybee

(F) For erosion-flood repair by multipro- Lake. Notwithstanding any provision of ORS
ject, no fee;
(G) Riprap, no fee.

541.605 to 541.665 to the contrary, after October 4, 1977, the Director of the Division of

State Lands shall not issue any permit to fill
(b) For the purposes of paragraph (a) of Smith Lake or Bybee Lake, located in Multno-

this subsection, the following terms shall have mah County, below the contour line which lies
the following meanings:
11 feet above mean sea level as determined by
the
1947 adjusted United States Coastal Geo(A) "Private operator" means any person

undertaking a project for exclusively a

detic Survey Datum. [1977 c.120 §21

nonincome-producing and nonprofit purpose;

541.625 Conditions of permit; consultation with other agencies; hearing; ap-

(B) "Public body" means federal, state,

and local governmental bodies, unless specifi- peal. (1) The director shall issue a permit to
cally exempted by law, engaged in projects for remove material from the beds or banks of
the purpose of providing free public services;
any waters of this state applied for under ORS
(C) "Commercial operator" means any 541.620 if the director determines that the
person undertaking a project having financial removal described in the application will not
be inconsistent with the protection, conservaprofit as a goal;
of this
(D) "Multiproject" means projects where tion and best use of the water resources
storm or flood damage has necessitated multi- state as specified in ORS 541.610.

pie projects to maintain and repair existing

(2) The director shall issue a permit ap-

attachments maybe issued;
(E) "Riprap" means the facing of a streambank with rock or similar substance to control

posed fill would not unreasonably interfere

facilities or land in natural waterways, in plied for under ORS 541.620 for filling waters
which case a single permit with multiple of this state if he determines that the prowith the paramount policy of this state to

preserve the use of its waters for navigation,
erosion in accordance with regulations pro- fishing and public recreation. In determining
whether or not a permit shall be issued, the
mulgated by the division; and
director shall consider the following:
(F) "Erosion-flood repair" means any
(a) The public need for the proposed fill
work necessary to preserve existing facilities
and
the social, economic or other public beneand land from flood and high stream flows, in
fits
likely
to result from the proposed fill.
accordance with regulations promulgated by
When
the
applicant for a fill permit is a public
the division.
body, the director may accept and rely upon

(4) Annually on the anniversary date of

the public body's findings as to local public

the permit, each holder of a material removal
permit shall pay a fee during the term of the need and local public benefit.
(b) Whether the proposed fill conforms to
permit in accordance with the schedule set
forth in subsection (3) of this section. The sound policies of conservation and would not
permit shall be suspended during any period interfere with public health and safety.
of delinquency of payment as though no per(c) Whether the proposed fill is in con-

mit was applied for. Notwithstanding this formance with existing public uses of the

subsection the director may, before granting waters or uses of adjacent land.
any extension of the permit, require the per(d) Whether the proposed fill is consistent
mittee to show that the continued exercise of
the permit is consistent with the protection, with a duly enacted zoning or land use plan
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for the area where the proposed fill is to take application in the case of a fill, a temporary
place.

permit shall be issued pending such final

(e) Whether the proposed fill is for stream- decision.
(7) Permits issued under this section shall
bank protection.

(3) The director may issue a permit for a
substantial fill in an estuary for a nonwater
dependent use only if the fill is for a public
use and would satisfy a public need that outweighs harm to navigation, fishery and recreation and if the proposed fill meets all other

be in lieu of any permit that might be required for the same operation under ORS
164.775, 164.785, 468.010, 468.030 to 468.045,
468.055, 468.060, 468.075, 468.110, 468.120,
468.700 to 468.725 and 468.735 to 468.775, so
long as:

(a) The operation is that for which the

criteria contained in ORS 541.605 to 541.665.

(4) If the director issues a permit, the permit is issued; and

director may impose such conditions as the
(b) The standards for granting such perdirector considers necessary to carry out the mits are substantially the same as those espurposes of ORS 541.610, 541.626 and subsec- tablished pursuant to ORS 164.775, 164.785,

tions (1) and (2) of this section. In formulating 468.010, 468.035, 468.040, 468.055, 468.110,
such conditions the director may consult with 468.120, 468.700 to 468.725 and 468.735 to
the State Geologist, the State Fish and Wild- 468.775 to the extent they affect water quali-

life Director, the State Forester, the Director
of the Department of Environmental Quality,

ty-

(8) Any agency or other unit of governthe administrative officer of the State Soil
ment
requested by the director to comment on
and Water Conservation Commission, the
an
application
for a permit under this section
Director of Agriculture, the Administrator of
the Parks and Recreation Division, the State must submit its comments to the director

Marine Director, the State Highway Engineer, within 45 days after receiving the request for
the Director of the Economic Development comment. If an agency or other unit of govern-

Department, the Water Resources Director
and affected local governmental units. Each
permit is valid only for the time specified
therein, Obtaining a lease from the Division
of State Lands shall not be one of the conditions to be considered in granting a permit
under ORS 541.620.

(5) Any applicant whose application for a
permit has been denied, or who objects to any
of the conditions imposed under subsections
(1), (2) and (4) of this section by the director,
may, within 10 days of the denial of the permit or the imposition of any condition, request

ment fails to comment on the application

within 45 days, the director shall assume the
agency or other unit of government has no
objection and shall approve or deny the application. (1967 c.567 §5; 1969 c.593 §49; 1971 c.754 §5;
1973 c.330 §3; 1973 c.674 §6; 1977 x417 §1; 1979 c.200 §1;

1979 c.564 Pal

541.626

Mitigation as condition for

fill or removal from estuary; considera-

tions; other permit conditions. (1) As used
in this section, `mitigation" means the creation, restoration or enhancement of an estua-

rine area to maintain the functional characa hearing from the director. Thereupon the teristics and processes of the estuary, such as
director' shall set the matter down for hearing, its natural biological productivity, habitats
which shall be conducted as a contested case and species diversity, unique features and

in accordance with ORS 183.415 to 183.430, water quality.
183.440 to 183.460 and 183.470. After such
(2) Except as provided in subsection (4) of
hearing, the director shall enter an order
this
section, the director shall require mitigacontaining findings of fact and conclusions of
law. The order shall rescind, affirm or modify tion as a condition of any permit for filling or
the director's initial order. Appeals from the removal of material from an intertidal or tidal
director's final order may be taken to the marsh area of an estuary.
Court of Appeals in the manner provided by
(3) If the director requires mitigation, the
ORS 183.482.
director shall consider:
(6) In the event that a decision on issuance
(a) The identified adverse impacts of the
of a permit by the Director of the Division of proposed activity;
State Lands is delayed for a period exceeding

45 days from the date of application in the

(b) The availability of areas in which

case of a removal, or 90 days from the date of mitigating activities could be performed;
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(c) The provisions of land use plans for the

(F) A proposed alteration that would have

area adjacent to or surrounding the area of negligible adverse physical or biological imthe proposed activity;
(d) The recommendations of any interested or affected state or local agencies; and

pact on estuarine resources.

(5) Nothing in this section is intended to
limit the authority of the director to impose

(e) The extent of compensating activity conditions on a permit under subsection (3) of

inherent in the proposed activity.

ORS 541.625. (1979 c.564 §51

(4) Notwithstanding any provisions of
541.627 Hearing regarding issuance
ORS 197.005 to 197.430 or the state-wide of permit;
procedure; appeals; suspension
planning goals adopted thereunder to the of permit pending
appeal. Any person agcontrary, the director may:
(a) Waive mitigation in part for an activity for which mitigation would otherwise be
required if, after consultation with appropriate state and local agencies the director determines that:

grieved or adversely affected by the director's

grant of a permit may file a written request

for hearing with the director within 60 days
after the date the permit was granted. If the

director finds that the person making the
written request has a legally protected inter-

(A) There is no alternative manner in est which is adversely affected by the grant of
which to accomplish the purpose of the proj- the permit, the director shall set the matter

down for hearing within 30 days after receipt
of
the request. The hearing shall be conducted
(B) There is no feasible manner in which
as
a contested case in accordance with ORS
mitigation could be accomplished;
183.415
183.430, 183.440 to 183.460 and
(C) The economic and public need for the 183.470. to
The
permittee shall be a party to the
project and the economic and public benefits proceeding. Within
days of the hearing the
resulting from the project clearly outweigh director shall enter 45
an
order containing findthe potential degradation of the estuary;
ings of fact and conclusions of law. The order
(I)) The project is for a public use; and
shall rescind, affirm or modify the director's
(E) The project is water dependent or the original order. Appeals from the director's
project is publicly owned and water related; or final order may be taken to the Court of Ap(b) Waive mitigation wholly or in part for peals in the manner provided by ORS 183.482.
an activity for which mitigation would other- A permit to fill granted by the director may be
suspended by the director during the pendency
wise be required if the activity is:
the proceedings before the director and any
(A) Filling for repair and maintenance of of
appeal.
The director shall not suspend the
existing functional dikes and negligible physi- permit unless the person aggrieved or adcal or biological damage to the tidal marsh or versely affected by the grant of permit makes
intertidal areas of the estuary will result;
a showing before the director by clear and
(B) Riprap to allow protection of an exist- convincing evidence that commencement or
ing bankline with clean, durable erosion resis- continuation of the fill would cause irremediaect;

tant material when a need for riprap protec- ble damage and would be inconsistent with

tion is demonstrated that cannot be met with

natural vegetation and no appreciable in-

crease in existing upland will occur;

(C) Filling for repair and maintenance of
existing roads and negligible physical or biological damage to the tidal marsh or intertidal
areas of the estuary will result;
(D) Dredging for authorized navigation
channels, jetty or navigational aid installation, repair or maintenance conducted by or

ORS 541.605 to 541.665. (1973 c.674 §5; 1979 c.564
§61

541.630 Closure of specified waters to

removal or filling. Any agency listed in
subsection (3) of ORS 541.625 may request the

Water Policy Review Board by rule to close
one or more specified waters of this state to
the issuance of permits. After a public hearing

held in conformity with ORS 183.310 to

183.500, if the Water Policy Review Board
under contract with the Army Corps of finds
that issuance of permits with respect to
Engineers;
such water resources would be inconsistent
(E) Dredging or filling required as part of with the protection, conservation and best use
an estuarine resource restoration or enhance- of the water resources of this state as specified

ment project agreed to by local, state and in ORS 541.610, the Water Policy Review
federal agencies; or
Board may by rule close such waters to the
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(4) Publish his findings and recommendaof permits and to any other removals
tions
as they are developed relative to public
or fills under ORS 541.640 for an indefinite
period or during such other times as are stated policies and procedures necessary for the
in the', rule. (1967 c.567 §6; 1971 c.754 §6; 1973 c.330 correction of conditions or violations of ORS
issuance

541.605 to 541.665.

§4; 1973 c.674 §7]

541.635 Investigations and surveys.
In considering applications for permits, the
Director of the Division of State Lands may
cause investigations or surveys to be made of
the location of the work contemplated to determine whether such removal or filling is
consistent with ORS 541.610 and 541.625.

(5) Give notice of any order relating to a
particular violation of his rules or orders, or
relating to a particular violation of any condition of a permit, by mailing notice of such
order to the person or governmental body
affected and by filing a duplicate original of
such order in the manner required by ORS

chapter 183. Any person aggrieved by an
order of the director may appeal from such
order to the circuit court of the county in
Waiving permit requirement which
the property or any part thereof affect-

(1967 c,567 §7; 1971 c.754 §7]

541.640

in certain cases. Notwithstanding any other ed by such order is situated.
provision of ORS 541.605 to 541.665, the
(6) Take appropriate action for the enDirector of the Division of State Lands by rule
forcement
of his rules or orders promulgated
may make exceptions from the application of
of any hearing. Any violation of
as
a
result
ORS 541.605 to 541.665 with respect to removals or fills of a limited nature if no sub- ORS 541.605 to 541.665 or of any rule or order
stantial harm could result to the water re- of the director under ORS 541.605 to 541.665
sources of this state as specified in ORS may be enjoined in civil abatement proceed541.610. However, the director shall notify ings brought in the name of the State of
each agency listed in subsection (3) of ORS Oregon; and in any such proceedings the di541.65 of any exceptions made under this rector may seek and the court may award a
section. [1967 c.567 §8; 1971 c.754 §8; 1973 c.330 §5; sum of money sufficient to compensate the
public for any destruction or infringement of
1973 c.674 §8]

any public right of navigation, fishery or

of recreation resulting from such violation. Promaterial or filling constitutes public nui- ceedings thus brought by the director shall set
sanc*. The removal of material from the beds forth the dates of notice and hearing and the
or banks or filling any of the waters of this specific rule or order of the director, together

541.645 Noncomplying

removal

state without a permit issued under ORS with the facts of noncompliance, the facts

541.625, or in a manner contrary to the condi- giving rise to the public nuisance, and a state-

tions set out in the permit, is a public nui- ment of the damages to any public right of
navigation, fishery or recreation, if any, resance. [1967 c.567 §9; 1971 x754 §9]
541.650 Enforcement powers of director. If the director determines that material is
being removed from or filling is occurring in

sulting from such violation. (1967 c.567 §10; 1971
c.754 §10; 1973 c.330 §6; 1973 c.674 191

541.655 Revocation of permit. If the
director
finds that a person or governmental
any of the waters of this state without a permit issued under ORS 541.625, or in a manner

body holding a permit issued under ORS

contrary to the conditions set out in the per- 541.625 is removing material from the bed or
banks or filling any of the waters of this state
mit, he may:
contrary to the conditions set out in the per(1) Investigate, hold hearings, make or- mit, he may revoke such permit after notice
ders and take action, as provided in ORS and hearing as provided in ORS 183.415 to
541.605 to 541.665, as soon as possible.

(2) For the purpose of investigating condi-

183.430, 183.440 to 183.460 and 183.470. (1967
c.567 §11; 1971 c.754 §11; 1973 c.330 §7; 1973 c.674 §101

tions relating to such removal or filling,

541.660 Abatement proceedings. (1) In
through the employes or the duly authorized lieu of penal enforcement proceedings, prorepresentatives of the division, enter at rea- ceedings to abate alleged public nuisances
sonable times upon any private or public under ORS 541.645 may be instituted at law
property.
or in equity, in the name of the State of
(3) Conduct public hearings in accordance Oregon, upon relation of the Director of the
Division of State Lands.
with ORS 183.310 to 183.500.
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(2) However, notwithstanding any other may seek and the court may award double a
of law, the director, without the sum of money sufficient to compensate the
necessity of prior administration procedures public for any destruction or infringement of
provisions

or hearing and entry of an order or at any any public right of navigation, fishery or

time during such administrative proceedings recreation resulting from such violation.
if such proceedings have been commenced,
(2) If any person or governmental body
may institute an action for legal or equitable
remedies in the name of the State of Oregon intentionally violates ORS 541.615, the directo abate or restrain threatened or existing tor, in a proceeding brought pursuant to ORS
nuisances under ORS 541.645, whenever such 541.660, may seek and the court may award
nuisances or threatened nuisances create an treble a sum of money sufficient to compenemergency that requires immediate action to sate the public for any destruction or infringeprotect the public health, safety or welfare. In ment of any public right of navigation, fishery
any action brought under this section, the or recreation resulting from such violation.
director may seek and the court may award a
(3) An award made pursuant to this secsum of money sufficient to compensate the
tion
shall be in addition to and not in lieu of
public for any destruction or infringement of
any criminal penalties imposed for a violation

any public right of navigation, fishery or of ORS 541.615.
recreation resulting from an existing public
nuisance under ORS 541.645. No temporary
restraining order or temporary injunction or
abatement order shall be granted unless the
defendant is accorded an opportunity to be
heard thereon at a time and place set by the
court in an order directing the defendant to

appear at such time and place, and to then
and there show cause, if the defendant has
any, why a temporary restraining order or
temporary injunction or abatement order
should not be granted. The order to show

[Enacted by 1973 c.330 §10 and

1973 c.674 §13]

Note: 541.662 was enacted by two identical provisions, section 10 of chapter 330 and section 13 of chapter
674, Oregon Laws 1973. Both are compiled as a single
section.

541.665

Fill under permit presumed

not to affect public rights; public rights

extinguished. If the director issues a permit
to fill pursuant to ORS 541.605 to 541.665, it
shall be presumed that such fill does not infringe upon the public rights of navigation,
cause, together with affidavits supporting the fishery or recreation, and the public rights to
application for such temporary restraining lands created by the fill shall be considered
order, temporary injunction or abatement extinguished. (1971 c.754 §141
order, shall be served on the defendant as a
summons. The defendant may submit counter541.695 Application of ORS 541.605 to
affidavits at such time and place. The director 541.665. (1) Nothing in ORS 541.605 to
shall not be required to furnish any bond in 541.665 applies to filling the beds of the wasuch proceeding. Neither the State Land ters of this state for the purpose of constructBoard nor the Director of the Division of State ing, operating and maintaining darns or other
Lands or the employes or duly authorized diversions for which permits or certificates
representatives of the division, shall be liable have been or shall be issued under ORS chapfor any damages defendant may sustain by ter 537 or 539 and for which preliminary
reason of an injunction or restraining order or permits or licenses have been or shall be isabatement order issued after such hearing.
sued under ORS 543.010 to 543.620.
(3) Cases filed under this section shall be
(2) Nothing in ORS 541.605 to 541.665
given preference on the docket over all other
civil cases except those given an equal prefer- applies to removal of materials from the beds
ence by statute. (1967 c.567 §12; 1973 c.330 §8; 1973 or banks or filling of the waters of a nonnavigable natural waterway, or any portion
c.674 §11; 1979 c.284 4166]
thereof, in this state, if:
541.662 Double damages for destruc(a) Such waterway or portion is situated
tion of public right of navigation, fishery
within
forest land; and
or recreation; treble damages for inten-

tional violations; damages in addition to
(b) Such removal or filling is directly
criminal penalties. (1) If any person or gov- connected with a forest management practice
ernmental body, through his or its negligence, conducted in accordance with ORS 527.610 to
violates ORS 541.615, the director, in a pro- 527.730 and 527.990. (1971 c.754 §12; 1977 c.417
ceeding brought pursuant to ORS 541.660, §31
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